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The overall direction of this research is to improve the development of information 

systems within federal agency modernization efforts so that the systems produce a value 

to the federal agency that is significantly greater upon implementation than the 

investment required to develop the systems. Federal agencies are modernizing at an 

increasing rate and, before authorizing funds for each specific modernization investment, 

the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requires agencies to show alignment to 

agency mission outcomes. OMB defines the Federal Enterprise Architecture Performance 

Reference Model (PRM) “Line of Sight” as a means to show this alignment. This 

research formulated the Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis (LSERA) method to 

provide a principled method for PRM Line of Sight analysis that improves reasoning 

under uncertainty, the examination of evidentiary force, and the inquiry into results of 

contemplated alternatives.  



   

 

 

Evidentiary Reasoning theory, Multi-Entity Bayesian Network theory, and Causality 

theory form the principled basis for LSERA. Given this basis, the LSERA method 

consists of the LSERA Argument model, and the LSERA Inference Model. The LSERA 

Argument Model is a structure for the development of a line of sight argument providing 

a facility to assist in the transformation of the line of sight into an evidential reasoning-

based argument. Given the inherent uncertainty within a modernization program, the 

LSERA Inference Model supports analysts in reasoning about the likelihood of 

performance attainment in all areas of a technology initiative line of sight.  The LSERA 

Inference Model also supports evidentiary force analysis, showing which pieces of 

evidence are forceful in asserting the likelihood of achieving mission and customer 

results. In LSERA, the analysts set causality levels, such as necessary or sufficient, 

among the line of sight relations, and examine the impacts of causal beliefs on the 

likelihoods of performance attainment.  

Finally, daily, new information emerges from within the project and from the project or 

agency environment. As information emerges, analysts need to reexamine the various 

technology initiative alignments to the Agency mission, and reason on the new situation. 

LSERA provides automated tools for knowledge management, and probabilistic 

reasoning that allow modernization program personnel to perform this enterprise line of 

sight analysis, including multiple alternatives, in a principled manner and in the necessary 

time. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

 

 

This section provides an overview of my research. I first present the research focus, 

specific problems, and the problem statement. Next, I present the research hypothesis, 

supplemental research questions, and research design. Finally, I detail my contributions 

to the field of information technology. 

1.1    Focus 

The overall direction of this research is to improve the development of information 

systems within federal agency modernization efforts, so that the information systems 

produce a value to the federal agency that is significantly greater upon implementation 

than the investment required to develop the systems. Federal agencies are modernizing at 

an increasing rate. Before authorizing funds for a modernization investment, the Office of 

Management and Budget (OMB) requires agencies to show an alignment to agency 

mission outcomes. In addition, some federal agencies must show the alignment across 

federal agencies in an operations-focused, multi-agency, scenario that includes state and 

local governmental organizations.  

The OMB Federal Enterprise Architecture Program Management Office (FEA-PMO) 

developed the Performance Reference Model (PRM) to assist agencies in showing these 

alignments. The PRM is one of the five Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) reference 
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models [OMB07], the other four being the Business Reference Model (BRM), the 

Service Component Reference Model (SRM), the Data Reference Model (DRM), and the 

Technical Reference Model (TRM). Figure 1 shows the relationships of the reference 

models.  

The FEA-PMO PRM consists of two main activities. The first activity is the downward 

derivation of performance measures ranging from the mission level to system operations 

to specific system development projects. The specification of these performance 

measurement is an analytical derivation process that defines what the behaviors of the 

organization, the associated process, and the supporting systems measures of 

effectiveness are to be.  

A second activity is the construction of a line of sight (LoS) from the technology 

initiative performance measures to business processes performance measures to strategic 

outcomes. The FEA-PMO defines the LoS as: 

“The indirect or direct cause and effect relationship from a specific IT investment to 

the processes it supports, and by extension the customers it serves and the mission-

related outcomes it contributes to.” (FEA-PMO PRM, Ver. 1, Vol. 1, Sept. 2003) 
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Figure 1 Federal Enterprise Architecture Reference Models 

 

 

 

The focus of this research is this line of sight within the FEA PRM, which Section 2.1.1 

FEA Performance Reference Model summarizes. 

1.2    Specific Problems 

Transforming an Agency’s operations is a complex undertaking involving aligning 

organizational change and new technology use. Technology alignment associates the 

technology to the processes and services it affects, and through the process & services to 

attainment of strategic outcomes. Agency managers need to understand how a technology 

initiative aligns to and supports the attainment of strategic outcomes. Poor alignment 

reasoning increases the risk of wasted investments and failed operations. One form of 

technology alignment is the FEA PRM line of Sight (LoS). 

Reasoned alignments require making complex arguments that integrate information about 

strategic planning, enterprise modeling, organizational change management, and systems 
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engineering. An argument consists of hypothesis, relations, evidence, relevance, and 

force of evidence measurement. However, the PRM LoS only requires managers to 

identify and relate performance measures through the defined taxonomy within the PRM.  

This research considers the following interrelated problems within the Federal FEA PRM 

Line of Sight (LoS) to support alignment to, and attainment of strategic outcomes. I 

categorize these problems into structural and uncertainty.  

Structural – The current FEA PRM LoS focuses solely on the expression of 

performance measures. However, over the life of a technology initiative, the agency 

develops hundreds of documents and specific pieces of information like performance 

measurements. Filtering and using relevant information is critical to reasoning on cause 

and effect influences that support strategic outcome attainment. The LoS structural 

problems are: 

LoS does not include Risk 

(1) The technology or process elements 

related to the performance measures 

The technology investment attention of 

the LoS is unclear. 

(2) Hypotheses about the elements such as 

attaining or not attaining behavior  

Inability to express intermediate 

conclusions affecting final conclusions. 

(3) Defined relations among technology, 

process, and supporting information  

Managers misunderstanding what affect 

what. 

(4) Rules for determining usability of 

information for LoS reasoning  

Needed information is not developed or 

irrelevant information is used. 

(5) Identification of criteria to assert a 

causal relation  

Improper assertion of technology based 

operational improvements. 

(6) Logic to support reasoning that is 

more principled. 

Approving wrong investments based on 

weak justifications. 
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One approach to addressing these problems is to base LoS on Evidential reasoning. 

Evidential Reasoning [Schum94] is structuring evidence in support of or against a 

defined assertion or chain of assertions. Evidential reasoning is about formulating 

arguments consisting of hypotheses, evidence, relations and evidentiary force. 

Uncertainty – An LoS contains significant uncertainty, given the complexity from 

changing value structures within the agency, emerging changes, the time horizon, the 

competency and creditability of stakeholders, and organizational dynamics such as power 

structures and politics. The LoS implicitly depends on agency LoS managers and subject 

matter experts having a sufficient understanding of their specific areas to express a 

likeliness of technology behavior, process behavior, and strategic outcome attainment. 

However, the FEA PRM LoS  

Does not include Risk 

(1) Expression of uncertainty within the 

logic 

Managers make conclusions without 

consideration of the inherent uncertainty 

(2) Explicitly manager’s subjective beliefs Managers do not examine their subjective 

beliefs for suitability 

(3) Rules for combine uncertain 

influences, such as a subprocess and  

technology influence on a process  

Missing an incorrect conclusion on  

resulting combined behavior  

(4) Identifying the influential information 

within the LoS  

Not knowing that a few pieces of 

information are the basis for conclusions 

 

Also, the LoS also does not suggest inferences agency managers can make about strategic 

outcome attainment given the technology and process behavior attainment or non-

attainment. For example, an agency manager looking at an LoS cannot say what the 
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likeliness of achieving the strategic outcomes is. In addition, they cannot readily 

determine what the implication of missed or new evidence is. 

One approach to addressing these problems is to incorporate into the LoS probability 

theory. This presents three challenges given the likely overall size and complexity of the 

resulting probability model. First, the agency needs a way for managers to construct 

localized models independently and at different times. Second, the managers need a way 

to integrate these localized models in a principled manner into an overall model allowing 

them to examine the overall influences of localized changes. Third, the LoS as a sequence 

of technology alignment inferences can take on alternative structures. The inference 

sequence contains the manager’s beliefs about the alignment of the future solution. 

Different managers have different sets of beliefs, so the method needs to support 

reasoning on alternative forms of the LoS as well as parts of the LoS. 

Last, I considered the conformance of the FEA PRM LoS method. Managers should use a 

method to perform LoS formulation and analysis that conforms to generally accepted 

standard for the context and domain of use. In the LoS case, the intent and directions 

within federal laws, regulations, and specifications define the accepted standard. As to 

principled theory, the current LoS specification incorporates some concepts from three 

methods: Program Logic Models [Kell01], the Value Chain of Michael Porter [Port85], 

and the Theory of Constraints by Eliyahu A. Goldratt [Gold92]. However, these methods 

individually and collectively do not address the ten problems identified above within the 

LoS. 
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Given these interrelated problems, a federal agency can assert only in some probabilistic 

manner that a core technology solution will generate a benefit or support attaining a 

strategic outcome. The following statement forms the foundation for this research: 

Establishing alignment of technology with strategic outcomes requires chains of 

uncertain inferences. 

1.3    Problem Statement 

Agency managers must structure the alignment of the technology in a principled manner 

to assert with confidence that the technology initiative supports the strategic outcomes of 

the agency. A summary statement of the research problem is: 

Within the context of federal technology initiatives the current LoS and related 

methods, do not address the interrelated structural and uncertainty problems as well 

as fulfill the intent of associated federal laws. 

1.4    Research Hypothesis 

Given the context of federal agency modernization, with a research scope centered on the 

FEA PRM LoS and the problem statement above, this research focuses on devising a 

method to mitigate the structural and uncertainty problems within the FEA PRM LoS. 

The research conceptualizes an Enterprise Line of Sight (ELoS) as an inferential 

alignment of a technology initiative to business processes, business services, and strategic 

outcomes, supporting a principled assertion of attainment of the strategic outcome. This 

ELoS conceptualization extends and encompasses the FEA PRM LoS. The research 
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further conceptualizes the Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis (LSERA) method 

that includes the following means to mitigate the identified inadequacies: 

Means Problem addressed 

 Of identifying entities (performance and 

behavioral) and the relationships among them; 

(evidential reasoning) 

 Structural problems 1, 3 

 To describe evidence, its relevance to entities 

of interest, and its evidentiary force within an 

argument; (evidential reasoning with 

probabilistic support) 

 Structural problems 2, 4, 

 Uncertainty problem 10 

 Of expressing uncertainty about performance 

entities, relationships, and evidence in a 

principled manner; (probability theory) 

 Uncertainty problems 1, 2, 3 

 Of expressing cause and effect (evidential 

reasoning, Probability theory) 

 Structural problem 5 

 A means to separate and construct localized 

sub-models. (probability theory) 

 Uncertainty problem 1, 2, 3 

 

Given these conceptualizations, the research hypothesis is: 

The LSERA method defines in a principled manner ELoS analysis that improves 

ELoS conformance, evidentiary reasoning, and reasoning on alternatives within an 

ELoS. 

To direct this research, I state the following supplemental research questions. The 

research was able to develop evidence that supports answering these questions.  

1. What are the behavioral entities, evidence, and relations that should be included 

within a principled LoS method that supports the intents within related federal laws 

and regulations? 
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2. What are the means for expressing in a principled manner: 

 Uncertainty about entities, relationships, and evidence; 

 Likely behavior attainment, and behavior influences; 

 Force of evidence within an LoS argument; 

 Separate localized sub-models that analysts can combine into larger models? 

3. How do stakeholders examine alternatives for attaining desired outcomes given 

emergent information and changes in stakeholder beliefs? 

1.5    Research Design 

This section summarizes my research design. Figure 2 shows the research design and 

showing the specific activities I completed. A more principled method for performing 

LoS analysis scopes this research. Thus, the first step defined the principled foundation 

upon which the method stands. Next, the research formulated an accurate specification 

for the method given the principled foundation. Once completed, the research evaluated 

the method through specific exercises, using a hypothetical federal agency. Within the 

fourth step, I performed two real-world case studies. I first performed the EMTI case 

returning to Step 2 to revise the fundamentals. I then performed the BOTI case using the 

revised fundamentals.  

This section provides an overview of each of these steps, presenting specific activities, 

and the expected results. The results from Steps 1 and 2 are presented in Chapter 3. The 

results from Step 3 are presented in Chapter 4, and the case study results from Step 4 are 

in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 2 Research Design for LSERA 

 

 

 

Step 1: Research the Theory Foundation 

The objectives of this step are to understand the overall requirements that resulted in the 

creation of the FEA PRM line of sight and to determine the appropriate theories to act as 

a principled basis for the method. I first reviewed OMB FEA PRM regulations and five 

key federal laws for the determination of overarching requirements for the method. 

Second, I examined evidential reasoning theory, Multi-Entity Bayesian Network 

(MEBN) theory, and Bayesian-based causality theory for applicability of these theories to 

the problem. This step resulted in the formulation of the 10 LSERA postulates and the 
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definition of the Enterprise Line of Sight (ELoS), which extends and encompasses the 

FEA PRM LoS. 

Step 2: Formulate the LSERA Fundamentals 

The objective of this step is to construct the fundamentals of the LSERA method. I first 

specified a logically consistent set of objects in accord with the foundational theories and 

then formulated them into the LSERA Argument Model. I did this iteratively comparing 

the evolving model against the FEA PRM requirements, the appropriate laws, and the six 

methodologies that form the basis for the FEA PRM. Next, I formulated the LSERA 

Inference model based on MEBN theory and composed a knowledge engineering process 

to derive a set of initial conditional probability tables (CPT). Finally, I adjusted equations 

for evidence force measurement for three hypothesis states. I revised this step’s results 

given the results of Steps 3 and 4. 

Step 3: Conduct Evaluations 

The objective of this step is to evaluate specific capabilities within the LSERA method to 

determine any errors and provide information related to the research hypothesis. I 

conducted four different evaluations. I evaluated correctness against the appropriate laws 

/ directives and four enterprise architecture frameworks used within federal agencies. I 

evaluated the probabilities as part of the derivation process to observe consistency in 

results. I evaluated a series of evidential force situations covering contradictory, 

corroborative, conflicting, and convergent evidence that I again reviewed for consistency. 

Finally, I constructed 15 stories, as variants of the demonstration ELoS basic story, as a 
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sensitivity analysis. These stories represent common federal program argument situations 

and relate to specific supplemental research questions.  

Step 4: Conduct Real-World Case Studies 

The objective of this case study step is to evaluate the LSERA method in more complex 

real-world situations to provide results that support the research hypothesis. The case 

study design follows the constructs of Yin [Yin94, Yin09]. I conducted two case studies 

based on a replication design. I used the same case study protocol consisting of six steps 

within both units of analysis. The case study results support the research hypothesis. In 

addition, the case study protocol is replicable with little modification for other ELoS 

arguments studies within federal agency modernization efforts.  

1.6    Contributions 

This research produced three unique contributions to the body of knowledge for 

alignment reasoning and ELoS analysis. These contributions are a principled basis for 

ELoS reasoning, the LSERA Method, and supporting automated tools. 

PRINCIPLED BASIS FOR ENTERPRISE LINE OF SIGHT ARGUMENTS 

LSERA employs Evidentiary Reasoning and Multi-Entity Bayesian Network theory. By 

providing a useful and usable method to reason about the probability of systems 

contributing to an agency’s mission attainment, LSERA shows how to extend the 

methods associated with the PRM, namely Program Logic Models, the Theory of 

Constraints, and the Balanced Scorecard Strategy Map. In addition, LSERA provides an 
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example of the use of the above theories within the fields of enterprise systems 

engineering and goal-oriented requirements engineering. 

LINE OF SIGHT EVIDENTIAL REASONING ANALYSIS (LSERA) METHOD  

The LSERA method consists of the Argument Model and the Inference Model. Argument 

authors use the Argument Model to develop an ELoS argument. The Argument Model 

assists in transforming the initial ELoS into an evidential reasoning-based argument. It 

supports principled, timelier, broader, and more in-depth analysis of the ELoS. The 

Argument Model also will support the standardization of ELoSs and the reuse of prior 

ELoS analyses. The model provides the structure for the ELoS and consists of 18 entities, 

3 assertion sets, 46 directed relations, and evidence credentials. 

The LSERA Inference Model supports probabilistic reasoning of the ELoS. It also 

provides a principled means for using evidential force within the ELoS argument. The 

LSERA Inference Model consists of a MEBN MTheory of 46 MFrags. In addition, a 

single prior probability table and a set of six conditional probability tables provide the 

starting point for ELoS reasoning.  

For an LSERA argument, it is important to understand how evidence or an evidence set 

influences the probability that a technology initiative will attain the desired behaviors and 

strategic outcomes rather than simply knowing the resulting probability of attainment. 

LSERA employs evidential force measurement based on the likelihood ratio. This is a 

powerful evidentiary force concept and provides extended capabilities to understand the 

force of evidence and evidence combinations within an argument. 
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Chapter 2: Background and Related Work  
 

 

 

This section introduces background and related works that provide a perspective on the 

research problem. Boehm and Sullivan [Boehm00] lay out a road map for software 

economic research that indicates that research into “better models of links from software/ 

information technology (SW/IT) product, process and portfolio design, to benefits” is 

necessary. Rouse [Rous05] states that value deficiencies drive enterprise transformation 

and that an enterprise’s perceived value deficiencies drive work processes redesign. Thus, 

there is a necessity to clearly link redesign efforts to value generation. 

There is a wide body of literature on benefit and value attainment [Keen92]. The 

Software Engineering Institute has a general cost-benefits method [Kazm01]. There is an 

investment options perspective [Sull99]. Karlsson defines a cost-value approach using the 

analytical hierarchy process [Karl97]. Still another approach is to structure the analysis as 

an operations research knapsack problem [Jung98]. These methods attempt to justify an 

investment based on a financial return. However, Strassman [Stras97] shows that broad 

measures such as return on investment or assets or sales do not correlate with IT 

investment. The analysis needs to get to the micro-level, such as a branch within an 

organization. Senn [Senn03, Senn98] confirms that managers do not believe traditional 

measures; he shows that managers consider investing in information technology critical 

to the survival of the company. Value solely expressed in financial terms is inadequate. 
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Managers need to express value in performance terms as well as financial terms. For 

performance to be attained by information technology systems, the performance needs to 

be translated into requirements and traced to the desired performance. 

Thus, this ELoS research involves understanding: how to describe an enterprise 

(Frameworks); how to structure knowledge of uncertain multiple relations and revise 

beliefs based on new evidence (Probability); and how to understand information as 

evidence supporting a revision of belief (Evidential Reasoning). 

2.1    Frameworks 

The American Heritage Dictionary [AHD00] defines framework as “a set of assumptions, 

concepts, values, and practices that constitutes a way of viewing reality.” This section 

presents three areas: frameworks for describing an enterprise, enterprise reference 

models, and requirement expression for achieving the goals of an enterprise.  

2.1.1 Enterprise Architecture Frameworks 

Enterprise Architecture (EA) frameworks have been evolving since the introduction of 

the Zachman Framework in 1987. EA frameworks generally consist of a meta-model 

(ontology), a methodology for developing architectures, as well as other characteristics. 

The meta-models provide one basis for specifying ELoS entities and relationships. Federal 

agencies base their architectures primarily on the following four frameworks.  

Federal Segment Architecture Methodology [FSAM08] – This is a systematic process 

for developing and using segment architectures (a subset of an EA), developed by 
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distilling proven best practices from across federal agencies. It contains a list of artifacts 

required for compliance with federal EA requirements. http://www.fsam.gov/.  

The Department of Defense Architecture Framework [DoDAF09] - The DoDAF is a 

comprehensive framework enabling the development of DoD architectures at all levels. It 

contains a detailed architecture meta-model called DM2. The DM2 provides a conceptual 

and logical view of the data normally collected, organized, and maintained in an 

architectural description effort. http://cio-nii.defense.gov/sites/dodaf20/index.html 

The Open Group Architecture Framework [TOGAF09] - The Open Group's 

architecture forum develops and maintains the TOGAF, which is an open-industry 

consensus framework and method for enterprise architecture. TOGAF Enterprise Edition 

(TOGAF 9) is a detailed method, meta-model, artifacts, and set of supporting resources 

for developing enterprise architectures. http://www.opengroup.org/togaf/ 

The Zachman Framework [Zack08] - Zachman International defines the Zachman 

Framework as a schema. The Zachman Framework is the intersection of the common 

questions what, how, when, who, where, and why with six levels that transform of an 

abstract enterprise concept into real thing by moving down through six views. These six 

views are, scope, business, system, technology, component, and operations. 

http://www.zachman.com/about-the-zachman-framework   

In addition to the four frameworks, there are two main international standards related to 

EA. These are the Generalized Enterprise Reference Architecture (GERA), part of the 

International Organization for Standard (ISO) 15704:2000 Industrial Automation 

http://www.fsam.gov/
http://cio-nii.defense.gov/sites/dodaf20/index.html
http://www.opengroup.org/togaf/
http://www.zachman.com/about-the-zachman-framework
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Systems -- Requirements for Enterprise-Reference Architectures and Methodologies 

standard, and the ISO 19439:2006 Enterprise Integration – Framework for Enterprise 

Modeling standard.  

Each of these frameworks and standards has somewhat different meta-models but with 

common features. Meta-models define logical relations among entities. The Essential 

Project is developing and managing the Essential Meta-Model (http://www.enterprise-

architecture.org/component/content/article/11-project-components/35-essential-meta-model ). It 

considers it an ontology than only a meta-model. It states, “The intention is to provide a 

comprehensive and extensible set of concepts and relationships, with clear semantics that 

can be easily mapped to the concepts, activities and tools of the industry standard 

frameworks.” All of these meta-models and their frameworks, however, need additional 

constructs to support evidentiary reasoning with probability support, in order to reason on 

attainment, versus just alignment with, organizational goals and objectives. There are 

other enterprise-ontology development efforts. Among these is the Federal Enterprise 

Architecture Reference Model Ontology (FEA-RMO) [Alle05], which is a domain-

specific ontology of the Federal Enterprise Architecture reference models. FEA-RMO 

directly translates the Performance, Business, Service Component, and Technical 

reference models into their machine interpretable representation in OWL-DL. The 

Enterprise Integration Laboratory, at the University of Toronto, developed the Toronto 

Virtual Enterprise Ontology (TOVE) [Fox98]. The goal of the TOVE project is to “create 

a generic reusable enterprise data model.” 

 

http://www.enterprise-architecture.org/component/content/article/11-project-components/35-essential-meta-model
http://www.enterprise-architecture.org/component/content/article/11-project-components/35-essential-meta-model
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2.1.2 FEA Performance Reference Model 

As shown in Figure 1 Section 1.1, federal agencies consider the five Federal Enterprise 

Architecture (FEA) Reference Models [OMB07] in describing their technology 

investments. The federal government developed these reference models to facilitate 

cross-agency analysis, identifying duplicative investments and opportunities for 

collaboration within and across agencies. Collectively, the reference models comprise a 

set of interrelated taxonomies for describing an agency’s technology investment in a 

common and consistent manner. One of the five references models is the Performance 

Reference Model (PRM).This research focuses on the PRM because it supports the 

agency making the key argument of how the technology investment aligns to the agencies 

strategic goals and that the strategic goals may be attained given the investment. 

Figure 3 shows the overall structure of the PRM.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 FEA PMO Performance Reference Model (PRM) 
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The PRM supports the key argument that the technology investment aligns with the 

strategic outcome. The PRM consists of predefined sets of performance measure 

categories organized into three broad levels: inputs, outputs, and outcomes. Within these 

three levels are six subgroups: Mission & Business Results, Customer Results, Processes 

and Activities, Human Capital, Technology, and Other Fixed Assets. The subgroups are 

interrelated through the PRM line of sight, shown as the dark blue arrow. The FEA PMO 

defines the Performance Reference Model [OMB03] as: 

“A standardized framework to measure the performance of major IT initiatives 

and their contribution to program performance”  

The FEA PMO further states that this standardized performance framework has three 

main purposes: 

“1. Help produce enhanced IT performance information to improve strategic and daily 

decision-making; 

2. Improve the alignment—and better articulate the contribution — of IT to business 

outputs and outcomes, thereby creating a clear ‘line of sight’ to desired results; and 

3. Identify performance improvement opportunities that span traditional organizational 

structures and boundaries.”  

The FEA PMO defines the line of sight as follows. 

“The PRM structure is designed to clearly articulate the cause and effect 

relationship between inputs, outputs, and outcomes. …The PRM captures this ‘line 

of sight’ to reflect how value is created as inputs (such as Technology) are used to 

help create outputs (through Processes and Activities), which in turn affect 

outcomes (such as Mission & Business and Customer Results). Guiding the entire 
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PRM are ‘Strategic Outcomes,’ which represent broad, policy priorities that drive 

the direction of government.”  

The PRM lines of sights are associations of related performance measures. They focus on 

mathematical relationships based on a common understanding of influence. A PRM line 

of sight supports questions such as; “If these measures are attained, will the desired 

output or outcome measures be attained?”  

The current FEA PMO Performance Reference Model only involves technology 

investments. Future expansion may include Human Capital and Other Fixed Assets.  

History and Foundation 

Congress and the executive branch face pressure to make the federal government more 

performance oriented and technology acquisition more successful and less wasteful. Over 

time, Congress has passed a series of performance-related and information technology-

related legislation. The Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) of 1993 

[GPRA93] supports strategic planning by measuring agency attainment of specific 

agency-level outcome objectives. Associated with each outcome objective is a set of 

performance measures, which the agency reports on yearly. Congress updated this law in 

2010 with the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 [GPRA10], affirming its commitment to 

performance-based government. The Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996 [ITMRA96] (Clinger-

Cohen) requires that each major information technology investment include a set of 

systems engineering-level performance measures that the system contributes to attaining. 

The E-Government Act of 2002 [eGov02] requires the use of internet-based information 
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technology to enhance citizen access to government information and services. Over these 

years, GAO has issued numerous reports on performance [GAO97, GAO04]. The Bush 

administration established the President’s Scorecard[Scor02] to score each agency’s 

performance on 15 criteria, and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 

established the PART Reviews [PART08] that require each agency program to report 

program performance. In 2007, President Bush issued an Executive Order, titled 

“Improving Government Program Performance” [EO13450], detailing agency 

performance responsibilities. The Obama administration appointed a Chief Performance 

Officer within OMB to implement this executive order. 

OMB, however, did not want only to score an agency; they want to know that an 

information technology investment will support the attainment of performance measures 

as expressed within GPRA plans and Clinger-Cohen measures. To accomplish this, in 

2003 they formulated the Performance Reference Model and its line of sight.  

OMB turned to existing public and private approaches for organization performance 

measurement. These include the Balanced Scorecard of Kaplan and Norton [Kapl96], the 

Baldrige Criteria [Brow03], and numerous performance studies conducted by various 

federal agencies. From these methods, OMB defined specific measurement areas as well 

as some association among the measures.  

OMB states that the PRM line of sight shows the direct and indirect causal relationship 

from a technology initiative to the desired mission, customer results, and strategic goals. 

OMB formulated the PRM line of sight considering Program Logic Models [Kell01], the 
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Value Chain of Michael Porter [Port85], and the Theory of Constraints by Eliyahu A. 

Goldratt [Gold92]. Program Logic Models provided the overall structure of the 

Performance Reference Model. Program Logic Models are a structured layout of inputs 

through activities to outputs to outcomes and the ultimate impact. They incorporate an “if 

/ then” of expected results with only a common understanding basis for cause and effect. 

They present an easily understood model of what a program should produce. Porter’s 

Value Chain provides the basis for the PRM’s focus on both mission and customer 

results. In value chain analysis, a business analyst develops a model from inputs to 

outputs to outcomes related to organizational performance using the constructs of the 

value chain. Again cause and effect is not formally developed. Both of these techniques 

provide a broad and common understanding of what should occur and why.  

The Theory of Constraints provides the PRM with a basis for talking about cause and 

effect. In the systems approach extension to the Theory of Constraints, Dettmer [Dett97, 

Dett07] explicitly considers cause and effect relationships through the concepts of 

necessity, sufficiency, proximity, and making sense when read aloud. For example, 

oxygen, material, and sparks are all necessary and sufficient to produce a fire. However, 

the TOC and the PRM LoS do not address cause and effect reasoning of a specific action, 

that is, if I strike this particular match will I get a fire, or if I build this particular 

technology component will I get a specific improvement? The Theory of Constraints 

takes a whole process solution approach to attaining a desired business benefit. Through 

various techniques of business process modeling, the business analysts identify 

constraints that prevent attaining the goal. A new future state model is developed and 
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analyzed. This technique provides supporting evidence that the naturally understood “if -

then” relation actually can occur [Dett97]. The business process analysis continues until 

there is an expression of all necessary conditions related to the if-then relation. 

The current version of the PRM does not include any method for asserting the cause and 

effect relationship among the behavioral entities measured. The FEA-PMO specification 

states that currently this is difficult to assert but agencies should attempt it. In addition, 

the PRM does not include any means for expressing the uncertainty inherent within large 

complex programs executing over a multi-year period. This lowers the credibility of 

performance forecasts and assertions of strategic goals attainment  

2.1.3 Goal Oriented Requirements 

There is a close link between requirements and architecture, and analysts develop them 

iteratively. [Nuse01]. The PRM, while an architecture reference model, contains 

performance measures that are externally measurable behaviors. These performance 

measures come from or become performance requirements of the technology initiative 

process and activity, and they represent goals through mission results. 

Requirements engineering includes approaches that are goal-oriented, where goals 

represent stakeholder-desired performance and include theory on requirement relations, 

resulting in requirement networks that can be used to reason about the goal assertion. Van 

Lamsweerde [VanL01] and Yu [Yu98] present good overviews of goal-oriented 

requirements. This research considered the following four goal-oriented requirement 

approaches because their approaches relate to enterprise line-of-sight. 
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i* Framework Starts with stakeholder goals and associates to means planning 

NFR 

Framework 

Focus is on tracing non-functional requirements and uses the i* 

framework as one possible starting point 

KAOS 
The Knowledge Acquisition in AutOmated Systems presents a 

logic for goal-based requirements engineering 

 

Win/Win 
Tracing requirements through a resolution of negotiations of 

stakeholders  

The i* Framework of Yu [Yu97] performs early stage requirements discovery through the 

identification of business and process goals. The importance of this framework is that Yu 

develops a network of influence among the goals and their relationship to requirements, 

called the Strategic Rational Model. Goal orientation is especially good in the tracing of 

non-functional requirements. Use Case analysis can incorporate non-functional goals 

[Lee99], which provides a means of linking the goal statement to the use-case value 

statement to the non-functional requirements. 

The Non-Functional Requirements Framework [Chung99a, Mylop92] centers on the 

derivation of goal networks of non-functional requirements (NFR). The goal network 

graphically portrays the requirements that contribute to or detracts from attaining the 

goals. This framework contains five components that are stated in first-order logic. These 

are: 1) a set of non-functional requirement goals, satisfying goals, and argument goals; 2) 

link types for relating goals and goal relationships; 3) methods for refining goals; 4) 

correlation rules for inferring goal interactions; and 5) labeling procedure for determining 
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the degree of support given a nonfunctional requirement. These components come 

together in the Softgoal Interdependency Graph, a directed acyclic graph. The NFR 

framework has been extended into systems architecture [Chung99] and support for 

reusable design patterns [Gross00]. Nixon has extended the NFR into the Performance 

Requirements Framework (PeRF) [Nixon00]. It presents a 7-layer semantic data model 

for the Softgoal Interdependency Graph of the NFR. 

The NFR framework and the i* framework requirement goals analysis network structures 

limit force analysis of requirements simply to positive or negative effects within the 

network. 

Knowledge Acquisition in AutOmated Systems (KAOS) [Dard93] has a fully developed 

meta-model of requirements defined in formal language, describing goals, agents, objects 

and their relationships. Within KAOS are processes for inferring requirements [Vanl98a]. 

In analyzing performance measure goals, it is necessary to analyze goal interactions such 

as conflicting, cooperative, and irrelevant [Lee01] [VanL98], as well as to understand 

goal obstacles [VanL00a]. There are first order logic approaches to assert goal 

attainment. Zowgi [Zow97] presents a formal logic framework for the modeling and 

reasoning of requirement evolution based on a combination of monotonic and non-

monotonic reasoning.  

The Win-Win method developed by the Boehm [Boehm94] team at USC involves the 

discussion of issues and the group interacting in a rigorous way to find resolutions. The 

notion here supports the development of argument completion by modifying the 
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hypotheses to reach agreement. It has defined semantics and an underlining first order 

logic [LeeM98] that is extended into decision maintenance [Bose95], a key aspect of 

ELoS management. The team’s research has also shown that there does not appear to be 

repeatability of negotiations pattern [Egyed99], which has implications for the reuse of 

arguments. Finally, in developing the arguments, participants need to identify 

misunderstandings [Enqu98], the resolution for which should be an update to the 

associated performance measure information and relations. 

Each of these techniques contains terms, concepts, and methods that support the 

construction of arguments in the justification of attaining an agency’s desired goals. Each 

of these techniques is extensible to enterprise architecture justification [Levi02] and more 

broadly traceability matrices or networks from systems engineering[Rame97]. 

The techniques of Yu [Yu97], Mylopoulos [Mylop92], Chung [Chung99a], Antón 

[Anton98], and others all derive the requirements to support performance through various 

requirement goal networks. This enables the stakeholder to see how the requirement 

contributes to the value attainment and thus supports better requirement declaration.  

2.2    Probability 

An ELoS has some degree, sometimes a large degree, of uncertainty about it, which can 

be expressed in probability terms. It is important to understand that a probability is 

simply a measure of uncertainty and that there are a number of interpretations of how to 

express this measure. I am using the degree of belief by an ideal rational agent, which is 

the subjectivist interpretation of probability [Ram31; Sav72, DFin74]. There are many 
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situations where there is not a counting basis for expressing a probability measure, such 

as whether it will rain tomorrow. However, individuals can express a degree of belief of 

rain based on evidence related to raining. I am applying probability theory to reasoning 

about enterprise lines of sight, which are unique to specific agencies and situations. 

Any interpretations of a probability measure have a common mathematical theory. This 

common mathematical theory is probability theory, formalized by Komologorv in the 

1930s [Komo56]. Schum [Schum94] discusses other views of probability, such as 

Baconian and Dempster-Shafer.  

This section contains three subsections. Section 2.2.1 describes probability calculation in 

terms of Bayesian networks. Section 2.2.2 describes Multi-Entity Bayesian Network 

(MEBN) theory, which LSERA uses to manage and understand uncertainty within the 

ELoS, as well as encode the knowledge structure of ELoS for inference and examination. 

Section 2.2.3 discusses causality with a Bayesian network.  

2.2.1 Bayesian Networks 

Bayesian networks represent the probabilistic relations among variables that collectively 

form a joint probability distribution. The variable will have states that are mutually 

exclusive (must be in only one state) and collectively exhaustive (there are no other 

states), for example, {true or false}, {male, female}. There are relations among the 

variables with direction of influence. Arcs depict the directed influences among the 

variables where the path (sequence of arcs) from a variable does not cycle back to the 

variable. Probabilities represent the influence strength of a variable’s state on another 
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variable’s states. The existence or absence of arcs among the variables represents variable 

dependence / independence. An independence condition for a Bayesian network is that 

every variable is independent of its non-descendants given its parents. This is d-

separation, and it involves nodes in serial, divergent, and convergent structures [Jen01]. 

Jenson [Jen01] defines a Bayesian network in the following way.  

 “A set of variables and a set of directed edges between variables, 

 Each variable has a finite set of mutually exclusive states, 

 The variables, together with the directed edges, form a directed acyclic graph, 

 To each variable A with parents B1, B2,..,Bn, there is a potential probability table.” 

The potential probability table represents a joint probability distribution.  Analysts use 

the parent/child relation to discuss relations among the states of different variables. The 

variable that influences is the parent and the variable influenced is the child. The parent 

also conditions the child expressed as P(A|B1, B2, …, BN). Broader definitions of 

Bayesian networks allow variables to have a countable number of states. They also may 

be continuous. For this research, I am focusing on Bayesian networks with variables 

having a finite number of states. A common convention is to refer to the variables as 

random variables since it is unknown the state of the variable that will occur. [Pfie73]. 

Figure 4 shows a simple Bayesian network. The example discussion is about the random 

variables seasons, rain, sprinkler, and pavement. The states for each random variables are 

Season {Spring, Summer Winter, Fall}, Raining {True or False}, Pavement Wetness 

{True, False}, and Pavement Slipperiness {True, False}. The directed arcs within the 
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graph show the dependence/independence relation among the variables. The four CPT 

tables in Figure 4 capture the beliefs about the relations. For example, in CPT 1 shows 

that if the Season is “Spring” then there is a 75% probability that the Sprinkler being on 

is “True” and a 25% probability that it is “False”. CPT 2 indicates that if the season is 

“Winter” there is a 75% probability that Raining is “False.” 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Example Bayesian network 

 

 

 

We can now ask a question such as “What is the chance that the pavement will be 

slippery if it is “Spring.” Figure 5 shows the result as 67.5%. One of the key inference 

aspects of Bayesian networks is that given a finding on a random variable, the finding is 

propagated throughout the variables related to it. This is possible because conditional 

probabilities represent the strength of the relations among the random variables. 
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   Figure 5 Question on Spring            

                                                                                           Figure 6 Question on Raining 

 

 

 

Figure 6 shows a single finding that Raining is “False” and the resulting probabilities 

from incorporating this finding into the model. The graph now shows that it is most likely 

Winter (35.7%); that the Sprinkler On is most likely false (70.5%); that the Pavement 

Wet is likely false (78.2%); and that Pavement Slippery is likely False (79.6%). These 

posterior probabilities may produce new questions about the relations. 

There have been many uses of Bayesian analysis within requirements engineering and 

systems engineering. Examples of uses include Barry’s Software requirements web 

[Barry99, Barry99a], developed from combination of Bayesian network fragments 

representing requirement interrelationships. The relationships contained within a UML 

object model are translatable into a Bayesian network [Lask00].  Ziv [Ziv97] specifically 

shows that developing Bayesian networks potentially may reduce uncertainty in software 

testing. Fenton [Fent00] uses Bayesian networks to analyze software risk. 
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2.2.2 MEBN Fragments (MFrags) 

A Bayesian network is situation-specific, for example, a Bayesian network could 

represent a specific agency technology initiative ELoS. Analysts can only enter findings 

related to the specific situation. However, ELoS analysis begins with multiple types of 

different variables (e.g. technologies, processes, performance measures) the number of 

which may not be known in advance as well as the relations among the variables. 

Bayesian networks are not expressive enough to consider all of the possible situations. 

Multi-Entity Bayesian Network (MEBN) extends the expressive power of Bayesian 

networks. Laskey states [Lask08] “The MEBN language extends ordinary Bayesian 

networks to provide first-order expressive power, and also extends first-order logic (FOL) 

to provide a means of specifying probability distributions over interpretations of first-

order theories.” 

MEBN represents a set of relations, as a Bayesian network fragment, called an MFrag. 

An MFrag consists of all of the following; an unbounded possibly infinite number of 

resident random variables, input random variables, a set of local probability distributions 

one for each random variable, and a set of context terms to express the logic of the 

conditional probability distribution. The MFrag includes a fragment graph, which 

expresses the conditional independence relations among the entities as a directed acyclic 

graph. For specific unique instances represented by a unique identifier of the resident 

random variables, and given instances of the input random variables, an MFrag produces 

conditional probabilities and can result in a simple Bayesian network. 
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For example, Figure 7 is a possible MFrag to represent the general ELoS knowledge that 

a technology initiative’s behavior (TIBehav) relates to a process’s (PABehav) behavior. 

An MFrag contains one or more resident node random variables representing attributes of 

entities. In this example, the resident node is the white node PABehavior(pa) node having 

states “Exceed”, ”Attain” or “Below” that are mutually exclusive and exhaustive 

representing the behavior of some process instance represented by the attribute pa. Next, 

an MFrag may contain one or more input random variables, which are resident nodes in 

another MFrag. Input variables influence the local probability distribution of the resident 

variables. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Example MFrag 

 

 

 

In this example, TIBehav(ti) influence is expressed within the PABehav(pa) Local 

distribution shown in Figure 7. The Context nodes represent conditions that must be 

satisfied and support the first order logic capability of MEBN. MEBN theory defines the 
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context variables as having the states {true, false, absurd}. In Figure 7, the yellow context 

“Isa” nodes control which ti and pa are involved in a particular analysis. The 

“pa=ProcAct (ti)” context node and the “Isa” nodes together support the underlying logic 

of influence, such as “For all ti in parents …,” allowing the expression of a local 

conditional probability distribution. 

An MFrag fragment graph is an acyclic directed graph whose nodes are in one-one 

correspondence with the resident and input random variables. The fragment graph 

expresses the conditional independence relationship among the random variables. In 

Figure 7, the directed arc from TIBehavior(ti) to PABehavior(pa) represents the belief 

that a process’s behavior is conditional on a technology initiative’s behavior.  

MFrags are collected into sets that represent a knowledge base of a domain. Within 

MEBN this is defined as an MTheory as follows: “A MEBN theory (MTheory) consists 

of a set of MFrags that satisfies consistency conditions ensuring existence of a unique 

probability distribution over its random variables” [Lask08]. The consistency conditions 

are:  

 Home MFrag - there exists exactly one MFrag containing each random variable as 

a resident random variable;  

 No Cycles – there is no path where a random variable influences itself;  

 Bounded Causal Depth - the influences of a chain of random variables ends, and 
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 Recursive Specification - there may be an infinite number of domain-specific 

MFrags, but they must be recursively enumerable, that is, an algorithm must exist 

to specify each MFrag. 

An MTheory satisfying these conditions generates a joint probability distribution on 

instances of the MFrag’s random variables that is consistent with the local probability 

distributions within the MFrags and preserves the independence assumptions within the 

MFrags. A network generated from the set of MFrags satisfies the Markov condition that, 

given its parents, a random variable is conditionally independent of its non-descendants. 

Now, using a specified MTheory, an ELoS analyst can examine the combined influence of 

multiple technology initiatives on the probable performance of a process. However, to do 

this, the ELoS analysts must specify a probability for each combination of the random 

variables. These combinations grow exponentially with the number of parents. To simplify 

the generation of these probabilities, analysts use combination rules that define how to 

combine instances of the parent random variables when multiple instances exits. 

One set of combination rules is Independence of Causal Influence (ICI)[ Diez07]. ICI means 

that causal influences of the parent on the child are independent. However, the parents 

can be dependent. Two often-applied ICI rules are Noisy-Or and Noisy-And. The Noisy-

Or ICI combination rule is applicable in the situation where there are several possible 

parent influences on the effect, any one of which can result in the effect and, the more 

influences present, then the greater the probability of the effect. The Noisy-And ICI 

combination rule is applicable in the situation where there are several necessary 

influences for the effect to occur and, the more influences missing, the lesser the 
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probability of the effect. Other ICI techniques are Noisy Boolean XOR and multistate 

Noisy-Min/Max [Diez07].  

Finally, sharing and reusing ELoSs may improve reasoning within enterprise architecture 

and systems engineering. MEBN is the basis for an extension to the Web Ontology 

Language OWL, called PR-OWL [Costa05], to support probabilistic ontologies in a 

principled manner. PR-OWL builds on classical logic, but extends the formal semantics 

based on MEBN probabilistic logic. MEBN is implemented in UnBBayes an open 

source, Java-based application that saves the MTheory probabilistic knowledge base in 

PR-OWL. Storing ELoS knowledge bases in this ontology structure greatly enhances the 

sharing of ELoS knowledge bases and reusing ELoS models. 

2.2.3 Probabilistic Causality 

The American Heritage
®
 dictionary defines causality as “The principle of, or relationship 

between, cause and effect”. The “relationship” has been the subject of philosophical 

debate since Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics and Metaphysics. The modern debate started 

with David Hume’s A Treatise of Human Nature (1739) [Hume39] and Enquiry Concerning 

Human Understanding (1748) [Hume48], along with Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason (1781) 

[Kant81]. Today, there are many causality theories [Pearl00, Dav04].  

Three important aspects within causality are: association, proximity, and asymmetry. 

Association means that there is some mechanism between C and E such that, if C 

operates, E results. Note that causality is not correlation and correlation does not imply 

causality. For example, as the sun rises, the cows moo (correlation) but the cows did not 
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cause the sun to rise nor did the sun rising cause the cows to moo, they just need to be 

milked. Proximity means that the cause is in contact with the effect or connected by a 

series of known intermediate causes. Asymmetry means that C must precede or be 

simultaneous with E and that E cannot cause C. These concepts are at the level of human 

experience. This research focuses on causality at the human understanding level; the 

philosophical debate is outside the scope of this research. 

Probabilistic causality is a theory that describes the relationship between cause and effect 

by using probability theory. Conditional probability is a manner for expressing this idea, 

i.e., P(E|C). However, conditional statements in and of themselves are not statements of 

causality, since they do not require a temporal order. In the construction of the 

conditional probabilities within a Bayesian network, we make assumptions of causality 

that support the use of conditional probability to express causal inferences. Pearl 

[Pearl00] has defined additional conditions on Bayesian networks to support reasoning 

using probabilities stated as P(C|(do=e)) and discussed below.  

The theory of probabilistic causality has many concepts and discussion points. Given this 

research’s focus on the ELoS within the federal domain, we primarily need to express 

probabilistically the causal related conditions of necessity, sufficiency, and necessary and 

sufficient. 

Necessity generally means that given, a cause C and a resulting effect E, then E cannot 

occur if C does not occur. However, necessity is expressed rarely in a strict sense, that is, 

it is certain that if C is missing then E will not occur. The expression of necessity can 
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significantly raise the degree of belief that the effect will occur, and individuals can use 

subjective probabilities to express this degree of belief. Probabilistically, strict causal 

necessity means, given a cause C and an effect E, then P(E|C
c
) = 0. In a particular 

analysis, an individual may express that C influences E, meaning that the probability of E 

occurring is greater if C is present, modeled as P(E|C). If later, the individual expresses 

that C is “very likely necessary” for the occurrence of E, then this is an assertion on 

P(E|C
c
), which may be made close to zero. In addition, this assertion on P(E|C

c
) may or 

may not change the initial thinking expressed in P(E|C). 

Sufficiency generally means that, given a cause C and an effect E, if C occurs then E 

must occur. However, if C does not occur then E may still occur by some other means. 

Probabilistically, strict sufficiency is shown as P(E|C) = 1, but with P(E|C
c
) ≥ 0. Again, 

analysts generally do not express sufficiency in a strict manner. They express it as a 

degree of belief that C is sufficient for E to occur. For example, an individual initially 

expresses that C influences E, giving P(E|C). If the individual subsequently expresses that 

C is “very likely sufficient” for E to occur, then this is an assertion on P(E|C), which may 

be made close to 1. The probability P(E|C
c
), which expresses that there may be some 

other way to achieve E rather than C, is not effected. 

Being necessary and sufficient means that, given a cause C and an effect E then C cannot 

happen if E does not happen, and, if E happens then C will happen and there is nothing 

else that will cause E to happen. Strict necessity and sufficiency means that P(E|C) =1 

and P(E
c
|C

c
) = 1. In a particular analysis, if an individual expressed the notion that C is 
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”very likely necessary and sufficient,” then the initial probabilities P(E|C) and P(E
c
|C

c
) 

both would be close to 1.  

Next, to understand cause and effect from an intervention perspective, this research 

employs the ideas and methods of Pearl [Pearl00]. As noted above, there is a difference 

in reasoning about the likely effect on E of observing C and in reasoning about the effect 

E of intervening by doing an action. For example, given cancer and smoking the 

conditional probability is shown as P(cancer|smoking), which is based on a finding of 

people who get cancer from within a population of people who smoked. This is different 

from understanding the result of having a person smoke (intervening) and seeing if they 

get cancer. Pearl defines a symbol “do(x)” meaning “given that I do” and an intervention 

as P(Y|do(x)). Thus setting smoking as x we can express the intervention as 

P(cancer|(do(smoking)).  

For analyzing cause and effect interventions using a Bayesian network, Pearl requires the 

following two additional network properties. 

 The parents of each node are its direct causes (causal ordering) 

 The network models the environment as a modular collection of stable 

mechanisms that are autonomous and invariant linkages, (local physical reality). 

Thus, an agency must structure the ELoS in the form of stable mechanisms, such that a 

change in a stable mechanism is local and does not cause a change in another stable 

mechanism. Given a properly structured Bayesian network, an intervention is represented 

by setting the appropriate Bayesian random variable X to a value x within a node and 
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deleting the arcs with its parent nodes. An analyst finds the effect of the intervention on 

Y by solving the resulting Bayesian sub-model. 

2.3    Evidential Reasoning 

This section introduces various kinds of reasoning. Next, there is a definition of the key 

evidence credentials of relevance, creditability, and force. Lastly, it discusses the four 

types of evidence, which are tangible, testimonial, direct, and ancillary, and the evidence 

combinations of contradictory, corroborative, conflicting, and convergent.  

Inherent within a performance reference model and a specific line of sight is the claim 

“This technology initiative is necessary, if not sufficient, to attain the Mission and 

Customer results and strategic goal.” To make this statement plausible, rather than simply 

a belief, the argument authors identify performance measures. The Performance 

Reference Model (PRM) broadly relates these performance measures through the 

taxonomy defined within the PRM. The data collected about the performance measures 

affect the argument author’s beliefs in whether the above claim is true or false. Thus, the 

PRM line of sight consists of a hypothesis, data, relevance, credibility, and force, and 

therefore, is an argument. In the construction and reporting on the PRM, agency program 

managers are trying to reason and periodically assess whether the above claim is true.  

A definition of reasoning is the “Use of reason, especially to form conclusions, 

inferences, or judgments.” American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, 

Fourth Edition, 2000. There are various types of reasoning, among them, deductive, 

(Johnson-Laird [John09]), inductive, (Hacking [Hac01]), abductive, (Schum01, Jose96), 
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analogical, (Juthe [Juth05]), case-based (Aamodt [Aamo94]), probabilistic (Pearl 

[Pearl88]), and evidential reasoning (Schum [Schum94]).  In a particular federal ELoS 

argument, the argument authors do not use deductive reasoning, because there are no 

stated premises or valid structures (e.g., syllogism) within the PRM specification. The 

authors do not use inductive reasoning, because there are no repeated instances on which 

to assert the plausibility of the claim. The reasoning is not abductive, because the 

technology stakeholders are not starting with a set of performance evidence and trying to 

infer the most likely explanation for the evidence. The reasoning is not analogical, 

because, generally, the argument is unique. The particular technology initiative, 

processes, and goals are context specific. However, the technology initiative stakeholders 

may use analogical reasoning of the entire argument as an initial justification for the 

argument. In the same manner, a particular technology initiative ELoS argument does not 

use case-based reasoning because there are no appropriate cases to apply.  

The ELoS argument does involve uncertainty, and the argument authors could choose to 

use some form of probabilistic reasoning. Probabilistic reasoning is reasoning using a 

form of probability theory as the argument logic. The ELoS does have evidence and an 

argument structure, where the argument authors are trying to use the evidence to support 

or refute the claim. Thus, the argument authors can use evidential reasoning. In 

particular, they can use some form of evidential reasoning with probabilistic support.  

Evidential reasoning [Schum94] is the structuring of evidence in support of or against a 

defined hypothesis. In general, an evidential reasoning argument consists of four parts: 

hypotheses, evidence, relevance, and force. The hypotheses are something about which 
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the argument authors have an interest. The hypotheses may be binary, as in true or false, 

or a set of multiple hypotheses, such as high, medium, or low. The hypotheses should be 

mutually exclusive and exhaustive. For example, a set of hypotheses about raining could 

be {it rained today; it did not rain today}. To make hypotheses more than just beliefs, the 

argument authors collect data. This data becomes evidence if the argument authors can 

show that the data is relevant to one of the hypotheses and changes their beliefs. 

Relevance is linking the evidence to a hypothesis using a chain of reasoning. 

Generalizations support this linking. Generalizations are commonly understood relations 

in the context of the argument. Finally, there is force of evidence, that is., to some degree 

the evidence changes the argument stakeholder’s belief in an assertion. A piece of 

evidence can be relevant but have little force. 

2.3.1 Evidence Credentials 

This research defines evidence as any data that is relevant to one of the hypotheses and 

changes beliefs. In addition, for the information to be useful within an argument, the 

information must be credible. This is a broad definition, but places all the facts, data, 

analyses, opinions, and beliefs the stakeholders and systems engineer may have within 

one analyzable structure. For example, performance measurements are evidence of a 

system’s or process’s behavior. Relevance simply means that the information has a 

bearing on a particular part of the argument. Credibility is the ability to inspire belief or 

trust. Understanding the credibility of information within an ELoS is pivotal in 

establishing the believability of the ELoS analysis. Finally, the evidence must have force, 
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that is, the information must point towards an assertion(s) and must change belief by an 

amount. This subsection will define each of these evidence credentials in relation to an 

ELoS argument.  

Relevance 

Argument authors show relevance by constructing a chain of reasoning from the evidence 

to an assertion. Commonly accepted generalizations form the basis for the links in the 

chain. In some cases, stakeholders can collect and present information called ancillary 

evidence that they can relate to the links.  

Relevance and causality are different. Relevance supports making an inference, while 

causality means that one real thing tends to induce an effect on another real thing. In 

particular, a performance measure does not cause another performance measure to 

change. The performance measure is measuring the behavior of an associated entity that 

that is causing the change in another associated entity.  

Finally, ELoS authors should not confuse relevance with force of evidence. Relevance 

simply means that the information has a bearing on a particular part of the argument. 

Force relates to the amount and direction of the influence. Credibility is closely 

associated with relevance.  

Credibility 

Credibility is the ability to inspire belief or trust. Understanding the credibility of 

information within an ELoS is pivotal in establishing the believability of the ELoS 

analysis. The credibility of testimonial evidence consists of veracity, objectivity, and 
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observational sensitivity of an individual. A credible stakeholder is one who has high 

veracity, objectivity, and observational sensitivity. A credible stakeholder, however, is 

not necessarily competent. For tangible evidence, we need to consider authenticity, 

accuracy and reliability. Authenticity depends on who developed the evidence and why, 

how it was maintained, and who had access to it. Accuracy relates to being within a 

specification that is useable for the reasoning such as the tolerances of a sensor. 

Reliability relates to the ability to be relied upon, that is the method of collection is of 

high quality and repeatable measurements would give similar results. 

Force of Evidence 

Force, weight, or strength of evidence means the degree to which “relevant evidence 

allows us to change our belief about the likeliness of hypotheses or possibilities of 

interest [Schum94].”  The force or weight of the evidence is necessary to understand 

what evidence is contributing to the belief or non-belief in an assertion. Thus, in the 

calculation of force, argument authors need to consider evidence completeness, the lack 

of evidence, and assertions of absolute certainty. There are several ways to approach the 

measurement of the force of evidence; among these are belief allocation, preponderance 

of evidence, and probabilistic methods. Each of these methods presents certain 

difficulties in expressing force. The Dempster-Shafer method [Yag08, Shaff76] presents 

a force perspective that considers the lack of evidence in asserting the force of evidence 

towards a particular hypothesis. The Baconian Method of Jonathan Cohen [Cohen89] 

considers asserting the force of evidence based on the number of test completions given 

the total possible set of tests. Bayesian probability theory, using likelihood ratios, is good 
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for measuring the force of individual items of evidence and the influence of evidence 

across the argument. The calculation of individual force measures within the Bayesian 

probability allows us to understand where the support for a hypothesis is coming from 

and possibly where to look for additional support.  

Since Bayesian network theory is a basis for LSERA, I am using the likelihood ratio as 

the measure of the force of evidence. Given the likelihood ratio Le* = P(e*|H) / P(e*|Hc), 

observe that the ratio has no upper bound. P(e*|H) can get arbitrarily close to 1 while 

P(e*|Hc) can get arbitrarily close to zero. However, the ratio has zero as a lower bound, 

P(e*|H) can get arbitrarily close to 0. Given this the force of evidence Le* has three 

properties. If the probabilities are such that: 

 P(e*|H)  = P(e*|Hc), then the force Le* = 1 which represents no force 

 P(e*|H) > P(e*|Hc), then the force Le* > 1   and e* favors H over H
c
 

 P(e*|H)  < P(e*|Hc), then the force Le* < 1  and e* favors H
c
 over H 

This force of evidence can be calculated for combinations of evidence as well as for 

chains of inferences. 

2.3.2 Evidence Types and Combinations 

Evidence is classifiable in a number of ways. Within an ELoS, there may be four types of 

evidence: tangible, testimonial, direct, ancillary. In addition, there is evidence that 

emerges (any of the four forms) that was not part of the original argument. 

Tangible evidence means documents, images, measurements, models, reports, charts, 

etc, related to the ELoS of the Technology Initiative.  
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Testimonial evidence is an expression by an individual or individuals relating to the 

argument. These individuals could be subject matter experts, agency managers, 

congressional staff, industry representatives, system developers, and/ or advocacy 

groups. 

Direct evidence is evidence that in a single step influences the belief in an entity 

hypothesis. Direct evidence may be tangible or testimonial.  

Ancillary evidence relates to the relations between entities. Ancillary evidence can 

be tangible or testimonial. For example, to assert that a particular piece of technology 

affects a particular process‘s execution behavior requires the presentation of, at a 

minimum, a general reason (generalization) for making the assertion.  

All of these evidence types will emerge over time within the context of the Technology 

Initiative program and could change the associated ELoS argument. Examples of 

emergent information would be new congressional directions, new product information, 

changes in another organization’s policy or procedures, and/or a change in the agency’s 

customer environment. Emergent information is important because the failure to notice 

the relevance and evidentiary force of new information is a major contributor to the lack 

of realization that changes are required within the Technology Initiative program in order 

for the program to attain its desired mission, customer, and strategic results.  

Combinations 

ELoS arguments may contain situations where the evidence is dissonant, as represented 

by contradictory or diverging evidence, or harmonious, as represented by corroborative 
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and convergent evidence. Each combination of evidence could increase or decrease the 

force of evidence considered individually within the ELoS argument. Other combinations 

of evidence, such as redundant, are beyond the scope of this research.  

Contradictory evidence is evidence that supports different mutually exclusive hypotheses. 

Contradictory evidence is evidence that seems to support both the assertion and the 

negative of the assertion. An example of this within an ELoS is two subject matter 

experts who give testimonial evidence where one says that Report X directly supports the 

identified performance measure attainment and the other says that Report X does not 

support the performance measure attainment. Contradictory evidence indicates a need to 

examine the credibility of the evidence source. 

Divergent evidence is about different entities that both relate to a third entity, where the 

two entities have different findings. For example, for a technology initiative to achieve 

some desired behavior, observations of performance measure X and performance 

measure Y would be evidence. However, the performance measure X observation favors 

attaining the desired technology behavior, and performance measure Y observation 

favors not attaining the desired technology behavior. Resolving divergent evidence 

requires deeper examination of the evidence than just the credibility of the sources.  

Corroborative evidence exists when two or more pieces of evidence support the same 

hypothesis. For example, given performance measure X, there may be direct observation 

evidence, which supports attainment, and simulation study evidence, which supports 

attainment. These two pieces of evidence are corroborative. 
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Convergent evidence exists when two or more different pieces of evidence support 

different entities, with both entities favoring the same assertion in a third entity. This 

occurs in ELoS arguments when the argument authors are trying to determine the likely 

behavior of a process and evidence on two subprocess behaviors supports the process 

behavior attainment. These items of evidence are convergent.  
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Chapter 3: LSERA Fundamentals 
 

 

 

This chapter presents an overview of the Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis 

(LSERA) method [Bunt09, Bunt10]. The first section presents an overview of the 

method. The second section details the argument model, which guides the formulation of 

an ELoS. The third section details the inference model, which supports examining 

inferences and evidence force measurement. 

3.1    Method Overview 

The LSEAR method supports reasoning about the alignment of a particular technology 

investment to the attainment of related strategic outcomes. The Macmillan Dictionary 

defines alignment as “the organization of activities or systems so that they match or fit 

well together.” In relation to technology, Strassman [Stras97] defines alignment as “the 

capacity to demonstrate a positive relationship between information technologies and the 

accepted financial measures of performance.” The difficulty is how to demonstrate this 

alignment given uncertainty and environment change over time. For LSERA, I define an 

inferential alignment as an order set of inferences forming a chain of reasoning linking 

conclusions on things within an environment to an ultimate conclusion. 

Thus, to support a reasoned assertion of alignment on an agencies technology initiatives, 

I define a technology initiative’s enterprise line of sight (ELoS) as an inferential 

http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=the
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=organization
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=of
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=activities
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=or
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=systems
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=so
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=that
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=they
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=match
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=or
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=fit
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=well
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/search/american/direct/?q=together
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alignment of a technology initiative to business processes, business services, and strategic 

outcomes, supporting a principled assertion of attainment of the strategic outcome. 

Figure 8 presents the ELoS. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Enterprise Line of Sight (ELoS) 

 

 

 

The Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis (LSERA) method specifically focuses 

on a technology initiative’s ELoS supporting an examination of how an agency is 

attaining some strategic outcomes. The LSERA method has two main uses: 

• It supports modeling a specific technology initiative ELoS for examination 

(questioning, reasoning, inferring).  

• It supports adjusting and then reexamining the representation based on new or 

overlooked information. 
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The LSERA Method consists of seven steps as shown in Figure 9. It starts with the 

managers expressing in natural language the technology initiative’s enterprise line of 

sight and concludes with the dissemination of the reasoning results. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 9 Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis Method Overview 

 

 

 

Steps 2 and 3 are the modeling phase in which analysts and agency managers develop the 

argument and inference models. Steps 4, 5, and 6 are the reasoning phase in which 

agency managers apply evidence when produced. They then examine particular 

fundamentals of the ELoS given the evidence to make conclusions on likeliness of 

attainment. These two phases may be performed at different times such as; the modeling 
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may be done monthly to support monthly performance reporting while the reasoning may 

be quarterly to support in-depth analysis. Last, analysts may modify the models for 

overlooked information or information emerging within the environment. This emergent 

information may be innovative ideas, solution constraints, organization changes, 

environment trends, or new technology. The agency managers then examine the modified 

models with consideration of this emergent information.   

The following is a brief description of each of the LSERA seven steps.  

In Step 1 analysts, working with agency managers, review the existing materials that the 

managers have assembled around the technologies initiative’s alignment. The analysts 

construct an English language narrative describing the alignment with a particular focus 

on the entities involved and the performance measures the managers are using to 

demonstrate alignment. 

In Step 2 Structure Argument Model, the analysts compose each of the ELoS argument 

model fundamentals (described in Section 3.2). They perform the following activities. 

 2.1 Determine LSERA behavioral entities  

 2.2 Define the LSERA performance entities 

 2.3 Determine enterprise architecture and other information artifact evidence  

 2.4 Define relations among these entities 

 2.5 Confirm cause & effect relations 

 2.6 Confirm the If-Then Logic  

Once the argument model is set, analysts can start Step 3 Construct the Inference Model, 

This construction involves the analysts selecting the LSERA inference model 
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fundamentals (described in Section 3.3) that correspond with the argument model. They 

perform the following activities. 

 3.1 Select the MFrags for the inference model 

 3.2 Examine the LSERA default probabilities 

 3.3 Review behavioral combinations 

 3.4 Generate the inference model 

 3.5 Validate the inference model 

After the argument and inference models are initially completed, the agency managers 

may commence the reasoning phase of the method. The purpose of the first execution of 

this phase is to examine the model and make model adjustments to increase the accuracy 

of the models for the particular situation.  

In Step 4 Examine Inferences, managers add evidence findings into the inference model, 

such as performance measurements, or enterprise architecture and other information 

artifacts quality assessments. They perform these activities 

 4.1 Review evidence for relevance, credibility, and force 

 4.2 Examine resulting probabilities  

 4.3 Examine contradictory or divergent evidence influences 

In Step 5 Examine the Force of Evidence, the managers indicate the relative forcefulness 

of specific evidence and examine the implication of the forceful evidence. They perform 

these activities 

 5.1 Identify forceful evidence 

 5.2 Adjust probabilities to reflect the forcefulness of the evidence 
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 5.3 Examine forceful evidence in isolation 

 5.4 Examine forceful evidence in combinations 

In Step 6 Examine Cause and Effect, managers examine the ELoS cause-and effect 

relations to account for necessity and sufficiency conditions. They perform these 

activities. 

 6.1 Examine stated causal relations for casual existence  

 6.2 Examine the various causal levels 

 6.3 Examine causal influence to direct evidence influence 

 6.4 Examine causal influence to forceful evidence 

In Step 7 Disseminate Reasoning Results, managers disseminate the reasoning results to 

other managers within the agency for understanding and agreement.  

Later, as the technology initiative proceeds, new information emerges and is added into 

the argument and inference models, and the modeling and  reasoning steps are executed 

as needed. This adjusting for new information continues until the technology initiative is 

completed. In Chapter 4 LSERA evaluation, Sections 4.2 Force of evidence evaluation 

and Section 4.3 Story-based Sensitivity Analysis provide instances of the execution of the 

reasoning phase. 

3.2    LSERA Evidential Argument Model 

This section presents the LSERA Argument model. The purpose of the argument model 

is to present the ELoS argument in a simple language and logic that facilitates 

understanding by federal managers and that analyst can translate into a Bayesian 
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network. The Argument model has seven parts: entities, hypothesis sets, directed 

relations, cause & effect criteria, If-Then reasoning, evidence credentials, and a 

knowledge management tool. The following subsections describe each of these parts. 

3.2.1 Entities 

LSERA entities are real things or concepts of interest within the agency’s domain. I 

derived the entities from consideration of various enterprise architecture meta-models, 

the FEA PRM specification, and associated federal laws and regulations. These entities 

are what federal managers want to reason about in asserting that a particular technology 

initiative will directly or indirectly support attainment of an agency’s mission results, 

customer results, and strategic outcomes. There are four main groupings of entities, 

namely behavioral, performance, artifact, and evidential. The following are the 18 

LSERA entities that make up these main groupings.  

Behavioral Entities - These are the actual services, processes, and technologies whose 

behaviors the enterprise wants to improve. Behaviors are externally observable 

characteristics of the entity that contribute to a result or strategic outcome. Table 1 

defines the behavioral entities. 

 

 

 

Table 1  Behavioral Entity Definitions 

Name Description 

Mission 

Service  

This is a specific service performed to attain defined Mission & Business Results and 

Customer Results. 

Process & This entity represents the actual processes that the Mission service and the information 
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Name Description 

Activitiy technology initiative support. These processes produce the behaviors and outputs 

measured by the performance measures contained within the performance measure 

entity. 

Subprocess 

& Activities 

This entity represents a part of a Process & Activity that is an important aspect of the 

overall Process & Activity behavior attainment.  

Technology 

Initiative 

This entity represents the technology initiative around which the agency is formulating a 

specific LSERA argument. The technology initiative contributes directly to the 

Processes & Activities and indirectly to the Mission Services behaviors.  

Technology 

Initiative 

Aspect 

This entity represents a part of a Technology Initiative whose behavior is critically 

important to the Technology Initiative behavior attainment as well as, possibly, the 

behaviors of a Subprocess & Activity. 

 

 

 

Performance Entities - These are the measurable behaviors of the behavioral entities. 

Performance entities are used to show that the entity may attain its overall desired 

behavior. Performance entity constructs are found within existing EA frameworks and 

enterprise transformation theories. Table 2 defines the performance entities. 

 

 

 

Table 2  Performance Entity Definitions 

Name Description 

Strategic 

Outcome 

This entity represents the broad policy priorities that drive the direction of the agency. 

An Agency defines these priorities as part of its strategic planning process and 

documents them in the agency’s strategic plan. 

Mission & 

Business 

Results 

This entity represents the outcomes the agency seeks to achieve. This entity contains a 

set of measures that represents the specific results that will be associated with the 

outcomes of the process or activity the IT initiative supports.  

Customer 

Results 

This entity represents the most external customer of the agency that the IT initiative 

supports, e.g., citizens, businesses, or other governments.  

Process 

Performance 

Measure 

This entity represents operationalized process performance measurement indicators 

defined to measure the behavior of processes and activities within the specific LSERA 

argument. This also includes subprocess performance measures. 

Technical This entity represents operationalized technical performance measurement indicators 
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Performance 

Measure 

defined to measure the behavior of technology initiatives within the specific LSERA 

argument. This also includes TI Aspect performance measures. 

 

 

 

Artifact Entities - these supports reasoning about a performance entity’s targeted value, 

but they are not the actual measurement of a performance entity. For example, a solid 

technical architecture may increase the likelihood of attainment of a particular technical 

performance measure. Within LSERA, analysts will look at the artifacts for their 

inferential force rather than simply their correctness. The identification of specific artifact 

types that support reasoning on value attainment is a key distinction of LSERA. Table 3 

defines the artifact entities. 

 

 

 

Table 3  Artifact Entity Definitions 

Name Description 

Enterprise 

Architecture 

(EA) 

Artifact 

This entity represents the types of artifacts defined by and contained within an 

agency’s enterprise architectures, such as process models. 

Other 

Information 

(OI) Artifact 

This entity represents information other than a specific performance measure 

observation or EA artifact that affects an agency management’s confidence in the 

attainment or non-attainment of behavior. Good standards or subject matter expert 

testimony are examples of other information artifacts. 

 

 

 

Evidential Entities - These are specific instances of EA artifacts selected for the 

technology initiative ELoS. Examples are versions of process models, technical 
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architectures, and standards. The identification of artifacts as evidence within an 

argument is a key distinction of LSERA. Table 4 defines the Evidential entities. 

 

 

 

Table 4  Evidential Entity Definition 

Name Description 

EA Artifact Evidence  This entity represents specific instances of EA artifacts selected for the 

technology initiative ELoS. Examples are versions of process models, 

technical architectures, and standards. 

OI Artifact Evidence This entity represents specific instances of an Other Information artifacts 

selected for the technology initiative ELoS. Examples are written 

engineering studies, new laws, and customer surveys. 

Process Performance 

Measure Evidence 

This entity represents specific measurement observations done at a particular 

time related to a Process & Activity performance measure. 

Subprocess 

Performance Measure 

Evidence  

This entity represents specific measurement observations done at a particular 

time related to a Subprocess & Activity performance measure. 

Technology 

Performance Measure 

Evidence 

This entity represents specific measurement observations made at a 

particular time related to a Technology Initiative performance measure. 

Technology Aspect 

Performance Measure 

Evidence 

This entity represents specific measurement observations made at a 

particular time related to a Technology Initiative Aspect performance 

measure. 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Hypothesis Sets 

A hypothesis set is how the agency expresses conclusions about an entity. LSERA 

contains three hypotheses sets of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive 

statements about an entity. These are behavioral hypotheses, performance hypotheses, 

and information hypotheses. 
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Behavioral Hypotheses - These are how a real entity is likely to behave overall as a 

combination of its specific behaviors and in reaction to a specific set of conditions. The 

behavioral hypotheses are Exceed, Attain, and Below the desired behavior, with the 

following definitions. 

 Exceed – The combination of the measured characteristics of X and related 

behavioral entities on X indicate that X will exceed its desired behavior. 

 Attain - The combination of the measured characteristics of X and related behavioral 

entities on X indicate that X will attain its desired behavior. 

 Below - The combination of the measured characteristics of X and related behavioral 

entities on X indicate that X will be below its desired behavior. 

The argument authors determine the combination of the measured characteristics and 

behaviors that equate to each conclusion so that the conclusions are mutually exclusive.  

Performance Hypotheses - These are assertions about the measurable performance of 

the behavioral entities. The hypotheses are Higher, Within, and Lower, in relation to the 

range of the specified target value. LSERA defines each hypothesis as: 

 Higher – X is greater than the targeted range. 

 Within – X is within the targeted range. 

 Lower – X is less than the targeted range. 

Agency subject matter experts define the acceptable small range around the targeted 

value, resulting in mutually exclusive conclusions.  

Information Hypotheses - These are assertions about the quality of supporting artifacts 

within the LSERA argument. The LSERA method defines quality very broadly, and a 

particular enterprise will define it specifically for a particular argument context.  For 
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LSERA these conclusions generally indicate a comparison of an artifact against an 

agreed-upon standard. The information hypotheses are High Quality, Acceptable, and 

Low Quality, defined as: 

 High Quality – The artifact is complete and contains significant additional material 

beyond the agreed upon standard. 

 Adequate – The artifact is complete and is defined according to an agreed upon 

standard.  

 Low Quality – The artifact is not complete and not fully defined according to an 

agreed-upon standard. 

Again, the specific situation of the argument and related standards defines the separation 

of High Quality, Adequate, and Low Quality, so that the conclusions are mutually 

exclusive. 

3.2.3 Directed Relations 

A relation is a meaningful connection or association between two or more things based 

on the relevance of one thing to another. If the relation indicates the direction of 

influence, such as, A influences B, then it is a directed relation. Given the 18 entities, 

there is a potential set of 324 (18x18) single-step directed relations among the entities 

including bi-directional and self-referential. However, LSERA only uses 46 of these 

single-step directed relations. These 46 directed relations are sufficient to support the 

ELoS reasoning situations of most federal program managers, strategic planners, and 

acquisition managers. Thus, the LSERA argument model is not a free-form argument; it 

has a prescribed structure that forms a template for developing most LSERA ELoS 

arguments. 
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The 46 directed relations are of two kinds, causal and inferential. Causal is where the 

parent’s (A) behavior influences the child’s (B) behavior, as in “A causes B.” Inferential 

is where a hypothesis about the parent infers something about a hypothesis on the child, 

as in “Given an acceptable technical architecture, then it is likely the technology will 

attain its behavior”. LSERA directed relations represent influence direction and associate 

the LSERA hypothesis sets with the LSERA entities. An example of an LSERA directed 

relation statement is: 

Technology Initiative X may likely “Attain” its behavior, influencing Process & 

Activity Y to likely “Attain” its behavior. 

Given the relevant hypothesis sets for any directed relation, the analysts can make nine 

inference statements for each directed relation. This produces a set of 414 (46 relations x 

9 statements) inferences within the total argument model. 

LSERA categorizes the 46 directed relations into the following six groups. 

 Group 1 - Behavior-to-Behavior directed relations. 

 Group 2 – Behavior-to-Performance directed relations. 

 Group 3 – Behavior-to-Enterprise Architecture or Other Information Artifact 

directed relations. 

 Group 4 – Performance-to-Reported Performance directed relations. 

 Group 5 – Performance-to-Enterprise Architecture or Other Information Artifact 

quality directed relations. 

 Group 6 - Artifact Quality-to-Reported Artifact Quality directed relations. 

Graphically an arrow represents a directed relation. The following shows each of these 

groups graphically followed by the associated inference statements. 
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Group 1 - Behavior-to-Behavior directed relations 

These relations cover the 5 behavior entities. The general directed relation statement is 

Because the Behavior entity X may likely {Exceed, Attain, or be Below} its behavior, 

then the Behavior entity Y is likely to {Exceed, Attain or be Below} its behavior. Figure 

10 shows the specific 5 directed relations within this group. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Behavior-to-Behavior directed relations 

 

 

 

An example of this directed relation is: TIAspect X may likely {Exceed, Attain, or be 

Below} its behavior influencing Technology Initiative Y to likely {Exceed, Attain or be 

Below} its behavior. 

Group 2 – Behavior-to-Performance directed relations 

These relations cover the 7 performance entities. The general directed relation statement 

is: Because Behavior Entity X may likely {Exceed, Attain, or be Below} its behavior, 

then the performance entity Y is likely to be {Higher, Within or Lower} than its targeted 

range. Figure 11 shows the specific directed relations within this group. 
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Figure 11 Behavior-to-Performance directed relations 

 

 

 

An example of this directed relation is: TIAspect X may likely {Exceed, Attain, or be 

Below} its behavior, then the TIA aspect PM Y is likely to be {Higher, Within or Lower} 

than its targeted range. 

Group 3: Behavior-to-Enterprise Architecture / Other Information Artifact directed 

relations 

These relations relate the two artifact entities to the five behavioral entities producing 10 

directed relations. The general directed relation statement is: Because the behavioral X 

may likely {Exceed, Attain, or be Below} its behavior, then the Artifact Y is likely to be 

{Higher, Within or Lower} than its specified quality. Figure 12 shows the specific 

directed relations within this group. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Behavior-to-EA / IA direct relations 
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An example of this directed relation is: the TIAspect X may likely {Exceed, Attain, or be 

Below} its behavior, then the EA artifact Y is likely to be {Higher, Within or Lower} 

than its specified quality. 

Group 4 - Performance to Reported Performance directed relations 

These relations relate the technical and process evidence entities to six of the 

performance entities. There is no directed reported evidence for Strategic Planning. The 

general directed relation statement is: because the Performance measure X entity may 

likely {Exceed, Attain, or be Below} its targeted range, then the reported performance 

measure evidence entity is likely to report {Higher, Within or Lower} than the targeted 

range. Figure 13 shows the specific directed relations within this group. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Performance-to-Reported Performance directed relations 

 

 

 

An example of this directed relation is: Because TIAspect Performance measure X may 

likely be {Higher, Within, or Lower} than its targeted range, then the Technical 

performance measure evidence X is likely to report {Higher, Within or Lower} than the 

targeted range. 
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Group 5 – Performance-to-Enterprise Architecture or Other Information Artifact 

quality directed relations. 

These relations relate the Artifact entities to Mission Results and Business Results 

entities. The general directed relation statements is: Performance entity X may likely 

{Higher, Within, or Lower} than its targeted range, then the artifact Entity Y is likely to 

be {High, Adequate or Low} than its specified quality. Figure 14 shows the specific 4 

directed relations within this group. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 Performance to EA or IA quality directed relations 

 

 

 

An example of this directed relation is: Mission Result X may likely be {Higher, Within, 

or Lower} its targeted range, then Enterprise Architecture Artifact Y is likely to have 

{High, Adequate or Low} quality than its specified quality. 

Group 6 - Artifact Quality-to-Reported Artifact Quality directed relations 

These relations relate the Artifact entities prefixed by the five behavior entities or a 

Mission / Customer Result Entity to reported artifact quality. The general directed 

relation statements is: Because Z.EA/IA artifact X may likely be{Higher, Adequate, or 

Low} relative to its specified quality, then the reported evidence Y is likely to report 
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{High, Adequate or Low} than the specified quality. Figure 15 shows this relation 

structure. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15 Artifact Quality-to-Reported Artifact Quality directed relations 

 

 

 

An example of this directed relation is: Because the TIA.EA artifact X quality may likely 

be {High, Adequate, or Low} relative to its specified quality, then the EA evidence Y is 

likely to be reported {High, Adequate or Low} than the specified quality. 

3.2.4 Evidence Credentials 

For information to become evidence within an LSERA ELoS argument, it must have the 

following evidence credentials: relevance, credibility, and force. 

Relevance 

For information to have relevance within LSERA, the following must hold. 

 The information must relate to one or more LSERA entities. 

 There is a chain of reasoning (an ordered set of LSERA relations) connecting the 

information (evidence) to the LSERA entities in question. 

 Some ancillary evidence supports each relation. 
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 The information must relate to one of the hypotheses within the entities. 

In addition, the authors of the argument need to understand who the presenter is, what the 

presenter is trying to do, what stage the process is in, and his standpoint in relation to the 

argument. For example, a presenter may be a user, with an objective to convince others to 

use the technology, during the initial lifecycle phase. Later, a funding agent, trying to cut 

budget during a design review, may find that the user information is no longer relevant. 

Credibility 

Credibility is the ability to inspire belief or trust. Understanding the credibility of 

information within an ELoS is fundamental in establishing the believability of the ELoS 

analysis. The LSERA argument is concerned with the credibility of the technical 

performance measure evidence, process performance measure evidence, EA artifact 

evidence, and OI artifact evidence. These sets are tangible evidence.  

For tangible evidence, LSERA argument authors assert credibility by attesting to the 

following. 

 Authenticity – the argument authors have the evidence artifact under configuration 

control and can track changes made to the artifact.  

 Accuracy - the evidence artifact represents the technology initiative, associated 

processes, and mission services to an acceptable degree, as established by program 

standards. 

 Reliability - the method of collection for the artifact is of high quality and repeatable 

measurements would give similar results. 
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Accuracy is not to be confused with the precision of a performance measurement, which 

is the degree to which something is measured. You can have very precise measurements 

that are inaccurate or accurate measurements that are imprecise, or neither, or both.  

Force of Evidence 

Evidential force relates to the amount of influence and the direction of influence. For 

information to become evidence it must have force, that is, the information must point 

towards an LSERA hypothesis and must change some stakeholder’s belief by an amount. 

While it is good for argument stakeholders to know the probability of an outcome, it is 

better if they understand which evidence is more forceful in making the outcome 

probable. For LSERA argument stakeholders, this is comprehending what evidence or 

evidence sets are forceful in asserting that a technology initiative will attain or will not 

attain the desired outcomes rather than only the probability of attainment.  

Externalizing the stakeholder’s force belief allows the argument authors to justify, 

question, and make inferences about the force and the associated evidence. In addition, 

they can consider evidence individually or jointly. The force of two pieces of evidence 

considered jointly on the same assertion may have more or less force than the sum of the 

two individually. For example, a piece of evidence can have more or less force if it is 

harmonious, dissonant, or redundant to another piece of evidence [Schum94]. Given 

LSERA Postulate 8: “Bayesian probability theory expresses the uncertainty within the 

ELoS,” the LSERA force measurement is the likelihood ratio resulting from the odds-

likelihood form of Bayes’ rule. Thus, given an assertion A and an evidence finding e*, 
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this measurement is about the likelihood of e* occurring given the assertion A divided by 

the likelihood of e* occurring given that A did not occur. In probability notation, this is 

expressed as Le* = P(e*|A)/ P(e*|Ac). Argument stakeholders use the LSERA Inference 

model to calculate evidentiary force. Section 3.3.4, Force of Evidence Measurement, 

explains force calculation within the LSERA Inference Model. 

Finally, argument authors apply these three evidential credentials over the lifecycle of the 

technology initiative ELoS argument. Information continuously emerges from within and 

without a program. The information may be of the six LSERA evidence entity types or of 

other types of information that comes to the attention of authors. The combination of the 

failure to understand the evidential credentials of emergent information and the effect of 

emergent information on already established evidential credentials is a contributor to a 

technology initiative not meeting the desired goals and objectives. 

3.2.5 Cause and Effect Criteria 

The FEA PRM requires that the enterprise line of sight show the direct and indirect cause 

and effect of a technology initiative on associated processes and activities, and, 

ultimately, on the agency’s strategic outcomes. The LSERA Group 1 Behavior-to-

Behavior directed relations support this need. However, the PRM line of sight does not 

define the requirement for “indirect or direct cause and effect” but, rather, expresses it 

informally to mean some direct or indirect dependency among the measures associated 

with the ELoS. In order to better express the cause and effect relation within an ELoS, 

LSERA refines the FEA PRM line of sight cause and effect need to mean:  
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Given the LSERA causal directed relations, each parent-child relation meets the 

criteria of entity actuality, entity behaviors, entity pairs, temporal order, anti-

symmetry, and proximity and has a causal level of either: positive relevance, 

necessary, or sufficient. 

The following is the definition of each of these criteria. These criteria are a compilation 

of causality concepts discussed by Dettmer [Dett07], Pearl [Pearl00], and Schum [Schum 

94]. If the ELoS causal relations do not meet these criteria, then the ELoS may still be 

sufficient for some purposes but the managers should not use it for cause and effect 

discussions. 

Entity Actuality - this means that the LSERA argument stakeholders have defined the 

behavioral entities participating in the directed relations as real things with specific 

boundaries. This is to avoid talking about performance measures causing performance 

measures. 

Entity Behaviors - A behavior can cause an effect that is externally observable and that is 

of interest to the argument stakeholders. This is to identify the potential causes. 

Entity Pairs - Each causal directed relation is modular and consists of parent-child pairs 

that are stable physical mechanisms [pearl00] where changes to a pair are local (that is, 

they do not affect other pairs). A physical mechanism is an external behavior of one 

entity causing an effect in behavior of another entity. This criterion supports clarifying 

the stated cause and effect relation. 
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Temporal Order - If the Entity X behavior causes Entity Y behavior, then the Entity X 

behavior must occur before the Entity Y behavior within the same time interval. This is to 

confirm that the stated cause is the source of the stated effect. 

Antisymmetry – Antisymmetry means that if X causes Y, then Y will not cause X within 

the same time interval. This is to confirm that the causal direction is one way to prevent 

cycles, which Bayesian network models do not support. 

Proximity - The Entity A behavior must have a single-step directed relation to the 

associated Entity B behavior that does not allow the insertion of another action for the 

direct effect to occur. This is to limit causal relations from being too broad and unclear in 

nature such as this technology will cause an agency to achieve a strategic outcome. 

Causal Level - The casual level indicates the nature of the cause and effect among the 

behavioral entities. Within LSERA, a manager changing a relation causal level results in 

a different set of probabilities used within the relation. The following are the three causal 

levels. 

 Positive Relevance – This means that Y is more likely to occur given X than the 

absence of X. For example, the Process behavior is more likely to occur given the 

technology behavior than without the technology behavior, or that the mission service 

behavior is more likely with the process behavior occurring than without it.  

 Necessity – This means that X is required to produce the desired effects in Y and that 

the desired effects will not be possible without X. The argument authors recognize 

that there may be other things than just X necessary to generate the desired effect. 

This is expressing that it is unlikely, for example, that the process behavior will occur 
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without the technology behavior. While the technology may be necessary, other 

things may be necessary to produce the desired process behavior.  

 Sufficiency – This means that X’s behavior alone very likely will produce the desired 

behaviors in Y, recognizing that there may be other ways to generate the Y behavior 

than X.  

Appendix A.8, Causal Level CPTs, further discusses these probabilistic expressions. The 

LSERA causal level CPTs are an approach for reflecting expression of the LSERA causal 

levels. The argument authors should examine their respective ELoS-specific inference 

model to confirm that they reflect their expression of cause and effect.  

3.2.6 IF-THEN Reasoning 

The LSERA basic reasoning construct is the IF-Then statement. For LSERA, these 

statements have the form: 

 IF (Entity X is concluded as Hi) THEN (Entity Y may be concluded as Hk.) 

These statements are a refinement of the LSERA 414 inference statements, thus 

producing a set of 414 IF-THEN statements. For example, given the directed relation 

between the Technology Initiative entity and Process entity, argument authors can make 

this IF-THEN statement. 

 IF (Technology Initiative X is concluded as “Attain”) THEN (Process Y may 

be concluded as “Attain”).  

The authors also can make eight other statements representing the different combinations 

of the hypotheses Exceed, Attain, and Below. Argument authors can combine these 414 
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statements into potentially thousands of arrangements to form the structure of a situation-

specific argument.  

In addition, there are compound statements resulting from cumulative performance 

influences, conflicting performance influences, and behavior combination influences. 

Cumulative Performance Influence – This is the effect of a number of performance 

entities (PE) with the same conclusion of H1: Higher, H2: Within, or H3: Lower, on a 

hypothesis of a behavior entity (BE) with the hypothesis of H1: Exceed, H2: Attain, or H3: 

Below.  The logic is similar for evidence entities (Evd) with the hypotheses of H1: 

Higher, H2: Within, or H3: Lower, on a performance entity. The IF-THEN statement 

construct is: 

 IF (PE1 and PE2 and …PEn are all concluded as Hi) THEN (BE may be 

concluded as Hk) 

 IF (Evd1 and Evd2 and …Evdn are all concluded as Hi) THEN (PE may be 

concluded as Hk) 

Within the federal government, this is the logic underlining the specification of the 

technologies key performance parameters. The FEA PRM and DoD standards express 

that there should be a manageable number of key performance parameters for any 

particular entity. 

Dissonant Performance Influences – This is the effect of several performance entities 

(PE) where some are exceeding their targets, some are below their targets, and some are 
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meeting their targets. The IF-THEN statement construct for two divergent performance 

entities is: 

 IF (PEn is concluded as Hi) AND (PEm is concluded as Hj) THEN (BE may be 

concluded as Hk) where n ≠ m and i ≠ j 

For multiple performance entities that are dissonant, the statement is 

 IF ({PEa} are all concluded as H1 AND {PEb} are all concluded as H2 AND 

{PEc} are all concluded as H3) THEN (BE may be concluded as Hk) where sets 

a, b, c are disjoint. 

Behavioral Combination Influence – This is the effect of a number of Behavior entities 

(BE) with the hypotheses of H1: Exceed, H2: Attain or H3: Below, on a hypothesis of 

another behavior entity. The IF-THEN statement construct for cumulative influence is: 

 IF (BE1 and BE2 and …BEn are all concluded as Hi) THEN (BE may be 

concluded as Hk) 

The dissonant influence of a set of behavioral entities BEn on another directly related 

behavioral entity BE is. 

 IF (({BEa} are all concluded as H1 ) AND ({BEb} are all concluded as H2 ) 

AND ({BEc} are all concluded as H3)) THEN (BE may be concluded as Hk) 

where sets a, b, c are disjoint. 

LSERA expresses the logic of these cumulative and dissonant statements within the 

LSERA Argument Model. LSERA manages their probabilistic inference expressions 

within the LSERA Inference Model. 
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3.2.7 LSERA Argument Knowledge Management Tool 

The Argument Knowledge Management tool is a custom extension to the IBM Systems 

Architect product. The LSERA tool provides a capability to manage all of the 

information related to the argument. This includes entities, inferential and causal 

relations, direct and ancillary evidence, conditional probability table definitions, and 

general argument information. This customization extension consists of additional 

Systems Architecture meta-data defining each of the various LSERA objects using the 

Systems Architect USRPROPS extension language. Appendix D.1 describes the LSERA 

Argument Management Tool, showing the IBM’s Systems Architecture USRPROPS 

code, to implement the argument model and support instance of LSERA based 

arguments. 

3.3    LSERA Inference Model 

This section presents the LSERA Inference Model. The purpose of the LSERA Inference 

model is to support probabilistic reasoning within Enterprise Line of Sight arguments and 

examine the effect of emergent evidence on existing argument inferences. It also provides 

a principled means for using evidential force within the ELoS argument. The Inference 

Model associates the Argument Model relations to Bayesian network fragments using the 

Quiddity software tool [Quid]. For this research, Multi-Entity Bayesian Network 

(MEBN) theory is the basis for externalizing argument author’s subjective beliefs, 

understanding uncertainty within the ELoS, encoding the knowledge structure of ELoS 

arguments into network fragments, and combining the fragments into larger arguments 
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for inference and examination. This section presents four topics, the argument knowledge 

representation, the combination rule, the MFrags, and evidence force measurement.  

3.3.1 Argument Knowledge Representation 

To construct a Bayesian network from the Argument Model, it is necessary to define the 

vertices representing random variables, the arcs connecting the vertices into a directed 

acyclic graph, and a set of probabilities that form a joint probability distribution over the 

network. This section presents the random variables, arcs, and probability information. 

3.3.1.1 Random Variables 

The following are the LSERA inference model random variables. The Argument Model 

entities and hypothesis conclusions form the basis for these random variables. Table 5 

shows this association and the number of entity types within the group. 

 

 

 

Table 5  LSERA Random Variables Types 

Entity Group Random Variable # of Outcomes 

Behavioral  Behavior( ) 5 {Exceed, Attain, Below} 

Performance  performance ( ) 7 {Higher, Within, Lower} 

Artifact quality () 14 {High Quality, Adequate, Low Quality} 

Performance 

Evidence 

rpt_performance( ) 6 {Higher, Within, Lower} 

Artifact 

Evidence 

rpt_quality ( ) 14 {High Quality, Adequate, Low Quality} 

 Total 46  
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The above 5 entity groups result in 46 random variables when each member of the entity 

group is added as a suffix to the groups random variable. Tables 6 – 10 show the defined 

46 random variables categorized by entity group. The attribute represents a unique 

instance of an entity associated with the random variable. These 46 random variables 

support the transformation of the 46 directed relations into Bayesian network fragments. 

 

 

 

Table 6  Behavioral Entity Group Random Variables 

# LSERA Entity Node Name Random variable attribute 

1 Technology Initiative Aspect TechInitAsp behavior_TIA() tia 

2 Technology Initiative TechInit behavior_TI() ti 

3 Process & Activity - ProcAct behavior_PA() pa 

4 Subprocess & Activity ProcActSub behavior_PAS() pas 

5 Mission Service  MisServ behavior_MS() ms 

 

 

 

Table 7  Performance Entity Group Random Variables 

# LSERA Entity Node Name Random variable attribute 

1 Strategic Outcome StrgOut performance_SO() so 

2 Mission & Business Results Mbr_PM performance_MBR() mbr 

3 Customer Results CustRes_PM performance_CR() cr 

4 Process Performance Measure ProcPM performance_PPM() ppm 

5 Sub-Process Performance Measure ProcSPM performance_SPM() spm 

6 Technical Initiative Performance 

Measure 

TechPM performance_TPM() tpm 

7 Technical Initiative Aspect Performance 

Measure 

TechA_PM performance_APM() apm 
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Table 8  Artifact Entity Group Random Variables 

# LSERA Entity Node Name Random Variable attribute 

 Enterprise Architecture (EA) Artifact    

1 Technology Initiative Aspect TechA_EaArt quality_ATE() ate 

2 Technology Initiative TechEaArt quality_TEA() tea 

3 Process and Activity ProcEaArt quality_PEA() pea 

4 Sub Process and Activity ProcSEaArt quality_SPE() spe 

5 Mission Service (MS) BrmEaArt quality_BEA() bea 

6 Mission & Business Results MbrEaArt quality_MEA() mea 

7 Customer Results CrEaArt quality_CEA() cea 

 Other Information (OI) Artifact    

8 Technology Initiative Aspect TechA_InfoArt quality_TAI() tai 

9 Technology Initiative TechInfoArt  quality_TIR() tir 

10 Process and Activity ProcInfoArt quality_PIA() pia 

11 Sub Process and Activity ProcSInfoArt quality_PSI() psi 

12 Mission Service (MS) BrmInfoArt quality_BIA() bia 

13 Mission & Business Results MbrInfoArt  quality_MIA() mia 

14 Customer Results CrInfoArt  quality_CIA() cia 

 

 

 

Table 9  Performance Evidence Entity Group Random variables 

# LSERA Entity Node Name Random Variable attribute 

1 Mission & Business Results Evidence MbrPMEvid rpt_performance_MPM( ) mpm 

2 Customer Results Evidence CRPMEvid rpt_performance_CPM( ) cpm 

3 Process PM Evidence ProcPMEvid rpt_performance_EPM( ) epm 

4 Sub-Process PM Evidence ProcSPMEvid rpt_performance_ESP( ) esp 

5 Technical Initiative PM Evidence TechPMEvid rpt_performance_ETP( ) etp 

6 Technical Initiative Aspect PM 

Evidence 

TechA_PMEvid rpt_performance_EAP( ) eap 
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Table 10 Artifact Evidence Entity Group Random Variables 

# LSERA Entity Node Name Random Variable attribute 

 EA Artifact Evidence    

1 Technology Initiative Aspect TEA_ArtEvid rpt_quality_ETA( ) eta 

2 Technology Initiative TEArtEvid  rpt_quality_ETE( ) ete 

3 Process and Activity PEArtEvid  rpt_quality_EPE( ) epe 

4 Subprocess and Activity PSEArtEvid rpt_quality_EPS( ) eps 

5 Mission Service  BrmEArtEvid rpt_quality_EBE( ) ebe 

6 Mission & Business Results MbrEArtEvid  rpt_quality_EME( ) eme 

7 Customer Results CrEArtEvid rpt_quality_ECE( ) ece 

 Other Information Artifact 

Evidence 

   

8 Technology Initiative Aspect TIA_ArtEvid rpt_quality_EAT( ) eat 

9 Technology Initiative TIArtEvid rpt_quality_ETI( ) eti 

10 Process and Activity PIArtEvid rpt_quality_EPI( ) epi 

11 Subprocess and Activity PSIArtEvid rpt_quality_EIP( ) eip 

12 Mission Service BrmIArtEvid  rpt_quality_EBA( ) eba 

13 Mission & Business Results MbrIArtEvid rpt_quality_EMA( ) ema 

14 Customer Results CrIArtEvid rpt_quality_ECA( ) eca 

 

 

 

3.3.1.2 Network Arcs 

Arcs in a Bayesian network model represent dependency relationships among random 

variables. Given the 46 directed relations among the LSERA Entities, I associated an arc 

with each directed relation, relating the random variable of the parent LSERA entity to 

the child LSERA Entity. Examining this set of arcs, I determine that there are no cycles 

and that each random variable is independent of its non-descendants given its parents.  

Given the groupings of the directed relations, LSERA defines the following six groups 

for the inference model arcs. 
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Arc Set 1: Given the Group 1 Behavior-to-Behavior directed relations and the random 

variables defined in Table 5 above LSERA includes these arcs. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Arc Set 1 Behavior-to-Behavior 

 

 

 

Arc Set 2: Given the Behavior-to-Performance Measure entity directed relations and the 

random variables defined above, LSERA includes these arcs. 

 

Figure 17 Arc Set 2 Behavior-to-Performance 

 

 

 

Arc Set 3: Given the Behavior-to-Enterprise Architecture or Other Information Artifact 

directed relations and the random variables defined above, LSERA includes these arcs. 
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Figure 18 Arc Set 3 Behavior to EA or OI Artifact 

 

 

 

Arc Set 4: Given the Mission Result and Customer Result-to-Enterprise Architecture or 

Other Information Artifact directed relations and the random variables defined above, 

LSERA includes these arcs. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 Arc Set 4 Results to EA or OI Artifact 

 

 

 

Arc Set 5: Given the Performance-to-Reported Performance directed relations and the 

random variables defined above, LSERA includes these arcs.  
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Figure 20 Arc Set 5 Performance-to-Reported Performance 

 

 

 

Arc Set 6: Given the following Artifact Quality-to-Reported Artifact Quality directed 

relations and the random variables defined above, LSERA includes these arcs. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21 Arc Set 6 Artifact Quality-to-Reported Artifact Quality 

 

 

 

LSERA includes these and only these arcs as a starting point for an ELoS Argument. 

However, for a situation specific argument, the argument authors could add other 

possible relations and arcs. 
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3.3.1.3 Local Probability Distributions 

The LSERA basic reasoning construct is the IF-Then statement. For LSERA, these 

statements have the form: 

 IF (Entity X is concluded as Hi ) THEN (Entity Y may be concluded as Hk) 

For each LSERA directed relation, the argument authors can make nine IF-THEN 

statements given the relevant hypothesis set. The LSERA local probability distributions 

quantify the “may be” expression. The distributions use a subjective probability measure 

representing the argument author’s belief in the strength of the relation. For example, the 

statement  

 IF (Technology Initiative X is concluded as Attain) THEN (Process Y may 

be concluded as Attain). 

Becomes the following based on the argument author’s expression of belief. 

 IF (Technology Initiative X is concluded as Attain) THEN (Process Y is 

concluded as Attain) is 70% probable. 

The authors also can make eight other probability statements representing the different 

IF-THEN statements based on combinations of the hypotheses Exceed, Attain, and 

Below. Table 11 shows all the combinations of the above example in matrix form. 
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Table 11 Possible Probability Statements 

 THEN (Process Y is __) 

IF (Technology Initiative X is “Exceed”) Exceed Attain Below 

 Is   P11 Is   P12 Is   P13 

 

IF (Technology Initiative X is “Attain”) Exceed Attain Below 

 Is   P21 Is   P22 Is   P23 

 

IF (Technology Initiative X is “Below”) Exceed Attain Below 

 Is   P31 Is   P32 Is   P33 

 

 

 

The probabilities must sum to 1 across the row. By replacing the IF expression with the 

associated random variable behavior_TI() and the THEN expression with its random 

variable behavior_PA(),a simple version of the above is shown as Figure 22. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22 Simple Version of Possible Probabilities 

 

 

 

Given the association of directed relations to arcs above, these probabilities then make up 

the conditional probability table for the strength of the relationship within the technology 

initiative to process arc. For each LSERA arc and its respective random variables, there is 

a single 3x3 conditional probability tables (CPTs). Given the 46 LSERA arcs, these result 
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in 46 CPTs containing 414 probabilities. The interaction of the probabilities is complex 

and produce counter intuitive results if not carefully specified. Specifying each CPT at 

the beginning of argument development would be a great burden to the argument authors. 

As an initial starting point for an argument, I abstracted the 46 required CPTs to a set of 

six CPTs, one for each arc set, and a prior probabilities table for the Technology Initiative 

Aspect, as the only root node.  

I made these abstractions to a CPT using the following criteria. 

 They are all similar entities with similar definable properties. 

 Within the group, there is no prior information to indicate that any one specific 

arc requires a particular CPT distribution. 

 The resulting model has sufficient accuracy for an argument starting point. 

Figure 23 shows the single prior probability and the six conditional probability tables for 

the six sets of Arcs. Appendix A describes the CPT derivation analysis for each table.  

 

 

 

Root Node 

 

 

Arc Set 1: Behavior to Behavior 

 

Arc Set 2: Behavior to Performance  

 

Arc Set 3: Behavior to EA / OI 

Artifact 
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Arc Set 4: Results to EA and OI 

Artifact 

 

Arc Set 5: Performance to 

Reported  Performance 

 

Arc Set 6: EA and OI Artifact to Reported Quality 

 

Figure 23 LSERA Conditional Probability Tables 

 

 

 

As the argument authors review the initial situation-specific inference model generated 

using the LSERA CPTs, they may review the derivation related to each CPT to increase 

the accuracy of particular CPT probabilities. These CPTs are a starting point, and the 

various managers and analysts involved with the ELoS would adjust a CPT given new 

evidence about the strength of a particular relation.  

3.3.1.4 Causal Level CPTs 

In addition to the general abstraction conditions stated above, the behavioral entities, 

representing real entities, are causal. This causality condition does not prevent abstraction 
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to a single CPT for Arc Set 1, but does require a CPT for each of the three LSERA causal 

levels. The following presents each causal level’s CPT. Appendix A.8 presents the 

derivation of these tables. The default casual level for ARC Set 1 relations is positive 

relevance. The following briefly describes each Causal level table. 

Positive Relevance 

A general condition for positive relevance is P(B|A) > P(B|A
c
), that is, that B is more 

likely to occur given A than not given A, and all involved probabilities are greater than 

zero that is P() >0. Figure 24 is used as the default for Arc Set 1. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 Positive Relevance CPT 

 

 

 

Necessity 

The next level to consider is an argument author assertion of necessity. For example, 

Technology A is necessary to produce the desired effects in Process B, and the desired 

improvements in Process B will not be possible without A. The argument authors 

recognize that there may be other things necessary to generate the desired process 
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behavior than the specifically identified technology. See Appendix A.8 Causal Level 

CPTS for how I derived the CPT in Figure 25 for expression of necessary. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 Necessary CPT 

 

 

 

Sufficiency  

Argument author may not assert necessary but may assert sufficiency. For example, 

Technology A is sufficient to produce the desired effects in Process B, recognizing that 

there may be other ways to generate the process behavior than the specifically identified 

technology, and that it may not be necessary just better than the other ways. See 

Appendix A.8 Causal Level CPTS for how I derived the table in Figure 26 for expression 

of sufficiency. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 Sufficiency CPT 
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Finally, my research determined that it is very rare, if ever, for federal managers to assert 

that a technology is necessary and sufficient. I have thus left derivation of a table for this 

assertion to future research. 

3.3.1.5 Paired Combination CPT 

The section presents the situation of the influence of multiple Subprocess & Activities 

and multiple Technology Initiatives to a single Process & Activity. Figure 27 shows the 

Process & Activities MFrag as well as a simple example involving a single Subprocess & 

Activities and a single Technology Initiative to a Process & Activitiy. Also shown, in 

Figure 27 is a Technology Initiative Aspect (TIA) influencing both the Technology 

Initiative (TI) and the Subprocess & Activity (SPA). The addition of the TIA is to act as 

the root node with the CPTs defined in the previous sections within both the TI and SPA 

nodes.  

 

 

 

        

Figure 27 Processes & Activities Probability Example 
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The resulting Process & Activities Entity has a conditional probability table that has 9 

rows and 27 probabilities I derived the conditional probability table, shown as Table 12, 

considering situations involving evidence and interaction with behavioral entities. 

Positive Relevance causal levels is the basis for this CPT. Appendix A.7.5 contains the 

derivation of this table. Considering the necessity and sufficiency causal level, there are 

potentially eight other tables. The method for determining the CPT for these eight other 

combinations is beyond the scope of this research.  

 

 

 

Table 12 Processes & Activities CPT 

 1 to N 

Technology 

Initiative 

1 to N 

Sub Process  

Process & Activities 

behavior() 

Row behavior() behavior() E A B 

1 Exceed Exceed .70 .25 .05 

2  Attain .30 .60 .10 

3  Below .20 .50 .30 

4 Attain Exceed .20 .65 .15 

5  Attain .10 .70 .20 

6  Below .15 .45 .40 

7 Below Exceed .10 .40 .50 

8  Attain .05 .35 .60 

9  Below .05 .20 .75 

 

 

 

Positive Relevance causal levels is the basis for this CPT. Appendix A.7.5 contains the 

derivation of this table. Considering the necessity and sufficiency causal level, there are 
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potentially eight other tables. The method for determining the CPT for these eight other 

combinations is beyond the scope of this research.  

3.3.2 Combination Rule 

With an LSERA argument, four situations require combining the influences of multiple 

behavioral entities. There are (1) multiple Technology Initiative Aspects to a Technology 

Initiative, (2) multiple Technology Initiative Aspects to a Subprocess, (3) multiple 

Technology Initiatives to a single Process & Activity, and (4) multiple Sub Processes to a 

Process & Activity. Each of these situations is identical within LSERA, and the Arc Set 1 

Behavioral CPT supports them. However, a combination rule is required to describe the 

behavioral influences.  

Figure 28 shows the general case of Technology Initiative Aspects (TIA) influence on a 

Technology Initiative (TI). The question is how to model the combined influences of the 

TIAs on the Technology Initiative (TI). The first way is to derive through some means a 

situation-specific conditional probability table. This is difficult to do, and the table size 

will grow rapidly as the argument modelers add additional TIAs. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28 Multiple Behavior Entity Parents 
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A better approach is to determine the applicability of an Independence of Causal 

Influence (ICI) combination rule. ICI means that causal influences of the parent on the 

child are independent. However, the parents can be dependent. In the example above, this 

means that the causal influences TIA1 and TIA2 have on the behavior of the Technology 

Initiative are independent of each other. TIA1 and TIA2 can be dependent, but their 

respective causal influence is independent. 

To determine the applicability of ICI methods as the default combination rule for 

LSERA, I examined the applicability of ICI methods to an LSERA argument with the 

following findings. 

The ICI Noisy- Or/Max rule is not useable as the default combination rule within 

LSERA. Noisy-Or/Max is applicable if the situation is that there are several possible 

parent influences on the effect, any one of which can result in the effect, and the more 

influences present, the greater the probability of the effect. In general, argument authors 

cannot say that each individual parent’s influence is independent of the other parent’s 

influences, and that each influence independently can cause the child’s behavior.  

The ICI Noisy-And/Min rule is not useable as the default combination rule within 

LSERA. Noisy-And/Min is applicable if the situation is that there are several necessary 

influences for the effect to occur, and the more influences missing, the lesser the 

probability of the effect. In general, argument authors cannot explicitly model each 

entity behavior that may influence the child behavior. In addition, the argument authors 

cannot express that each parent’s influence is necessary and that the influences do not 

interact in some manner. In the example above, there may be influences besides TAI1 
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and TAI2, neither TAI1 and TAI2 may be necessary, and their influences may not be 

independent.  

Other ICI techniques in general are not applicable as a default combination rule within 

LSERA. Within an LSERA argument, there may be no explicit knowledge that the 

influences do not affect each other, or that the argument authors can model or know all 

necessary influences. Future research would include determining how to identify 

specific situations where an ICI technique may apply and including selection of the 

appropriate ICI modeling technique. 

Finally, within LSERA, all my research can say is that in some fashion the parent’s 

influences combine to produce the total influence on the behavior of the child.  

My research examined a combination rule implemented within Quiddity Software [Quid], 

referred to as the multiplexer rule and based on Boutilier [Bout96]. This multiplexer rule 

addresses uncertainty in parent influence by establishing a random variable with states 

representing the parents, assigning a probability to each state that represents the relative 

parent’s influence, and then constructing a conditional probability table with these 

additional state probabilities and the related parent and child conditional probability 

tables. Given this conditional probability table, a Bayesian algorithm determines the 

posterior probabilities of the child.  

To describe the LSERA combination rule and for simplicity, we consider the case of just 

two parent node case shown in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29 Example LSERA combination 

 

 

 

Exploring this rule for use within LSERA, the rule generates the following conditions for 

the example above. These can be generalized for any number of parents. 

 TIA1 may be affecting the influence of TAI2 and possibly the reverse, but the 

argument authors do not know in what manner. 

 The argument authors assert the total influence on the technology is probably coming 

from TIA1 and TIA2, but cannot say which is more influential, so they assign a 

probability of influence of each of TIA1 and TIA2 on the technology initiative. The 

probabilities must sum to one. 

 The total influence of TIA1 and TIA2 is not synergistic; that is, it is not the sum of the 

two, nor is it detrimental, such as possibly cancelling each other out. 

As an example, using the LSERA probabilities, Figure 30 represents the above influence 

situation. 
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Figure 30 Example use of Multiplexor Rule 

 

 

 

Figure 31 shows the resulting Technology Initiative CPT for this specific situation, given 

the Arc Set 1 Behavior CPT. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31 Example CPT from LSERA combination rule 

 

 

 

Given the limited understanding of influence combination related to an LSERA 

argument, I examined this rule in many scenarios using the implementation within the 
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Quiddity software from OSI Inc. [Quid]. Review of the results with other system 

engineers experienced within the federal domain confirmed that the results were 

reasonable. I selected this multiplexer rule as the default combination rule. Appendix 

A.7.3, A7.4, and A.7.5 show more details on the rule. 

3.3.3 MFrags 

This section presents the LSERA MTheory. It is a collection of 46 simple MFrags. My 

key knowledge base design criterion is to support the maximum flexibility in constructing 

small arguments and then combining the small arguments into larger arguments. Since 

LSERA has 46 directed relations, I determined that an MFrag for each of the 46 relations 

would support this criterion. In addition, six arc sets group the 46 relations with a single 

conditional probability table for each relation within the set. Thus, I have grouped the 46 

MFrags into six groups, each representing an arc set. This grouping supports examining 

the affinity of the relations for finer grain refinements. Each of the 46 MFrags 

incorporates the knowledge and uncertainty within each relation in a similar structure. 

The example MFrag in Figure 32 presents the similar structure. 
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Figure 32 MEBN MFrag 

 

 

 

This example represents the MFrag for the directed relation: Technology Initiative to 

Performance Measure. This MFrag contains a Resident Node with the random variable 

performance() representing the Performance entity and the tpm attribute representing a 

unique instance of a defined technical performance entity. The states of 

performance(tpm) represent the associated performance hypotheses. The Input node 

contains the random variable behavior() representing the Technology Initiative entity, 

with the ti attribute representing a unique instance of the TI. The states of behavior(ti) 

again correspond with the associated behavioral hypotheses.  

The Context nodes represent valid relations among the technology initiative and 

performance measures within the specific ELoS argument. There are two IsA context 

nodes representing the existence of the technology initiative and performance measures. 

The top context variable represents a relation between the technology initiative and the 
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performance measures. The graph represents the directed relation. The MFrag local 

probability distribution contains the probability (argument author’s subjective beliefs) of 

the associated nine IF-Then statements. For this MFrag, one statement of an argument 

author’s belief is:  

IF the entity behavior is attaining its desired behavior, 

THEN the performance measure will likely be within a small range around its 

respective targets.  

The local distribution expresses the probability of a performance measure performance() 

given the state of the associated entity behavior(). The following sections present the six 

groups of MFrags. Appendix B, LSERA MTheory, presents additional descriptions of 

each individual MFrag 

3.3.3.1 Behavior MFrag Group 

The basis for this MFrag group is Arc Set 1 shown in Figure 33. The group relates 

behavior random variables to other behavior random variables. These relations represent 

causal relations.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 Arc Set 1 Behavioral Relations 
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For each arcs shown in Figure 33, I established a single MFrag as shown in Figure 34. 

These MFrags encode the knowledge structure related to causal behavior. Given this 

group, you can examine the ELoS argument knowledge structure from a Technical 

Initiative Aspect behavior, to a Technology Initiative behavior, to a Process and Activity 

behavior, to a Mission Service behavior attainment. Within this MFrag group, the 

behavior() resident nodes shown in white represent the probability of attaining an 

identified entity behavior. The gray behavior() nodes are input nodes representing the 

behavior of an associated entity. The attribute e.g tia represents a particular instance of 

the variable. The arrows between the input node behavior() and the resident node 

behavior() represent the influence of their respective behaviors on attaining the behavior 

of the child. The “n…1” indicates that there may be one or more parent behavior() nodes 

affecting the child behavior() node. The brace within the MFrag indicates that the relation 

between the nodes is causal. The ca attribute indicates the causal level selected by a 

manager for a particular relation. The yellow context IsA nodes ensure the existence of 

the parent and child behavior entities within the particular argument. 
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Figure 34 Behavioral MFrags 

The top yellow context node represents the known relation between the random variables 

within the MFrag. The TIA MFrag represents the TIA as a root node and has its own 

CPT. Each TI, Subprocess, and Mission Service MFrag represents nine If-Then 

statements. The Processes & Activities MFrag represents the pair-combination MFrag 

logic. An example statement of an argument author’s belief is:  

IF the parent behavior entity is attaining its desired behavior, 

THEN the child behavior entity will likely attain its desired behavior.  

Appendix A.8 Causal Level CPTs present the CPTs related to these MFrags. In addition, 

Appendix B.1 further describes each of these MFrags. 
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3.3.3.2 Performance MFrag Group  

The basis for this MFrag group is Arc Set 2 shown in Figure 35. This set relates the 

behavior random variables to the performance random variables. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35 Behavior to Performance Arc Set 2 

 

 

 

For each arcs shown in Figure 35, I established a single MFrag as shown in Figure 36. 

These MFrags encode the knowledge structure related to performance. The performance 

represents those key individually measurable behaviors that collectively represent 

acceptable overall behavior. The specified performance entity has “Higher” as goodness 

and “Lower” as badness, that is, the higher the performance number the better things are. 

Given these MFrags, you can examine the ELoS argument knowledge structure from a 

behavioral entity to multiple performance entity perspective. Within each MFrag, the 

performance() resident node shown in white represents the probability of a specific 

performance being Higher, Within, or Lower than an identified target range established 

by the argument authors. 
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Figure 36 Performance MFrag Group 

 

 

 

The gray behavior() nodes are input nodes representing the behavior of an associated 

behavior entity. The arrow between the input node behavior() and the resident node 

performance() represent the likelihood of the respective performance() given the 

behavior().The yellow context IsA nodes ensure the existence of the performance entities 

and behavior entities within the particular argument. The top yellow context node 

represents the known relation between the performance entity and the associated behavior 

entity. Each MFrag represents the nine IF-Then statements. One of the nine statements of 

an argument author’s belief is:  
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IF the behavior entity is attaining its desired behavior, 

THEN the performance entity will likely be within a small range around their 

respective targets.  

This MFrag group’s single CPT is shown in Figure 36 and is the LSERA initial 

probability set of an entity performance() given the state of the associated entities 

behavior(). For example, the probability of p(performance = Within| behavior = Attain) 

is 60% with a 30% probability that performance will be Lower, and a 10% probability 

that performance will be Higher. Appendix B.2 further describes each of these MFrags. 

3.3.3.3 Artifact Entity Group MFrags 

The basis for this MFrag group is Arc Set 3, shown in Figure 37. This set relates the 

behavior random variables to the EA and OI quality random variables. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37 EA and IA Artifact Arc Set 
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For each arcs shown in Figure 37, I established a single MFrag as shown in Figure 38. 

These MFrags encode the knowledge structure related to EA and OI artifacts. The 

artifacts represent studies, analyses, standards, etc., that collectively support belief in 

achieving the desired behavior. Given these MFrags, you can examine the ELoS 

argument knowledge structure from a behavioral entity to multiple artifact perspective. 

Within each MFrag, the quality() resident node shown in white represents the probability 

of a specific EA and OI artifact being of High, Adequate, or Low quality relative to an 

identified standard established by the argument authors. The gray behavior() nodes are 

input nodes representing the behavior of an associated behavior entity. The arrow 

between the input node behavior()and the resident node quality() represents the 

likelihood of the respective quality() given the behavior(). 
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Figure 38 EA and IA MFrag Group 

 

 

 

The yellow context IsA nodes ensure the existence of the artifacts and behavior entities 

within the particular argument. The top yellow context node represents the known 

relation between the artifacts and the associated behavior entity. For this MFrag, one of 

the nine IF-Then statements is:  

IF the behavior entity is attaining its desired behavior, 

THEN the artifact quality() will likely be Adequate as measured against its standard.  
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This MFrag group’s single CPT is shown as Figure 39 and is the LSERA initial 

probability set of an EA and OI quality() given the state of the associated entities’ 

behavior(). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 39 EA and IA MFrag CPT 

 

 

 

For example, the probability of p(quality = adequate | behavior = Attain) is 60%, with a 

25% probability that quality will be Low, and a 15% probability that quality will be High. 

Appendix B.4 further describes each of these MFrags. 

3.3.3.4 Mission and Customer Results MFrag Group 

The basis for this MFrag group is Arc Set 4, shown in Figure 40. This set relates the 

Mission and Customer Result performance random variables to Enterprise Architecture 

(EA) and Other Information (OI) artifact random variables. 
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Figure 40 MBR and CR Arc Set 4 

 

 

 

For each arcs shown in Figure 40, I established a single MFrag as shown in Figure 41. 

These MFrags encode the knowledge structure related to strategic performance as 

expressed in Mission & Business results and Customer results indicators. The 

performance represents those strategic measurable behaviors that collectively represent 

achieving the overall behavior. Given these MFrags, you can examine the ELoS 

argument knowledge structure of a Mission or Customer Result to multiple EA and OI 

artifact. Within each MFrag the quality() resident node shown in white represents the 

probability of a specific EA and OI artifact being of High Quality, Adequate, or Low 

Quality relative to an identified standard established by the argument authors. 
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Figure 41 Mission and Customer Results MFrag Group 

 

 

 

The gray performance() nodes are input nodes, representing the probability of a complex 

performance result being Higher, Within, or Lower than an identified target range 

established by the argument authors. The arrow between the input node performance() 

and the resident node quality() represents the likelihood of the respective quality() given 

the performance(). The yellow context IsA nodes ensure the existence of the artifacts and 

performance entities within the particular argument. The top yellow context node 

represents the known relation between the artifacts and the associated performance entity. 

For this MFrag, one of the nine IF-Then statements is:  

IF the performance entity is Within its targeted performance(), 

THEN the artifact quality() will likely be Adequate as measures against its standard.  
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This MFrag group’s single CPT is the LSERA initial probability set of a EA and OI 

quality() given the state of the associated result indicator performance(). For example, the 

probability of p(quality = Adequate | performance = Within) is 65% with a 20% 

probability that quality() will be Low, and a 15% probability that quality() will be High. 

Appendix B.4 further describes each of these MFrags. 

3.3.3.5 Performance Evidence MFrag Group 

The basis for this MFrag group is Arc Set 5, shown in Figure 42. This set relates the 

performance random variables to the reported performance random variables 

representing a finding as evidence.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 42 Performance Evidence Arc Set 5 

 

 

 

For each arcs shown in Figure 42, I established a single MFrag as shown in Figure 43. 

These MFrags encode the knowledge structure related to performance evidence. The 

performance evidence represents the findings from taking measurements related to the 

performance entity. Given these MFrags, you can examine the ELoS argument 

knowledge structure from a performance to multiple performance evidence perspective. 
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Figure 43 Performance Evidence MFrag Group 

 

 

 

Within each MFrag, the rpt_performance() resident node shown in white represents the 

probability of a specific performance finding being Higher, Within, or Lower than an 

identified target range established by the argument authors. The gray performance() 

nodes are input nodes representing the performance result of an associated performance 

entity. The arrow between the input node performance() and the resident node rpt_ 

performance() represents the likelihood of the respective rpt_performance() given the 

performance(). The yellow context IsA nodes ensure the existence of the performance 

entity and performance evidence within the particular argument. The top yellow context 
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node represents the known relation between the performance entity and the associated 

performance evidence. Each MFrag represents nine of IF-Then statements. One statement 

of an argument author’s belief is:  

IF the performance entity is Within its targeted performance(), 

THEN the performance evidence will likely be reported Within a small range around 

their respective targets.  

This MFrag group’s single CPT is shown in Figure 43 and is the LSERA initial 

probability set of a reported performance finding rpt_performance() given the state of the 

associated entities’ performance(). For example, the probability of p(rpt_performance = 

Within | performance = Within) is 70% with a 20% probability that rpt_performance will 

be Lower, and a 20% probability that rpt_performance will Higher. Appendix B.5 further 

describes each of the MFrags within this group. 

3.3.3.6 Artifact Evidence Entity Group MFrags 

The basis for this MFrag group is Arc Set 6, shown in Figure 44. The group relates the 14 

EA and OI artifact quality random variables to the 14 reported quality random variables.  
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Figure 44 Arc Set 6 Artifact Quality to Reported Artifact Quality 

 

 

 

For the first seven arcs shown in Figure 44, I established a single MFrag for enterprise 

architecture artifacts. These MFrags are shown in Figure 45. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 45 Enterprise Architecture Artifact Evidence MFrags 
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For the second seven arcs shown in Figure 44, I established a single MFrag for other 

information artifacts. Figure 46 shows these MFrags. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46 Other Information Artifact Evidence MFrags 

 

 

 

Within each MFrag, the rpt_quality() resident node shown in white represents the 

probability of a specific EA and OI artifact finding being High Quality, Adequate, or 

Low Quality relative to the identified standard established by the argument authors. The 

gray quality() nodes are input nodes that represent the probability of an EA and OI 
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artifact being of High Quality, Adequate, or Low Quality relative to the identified 

standard. The arrow between the input node quality() and the resident node rpt_ quality() 

represents the likelihood of the rpt_quality() given the quality(). The yellow context IsA 

nodes ensure the existence of the artifact entity and reported artifact evidence within the 

particular argument. The top yellow context node represents the known relation between 

the EA and OI artifact entity and the associated artifact evidence.  

Each MFrag represents nine IF-Then statements. One statement of an argument author’s 

belief is:  

IF the EA and OI entity has Adequate quality() 

THEN the reported_quality() of the artifact instance will likely be Adequate as 

measures against its standard. 

For example the probability of p(rpt_quality = Adequate | quality = Adequate) is 95% 

with a 4% probability that rpt_performance will be Low Quality, and a 1% probability 

that rpt_performance will be High Quality. Appendix B.6 further describes each of the 

MFrags within this group. 

3.3.3.7 LSERA Inference Model Tool 

In Appendix B LSERA MTheory, each MFrag’s description shows the Quiddity tool 

code that supports the MFrag. In Appendix D.2 Inference Model Tool shows the 

Quiddity code necessary to execute the two case study inference models. First is the Exec 

program that controls overall execution of the inference models. There are then 4 link 

programs that model the specific situation and whose execution produces the inference 
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model Bayesian network. The one function program sets the CPT for causal MFrags 

within the Behavior MFrag Group based on the ca attribute value. 

3.3.4 Evidence Force Measurement 

In an ELoS argument, agency personnel believe in a successful outcome of a technology 

initiative based on particular evidence at hand. However, an ELoS argument is complex 

and understanding the influences of, for example, contradictory evidence is difficult. 

Calculating the force of evidence supports the argument author’s understanding of which 

pieces of evidence in isolation or combination are contributing to the increase or decrease 

in posterior probability of a hypothesis being true. Argument authors understand that the 

force of particular evidence within the argument may increase the author’s ability to 

make a more principled argument. The following sections explain evidence force 

calculations for various evidence combinations within LSERA.  

3.3.4.1 Multiple Hypotheses 

LSERA uses likelihood ratios to measure the force of individual items of evidence and 

the influence of evidence across the argument. The likelihood ratio is simply the ratio of 

the likelihood of a piece of evidence (e*) existing if something (call it H) occurred, 

divided by the likelihood of e* existing if H did not occur (H
c
).  

Evidential force (shown as Le*) using the likelihood ratio is Le* = P(e*|H) / P(e*|Hc). 

Within the LSERA method, each entity has multiple hypotheses. For example, the 

behavior entity hypotheses are {Exceed, Attain, and Below}. Thus, for LSERA, it is 
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necessary to expand the likelihood ratio formula for multiple hypotheses, which is simply 

determining what is P(e*|Hc).  

The LSERA hypothesis sets all have three hypotheses, call them {H1, H2, H3} that are 

mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Using the behavior hypothesis set and Setting H1 as 

Exceed, H2 as Attain, and H3 as Below, and after some algebra, the evidential force of e* 

on, for example, H1 is equal to its likelihood divided by the average of the likelihoods of 

the other hypotheses. Figure 47 shows this force calculation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47 Evidence Force Calculation 

 

 

 

This says that the evidential force of e* on H1 is equal to the likelihood of e* given H1 

divided by the average of the other e* likelihoods for each of the other hypotheses. An 

assumption for force calculation is that all prior probabilities P(Hi) are equal. This 

assumption is necessary in order to make the evidentiary force calculation practical. 

The evidence force measurement is a ratio that has no upper bound but has zero as a 

lower bound. Thus if: 

 Le* = 1 then the evidence e* does not favor the specific hypothesis over any of the 

other hypotheses. 
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 Le* > 1 then the evidence e* does favor the specific hypothesis over the other 

hypotheses. 

 Le* < 1 then the evidence e* favors the other hypotheses over the specific 

hypothesis. 

Managers involved with an ELoS can also calculate a force of evidence for combinations 

of evidence as well as for chains of inferences. They may want to know the evidential 

force for a single isolated piece of evidence bearing directly on a hypothesis or several 

steps removed. In addition, they may want to know the evidentiary force of a 

combination of evidence such as diverging evidence. These concepts are explored within 

the next five sections. 

3.3.4.2 Evidence in Isolation 

Figure 48 shows a singly connected chain that occurs within the LSERA Argument 

model. In this example, there is a single piece of evidence e* that is related to a technical 

performance measure that is associated with a technology initiative. This technology 

initiative relates to the probable behavior of a Process & Activity. At each step of this 

chain, the argument authors can calculate a force of the evidence e*.  

The following describes the equations used within LSERA for the calculation of the 

evidentiary force at each of these steps, with the situation shown in Figure 48. These 

equations are usable with slight modifications for other single connected reasoning chains 

within LSERA Arguments. 
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Figure 48 Evidence Force in Steps 

 

 

 

One Step – A question answered here could be “What is the force (Le*) of this piece of 

evidence (e*) on our confidence that the technical performance measure will be Within 

its targeted range?” Let E2 represent the state Within of the technical performance 

measure. Figure 49 shows the equation is used to calculate the force Le* of e* on E2 

 

 

 

                               (1) 

Figure 49 One Step Evidence Force Equation 

 

 

 

The multiple hypothesis formulation above is the basis for this equation. The force on the 

other technical performance measure states is calculated by substituting for P(e*|E2) in 

each of the other state’s probability and adjusting the denominator accordingly.  
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Two Step – A question here could be “Given the likelihood of the technical performance 

measure state being Within, what is the force (Le*) of this piece of evidence (e*) on our 

confidence that the Technical Initiative behavior (F2) will Attain its targeted value?” Let 

F2 represent the state Attain of the Technology Initiative behavior and, as above, let E2 

represent the state Within of the technical performance measure as shown in Figure 48. 

The Figure 50 equation is the general formulation for analyzing two-step evidence chains 

developed by Dr. Schum [Schum94]. 

 

 

 

                                    (2) 

Figure 50 Two Step Evidence Force Equation 

 

 

 

To use this equation for the multiple assertions LSERA chain shown in Figure 48, we 

define the following:  

  a1 = P(E2 | F2)  

  b1 = P(E1|F1) + P(E3|F3) 

 a2 = P(e* | E2) 

  b2 = P(e*|E1) + P(e*|E3) 

The force of the other technical performance measure states is calculated by substituting 

for a2 = P(e*|E2) in each of the other state’s probability and adjusting the other variables 

accordingly. 
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Three Step - A question here could be “Given the likeliness of the technical performance 

measure state being Within, what is the force (Le*) of this piece of evidence (e*) on our 

confidence that the Process & Activity behavior (G2) will Attain its targeted value, given 

that the Technical Initiative behavior (F2) will Attain its targeted value?” Let F2 represent 

the state Attain of the technology initiative behavior and, as above, let E3 represent the 

state Within of the technical performance measure as shown in Figure 48.  

The Figure 51 equation is the general formulation for analyzing three-step evidence 

chains developed by Dr. Schum [Schum94].  

 

 

 

                    (3) 

Figure 51 Three Step Evidence Force Equation 

 

 

 

To use this equation for the multiple assertions LSERA chain shown in Figure 48 we 

define the following:  

 a1 = P(F2 | G2) 

 b1 = P(F1|G1) + P(F3|G2) 

 a2 = P(E2 | F2) 

 b2 = P(E1|F1) + P(E3|F3) 

 a3 = P(e* | E2) 

 b3 = P(e*|E1) + P(e*|E2) 
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The force of the other performance measure states is calculated by substituting for a3 = 

P(e*|E2) in each of the other state’s probability and adjusting the other variables. 

3.3.4.3 Contradictory Evidence 

The following are specific contradictory evidence situations modeled with LSERA: 

 Two pieces of evidence state different findings on a technical performance measure 

 Two pieces of evidence state different findings on a process performance measure   

 Two pieces of evidence state different findings about a customer result 

 Two pieces of evidence state different findings about a mission & business result 

Figure 52 shows these situations along with the various mutually exclusive states that 

each node can be in. What has occurred is that analyst S1 has presented evidence that the 

performance measure under discussion is in state e*2 Within and analyst S2 has presented 

evidence (possibly at a later time) that the performance measure is in state e*1 Higher. 

These two pieces of evidence are contradictory, and the project team needs to examine 

the credibility of the evidence to resolve the contradiction. In addition, Figure 52 shows 

that there is no influence between S1 and S2. They are independent.  
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Figure 52 Contradictory Evidence Situations 

 

 

 

The first question is: what is the combined force of e1* and e2* reports on, for example, a 

technical performance measure being within it targeted value. Since the two reports are 

independent, the combined force (Le2*e1*) is given simply as the product of their 

individual force (Le1*) (Le2*). Now let us say that the argument authors want to know 

“Given the likelihood of the technical performance measure state being Within (E2), what 

is the force (Le2*e1*) of the contradictory evidence (e2*, e1*) on our confidence that the 

Technical Initiative behavior will Attain (F2) its targeted value?”  

The equation in Figure 53 is for analyzing two pieces of contradictory evidence as 

developed by Dr. Schum [Schum94]. 
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                          (4) 

Figure 53 Contradictory Evidence Equation 

 

 

 

To answer this question, the analysts need the probabilities P(E2|F1), P(E2|F2), P(E2|F3). 

To use the above equation for the LSERA multiple assertions case, define a1 = P(E2|F2) 

and b1 = [P(E2|F1) + P(E2|F3)]/2. In addition, given S1 evidence, the analysts need the 

probability P(e2*|E2), because we are focusing on the likelihood that the technical 

performance measure will be Within its range. Define h1 = P(e2*|E2) for a correct hit and 

f1 = [P(e2*|E1) + P(e2*|E2)]/2 as a false positive.  

Now, given the S2 evidence, the analysts need the probability P(e1*|E2), and call it m2 for 

missed probability that is, S2 missed the correct findings of E2. Finally, the analysts need 

to set c2 = [P(e1*|E1) + P(e1*|E3)]/2 which is the probability that S2 made a correct 

rejection. Given these assignments, the analysts calculate the force by using the above 

equation.  

The other potential situations presented in Figure 52 are handled by simple substitution 

for F2, E3, e3*, and e1*. The calculation of force beyond two contradictory pieces of 

evidence, and conditional non-independence between the evidence, is beyond this 

research effort. 

3.3.4.4 Corroborative Evidence 

The following are specific corroborative evidence situations modeled with LSERA. 
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 Two pieces of evidence state the same finding on a technical performance measure 

 Two pieces of evidence state the same finding on a process performance measure   

 Two pieces of evidence state the same finding about a customer result 

 Two pieces of evidence state the same finding about a mission & business result 

Figure 54 shows these situations. In addition, Figure 54 shows the various mutually 

exclusive states that each node can be in, which is the same as in Figure 52 for 

contradictory evidence. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 54 Corroborative Evidence Situations 

 

 

 

What has occurred is that analyst S1 has presented evidence e
1
*2 that the performance 

measure under discussion is in state Within and analyst S2 has presented evidence e
2
*2 

(possibly at a later time) that the performance measure is also in state Within. These two 

pieces of evidence are corroborative. Again, Figure 54 shows that S1 and S2 are 

independent.  
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Let us say that the argument authors want to know “Given the likelihood of the technical 

performance measure state being Within (E2), what is the force (Le
1
*2e

2
*2) of the 

corroborative evidence (e1*2, e2*2) on our confidence that the technical initiative behavior 

will Attain (F2), its targeted value?” Dr. Schum [Schum94] developed the equation, 

shown as Figure 55 for analyzing two pieces of corroborative evidence.  

 

 

 

                            (5) 

Figure 55 Corroborative Evidence Equation 

 

 

 

This equation is the same as for contradictory evidence. The difference comes in the 

interpretation of the probabilities. 

To answer this question, again the analysts need the probabilities P(E2|F1), P(E2|F2), 

P(E2|F3). To use the above equation for the LSERA multiple assertions case, again define 

a1 = P(E2|F2) and b1 = [P(E2|F1) + P(E2|F3)] /2. In addition, given S1 evidence, the analysts 

need the probability P(e1*2|E2), and call it h1 for a correct hit, and so f1 = [P(e1*2|E1) + 

P(e1*2|E3)]/2 is the false positive probability.  

Now, given the S2 evidence, the analysts again need the probability P(e2*2|E2), and call it 

h2 for S2’s hit probability. Finally, the analysts set f2 = [P(e2*2|E1) + P(e2*2|E2)]/2, which 

is the probability that S2 expresses a false positive. Given these assignments, the analysts 

calculate the force by using the above equation. The other potential situations presented 
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in Figure 54 are handled by simple substitution for F2, E3, e
1*3 and e2*3. The calculation 

of force beyond two corroborative pieces of evidence and conditional non-independences 

between the evidence is beyond this research effort. 

3.3.4.5 Divergent Evidence 

The following are specific conflicting evidence situations modeled with LSERA: 

 The evidence on two independent technical performance measures on a technology 

initiative behavior 

 The evidence on two independent technical performance measures on a technology 

initiative aspect behavior 

 The evidence on two independent process performance measures on a process 

behavior 

 The evidence on two independent process performance measures on a sub process 

behavior 

Figure 56 shows these situations. In addition, Figure 56 shows the various mutually 

exclusive states that each node can be in, which is the same as in Figure 54 for 

contradictory evidence. 
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Figure 56 Force Calculation for Two Conflicting Evidence 

 

 

 

What has occurred is that analyst S1 has presented evidence that the performance measure 

E under discussion is in state e
1
*2 Within, and E favors H’s attaining its behavior (H2). 

Analyst S2 has presented evidence (possibly at a later time) that the performance measure 

F under discussion is in state e
2
*3 Lower, and F favors H’s behavior will be Below (H3). 

These two pieces of evidence result in a conflict. Assume E and F are independent and 

the argument authors ask this question: 

 “Given the likelihood that both technical performance measures (E and F) states are 

Within (E2, F2), what is the combined force (Le
1

2*e
2

3*) of the evidence (e
1

2*, e
2
3*) that 

the technical initiative behavior (H) will Attain (H2) its desired behavior?” First, since E 

and F are independent, the force of L e
1
*2 e

2
*3 = (L e

1
*2)(Le

2
*3) is the product of the 

individual force calculations. To calculate L e
1
*2, we need the probabilities P(E2|H1), 

P(E2|H2), P(E2|H3). To calculate the force, the analysts use the same force equation as for 
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a two-step evidentiary analysis, shown here again as Figure 57, in evidence in isolation 

namely:  

 

 

 

                               (9) 

Figure 57 Two Step Evidence Force Equation 

 

 

 

For L e
1
*2 define a1 = P(E2|H2) and b1 = [P(E3|H1) + P(E3|H3)]/2, with a2 = P(e

1
*2 | E2) 

and b2 = [P(e
1
*2|E1) + P(e

1
*2|E3)]/2.  

For L e
2
*3, define a1 = P(F3|H2) and b1 = [P(F3|H1) + P(F3|H3)]/2, with a2 = P(e*3 | F3) and 

b2 = [P(e
2
*3|F1) + P(e

2
*3|F2)]/2.  

Given these assignments, the analysts calculate the force Le
1
*2e

2
*3by multiplying 

(Le
1
*2)(Le

2
*3). The calculation of force beyond two conflicting pieces of evidence and 

conditional non-independences between the evidence is beyond this research effort. 

3.3.4.6 Convergent Evidence 

The following are specific converging evidence situations modeled with LSERA: 

 The evidence on two independent technical performance measures on a technology 

initiative behavior 

 The evidence on two independent technical performance measures on a technology 

initiative aspect behavior 

 The evidence on two independent process performance measures on a process 

behavior 
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 The evidence on two independent process performance measures on a sub process 

behavior 

Figure 58 shows these situations. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 58 Force Calculation for Two Convergent Evidence 

 

 

 

What has occurred is that analyst S1 has presented evidence e
1
*2 that the performance 

measure E under discussion is in state Within, and E favors H’s attaining its behavior 

(H2). Analyst S2 has presented evidence e
2
*2 (possibly at a later time) that the 

performance measure F under discussion is also in state Within and F is favoring G’s 

attaining its behavior (F2). These two pieces of evidence results are converging. This is 

exactly the same situation as for Contradictory, except that the probabilities have a 

different interpretation. Again, since E and F are independent, their force Le
1
*2e

2
*2 = 

(Le
1
*2)(L e

2
*2) is the product of their individual force calculations. To calculate the force, 

the analysts proceed as for contradictory evidence L e
2
*2. We need the probabilities 
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P(E2|H1), P(E2|H2), P(E2|H3). Again, to calculate the force, the analysts use the same force 

equation as for a two-step evidentiary analysis, shown here again as Figure 59 in 

evidence in isolation namely:  

                             (10) 

Figure 59 Two Step Evidence Force Equation 

 

 

 

For L e
1
*2 define a1 = P(E2|H2) and b1 = [P(E2|H1) + P(E2|H3)]/2, with a2 = P(e

1
*2 | E2) 

and b2 = [P(e
1
*2|E1) + P(e

1
*2|E3)]/2.  

For L e
2
*2 define a1 = P(F2|H2) and b1 = [P(F1|H1) + P(F3|H3)]/2. With a2 = P(e

2
*2 | F3) 

and b2 = [P(e
2
*2|F1) + P(e

2
*2|F3) ]/2.  

Given these assignments the analysts calculate the force of Le
1
*2e

2
*2 by multiplying 

(Le
1
*2)(L e

2
*2).The calculation of force beyond two convergent pieces of evidence and 

conditional non-independences between the evidence is beyond this research effort. 
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Chapter 4: LSERA Evaluation  
 

 

 

The purpose of this LSERA evaluation section is to provide evidence supporting the 

research hypothesis restated here.  

The LSERA method defines in a principled manner ELoS analysis that improves 

ELoS conformance, evidentiary reasoning, and reasoning on alternatives within an 

ELoS. 

The first section presents the results of determining if LSERA is in agreement with laws 

and standards. The second section examines evidence force within the LSERA method. 

The third section presents a story-based sensitivity analysis. In addition, Appendix A: 

Probability Derivation presents situations that show that the probabilities interact in a 

consistent manner. 

4.1    Conformance Analysis 

The Merriam-Webster's Dictionary, 11th Edition defines conformity as “action in 

accordance with some specified standard or authority.” Since the federal government is 

the primary focus of LSERA, it should be in conformance with federal laws, directives, 

and enterprise architecture frameworks used by the federal government. In addition, to 

check conformance further, I analyzed LSERA against several related requirements 
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engineering methods to determine the extent to which it was in conformance with the 

methods.  

4.1.1 Law / Directives 

LSERA conforms to the intent and guidance expressed within the three key laws 

governing federal performance. These are: 

 Government Performance and Results 

Act of 1993 [GPRA93] 

Primarily Section 4 Annual 

Performance Plans and Reports, Sec. 

1115 Performance plans. 

 Information Technology Management 

Reform Act of 1996 [ITMRA96] 

Primarily Section 5123 Performance 

and Results-Based Management. 

 The E-Government Act of 2002 [eGov02]   Primarily S202 Federal Agency 

Responsibilities. 

LSERA is also in conformance with the federal performance directive OMB Program 

Assessment Rating Tool (PART08). I expected conformance with these laws because 

these laws are the basis for the Federal Enterprise Architecture Program Reference Model 

(FEA-PRM), and the FEA-PRM was a key basis for LSERA development. However, 

LSERA is also in conformance with the newly enacted GPRA Modernization Act of 

2010[GPRA10]. Table 13 summarizes the conformance with the PRM specification. 

 

 

 

Table 13 LSERA conformance with FEA-PRM 

Relevant PRM Definitions LSERA Entities 

Strategic Outcomes, - represents broad, policy priorities driving 

the direction of government (such as, to secure the homeland) 

Strategic Outcomes  
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Relevant PRM Definitions LSERA Entities 

Mission and Business Results Measurement Area - captures the 

outputs agencies seek to achieve 

Mission Results 

Customer Results Measurement Area - captures how well an 

agency or specific process within an agency is serving its 

customers—and ,ultimately, its citizens 

Customer Result 

Processes and Activities Measurement Area - captures the 

outputs directly resulting from the process an IT initiative 

supports; also captures key aspects of processes or activities 

required to be monitored and / or improved. 

Process Performance Measure 

Process Performance Measure 

Evidence 

Technology Measurement Area - captures key elements of 

performance directly relating to the IT initiative.  

 

Technical Performance Measure, 

Technical  Performance Measure 

Evidence 

 

 

 

However, LSERA is a significant extension to the theory underlining the FEA-PRM. 

LSERA incorporates the actual behavioral entities (for example, Technology Initiative) 

and not only the performance measures. It also defines evidence types, evidence 

instances, and inferential relations. 

4.1.2 EA Frameworks 

LSERA entities relate to entities and relations within the enterprise architecture 

frameworks commonly used within the federal space, as well as indicate potential 

extensions to the entities with evidence types, evidence instances, and inferential 

relations. Table 14 summarizes the association of LSERA entities to the frameworks’ 

meta-models entities, as well as indicates potential extensions to the frameworks. The 

extensions are potential inclusion within the framework meta-models of the LSERA 

entity types. 
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Table 14 LSERA Entities association with EA Frameworks 

  EA Framework Entity Association 

 LSERA Entity FSAM  DODAF v2.0  TOGAF V9 Zachman 

B
eh

a
v
io

r
 

Mission Service 
Segment 

Identification 
Service 

Business 

Service 

Business 

Entity 

Processes & Activities - BRM Mapping Activity Process 
Business 

Entity 

Subprocess & Activities BRM Mapping Activity Function 
Business 

Entity 

Technology Initiative All Investment Capability 
Information 

System Service 
System Entity 

Technology Initiative 

Aspect 
All Investment Capability 

Application 

Component 

Technology 

Entity 

P
er

fo
rm

a
n

ce
 m

ea
su

re
 

Strategic Outcome 
Segment 

Performance 
Vision Goal 

Motivation 

Identification 

Mission & Business 

Results 

Segment 

Performance 
Desired Effect Objective Business End 

Customer Results 

Integrated 

Performance 

Information 

Desired Effect Objective Business End 

Process & Activities 

Performance Measure 

Integrated 

Performance 

Information 

Performance 

Measure 
Measure Business End 

Technical Performance 

Measure 

Integrated 

Performance 

Information 

Performance 

Measure 
Measure System End 

A
rt

if
a
c
t Enterprise Architecture 

Artifact 

Various types 

defined 

DoDAF V2.0 

Models 

Various types 

defined 

Various types 

defined 

Information Artifact Extension Extension Extension Extension 

E
v
id

en
ti

a
l 

 

Mission & Business 

Results Evidence 

Integrated 

Performance 

Information 
Extension Extension Extension 

Customer Results 

Evidence 

Integrated 

Performance 

Information 
Extension Extension Extension 

Processes Performance 
Integrated 

Performance 
Extension Extension Extension 
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  EA Framework Entity Association 

 LSERA Entity FSAM  DODAF v2.0  TOGAF V9 Zachman 

Measure Evidence Information 

Technology Performance 

Measure Evidence 

Integrated 

Performance 

Information 
Extension Extension Extension 

EA Artifact Evidence Extension Extension Extension Extension 

OI Artifact Evidence Extension Extension Extension Extension 

 

 

 

Finally, the meta-models would incorporate an ELoS entity representing the LSERA 

inferential relations. Making these extensions to the EA frameworks to incorporate 

LSERA is an area for future research. 

4.2    Force of Evidence Evaluation 

Before information can become evidence within an LSERA argument, the information 

must have force, that is, the information must be relevant and must change the argument 

authors’ beliefs by some degree. Force of evidence is asking questions about the 

evidence, to understand how the evidence affects the behavioral entities state 

probabilities, versus just knowing the state probabilities. These results support the second 

supplemental research question part 3: What are the means for expressing in a principled 

manner force of evidence within an ELoS argument. The following subsections present 

the evidentiary force results. Appendix C contains all of the individual force calculations. 

Using the EMTI LSERA argument, the research examined the strength of various 

evidence and evidence combinations. Figure 60 shows a portion of the EMTI Inference 

Model.  
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Figure 60 Force of Evidence In Isolation 

 

 

 

There are six pieces of evidence (e*), A, B, C, D, E and F, shown in gray. Each piece of 

evidence directly relates to a technical or process performance measure that is further 

associated with a technology initiative (G), a technology initiative aspect (H), or a 

subprocess (L). There are further chains of reasoning such as the indirect effect of C and 

D on L (J, K), and how the technology initiative behavior (G) relates to the probable 

behavior of the Process & Activity Perform Border Management and, indirectly, the 

probable behavior of the Mission and Service Border Security. Along each of these 

chains, the argument authors can calculate the force of a piece of evidence in isolation or 

in combination with other pieces of evidence. The calculations of the results within this 

section are contained in Appendix C: Force of Evidence. 
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4.2.1 Evidence in Isolation 

Given the portion of the EMTI shown in Figure 60, this subsection examines assertions 

with the EMTI related to one-, two-, and three-step force analysis of evidence in 

isolation. In Figure 60, a one-step analysis begins with the evidence in a gray box and 

goes one step to a green box. A two-step analysis goes a second step to a beige box. A 

three-step analysis goes a third step to a blue box. 

One Step – In a one-step force analysis, an initial question could be “What is the force 

(Le*) of each of the technical performance measures evidence A, B, C, and D; the 

information artifact evidence E; and the process performance measure evidence F on the 

state of their respective performance measures?” Given the situation in Figure 60, this 

question is straightforward, but it may be more important in situations where there are 

multiple evidence related to a single performance measure.  Table 15 shows the force of 

the performance evidence findings for A, B, C, D, E, and F. 

 

 

 
Table 15  One Step Force Determination 

 Evidence: e* On performance measure state Force (Le*) 

A Rpt Avg Transaction Time: Within Avg Transaction Time: Within 3.0 

B Rpt Avg Transaction Time: Within Avg Transaction Time: Within 3.0 

C Rpt Avg Response Time: Higher Avg Response Time: Higher 10.0 

D Rpt Avg Response Time: Lower Avg Response Time: Lower 4.7 

E Rpt Technical Architecture: Adequate Technical Architecture: Adequate 23.8 

F Rpt Avg Process Time: Within Avg Process Time: Within 3.0 
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A, B, and F are the same because they are performance measures and use the same 

MFrag conditional probabilities. C and D, while using the same MFrag, are answering a 

different question namely Higher or Lower rather than Within. E is evidence related to an 

Other Information artifact and uses different MFrag conditional probabilities. As a single 

piece of evidence, E is much more forceful, because within LSERA MTheory, the 

measurement of performance measure evidence has more uncertainty within it than the 

development of an Other Information artifact.  

Two Step – In a two-step analysis, a more compelling question is how forceful evidence 

A, C, E, and F are on the attainment of the behavior of their associated behavior entities. 

For example, looking at the TIA Admittance Subsystem, the argument authors could state 

“The performance measure Avg Transaction Time being Within its performance range is 

why the Admittance Subsystem is more likely to Attain its behavior.” To examine this 

statement in a more principled manner, the argument authors could ask an additional 

question, such as “What is the force (Le*) separately of the technical performance 

measures evidence C and E on attaining the TIA Admittance Subsystem behavior?” table 

16 shows the resulting force of the performance evidence.  

Table 16 Two-Step Force Determination 

 
Evidence (e*) On Behavioral Entity Attaining 

Force 
(Le*) 

G A. Rpt Avg Transaction Time: Within TI: Complex Border Mgmt System 1.02 

H C. Rpt Avg Response Time: Higher TIA: Admittance Sub System 1.04 

I E. Rpt Technical Architecture: Adequate TIA: Admittance Sub System 1.04 

L F. Rpt Avg Process Time: Within SPA: Process Admittance 
Requests  

1.02 
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Given the initial LSERA probabilities, the evidence does not have any force for or 

against the hypothesis of “Attaining” the desired behavior. It is worth noting that, in Case 

I, the other information artifact Rpt Technical Architecture now has the same force as the 

Case H performance measure Rpt Avg Response Time: Higher. This is because the CPTs 

for performance measures and other information artifacts have the same probabilities for 

the Attain state.  

Three Step – Figure 60 shows another situation that arises. Here the subprocess Process 

Admittance Requests has a direct piece of evidence F that indicates a performance 

measure related to its behavior attainment, which indicates that the performance measure 

will attain its performance. In addition, two indirect pieces of evidence J and K, related to 

the Technology Initiative Aspect, also favor Process Admittance Request attaining its 

desired behavior. An assertion argument authors or process managers might make is “The 

evidence F shows that the subprocess Process Admittance Request will attain its 

behavior” while not considering the indirect evidence J and K. First, note the probability 

of being Below the desired behavior is 32.9% as shown in Figure 60. This is a more 

principled statement from the use of the LSERA MFrags. This probability may not 

support the above assertion. Second, are the indirect evidence J and K more or less 

forceful than F? Table 17 shows the results of the force calculations of L, J and K.  
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Table 17 Three Step Force Determination 

 Evidence e* On Behavioral Entity Force 

(Le*) 

L F. Rpt Avg Process Time: Within SPA: Process Admittance Requests  1.03 

J C: Rpt Avg Response Time: Higher SPA: Process Admittance Requests 0.91 

K D: Rpt Avg Response Time: Lower SPA: Process Admittance Requests 1.02 

 

What Table 17 shows is that, using the LSERA initial probabilities, the three-step indirect 

evidence C and D, don’t favor any hypothesis, with each acting independently, that is, Le* 

is close to 1. The direct process evidence also has very little force. At this point, the 

argument authors and process stakeholders can discuss the evidentiary force and adjust 

the probabilities within the CPTs for the situation at hand. This provides a principled 

approach to reasoning on the probability of the Perform Border Management process 

attaining its behaviors. The argument authors will want to adjust the underlying LSERA 

probabilities based on presenting ancillary evidence to support their various 

understandings of the forcefulness of the evidence. 

Since this situation is representative of others with LSERA, the result indicates that 

LSERA does not favor any hypothesis as an initial starting point. My research considers 

this lack of bias of the evidence as an acceptable starting position for an argument. The 

argument authors can investigate this and adjust the probabilities accordingly to increase 

force. The argument authors will need some training in probability theory to do this, or 

has access to individuals with a probability theory background. 
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4.2.2 Evidence in Combinations 

This section presents the research results on an evidence force analysis of the four 

evidence combinations within LSERA, namely, contradictory, corroborative, conflicting, 

and convergent evidence. I examined these evidence combinations using the inference 

model shown in Figure 60.  

Force of Contradictory Evidence 

This section presents results on force analysis of contradictory evidence. Figure 60 shows 

the case of two pieces of evidence, C and D stating different findings. C states Higher 

eH* and D states Lower eL* on the technical performance measure Response Time. As 

Figure 60 shows, the two pieces of evidence are independent of each other; there is no arc 

between them. They could be measurements performed by separate individuals, or at 

different times. The champions of the Complex Border Management System technology 

could make the following statement related to the probabilistic effects. 

The contradictory evidence related to the performance measure Response Time 

makes it hard to understand if the performance measure will be Higher than its 

targeted performance. 

To understand the evidence situation, the argument authors determined the force in 

isolation of each evidence piece for each state of the performance measure. This force 

calculation is a one-step evidence calculation as done in Section 4.2.1 using the 

performance measure evidence CPT. Table 18 shows the results. 
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Table 18 One-Step Calculation - Contradictory Evidence 

 Evidence (e*) On Behavioral Entity 
Attaining 

Calculation Force 
(Le*) 

C Rpt Response Time: Higher Response Time: Higher .7/[(.10+.04)/2] 10.0 

  Response Time: Within .10/[(.7+.04)/2] 0.27 

  Response Time: Lower .04/[(.7+.10)/2] 0.10 

D Rpt Response Time: Lower Response Time: Higher .10/[(.20+.70)/2] 0.22 

  Response Time: Within .20/[(.10+.70)/2] 0.50 

  Response Time: Lower .70/(.10+.20)/2] 4.67 

 

 

 

Given that the evidence reports are independent, the combined force calculations for the 

performance measure being Higher (L
H
), Within (L

W
), or Lower (L

L
) than its target are: 

 L
H
eH*eL*   = (L

H
eH*)( L

H
eL*)   =  (10)x(.22) =       2.2 

 L
W

eH*eL* = (L
W

eH*)( L
W

eL*) =  (.27)x(.50) =      0.135 

 L
L
eH*eL* =  (L

L
eH*)( L

L
eL*)   = (.10)x(4.67) =      0.467 

These results show the evidence in combination has little force regarding any state. 

An additional question the champions may pose is: 

Given the likelihood of the performance measure Response Time state being Higher 

(E1), what is the combined force (LeH*eL*) of the contradictory evidence (eH*, eL*) 

on our confidence that the TIA Admittance Subsystem will Attain its desired 

behavior?  
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Using the performance measure CPT and the performance measure evidence CPT, and 

using the equation (4) from Section 3.3.4.3 for contradictory evidence, namely, repeated 

as Figure 61,  

 

 

 

 

Figure 61 Contradictory Evidence Force Equation 

 

 

 

the resulting force of both pieces of evidence considered together, LeH*eL*, is 0.95. (See 

Appendix C.2 for this calculation.) 

Given the initial LSERA CPTs, this result says that the evidence together has little force 

towards the Admittance Subsystem being Below its desired behavior, which is in contrast 

to their individual force of 1.04 as isolated pieces of evidence shown in Table 18. Also, at 

this point, the argument authors need to examine the evidence creditability to resolve the 

contradiction.  

Since this situation is representative of others within LSERA, the result indicates that 

LSERA is evidence-force neutral as an initial starting point. LSERA only considers four 

cases of contradictory evidence (see Section 4.5.3). Given the general nature of the 

LSERA MFrags, the case presented here is representative of the other three cases. 
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Force of Corroborative Evidence  

Here the argument authors consider the corroborative evidence case of two pieces of 

evidence A and B stating the same finding of “Within” related to a technical performance 

measure as shown in Figure 60. This examination centers on the following argument 

author statement. 

The corroborative evidence on the Technology Initiative performance measure 

Transaction Time makes it clear that the performance measure will attain its target. 

This case structure is similar to that of contradictory evidence, except the evidence eH* 

and eL* are both Within ew*. To calculate the force of the combined evidence, the 

argument authors again use the performance measure evidence CPT and performance 

evidence CPT. The resulting force, using the LSERA probabilities, of both pieces of 

corroborative evidence considered together is 1.04 (see appendix C3 for the calculation), 

compared to their force-in-isolation of 1.02 shown in Table 18 above. This force 

measurement does not support the argument author statement because the force is near 1. 

The argument authors may want to adjust the underlying LSERA probabilities based on 

presenting ancillary evidence to support their various understandings of the forcefulness 

of the evidence. 

Again, this force is dependent on the evidence findings. For example, if the corroboration 

were Lower, the evidence force measurement might be different, because the likelihood 

probabilities within the force equation have changed. In addition, the argument authors 

need to examine the evidence to determine credibility and independence. 
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LSERA presents a principled means for understanding the force of contradictory and 

corroborative evidence. LSERA, as an initial calculation, does not present either of these 

evidence combination cases as forceful. This force presentation gives the argument 

authors a basis from which to adjust (easily because of the LSERA tool suite) the 

probabilities, given their respective backgrounds and additional evidence. 

Force of Divergent Evidence 

LSERA only considers four cases of divergent evidence (See Section 4.5.4). Given the 

abstraction of the LSERA MFrags, the case presented here is representative of the other 

three cases. Figure 60 shows the case of two pieces of evidence D and E stating different 

evidence findings on two independent items. One is a technical performance measure 

Response Time with an evidence finding of Lower, call it e1*, and the other is an EA 

artifact Technical Architecture with an evidence finding of Adequate, call it e2*. Both are 

influencing the probability that the TIA Admittance Subsystem will Attain its desired 

behavior.  

The argument authors make the following statement. 

The conflicting evidence on the TIA Admittance Subsystem behavior makes it 

difficult to understand whether the subsystem will attain its desired behavior. 

To better understand the situation, the argument authors calculate the force in isolation of 

each evidence piece, namely Le1* = 1.53 and Le2* = 1.04 (see appendix C4 for the 

calculation). Here we add to the argument authors’ understanding of the situation by 
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examining the force of the evidence in combination. The argument authors might ask this 

additional question:  

Given the likelihood that both the technical performance measure is Lower, and the 

Technical Architecture artifact is Adequate, what is the combined force (Le1*e2*) of 

the evidence (e1*, e2*) on the TIA Admittance Subsystems attaining its targeted 

value? 

First, since D and E are independent, their combined force Le1*e2* is calculated as 

(Le1*)(Le2*), the product of the individual force calculations. Thus, the combined force 

of Le1*Le2* = (Le1*)(Le2*) is (1.53)(1.04) = 1.59. 

Force of Convergent Evidence  

Calculating the force of convergent evidence is similar to calculating the force of 

conflicting evidence. Changing the evidence finding of D from Lower to Within in Figure 

60 now presents two independent pieces of evidence, namely D and E, that are 

converging on the TIA Admittance Subsystem attaining its desired behavior. The 

argument authors make this statement: 

The converging evidence on the Administrative Subsystem behavior indicates that 

the Subsystem will attain its behavior. 

An additional question they could state is: 

Given the likelihood that both the technical performance measure is Within and the 

Technical Architecture artifact is Adequate, what is the combined force (Lew*ea*) of 
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the evidence (ew*, ea*) on the TIA Admittance Subsystem attaining its targeted 

value?  

Again, because D and E are independent, the force Lew*ea* is the product (Lew*)(Lea*) 

of the individual force calculations. Because the Rpt Response Time evidence finding is 

Within, determining the force of D uses the same two-step calculation as the Case A Rpt 

Avg Transaction Time calculated in Section 4.2.1. Thus, Lew* = 1.02. Again from 

Section 4.2.1, the force Lea* of the EA artifact Technical Architecture as a two-step 

calculation is Lea* = 1.04. Thus, the combined force of the convergent evidence Lew*ea* 

= (Lew*)(Lea*) is (1.02)(1.04) = 1.06. The combined evidence has little inferential force. 

 

LSERA presents a principled means for understanding the force of conflicting and 

convergent evidence. LSERA, as an initial calculation, does not present either of these 

evidence combination situations as much more forceful than their individual forces. 

Again, this force presentation gives the argument authors a reasoned basis from which to 

adjust (easily because of the LSERA tool suite) the probabilities, given their respective 

backgrounds and additional evidence. 

4.3    Stories-based Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analysis within a Bayesian network considers varying one or more 

probabilities and observing the changes within the network. My research varied single 

probabilities and then observed posterior probability changes as part of the various initial 

LSERA CPT derivations. My research performed this derivation sensitivity analysis 
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because the probability interactions are complex, and, seemingly, correct probabilities 

resulted in some anomalous results. For example, it could be better to meet the 

performance target than to exceed it.  

Formulating alternate stories is a means of performing sensitivity analyses within an 

argument. For my research, a story is an argument that is expressed by the argument 

authors about possible outcomes that are either likely or unlikely. The argument authors 

generate the story based on their understanding of the uncertainties within the technology 

initiative’s ELoS and evidence finding implications. Argument authors could use this 

story-based sensitivity analysis to investigate alternate stories, as well as use it as a basis 

for suggesting new evidence and argument structures. The results of the 15 stories that 

follow provide support to the research hypothesis. The results provide support for the 

supplemental research questions on posterior probabilities, evidence force, necessity, 

sufficiency, and alternate reasoning from changes in probabilities.  

The following briefly presents the sensitivity results of 15 stories within four classes: 5 

single forceful evidence stories, 3 stories asserting necessity, 5 stories asserting 

sufficiency, and 2 action-taking story.  

Basic Story The stories in this section make small changes to the following story line. 

This story is a variant of the argument reviewed in Section 4.2, which is part of the EMTI 

inference model discussed in Section 5.2. 
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1. The new Complex Border Management System (TI) will improve Border 

Management Process (PA), that in turn will improve the Border Security service 

(MS) and will support achieving the organization’s strategic outcome. 

2. The PA has within it a critical subprocess Admittance Request (SPA). A portion of 

the TI called the Admittance Subsystem (TIA) supports the SPA.  

3. The Technology people have defined five performance measures (PM), each with 

three pieces of evidence to determine the TIA behavior status. They defined these key 

measures to be independent, as well as each piece of evidence. In addition, they have 

selected five performance measures for the TI in the same way. 

4. The Process people have separately defined five key process performance measures 

with three pieces of evidence each for the SPA. In addition, they have selected five 

performance measures for the PA.  

5. Finally, the strategic planning people have associated mission results, customer 

results, and a strategic outcome that the technology initiative is to support attaining.  

The resulting LSERA Inference Model contains 90 nodes, 91 links, and 982 conditional 

probabilities. See Appendix A.9 Figure 113 for the story inference model. Given the 

abstraction within the LSERA MTheory and the Quiddity tool suite version of the 

LSERA MTheory, analysts can extend these stories to complex stories that involve mixed 

situations of multiple changed probabilities and relationships. 

In reviewing these posterior probability changes within all of these stories, I round up or 

down to the nearest 5%. For example, the probability .769, becomes 75% and .047 
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becomes 5%. This is because the evidence is not sufficient to make any more precise 

measurements and so a 5% movement in probability is the sensitivity level. 

4.3.1 Stories of Forceful Evidence 

These stories examine the sensitivity of the argument inference model to the addition of a 

new piece of forceful evidence. This examination provides support for supplemental 

research questions 2 and 3 that center on probability changes, force, and alternate 

reasoning based on probability changes. 

The argument author’s question is:  

What is the effect of this single piece of evidence on each behavioral entities 

probability of attainment or the avoidance of being Below? 

The Basic story has all of the evidence indicating that each performance measure will be 

Within its targeted range. I examined the stories in Table 19. 

 

 

 

Table 19 Stories of Forceful Evidence 

Story Story Description 

1 A stakeholder asserts that a new Information Artifact with a finding of Lower strongly 

indicates that the TIA will be Below its desired behavior, even though all other evidence 

indicates that it will attain its behavior. 

2 A stakeholder asserts that a new Information Artifact with a finding of Lower strongly 

indicates that the TI will be Below its desired behavior, even though all other evidence 

indicates that it will attain its behavior. 

3 A stakeholder asserts that a new Information Artifact with a finding of Lower strongly 

indicates that the PAS will be Below its desired behavior, even though all other evidence 

indicates that it will attain its behavior. 

4 A stakeholder asserts that a new Information Artifact with a finding of Lower strongly 
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indicates that the PA will be Below its desired behavior even, though all other evidence 

indicates that it will attain its behavior. 

5 A stakeholder asserts that a new Information Artifact with a finding of Lower strongly 

indicates that the MS will be Below its desired behavior even though all other evidence 

indicates that it will attain its behavior. 

 

 

 

I created five separate instances of the inference model and added into each story’s 

inference model a single new information artifact node directly on the TIA, TI, PAS, 

PAS, and MS nodes to represent Stories 1 - 5. For these stories, I also created an alternate 

information artifact that is similar to a performance measure. For example, the measure 

could be a technical simulation analysis or a business process analysis on the non-linear 

interaction of a set of performance measures. This alternate artifact has a measurable 

result indicating performance. Thus, I defined an additional random variable called 

oi_performance() with the states of Higher, Within, and Lower (representing a 

performance measure) rather than High, Adequate, or Low (representing quality). The 

argument authors then define the CPT representing the forcefulness of this evidence type. 

The argument authors believe the information artifact is particularly forceful towards 

Below behavior, and reporting will be very accurate. I decided not to research an initial 

LSERA CPT for this artifact class because its influence is highly variable to the situation 

argument, and the argument authors could use the existing performance measure CPT as 

a starting point. After some modeling (see Appendix A.9), I decided on the conditional 

probability table in Figure 62.  
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Figure 62 Performance Focused Artifact CPT 

I used the existing LSERA initial CPT for EA_OI artifacts rpt_performance shown here 

as Figure 63 . 

 

Figure 63 EA and OI Rpt Performance CPT 

In reviewing these posterior probability changes, I make the observations shown in Table 

20. 

 

 

 

Table 20 Forceful Evidence Story Observations 

OBS Sensitivity Observation Finding 

1 Within each story, the single piece of evidence 

significantly reduces the Attain posterior 

probability of the related node from the Base story 

 S1: TIA  Attain    .574 to .280 

 S2: TI   Attain    .522 to .244 

 S3: PAS  Attain    .521 to .219 

 S4: PA   Attain    .541 to .223 

 S5: MS  Attain    .498 to .122 

The Attain probabilities move down from an 

Avg of 50% to 25%. 

LSERA can model the assertion that with 5 

evidence findings of Within at a 97% 

certainty and one of Lower the likely 

outcome will be non-attainment of the 

desired behavior. 

2 Within each story, the single piece of evidence 

significantly increases the parent Below posterior 

probability of the related node from the Base story 

The probabilities for Below increased from 

an average of 14% to 36%. 

Even though each related behavior also has 5 

evidence findings of Within at a 97% 
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OBS Sensitivity Observation Finding 

 S1: TIA on TI  Below   .076 to .320 

 S2: TI on PA  Below   .091 to .295 

 S3: PAS on PA Below   .091 to .212 

 S4: PA on MS Below   .181 to .565 

 S5: MS on SO Below   .263 to .421 

certainty, the single evidence finding has a 

significant forward influence because it has 

a two-step evidence force of 4 on Below as 

compared with LSERA combined 

performance measure force of near 1. 

3 Within each story, the single piece of evidence 

significantly changes the parent posterior 

probability of the related node from the Base 

story. 

 S2: TI on TIA   Below   .070 to .302 

 S3: PAS on TIA Below   .070 to .299 

 S4: PA on TI   Below   .076 to .254 

 S5: MS on PA  Below   .091 to .315 

The probabilities for Below increased from 

an average of 7.5% to 30%. 

The single piece of evidence has not only a 

significant forward influence but also a 

significant reverse influence. 

 

 

 

The argument authors might adjust the other performance measure CPT tables to reflect 

their relative forcefulness, and ask additional questions in a more precise and principled 

manner.  

4.3.2 Stories Asserting Behavioral Necessity  

These stories support supplemental research question 2 and 3 that focus on evidence 

findings, necessity, and alternative reasoning from changes in probabilities. What 

argument authors commonly express about a technology initiative is that it is necessary to 

attain a desired benefit. The examination question within these stories is:  

What is the effect of asserting that a behavior entity is necessary to attainment and 

that its absence makes being Below almost a certainty? 

My research now examined the stories shown in Table 21. 
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Table 21 Behavioral Necessity Stories 

Story Story Change 

6 A stakeholder realizes that the findings on all five TIA performance measures are Lower 

than the specified target and that the TIA is necessary to the TI attaining its targeted 

behavior.  

7 This is the same as story 6, but now an analyst asserts that a new Information Artifact with 

a finding of Lower strongly indicates that the TIA will be Below its desired behavior. This 

is similar to Story 1. 

8 In this Story, with all PM evidence findings of Within (similar to Base Story), the authors 

declare that the TIA is necessary to the TI attaining its targeted behavior.  However, an 

analyst asserts that a new Information Artifact with a finding of Lower strongly indicates 

that TI will be Below its desired behavior. This is similar to Story 2. 

 

 

 

Story 6 examines the model sensitivity to the LSERA Necessary CPT under moderate 

evidence findings of Lower. Story 7 examines the model sensitivity to the LSERA 

Necessary CPT under condition of near certainty that behavior will be Below. Story 8 is 

an examination of backward influence propagation of the LSERA CPT, showing the TI 

posterior probabilities influence on the TIA probabilities. For these Stories, I used the 

necessity level CPT between the TIA and the TI shown here as Figure 64.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 64 Necessity Causal Level CPT 

 

 

 

Also, I used the information artifact CPTs from Stories 1 and 2.  
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Table 22 presents some of the observations from setting the causal level of behavioral 

relations to “necessary” for the TIA to TI relation. 

 

 

 

Table 22 Behavioral Necessity Story Observations 

 Sensitivity Observation Finding 

1 In Story 6, the TIA Below of 55% results in: 

1) TI Below increasing from 8% to 58%; 

without the necessity realization the increase 

is only to 33%. 

2) PAS Below increases from 9% to 32%. The 

necessity CPT is not used between TIA and 

PAS. 

Broadly, this modeling result of raising the 

probability of Below a significant level provides 

support that LSERA models an expression of 

necessity.  

2 In Story 7, the TIA Below is a near certainty of 

96%, resulting in TI Below increasing to near 

certainty of 96%. 

The LSERA Necessity CPT produces a result 

that is in agreement with the LSERA use of 

necessity. The TI increased to near certainty. 

This was under a condition where all 15 of the 

TI performance measure evidence findings 

indicated Within. 

3 In Story 7, the TIA Below is a near certainty of 

96%, resulting in: 

1) PAS Below increasing to 43%, 

2) PA Below increase to 43%. 

The TIA directly affects the PAS and shows the 

result based on the default positive relevance 

CPT. This is an expected result, given the 

modeling situation, for an entity that is not 

necessary. 

The TIA indirectly affects the PA through the TI 

and PAS. Because the TI Below is 96%, the PA 

Below of 43% reflects that the PA can execute 

in some manner, even if the TI fails.  

4 In Story 8, the TI Below is high at 87%, with a 

backward influence on TIA of increasing the 

TIA of Below to 67% from the 30% in Story 2. 

This is an expected result because the TIA is 

necessary to the TI.  If the TI is failing, then the 

TIA should have a significantly higher 

likelihood of failing. 

 

 

 

I make these observations and findings based on the argument presented. However, this 

argument is representative, and these findings do provide supporting evidence to the 
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supplemental research questions. In addition, the argument inference model provides a 

basis for asking probing questions in a more precise and principled manner. 

4.3.3 Stories Asserting Behavioral Sufficiency  

Again, these stories provide support to supplemental research questions 2 and 3 focusing  

on evidence findings, necessity, and alternative reasoning from changes in probabilities. 

What argument authors commonly express about a technology initiative is that it is 

sufficient to attain a desired benefit, recognizing there may be other alternatives. The 

main examination question within the following stories is:  

What is the effect of asserting that a behavior entity is sufficient to attainment but 

whose absence the organization could handle by using alternative means? 

Table 23 describes the five stories my research examined. 

 

 

 

Table 23 Sufficient Stories 

Story Title Sufficient Story Descriptions 

9 TIA is 

Sufficient  

This is the same as the Basic Case, with the authors declaring that the TIA is sufficient 

to the SPA attaining its targeted behavior. They adjust the SPA CPT to the LSERA 

sufficiency CPT. 

10 TIA 

Strongly 

Within 

This is the same as story 9, but now an analyst asserts that a new Information Artifact 

with a finding of Within strongly indicates that the TIA will be Within its desired 

behavior. 

11 SPA Lower 

TIA 

Strongly 

Higher 

In this story, the authors analyze the situation where analysts are reporting that all the 

performance measure findings on the SPA are Lower, while all findings on the TIA 

performance measures are Higher. In addition, an analyst asserts that a new Information 

Artifact with a finding of Exceed strongly indicates that the TIA will Exceed its desired 

behavior. 

12 PA 

Strongly 

Lower 

This is the same as story 9, but now a stakeholder asserts that a new Information 

Artifact with a finding of Lower strongly indicates that the PA will be Lower than its 

desired behavior. 
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Story Title Sufficient Story Descriptions 

13 PA Lower 

and TI 

Lower 

In this story, the argument authors examine the case where analysts are reporting that all 

the performance measure findings on the PA and the TI are Lower.  

 

 

 

Story 9 examines the impact of expressing a sufficiency relation between two entities. 

Story10 examines the influence of the TIA Parent having near certainty of Attainment. 

Story 11 examines the case of conflicting evidence findings. The TIA is near certain 

(96%) of exceeding its behavior, but the SPA performance measures are all Lower. The 

evidential implication is that the TIA is not sufficient. Story 12 examines backward 

influences in comparison to Story 4. Story 13 examines compound backward influence 

on the TIA-to-PAS sufficiency relation. I examined the TIA-to-PAS sufficiency 

expression by using the sufficiency level CPT between the TIA and the PAS entities 

shown here as Figure 65. This is the table. For a derivation of this table, see Appendix 

A.8 

 

 

 

Sufficient behavior( ) 

behavior( ) Exceed Attain Below 

Exceed .999 .0005 .0005 

Attain .0005 .999 .0005 

Below .05 .20 .75 

Figure 65 Sufficiency Causal level CPT 
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I also used the information artifact CPTs from Stories 1 and 2.  

Table 24 presents some observations from setting the causal level of behavioral relations 

to sufficient.  

 

 

 

Table 24 Behavioral Sufficiency Story Observations 

OBS Sensitivity Observation Finding 

1 In Story 9, the posterior probability results are 

changed only slightly, resulting in PAS Attain 

increasing from 52% to 59%, because the TIA 

Attain is 56%. 

This modeling result provides support that 

LSERA models an expression of sufficiency. 

Given that the TIA Attain is 56%, the influence 

of the TIA being sufficient for the PAS to 

Attain its desired behavior should not 

appreciably increase over the positive influence 

causal level. 

2 In Story 10, the PAS Attain probability is now 

near certain, increasing from 59% to 96% 

because the TIA Attain is now near certain at 

96%. 

Given all performance measure evidence 

findings are Within, and TIA Attainment near 

certain, LSERA produces the expected result 

that PAS is near certainty on Attainment. 

3 In Story 11, the TIA Exceed probability is now 

92%, but the PAS Exceed probability is at 59%, 

and the Below probability is at 29%. 

This shows the evidentiary conflict of PAS 

Lower findings, with asserting TIA as 

sufficient. LSERA can model that possibly the 

sufficiency assertion is mistaken given 

evidence findings. For a further explanation of 

this situation, see the sufficiency derivation in 

Appendix A.8. 

4 In Story 12, the PA Below probability is 70%. 

This influences the PAS Below probability, 

which has increased from 3% to 10%. 

However, the PAS Attain probability is at 71%. 

Also, TIA Attain is at 65%, which is the 

influence of the TIA’s and the TI’s Within 

evidence.  

LSERA shows the expected result of TIA 

sufficiency influence on the PAS under 

conditions of the negative influence of the PA. 

There is no statement that the PAS is necessary 

or sufficient for the PA behavior. 

5 In Story 13, the TI Below probability is now 

88% and the PA Below probability is 90%. 

However, the PAS Attain probability is 67% 

and the TIA Attain probability is 52%. 

LSERA is producing expected results that the 

TIA is sufficient to cause the PAS to Attain its 

desired behavior, even though the associated 

major systems and processes are each failing to 

achieve their respective desired behaviors, as 

indicated by the Lower on their respective 

evidence.  

6 The results looking across each of these stories LSERA is producing expected results for Attain 
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OBS Sensitivity Observation Finding 

at the relation between the TIA and PAS 

Attain: 

 S09: TIA  PAS    .563 to .585 

 S10: TIA  PAS    .961 to .962 

 S11: TIA  PAS    .076 to .122 

 S12: TIA  PAS    .644 to .710 

 S13: TIA  PAS    .552 to .673 

given the various evidence situations and the 

argument authors asserting sufficiency of the 

TIA to cause the PAS behavior. 

 

 

 

 

The probabilities are the results LSERA would produce during the first generation of the 

LSERA inference model for these stories. Given these probabilities and the underling 

reasoning, the argument authors can now discuss their situation in a more principled 

manner, and model the various influences of evidence against behavioral influences by 

adjusting the various probabilities. 

4.3.4 Stories on Taking an Action 

These stories focus on taking an action. The research examined taking actions 

(interventions) by employing the do(x) operator as defined by Dr. Judea Pearl [Pearl00]. 

The P(y|do(x)) is determined by deleting arcs and setting related states within the 

Bayesian network. To examine action tacking, I added the following to the Basic Story, 

which is a modification of Story 1. 

The situation is that the TIA performance measure findings are all Lower, and there 

is an information artifact finding that strongly indicates that TIA is going to be 

Below its desired behavior.  
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I formulated two stories. In Story 14, the process managers have another piece of 

technology that the Subprocess and Activity (SPA) could use that guarantees attainment 

of behavior. They are debating deploying (action) the SPA using the alternate technology 

rather than the TIA as planned. In Story 14, the key question the argument authors would 

like to examine is “What is the effect of this alternate technology deployment on attaining 

the desired Process and Mission Service behaviors?” 

In Story 15, the argument authors consider not deploying the alternate SPA technology. 

They can split the TI into two separate systems, an alternate TI that will attain the desired 

behavior for the PA, and the existing TIA to support the PAS as a separate parallel 

development effort. They are debating deploying (action) the alternate TI and continuing 

with the custom development of the TIA as a redefined separate technology initiative. In 

Story 15, the key question the argument authors would like to examine is “What is the 

effect of this alternate TI deployment on attaining the desired Process and Mission 

Service behaviors?” 

To analyze the Story 14 potential action within LSERA, the argument authors perform 

three steps. In the first step, the argument authors confirm the autonomy of the 

relationship between the TIA and the SPA, that is, that the effects of a change are local. 

In the second step, they remove the arc within the SSBN between the TIA and the SPA. 

This reflects the contemplated action not to deploy the TIA. In the third step, they set the 

PSA Attain at 100%, recalculate the model, and examine the results. For Story 15, the 

argument authors perform similar steps. They first confirm the causal relationship 

between the TIA and the TI. They remove the arc between the TIA and the TI. 
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They then set the TI Attain at 100%, recalculate the model, and examine the results.  

In reviewing the posterior probability changes, I make the observations in Table 25. 

 

 

 

Table 25 Taking Action Story Observations 

OBS Sensitivity Observation Finding 

1 In Story 15, the TIA Below is at 98%. 

The PA Below decreases from 27% to 21% 

and the MS Below decreases from 30% to 

27%.  

 

The TI Below is at 46% because of the TIA 

Below influence. 

The argument authors would likely consider the 

PA 21% to be an acceptable risk level, and they 

would initiate the action. The MS 27% would 

cause additional analysis on the TI Below of 

46%, which is the primary influence for the MS 

Below level.  

The authors can discuss rationales and can adjust 

probabilities accordingly. 

In addition, they could adjust the causal levels to 

necessary or sufficient if argument warrants. 

2 In Story 16, the TIA Below is still at 98%. 

The PA Below decreases from 27% to 14% 

and the MS Below decreases from 30% to 

23%. 

 

The PAS Below is at 51% because of the TI 

Below influence. 

 

The argument authors would likely consider the 

PA Below of 14% and the MS below of 23% to 

be within acceptable risk levels, and they would 

initiate the action.  

The argument authors could establish the TIA / 

PAS as a separate new Technology Initiative and 

could establish a new ELoS argument established 

for careful examination. 

Again, the argument authors can discuss 

rationales and can adjust probabilities 

accordingly. 

 

 

 

This Inference model and the action situations are simple but indicative of the mechanics 

within LSERA for analyzing actions. LSERA generates results that argument authors 

could use to reason within an action examination situation. 
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4.4    Summary 

The following summarizes the evaluation results to gauge support for the research 

hypothesis which is, 

The LSERA method defines in a principled manner ELoS analysis that improves 

ELoS conformance, evidentiary reasoning, and reasoning on alternatives within an 

ELoS. 

The evaluations focused generating results related to conformance, the evidentiary force 

and causality aspects of evidential reasoning, and reasoning on alternatives.  

LSERA conforms to laws, directives and EA frameworks, in particular the three specific 

federal laws of GPRA 93 and 2010, ITMRA 96, E-Gov 02 and the three specific Federal 

Directives FEA PRM, PART, EO-13450. In addition, LSERA conforms with and can 

extend the meta-models of the main enterprise architecture methods used within the 

federal government namely FSAM, DODAF, TOGAF, and Zachman. 

The key result in evaluating evidentiary force is that the LSERA initial probabilities are 

neutral in evidentiary force. A force measurement of near one indicates this. Using the 

initial LSERA probabilities, in the case of isolated evidence, the two and three step force 

measured 1.02 to 1.04. For combinations of evidence (e.g. conflicting), the two and three-

step force measured 1.04 to 1.59. Thus, the initial LSERA probabilities do not have a bias 

towards a hypothesis. For example, for a performance measure there is no bias towards 

Within versus Lower. The argument authors can adjust the LSERA initial probabilities to 

reflect their understanding of the force of specific evidence. 
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To evaluate reasoning on alternatives and the sensitivity of the inference model to 

changes in probabilities, I evaluated 15 alternative stories reflecting common situations 

found within federal program offices. I first evaluated five stories related to a single piece 

of forceful evidence. The main result was that a single piece of evidence with a force of 

49 positioned within one-step of a behavior node overrode the node’s other evidence and 

behavioral influences. I next evaluated three stories related to a causal level of necessity.  

A key finding is that using the LSERA CPT for Necessity, findings of Higher on four 

performance measures dominated over the influence of a finding of Below on the 

necessary behavior node.. Along with this, I evaluated five stories related to the 

sufficiency causal level. Here, using the LSERA CPT for sufficiency resulted in no 

dominance over the associated behaviors node’s sufficiency influence. Last, I evaluated 

two stories related to taking an action. Action stories related to questions like, what is the 

effect of this alternate technology deployment on attaining the desired process and 

mission service behaviors. I observed that the LSERA action modeling technique of 

deleting an arc and setting the node to reflect the action produced intuitive results and 

supports, the argument authors discussing rationales and adjusting probabilities 

accordingly. These 15 stories indicate that LSERA improves alternative reasoning. In 

addition, these evaluations indicate that the LSERA models could be reformulated 

concurrently with the ELoS analysis if needed. 

Thus, the evaluations produced results that favor the hypothesis that LSERA improves 

conformance, evidence reasoning, and reasoning on alternatives. 
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Chapter 5:  Case Study 
 

 

 

This chapter presents the results of a multi-unit case study using the LSERA method 

within two real-world federal programs. The purpose of this case study is to evaluate 

support for the research hypothesis. The research hypothesis is, 

The LSERA method defines in a principled manner ELoS analysis that improves 

ELoS conformance, evidentiary reasoning, and reasoning on alternatives within an 

ELoS. 

A secondary purpose for the case is to act as an example for others in conducting similar 

case studies. The case study consists of two units of analysis the first unit is an argument 

that is part of a federal agency’s U.S. entry management technology initiative (EMTI). 

The second unit is a biometric operation technology initiative (BOTI). Section 5.1 

describes the case study design based on the constructs of Yin [Yin09]. Section 5.2 

covers the case study EMTI results. Section 5.3 covers the case study BOTI results.  

5.1    Case Study Design  

This case study design has a multiple case structure focusing on ELoS arguments in two 

different federal programs. I used replication for the case study design.  Yin describes this 

as “analogous to that used in multiple experiments.” Therefore, the two cases have 

similar, though not identical, situations, use the same LSERA method, and use the same 
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protocol. Yin also states that preliminary theory development is necessary for case study 

design and case selection. The overall theory underlying this case study design is that 

managers can adequately express the ELoS in a principled manner based on subjective 

beliefs and a broad knowledge of entity influences. Finally, this case study follows the 

five constructs of Yin. The Yin case study constructs consist of the overall question, the 

propositions, the unit of analysis, the logic linking the case study results to the 

hypothesis, and the criteria for interpreting the results. The following describes each of 

the Yin case study constructs.  

5.1.1 Overall Question  

The overall direction of this research is to improve the acquisition and development of 

information systems supporting federal agency modernizations so that, upon 

implementation, the information systems produce a value to the agency and its customers 

that is significantly greater than the investment required in the system acquisition and 

development. Within the context of federal modernization information systems, the 

following overall question emerges.  

How can federal technology program managers conduct principled analysis on the 

enterprise line of sight, given uncertainty on assertions of performance attainment, 

implications of emergent information, and cause and effect relationships among the 

technology being developed and the processes affected?  

This research focuses on devising a method to mitigate the identified problems with 

reasoning on the enterprise line of sight. 
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5.1.2 Case Study Proposition 

Yin states that the propositions “direct attention to something that should be examined 

within the scope of the case study.” Given the LSERA fundamentals focusing on 

evidence supporting the method being principled, and the evaluation producing results 

related to conformance, evidential reasoning, and alternative reasoning, this case study 

focuses on developing results that support evaluation of the applicability of the method.  

In a broad sense, applicable means that something can be applied or is relevant or 

appropriate, that is, the item is suitable for a particular person, condition, occasion, or 

place. Applicability here means that the argument authors can express their federal 

technology program ELoS argument using the fundamentals of the LSERA method. In 

addition, this expression produces results permitting reasoning on the likely or unlikely 

attainment of the strategic results of the agency. Applicable also means supporting the 

argument authors in understanding argument variants and their similarities and 

differences. Two arguments may have different structures (entities, relations, 

probabilities) but result in similar probabilities for the ultimate hypothesis.  

The case study proposition is: 

The LSERA method is applicable for evidential reasoning within a federal Enterprise 

Line of Sight argument. 

5.1.3 Unit of Analysis  

This is the third case study construct of Yin. It describes the reality that the case study is 

examining. The unit of analysis can be a method or intervention, individuals, events, or 
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situations. This case study design has a multiple case structure focusing on ELoS 

arguments in two different federal programs. The first unit of analysis covers an 

argument that is part of a federal agency’s technology initiative supporting entry 

management (EM) into the country. This technology initiative is an entry management 

system that has been in development for a number of years. The purposes of the initiative 

are to eliminate duplicative information requirements across multiple federal agencies, 

regulate the flow of commerce efficiently, and enforce laws and regulations effectively. 

The argument focuses on the likelihood of attainment of a particular technical approach. 

The second unit of analysis, a more complex argument than the EMTI, covers the 

development of a biometric operation technology initiative (BOTI) program. The BOTI 

program is a multi-year, large, and complex undertaking dealing with the use of 

biometric technology to support fulfilling the federal agency’s mission. This argument 

starts broadly and then narrows to the likely behavior attainment of a technology 

initiative aspect crucial to the attainment of the overall Mission Results.  Both programs 

have significant uncertainty in the delivery of the full solution within their scope. They 

are both within a single agency of a cabinet-level department of the federal government. 

These ELoSs reasonably approximate common reasoning situations found within federal 

technology initiatives. 

5.1.4 Linking Case Study Evidence to the Proposition 

This is the fourth Yin case study construct. The logic linking begins with the results in 

mind, namely, the research propositions, and then presents a chain of reasoning that a 
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reviewer can follow from the case study results to the propositions. In linking data to the 

case study propositions, a key criterion is that the reader of the case study can follow the 

researcher’s reasoning and establish his or her own conclusion on reasonableness 

[Leedy97]. This section describes the evidence collected and how the evidence relates to 

the propositions. Section 5.1.6 summarizes the case study protocol used to generate the 

case study results. I used this linkage and the protocol within both cases. 

5.1.4.1 Case Study Evidence 

Yin defines six kinds of evidence resulting from case studies. These are documents, 

archival records, interviews, direct observation, physical artifacts, and participant 

observation. My research only used documents, interviews, physical artifacts, and 

participant observations. The case study did not make use of direct observation, which is 

observing formally or casually, from a distance, the activities within the environment of 

the case study. Direct observation in the use of LSERA would consist of observing a 

team executing the LSERA procedure over time and noting such things as model 

formulation and revision, discussions, accepted and rejected results, and other measurable 

aspects. It was not possible within this research to setup LSERA for direct observation 

given the time constraints, personnel availability, and current operations of the agency at 

the time of the research. further, the case study did not make use of archival records, 

which are formally recorded data about repeatable aspects of the unit of analysis 

environment such as time cards, financial records, or service records. This evidence type 

is not pertinent for these case studies.  
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The case study employed documents, interviews, physical artifacts, and participant 

observations. The following describes this evidence as structured for this case study. 

Documents – This is documentary information collected to provide a context supporting 

the research. Documents can be in any form, from meeting minutes to formal studies.  

This case study used documentary information consisting of publicly available GAO 

reports, agency reports to Congress, public Congressional testimonies, and public website 

information. 

Interviews – Yin defines an interview as a structured discussion with the participants 

possibly over time based on eliciting answers to pre-selected questions. This case study 

used predefined questions. I directed the questions to elicit specific information. I 

conducted question-centered discussions with either a single individual or a small group 

of two or three individuals. The participants have a range of experience with the PRM 

LoS, only I had expertise in the FEA PRM and line of sight analysis. In addition, three 

(including myself) are experienced in supporting senior program managers in 

understanding current situations on large modernization programs. One has similar 

experience in commercial e-commerce programs. This makes the three individuals 

representative of federal modernization program personnel who may use the LSERA 

method and tools. When the discussion involved more than one individual, I attempted to 

gain a consensus answer, or if not a consensus, I recorded individual answers with SME 

designations. 

Participant Observation - This is a special form of direct observation where the researcher 

is an active participant of the case study. I made notations during discussion sessions and 
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consolidated them immediately after each session. Researcher participation in the case 

study is potentially a threat to the case study validity. For this case study, I was sensitive 

to this validity threat and acted to minimize it by using pre-established questions and 

refraining from adding to discussions on responses.  

Physical Artifacts - Physical artifacts are useful for understanding what is going on. In 

addition, they are artifacts developed as the case study proceeds. For this case study, 

physical artifacts are the various LSERA Argument Models and LSERA Inference 

Models produced by applying the LSERA method to the argument examinations. I 

maintained each version of the associated LSERA Argument Model and LSERA 

Inference model. I maintained the association by creating a unique identifier for each 

LSERA model.  

In addition to these physical artifacts, I defined measures for this research.  

I selected these measures to collect objective information about the models that could 

provide informative results related to the case study propositions. Table 26 describes the 

measures. The next section Evidence Linkage describes how these measures support 

evaluation of the research hypothesis. 

 

 

 

Table 26 Case Study Measures 

 Measure Description 

Related to Entities 

1 Number of discrete entities 

within the argument scope 

The number of discrete entities related to the technology, 

processes, services, goals, and results within the argument 

scope. 
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 Measure Description 

2 Number of discrete entities 

relevant to the ELoS argument  

This is the number of discrete entities associated to 

hypotheses within the ELoS argument from within the set 

of discrete entities. 

3 Number of relevant entities 

associated to an LSERA entity 

This is the number of the relevant entities that can be 

associated to an LSERA behavioral, performance, artifact, 

or evidence entity type. 

4 Relevant entities not associated 

to an LSERA entity 

This is the number of relevant discrete entities (measure 2) 

minus the number of associated entities (measure 3). 

5 Number of relevant entities that 

are results  

This is the number of program-generated artifacts or 

individual pieces of information within artifacts. 

6 Number of results associated to 

LSERA evidence entity type 

Of the results artifacts, this is the number of those artifacts 

that are associated to an LSERA evidence entity type. 

7 Results not classifiable to an 

LSERA evidence entity  

This is the number of relevant results (measure 5) minus 

the results associated to an LSERA evidence entity 

(measure 6). 

Related to Evidence Force and Relations 

8 Results forceful within the 

argument  

This is number of results (subset of measure 6) used as the 

basis for persuasion within the argument. 

9 Results of limited force within 

the argument 

This is the number of total results (measure 6) minus the 

number used as a basis for persuasion (measure 8). 

10 Number of forceful results 

associated to LSERA evidence 

type 

This is the number of total forceful results (measure 8) that 

are associated to an LSERA evidence entity type. 

11 Number of LSERA directed 

relations 

This is the number of directed relations within the LSERA 

argument model.  

12 Number of LSERA directed 

relations used 

Of the LSERA directed relations, the number of relations 

used by the argument authors within the historical 

argument. 

Related to the Inference Model 

13 Number of MFrag types This is the number of MFrags used to generate the initial 

inference model delineated by the six MFrag types. 

14 Number of CPT question 

changes  

This is the number of the LSERA CPT derivation answers 

adjusted to fit the circumstances of the argument. 

15 Number of CPT adjustments The number of the individual CPT probabilities changed to 

fit the circumstances of argument. 

16 Total number of conditional 

probabilities 

This is the total number of conditional probabilities within 

the generated situation-specific Bayesian network. 

17 Number of behavioral 

combinations types 

This is the total number of behavioral parent-child entity 

combinations identified by the number of parents to child 

situations. 
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Another possible measure is the number of chains of reasoning and the number of chains 

used rather than just directed relations. The number of chains could easily runs into the 

hundreds and measurement of their use would only be accurate if the research included a 

careful survey across one or both of the programs. I determined this was outside the 

scope of this specific research effort. 

5.1.4.2 Evidence Linkage 

Figure 66 summarizes the association of the evidence and measurements for the case 

study proposition. In developing the linkage, I state three assertions as seen in Figure 66. 

The logic linking begins with the proposition that the LSERA method is applicable. This 

applicability would be more likely true than not true if the following three assertions were 

more likely true than not true.  

Assertion 1 - the entities within the ELoS argument largely associate to LSERA entities. 

To show this, I developed an argument narrative based on existing documents and 

determined all entities with the broad scope of the argument. This is measure 1. From 

these documents I determined those discrete entities relevant to the ELoS argument and I 

calculated measure 2. These entities need to cover the four different groups (behavioral, 

performance, artifacts, and evidence) of LSERA entities, but there may be entities not 

covered by an LSERA entity. Measure 3, and 4 indicate the amount of information within 

the domain that relates to the LSERA argument model entities. Measure 5 specifically 

focuses on existing information that argument authors would use as evidence. Measure 6 

and 7 indicate of these results how many relate to LSERA evidence entities. A large 
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number of the information artifacts must be associated to the LSERA entities to assert 

that the LSERA entities associate.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 66 Case Study Proposition Evidence Linkage 

 

 

 

Assertion 2 – The forceful evidence and relations associate. A significant number of 

forceful artifacts should relate to the LSERA entities. This is important as this indicates 

that the LSERA method can associate the more important information artifacts. I 

explored this through measures 8,9 and 10. The relations within the argument largely 
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associate to the LSERA directed relations. I translated the relations within the argument 

narrative and supporting documents into an LSERA argument model. I identified the 

number of relations and the number of those relations that LSERA covers. Here it is 

important to understand those relations LSERA does not cover, as these may or may not 

be significant or may be a more imprecise version of an LSERA relation. I then 

calculated measures 11 and 12. 

Assertion 3: The inference model, consisting of the MFrags, combination rule, and 

evidence findings, is appropriate for the argument. Five activities are necessary to 

develop evidence related to assertion 3. First, given the LSERA argument model, I 

selected the appropriate MFrags. The number of MFrags and the number of each of the 

six types of MFrags is indicative of appropriateness. I calculated Measure 13. An 

acceptable result is that most MFrag types are used.  However, it is not necessary for 

argument authors to use all MFrag types within every argument. For example, the 

argument authors may not need Subprocess or an evidence type within a particular 

argument. Within this case study, I need to explain the non-use of an MFrag type. 

Second, I reviewed the appropriateness of the local distributions within the MFrags. I 

needed to confirm the relevance of the CPT derivations questions to the current argument 

situation. I did this by reviewing documents controlling the argument structure, such as 

the number of performance measures required by direction. I discussed the derivation 

questions with the participants to determine any changes to the derivation answers as well 

as any changes to the probabilities. I documented the explanation for any variation from 

the LSERA starting point. There will be variation that the researcher can explain by the 
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situation, but there should not be wholesale changes. This would indicate that the local 

MFrag distributions are not an appropriate starting point. I reported these results as 

measures 14 and 15. 

Third, I measured the total number and classes of conditional probabilities and reports 

this as Measure 16. This gives a measure of the difficulty in understanding the subjective 

belief interactions of the argument authors. The LSERA inference model is appropriate if 

specific subject matter experts can address the belief expression within sub-arguments 

and if they can examine complex interactions for alternate expression.  

Fourth, I measured the number and type of behavioral combinations. This is measure 17. 

The examination identifies if the LSERA combination rule is adequate or could the 

argument analysts have used an ICI rule. The use of the LSERA CPT rule may produce 

larger CPTs difficult to understand. The potential general applicability of an ICI rule that 

simplifies understanding of influence interaction would detract from the appropriateness 

of the LSERA inference model. 

Finally, I examined of all of the collected documents, and case study results as a 

collective body of evidence to assert that the applicability proposition is more likely true 

or not true. 

5.1.5 Criteria for Interpreting the Results 

This is the fifth and final Yin case study construct. Yin states that, “Much case study 

analysis will not rely on the use of statistics” [Yin09]. The use of LSERA and this case 

study design do not permit statistical interpretations. In this situation, Yin suggests the 
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development of alternative, or rival, explanations for the results. He defines nine types of 

rival explanations split into three “Craft” rivals and six “Real-Life” rivals. The real-life 

rivals are a direct rival, a commingled rival, an implementation rival, a rival theory, a 

super rival, and a societal rival. These rivals are for case studies observing the results of 

an intervention, and they cover possible explanations for the result other than the 

intervention. The three craft rivals are the null hypothesis, threats to validity, and 

investigator bias. The null hypothesis implies that the case study results are the result of 

chance circumstances. Threats to validity cover poor construct validity, internal validity, 

external validity, and reliability. Construct validity is having a quality case study design. 

Internal validity is for case studies examining an intervention and thus is not applicable 

here. External validity is about the likely generalization of the results. Reliability is about 

a new researcher executing the case study according to the original design and generating 

the same results. The third craft rival explanation, investigator bias, is the researcher 

inserting himself into the case study and influencing the results. The researcher mitigates 

this by having objective measures and not directing participant discussions.  

This case study design does not examine a specific intervention but rather examines two 

situations in the nature of a proof of concept. Thus, I need to address craft rivals and not 

real-life rivals. I ruled out the Null hypothesis because the two case studies are 

representative of ELoS arguments and the overall case study design employs an analysis 

of a historical situation that does not allow chance circumstances to occur.  

I mitigated any threat to validity by having expected results for each protocol step. These 

results include the LSERA models, the measurements, discussions, and the historical 
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inference examinations. In addition, the case study design will produce discrete results 

generalizable to other ELoS arguments, and the discrete results of this case study design 

will be reproducible given the data and methods. I will mitigate investigator bias by 

having independent reviews of preliminary findings as the case studies proceed, by 

refraining from participation in interview discussions, and by including all artifacts 

within the scope of each unit of analysis. 

Finally, a criterion of interpreting the results is an overall preponderance of the results. 

Given a replication-based case study design, I will examine the results across both units 

of analysis and build explanations from the total set of results. 

5.1.6 Case Study Protocol 

The following describes the sequence of steps I followed within these the parts of my 

multi-case design. I conducted the EMTI analysis first and completed its first review one 

year before the BOTI analysis. As I devised the case study protocol for the BOTI case, I 

reexamined the EMTI using the BOTI case study design, as I still had all of the evidence 

and access to the original participants. I did this to support the use of case study 

replication. The protocol consists of 6 specific steps. Table 27 summarizes these steps. 

For each protocol step, I defined expected results and the evidence that I used or that 

results from performing the step.  
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Table 27 Case Study Protocol 

Step Description Expected Result Case Study Evidence 

1 Document the 

Argument 

Set of argument entities, relations, 

and uncertainty statements from 

within the ELoS argument 

 Federal statutes, regulations, 

reports, and agency website 

 Program studies, analyses, 

reports, and briefings 

2 Reformulate into an 

LSERA argument 

model 

An argument model consisting of 

LSERA entity types, relations, 

hypothesis sets, and likelihood 

relations covering the ELoS 

argument 

 Program studies, analyses, 

reports, and briefings. 

 First argument model 

 Measurement 1 

3 Review LSERA 

argument model 
ELoS entity are associated to 

LSERA entities 

LSERA relations are comparable 

with historical record inference 

LSERA produced additional 

inference 

 Measurements 2 – 12 

 Revised argument model 

  Discussion with participants 

  Participant observations 

4 Generate the LSERA 

inference model 

An LSERA inference model with 

no changes in the conditional 

probability tables  

 LSERA inference model 

 Measures 13-17 

5 Review LSERA 

inference model with 

participants 

LSERA inference model 

Evidence force measurements  

 

 Discussion with participants 

  Participant observations 

 Revised inference models 

6 Review inferences with 

participants 

LSERA inferences are compared to 

historical inference 

LSERA produces additional 

inference 

 Discussion with participants 

 Participant observations 

 

 

 

In Step 1, the primary result is to construct an argument narrative. For both the EMTI and 

BOTI cases, this involved reviewing documents that covered more than 10 years of 

program history.  It was necessary to determine what changed over time, what stayed the 
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same, and what was relevant to the specific argument of the case.  Periodically, 

participants would identify additional documents for my examination.  

In Step 2, I associated the results of Step 1 to LSERA argument model fundamentals, 

namely: entities, relations, hypotheses sets, and evidence. I made simple interpretations to 

make a complete LSERA argument model. Once I completed these associations, I 

produced an LSERA argument graphic.  

I performed Step 3 over 3 months for the EMTI case and over approximately 12 months 

for the BOTI case. This was due to the active nature of the current arguments and 

participant revision to the original LSERA argument as the participants became familiar 

with the method and recalled what was forceful within the argument.  

Step 4 required the selection of the appropriate LSERA MFrags, an examination of 

related LSERA probabilities, and a review of causal influences for any behavioral 

combinations.  I generated the initial models in both cases and made the measurements. 

In Step 5, I discussed the LSERA Inference Model from step 4 with the participants. 

Additionally, other program meeting conversations provided insight on the models. If a 

participant, in either case, did not have an analytical background, the inference model 

discussions proved challenging. Some participants reviewed posterior probabilities, some 

reviewed the conditional probability derivation questions, and some participants provided 

an overall reflection of what the probabilities implied. I adjusted the inference model 

based on these discussions.  The focus of these discussions was not on usefulness or 
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usability, although I explored this within the EMTI case, but rather on model accuracy in 

representing the ELoS argument. 

Finally, in Step 6, the participants and I discussed the historical inferences with the 

LSERA Inference model. This discussion was to understand any differences and improve 

the accuracy of the models. 

5.2    Entry Management Case  

This case exercises LSERA in a relatively simple real-world argument. This case 

employs an argument that is part of a federal agency’s USA Entry Management 

Technology Initiative (EMTI). This ELoS approximates reasoning situations common 

within federal technology initiatives. I summarize the case results of the argument model 

formulation, the inference model formulation, and historical inference results. I 

constructed the summaries to present relevant findings as well as comply with agency 

information restrictions.  

5.2.1 The Entry Management ELoS 

This technology initiative is part of the broad entry of goods and persons into the United 

States. The initiative’s purpose is to eliminate redundant information requirements, which 

supports efficiently regulating commerce and effectively enforcing laws and regulations. 

The underlying technology will improve U.S. entry management processes, supporting 

two goals of 1) increasing interdictions (Mission Result) and 2) facilitating entry into the 

country (Customer Result) while supporting the overall strategic outcome of the 

prevention of hazardous admissions into the country. The main assertion is that if the 
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agency implements the technology then the agency will attain the above results and 

strategic outcome. The following is a brief description of the Entry Management 

Technology Initiative, which has been in various stages of development since its 

inception in the mid-1990s. 

Entry Management TI ELoS 

The federal agency is implementing entry management through a new suite of technology 

architected under the agency’s enterprise architecture. Figure 67 shows this enterprise 

line of sight argument. Yellow boxes represent technology. Blue boxes represent 

processes and services. Rose boxes represent broad performance outcomes. The red 

arrows represent causal influence, while the black arrows represent an evidence relation. 

The numbers on the arrows relate to the assertions within the argument. The overall 

enterprise line of light argument is that the Entry Management System will significantly 

improve the Entry Management process and will indirectly improve the Entry Service. 

The improvement in the Entry Service will result in attainment of the Mission and 

Customer results and support attainment of the Strategic Outcome. 
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Figure 67 EMTI Enterprise Line of Sight 

 

 

 

The supporting inferences are 

1. Agency management asserts that if the Entry Service attains its desired behaviors then 

the Agency likely will attain its Strategic Outcome. 

2. Agency management asserts that if the Entry Service attains its desired behaviors then 

the Agency likely will attain its Mission Results and Customer Results. The Agency’s 

strategic planning process determined these desired results. 

3. The process staff asserts that if the Entry Management Process attains its desired 

behaviors then the Entry Service likely will attains its behavior.  

4. The process staff asserts that if the Process Admittance Request subprocess attains its 

desired behaviors then the Entry Management Process likely will attain its desired 

behavior.  
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5. The process staff asserts that if the Manage Item Identification subprocess attains its 

desired behavior then the Entry Management Process likely will attain its desired 

behavior. 

6. The technology staff asserts that if the Admittance Subsystem attains its desired 

behavior then the subprocess Process Admittance Request likely will attain its desired 

behavior. 

7. The technology staff asserts that if the Identification Subsystem attains its desired 

behaviors then the Manage Item Identification subprocess likely will attain its desired 

behavior. 

8. The technology staff asserts that if the Entry Management System attains its desired 

behaviors then the Entry Management Process likely will attain its desired behavior. 

9. The technology staff asserts that if the Admittance Subsystem attains its desired 

behaviors then the Entry Management System likely will attain its desired behavior. 

10. Finally, the technology staff asserts that if the Identification Subsystem attains its 

desired behavior then the Entry Management System likely will attain its behavior. 

In addition, the process staff and technology staff have defined several performance 

measures, enterprise architecture artifacts, and other information artifacts. These 

measures and artifacts support asserting whether the technology and processes will attain 

or miss their desired behaviors. The staffs defined these measures to be independent of 

each other. This simple structure bounds the number of entities within the scope of the 

argument. The measure of this bound is 
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1 Number of discrete 

entities within the 

argument scope 

The number of discrete entities related to the 

technology, processes, services, goals, and results 

within the argument scope 

After constructing the ELoS narrative, I reviewed the information generated within and 

related to the program. The information was contained within systems engineering 

artifacts, acquisition management artifacts, performance measures, enterprise architecture 

artifacts, and various government reports. The number of discrete entities was 151. 

However not all of these entities are related to the LSERA ELoS argument model as the 

next section presents. 

5.2.2 Argument Model Review 

This section summarizes the results of Step 2, Reformulate into an LSERA Argument 

Model, and Step 3, Review LSERA Argument Model, of the case study protocol. 

I analyzed the narrative argument into LSERA entity types, relations, hypothesis sets, and 

relations covering the argument. I then developed an initial EMTI argument model 

graphic. I did this to determine LSERA applicability to the argument and to simplify the 

argument given the large number of artifacts. The evaluation included three participants, 

in addition to myself, to walk through both the EMTI Argument model and the resulting 

EMTI Inference model. The participants worked together over a period of months to 

develop the initial EMTI enterprise line of sight as part of support to the program office. I 

selected these individual based on their expertise in federal large-scale acquisition 

management, federal performance management regulations, and systems engineering. 
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The participants reviewed the LSERA argument model fundamentals. They made some 

clarifying suggestions, which I incorporated into the fundamentals. They reviewed my 

initial EMTI ELoS argument model and, after a number of discussions, we came to an 

agreed-upon version. These discussions centered on what were appropriate EMTI 

instances of the LSERA entities and the relations among the EMTI instances.  Figure 68 

shows the final argument model. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 68 Entry Management LSERA Argument Model 
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The yellow nodes are the TIAs and the TI. The blue nodes are Processes, Subprocesses, 

and Mission Services. The dark green nodes are performance measures. The light green 

nodes are EA or OI artifacts, and the yellow-green are Mission Results, Customer 

Results, and Strategic Outcome. The white nodes represent the evidence findings. To 

keep this graphic simple, it does not show individual relations to each of the performance 

measures, or enterprise architecture and other information artifacts, nor to the related 

evidence reports and artifact versions. This graphic model is the basis for the generation 

of the LSERA EMTI inference model.  

Over a number of months, I held a series of discussions with participants on the EMTI 

LSERA Argument Model. The purpose of these discussions was for the participants 

(excluding myself) to review the LSERA EMTI Argument model, make suggestions for 

improvements, and assist with the argument model measurements.  

The following presents measurements 2 -12, as identified within the case study design 

and summarizes participant assistance with the measurements. Following this 

presentation are some participant observations. 

2 Number of discrete entities 

relevant to the ELoS 

argument  

This is the number of discrete entities associated 

to hypotheses within the ELoS argument from 

within the set of discrete entities. 

Within the 151 entities, there were 120 entities relevant to the EMTI ELoS argument. In 

discussion with participants, 32 entities did not relate to one of the enterprise line of sight 

assertions. These entities included technology components, processes, or information 

types like reports, performance measures, and measurements.  
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3 Number of relevant entities 

associated to an LSERA 

entity 

This is the number of the relevant entities that 

can be associated to an LSERA behavioral, 

performance, artifact, or evidence entity type. 

The result of formulating the argument model is that the entire EMTI LSERA argument 

includes 88 entities relevant to an LSERA entity of the 120 relevant discrete entities, as 

shown in Figure 68. The 88 entities are:  

 7 behavior entities (3 technical in yellow and 4 process in blue);  

 21 performance entities, including a strategic outcome entity, a mission result 

entity, a customer results entity, and 18 specific performance measures; 

 18 pieces of performance measure evidence; 

 9 enterprise architecture artifacts each with a corresponding 9 pieces of evidence; 

and 

 12 information artifacts, each with a corresponding 12 pieces of evidence 

After explanation, the participants concurred with the LSERA entities and their 

definitions. They also agreed with the mapping of the 88 entities to LSERA entities.  

4 Relevant entities not 

associated to an LSERA 

entity 

This is the number of relevant discrete entities 

(measure 2) minus the number of associated 

entities (measure 3). 

Of the 120 relevant entities, my research identified 32 (120-88) other entities that were 

important to the success of the program but are not included within this LSERA argument 

model. The participant review considered that, while these artifacts are relevant to the 

ELoS argument, program personnel did not use them in discussing the argument, and 

thus had no apparent force within the ELoS argument. These included GAO and other 

federal agency reports and acquisition management artifacts.  
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5 Number of relevant entities 

that are results  

This is the number of program-generated 

artifacts or individual pieces of information 

within artifacts. 

Of the 120 relevant entities, 55 entities contain specific results. These include 

performance measurements, enterprise architecture artifacts, and other information 

artifacts including mission and customer results artifacts, systems engineering lifecycle 

artifacts, acquisition management artifacts, and GAO and other federal agency reports. 

6 Number of results associated 

to LSERA evidence entity 

type 

Of the results artifacts, this is the number of 

those artifacts that are associated to an 

LSERA evidence entity type. 

Of the 55 entities containing specific results, 39 are associated to LSERA evidence types. 

These include 18 pieces of performance measure evidence, 9 enterprise architecture 

artifacts, and 12 other information artifacts. 

7 Results not classifiable to 

an LSERA evidence entity  

This is the number of relevant results (measure 

5) minus the results associated to an LSERA 

evidence entity (measure 6). 

There were 16 results (55 – 39) not classifiable to an LSERA evidence type. These results 

were complex studies, acquisition information, and information within various 

government reports. While relevant within the argument, LSERA did not have a specific 

LSERA entity type representing them. They could have been included within the LSERA 

Other Information Artifact entity, but I considered them distinctly different from the 

intent of this entity. For example, “expected funding level” information has relevance to 

the ELoS, but program staff only used it as part of the overall argument context as: If 
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Congress does not fund the program then the system will not achieve its targeted 

behaviors. Adding in acquisition management entity types is an area for future research. 

8 Results forceful within the 

argument  

This is number of results (subset of measure 

6) used as the basis for persuasion within the 

argument. 

There were 4 artifacts that were very forceful within the argument. These artifacts were a 

requirements document, an acquisition strategy, a business process model, and an 

admittance survey supporting customer satisfaction. My research determined this through 

discussions with participants and my work on the program over two years. 

9 Results of limited force within 

the argument 

This is the number of total results (measure 6) 

minus the number used as a basis for 

persuasion (measure 8). 

Given the total set of 39 evidence artifacts (18 performance, 9 enterprise artifacts, 12 

information artifacts), participants and program staff considered 35 evidence types not 

very forceful within the ELoS argument. The 35 did have varying degrees of forcefulness 

but did not meet the subjective threshold of very forceful. I did not refine further the 

forcefulness grading beyond very forceful and limited forceful within the argument. 

10 Number of forceful results 

associated to LSERA evidence 

type 

This is the number of total forceful results 

(measure 8) that are associated to an LSERA 

evidence entity type. 

All four forceful artifacts were associated to the LSERA Other Information Artifact 

entity. 
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11 Number of LSERA directed 

relations 

This is the number of directed relations within 

the LSERA argument model.  

Given the 88 entities and their respective relevances, there were 89 LSERA relations 

established and established within the EMTI ELoS argument model. 

12 Number of LSERA 

directed relations used 

Of the LSERA directed relations, the number of 

relations used by the argument authors within the 

historical argument. 

Given an environment of limited modeling support, program personnel only used 8 

relations regularly. These were single step direct relations and related to the four forceful 

pieces of evidence. This was because primarily, a single set of individuals were 

attempting to understand the entire set of relations, rather than having multiple separate 

groups of individuals examine separate points. 

The following are some of the participant observations I made during the construction of 

this LSERA argument model. The participants had some difficulty with the LSERA 

performance measures construct that Lower is bad and Higher is good. They 

reconstituted some of the measures so that a low score is bad and a high score is good and 

conceptualized targets ranges around each measure that corresponded to the assertion 

states of Lower, Within, and Higher. The participants understood that evidence has 

relevance, credibility, and force, and that these criteria are a basis for identifying 

evidence types. The participants explored the criteria for good evidence types to collect 

for each behavioral and technology LSERA performance entity. The criteria included 
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evidence related to performance measurements, standards for enterprise architecture 

artifacts, and accuracy of acquisition management information.  

The participants reviewed the LSERA Cause and Effect criteria, focusing on the relations 

between the Technology Initiative entity and the Processes & Activities entity. 

Participants understood the criteria of “positive relevance” and considered it reasonable. 

Participants considered that the statement that the technology initiative “caused” the 

processes & activities behavior was unworkable. The term “caused’ would require the 

argument authors to partition the Technology Initiative and Processes & Activities 

entities into very precise Technical Initiative Aspects and Subprocess & Activities. The 

participants preferred the term “influenced”. 

5.2.3 Inference Model Review 

This step summarizes the results of Step 4, Generate the LSERA Inference Model, and 

Step 5, Review LSERA Inference Model, with participants of the case study protocol. It 

presents results that relate to the Case Study Assertion 3 of the applicability of the 

inference model to ELoS analysis. As part of Step 4, I first examined the MFrag set 

resulting from the EMTI ELoS Argument model. Next, I reviewed the CPT derivation 

questions with some assistance of the research participants. First, I reviewed the number 

and type of behavioral combinations and then I reviewed the number and types of 

conditional probability tables. Given the above review, I again examined the force of 

evidence based on the argument model results. 
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Next, I generated a situation-specific Bayesian network (SSBN) encompassing the entire 

LSERA EMTI Argument Model.  Figure 68 shows the resulting Inference Model. 

I used the Quiddity tool from OLS to generate the model, passing the results to NETICA 

for presentation. This model shows all evidence (gray nodes) indicating either Within or 

Adequate, depending on the evidence type. The yellow nodes are the TIAs and the TI. 

The blue nodes are Process, Subprocesses, and Mission Services. The dark green nodes 

are performance measures. The light green nodes are EA or OI artifacts and the yellow- 

green are Mission results, Customer Results, and Strategic Outcome.  

The EMTI Inference model shown in Figure 69, resulted in an inference model of 92 

MFrags of the number and types as expressed by Measurement 13.  

13 Number of MFrag types This is the number of MFrags used to 

generate the initial inference model 

delineated by the six MFrag types. 

Given the inference model construct, the total number of MFrags is 92, distributed as 

follows: Behavioral – 7, Performance – 21, Artifacts – 21, Results – 4, Performance 

Evidence – 18, Artifacts Evidence – 21.  This shows that the inference model uses all six 

MFrag types and all EMTI argument model relations are included.  
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Figure 69 EMTI Inference Model 
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Next, I examined the LSERA probability derivations for applicability of the initial 

probabilities to this specific argument. These are Measurements 14 and 15. 

14 Number of CPT question 

changes  

This is the number of the LSERA CPT derivation 

answers adjusted to fit the circumstances of the 

argument. 

15 Number of CPT 

adjustments 

The number of the individual CPT probabilities 

changed to fit the circumstances of argument. 

I conducted this review to decide if the initial LSERA conditional probability tables are 

adequate as a starting point for this specific argument. I did this by reviewing each table’s 

derivation and the answers to questions related to each table’s derivation (see Appendix 

A). The questions focus on specifying each table’s nine probabilities and their ratios 

given cumulative effects, conflicting result effects, and behavior combination. The 

following is a summary of my findings and measurements. Of the approximately 30 

questions involved within the derivations, four questions required examination. 

Q1: How many performance measures with 

state of Within, do you require so that the 

posterior probability of a root behavioral 

entity state of Below is less than 20%? 

Derivation Answer: 5 performance 

measures 

Finding: No change to derivation 

answer 

This was because, while there are only 

3 performance measures for each 

behavior entity, there are also 2 or 3 EA 

and OI artifacts used to determine 

behavior attainment. 

Because of this finding, it was necessary to review the derivations relative influence of 

the EA and OI artifacts to performance measures. Table 28 shows the relevant questions 

and findings. 
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Table 28 CPT Derivation Question Examination 

CPT: Behavior to EA and OI artifacts Specific Argument Review 

Q1: Is the relative influence of EA and OI artifacts 

versus performance evidence on behavior attainment 

the same or different? 

Derivation Answer: Different 

Finding: No change to derivation answer 

Within this argument, particular artifact 

evidence is forceful.  

If I change the answer to “same” then I would 

use the performance CPT. 

Q2: Is the influence of an EA and OI artifact finding 

of Adequate different from a Performance Measure 

finding of Within? 

Derivation Answer: The influence is the same. 

Finding: No change to derivation answer 

Given the finding for the number of 

performance measures, this supports the 

artifacts acting as surrogates for a performance 

measure. 

Q3: Is the influence of an EA and OI artifact finding 

of Low different from a Performance Measure finding 

of Lower? 

Derivation Answer: The EA and OI influence is 

stronger. 

Finding: No change to derivation answer 

Since within this argument, particular artifact 

evidence is forceful, in conflicting evidence 

situations, the participants wanted the EA or OI 

artifact to increase the behavior entity Below 

posterior probability more than conflicting 

performance measures. 

 

 

 

Given the answers to these questions, and my review of the entire table derivations, the 

following resulted. Of the approximately 30 questions, 0 answers were changed 

(Measurement 13). Of the 57 probabilities within the initial set, 6 initial CPTs plus the 

root table, 0 probabilities were changed (Measurement 14). This was because of the 

answers to the questions above and because, in this evaluation, I am researching the 

applicability of the initial LSERA CPTs. 

Next, I reviewed the number of conditional probabilities and made Measurement 16. 

16 Total number of 

conditional probabilities 

This is the total number of conditional 

probabilities within the generated situation-

specific Bayesian network. 
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Given the above model constructs implemented in Quiddity, the total number of nodes is 

90, containing 982 conditional probabilities as follows: 

Item # of 

Nodes 

Node Type # of 

probabilities 

1 2 Technology Initiative Aspect root nodes  6 

2 2 Link nodes of 2 probabilities each 4 

3 84 Other model nodes of 9 probabilities 756 

4 1 Technology Initiative node with 2 parent nodes  54 

5 1 Process & Activities node combination with 2 parent 

nodes 

162 

  Total Conditional Probabilities 982 

LSERA supports argument authors and SMEs analyzing parts of the inference model 

separately and independently, with the Quiddity software combining the results in a 

principled manner. Thus, argument authors (different sets) with appropriate expertise can 

address the conditional probabilities for Items 1, 2, and 4. For Item 3, an expanded set of 

subject matter experts organized by the underlining MFrag and argument relation is 

necessary. Item 5 is problematic because it may not be possible for one SME or set of 

SMEs to express these probabilities. However, LSERA permits argument authors and 

SMEs to examine each influence and the degree of influence within the associated 

MFrags separately. The argument authors can identify SMEs for each single parent 

influence and the related MFrag, and the set of SMEs can review the posterior 

probabilities for reasonableness by the set of SMEs. Argument authors and SMEs can 

now discuss and reformulate the argument in a more focused and deliberative manner. 
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17 Number of behavioral 

combinations types 

This is the total number of behavioral parent-

child entity combinations identified by the 

number of parents to child situations. 

A combination type within this research means the number of parents a child node has. 

There are 2 behavioral combination types. The first is the combination of two 

Technology Initiative Aspects to the EMTI System node. Based on the TI MFrag, these 

combinations generate a link node of two states with 50% probabilities. The second is the 

combination of two Sub Processes & Activities nodes on the Process & Activities node 

with the additional influence of the EMTI Technology Initiative node, a 3-on-1 

combination. This combination uses the Paired Combination CPT employed for each 

Subprocess & Activities node. Using the Process & Activities MFrag, these combinations 

generate a link node of two states with 50% probabilities. 

In reviewing these combinations and discussing them with research participants, the link 

node permits reasoning on the relative influence of their respective parents. For the 

Technology Initiative combination, participants and I could not employ an ICI rule on 

this combination. For the Process & Activities 3-on-1 combination, I concluded that a 

Noisy-And rule might be useable in this situation but not necessarily in all situations. The 

use of Noisy-And is an area for future research. 

Forceful Evidence Review - Next, I reviewed the LSERA EMTI Inference Model 

posterior probabilities and the impact of forceful evidence. As identified within the EMTI 

Argument model, four artifacts were forceful within the program’s discussion of the 

ELoS. These artifacts were the TIA Admittance subsystem requirements document, the 
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Technology Initiative’s Acquisition Strategy, the Business Process Model related to the 

execution of the Perform Entry Management process, and an admittance survey 

supporting customer satisfaction related to Customer Results. Program personnel 

generally agreed that each of these artifacts were of low quality, and this low quality 

lowered the likelihood of the program attaining its goals. 

To examine the evidential force of these artifacts, I first set all findings within the EMTI 

inference model to Within, or Adequate as appropriate. Next, I set the evidence finding 

too Low for all four of the Other Information Artifacts and executed the model. Lastly, I 

modified the evidence CPT in various ways to indicate their relative evidential force. 

In reviewing the posterior probabilities for the initial step, all of the behavioral entities 

have a 9 - 15% probability of not meeting their desired behavior. The specific model 

numbers for the Below state are; TIA – 12.7%, TI – 9.03%, PAS – 15.0%, PA – 10.1%, 

and MS - 15%. Now, setting the four evidence findings to Low, results in each behavioral 

entity having a slightly greater than 60% probability of meeting or exceeding its desired 

behavior. However, the Below probabilities have significantly increased. The specific 

model numbers for the Below state are: TIA – 35.9%, TI – 39.8%, PAS – 29.3%, PA – 

39.8%, and MS – 35.9%. This 29 - 40% range shows more risk that the program 

personnel would tolerate and would initiate serious discussions. 

Starting with the single forceful EA or OI artifact analysis, (see Appendix A.9) and 

seeking to approximately double the force based on discussions with program personnel, 
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I modeled various tables and found the CPT shown as Figure 70 consistent with the other 

LSERA CPTs, for a doubling of force given the inference model construct.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 70 Doubly Forceful Evidence CPT 

 

 

 

What this table does is double the evidential force of a Lower EA or OI finding on 

Below, changing from the initial Le* = 3.0 to 7.0 (.70/(.15 +.05)). Finally, making the 

four artifacts slightly more than twice as forceful makes the situation dire. There is now a 

50% to 70% probability of being Below given the above CPT. The specific model 

numbers for the Below state are; TIA – 67.2%, TI – 73.3%, PAS – 46.5%, PA – 73.1%, 

and MS – 55.2%.  

Now using LSERA, the argument authors can have reasoned and principled examinations 

of the situation and the implications of the evidence. In reviewing results, argument 

authors should understand that the information available might not support the precision 

shown within the inference model. For example, the evidence set in this forceful evidence 

case supports saying that the probability the TIA will be below its desired behavior is 

between 65% and 70%, rather than  saying precisely 67.2%. 
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5.2.4 Historical Inference Review 

This section summarizes the results of Step 6 of the case study protocol. I considered 

three historical inferences because they were mentioned numerous times over the 10-year 

life of the technology initiative. They are 

1. H: If combined with the Complex Border Management (CBM) system, then the 

Admittance system will be delivered in 2 years versus 5 years 

The Admittance system program had been in the planning stages for 5 years before this 

statement was made, and it appeared that it would take an additional 5 years to develop 

the system. The program office was to complete the CBM system in 4 years and there 

was significant overlap in functionality with the larger system. The historical result is that 

7 years after the decision to combine the two systems, the program has not implemented 

the CBM system with a significant probability it will take many more years to complete. 

The Admittance system, which became a subsystem within the Complex Border 

Management system, has very limited functionality, and the program may never fully 

develop it. The LSERA method does not explicitly support reasoning on when somebody 

will accomplish something. Stakeholders could use LSERA to reason on the probability 

of achieving desired system behavior at delivery. In this case, the stakeholders’ reasoning 

would have centered on the acquisition strategy, resource plan, requirement engineering 

metrics, and other evidence showing that there was considerable risk in ever delivering 

the functionality.   

2. H: If operations are well planned, then admittance efficiency will be captured. 
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The historical result is that the first instance of limited implementation did not achieve 

the targeted efficiency. In this case, LSERA can model the attainment of efficiency. The 

efficiency was described in three performance measures and related artifacts as shown 

under the Admittance Subsystem and Process Admittance Requests Subprocess. As the 

above situations on forceful evidence shows, if there is evidence on requirements and 

business process models, the stakeholders can reason on the delivery of behavior that is 

efficient. 

3. H: If the Entry Management service attains its desired behaviors, then customers will 

be happy. 

The historical result was that the Agencies involved were happy with the limited 

functionality implementation but Customers were very displeased, causing the program 

to withdraw the system, and make modifications. The Forceful Evidence Review above 

shows this with the argument authors setting the Admittance Survey finding at Low and 

using the forceful evidence alternate CPT.  The Argument authors set the Mission Result 

findings related to Effective Interdictions at “Adequate”. LSERA can support reasoning 

in this kind of situation of emerging conflicting findings.  

In summary, within this argument specific LSERA Inference model there are dozens of 

other inferences that the model exposes and LSERA supports program personnel 

reasoning in a principled manner explicitly using their subjective beliefs. 
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5.3    BOTI Case Study  

This case exercises LSERA within a complex argument. This case employs an argument 

that is part of a federal agency’s biometric-based operations technology initiative (BOTI). 

This ELoS reasonably approximates common reasoning situations found within federal 

technology initiatives. Again, I summarize the results around the argument model 

formulation, inference model formulation, and historical inference results. I constructed 

the summaries to present relevant findings as well as comply with agency information 

restrictions.  

5.3.1 The Biometric Operations ELoS 

This argument starts simply and over time becomes very complex, involving significant 

additional relations and evidence. The Agency examined the argument related to 

implementing a biometric technology in various forms over a decade. This case centers 

on a two-year period of 2007 to 2008. This argument reasons that the proposed 

technology will improve specific event processes within the Agency, as identified by 

specific performance measures. This improved event process performance will support a 

mission service attaining specified Mission and Business Results and Customer Results. 

Figure 71 shows the overall BOTI argument enterprise line of sight as originally 

expressed between the years 2007 – 2008 with the two key associated historical 

inferences. I chose this period because of available information, complexity of the 

argument to exercise the method, and having known results. However, choosing this 
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period has resulted in only a small number of individuals available who were originally 

involved with the argument. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 71 BOTI Enterprise Line of Sight 

 

 

 

By 2007, the program had divided the Identification process into two main processes, 

Comprehensive Event-1 and Comprehensive Event-2. These are called comprehensive 

because they cover all three modes within both events namely air, sea, and land. This 

case focuses on Comprehensive Event-2. Comprehensive Event-1 is operating within 

targeted performance and is a given within this argument. Figure 72 now identifies four 

Comprehensive Event-2 subprocesses that cover the combination of mode and biometric 

and biographic data collection. The Biometric Operations System (TI) identified in 

Figure 72 now has two subsystems identified to support the two Air/Sea Data collection 
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subprocesses.  This case centers on just the Air/Sea mode. Thus, the argument graphic 

does not show the Technology subprocesses for the Land subprocesses. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 72 LSERA BOTI ELoS Argument 2008 

 

 

 

The arrow numbers relate to the following reasoning statements which are an expansion 

of the above two historical inferences. 

1. If the Comprehensive Identification Service attains its desired behavior, then the 

agency will likely attain its Strategic Outcome, Mission Results, and Customer 

Results.  

2. Given the Comprehensive Event-1 Process is attaining its desired behavior, then 

the Comprehensive Identification Service will likely attain its desired behaviors.  
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3. If the Comprehensive Event2 Process attains its desired behaviors then the 

Comprehensive Identification Service will likely attain its desired behaviors.  

4. If the Land Event-2 Biometric Data Collection Subprocess attains its desired 

behaviors, then the Comprehensive Event 2 Process will likely attain its desired 

behaviors.  

5. Given the Land Event-2 Biographic Data Collection Subprocess is Below its 

desired behaviors, then the Comprehensive Event-2 Process will likely be below 

its desired behaviors.  

6. If the Air/Sea Event-2 Biometric Data Collection Subprocess attains its desired 

behaviors, then the Comprehensive Event-2 Process will likely attain its desired 

behaviors.  

7. Given the Air/Sea Event,2 Biographic Data Collection Subprocess attains its 

desired behaviors, then the Comprehensive Event-2 Process will likely attain its 

desired behaviors 

8. If the Biometric Operations System attains its desired behaviors then the 

Comprehensive Event-2 Process will likely attain its desired behaviors.  

9. If the Air/Sea Event-2 Biometric Data Collection System attains its desired 

behaviors, then the Air/Sea Event-2 Biometric Data Collection Subprocess will 

likely attain its desired behaviors.  

10. If the Air/Sea Event-2 Biographic Data Collection System attains its desired 

behaviors, then the Air/Sea Event-2 Biographic Data Collection Subprocess will 

likely attain its desired behaviors.  

11. If the Air/Sea Event-2 Biometric Data Collection System attains its desired 

behaviors, then the Biometric Operations System will likely attain its desired 

behaviors.  

12. If the Air/Sea Event-2 Biographic Data Collection System attains its desired 

behaviors, then the Biometric Operations System will likely attain its desired 

behaviors.  

Having these elements, the next step was the identification of information types and 

instances within the scope of the BOTI ELoS Argument in Figure 72. I calculated the 

following. 

1 Number of discrete entities 

within the argument scope 

The number of discrete entities related to the 

technology, processes, services, goals, and 

results within the argument scope. 
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Since the entire argument spans the years from 2000 to 2008, hundreds of entities and 

discrete pieces of information are associated with the argument over this time. I 

determined that the specific period of this BOTI argument, the 2007 to 2008 period, 

contains 298 discrete entities. These entities include each of the five LSERA entity types 

but the entities are primarily evidence types and evidence artifacts. The evidence artifacts 

are reports and individual pieces of information. The information is contained within 

systems engineering artifacts, acquisition management artifacts, performance measures, 

enterprise architecture artifacts, and various government reports. The construction of this 

argument graphic and the calculation of the measure is the completion of Step 1.  

5.3.2 Argument Model Review 

This section summarizes the results of Steps 2 and 3 of the case study protocol. I first 

analyzed the BOTI narrative argument shown in Figure 72 above into LSERA entity 

types, relations, and hypothesis sets and then constructed an initial LSERA BOTI 

argument model. I held discussions with participants on various aspects of the LSERA 

BOTI Argument Model. The purpose of these discussions was for the participants 

(excluding myself) to review the LSERA BOTI Argument Model, make suggestions for 

improvements, and assist with the argument model measurements. The participants were 

government and non-government individuals who had a familiarity with the argument 

and in two cases participated in the original formulation of the argument. The 

government individuals have experience in federal program management but with limited 

experience in decision modeling. The other individuals were support staff, both 
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government and contractor, who had experience in systems engineering and acquisition 

management and were experienced in supporting senior program managers in 

understanding current situations on large modernization programs. I considered these 

federal and staff individuals as representative of federal modernization program 

personnel who may use the LSERA method and tools. Figure 73 shows the LSERA 

BOTI Argument Model.  

In performing this model’s review, it was necessary to focus the argument model 

discussion on three areas within the arguments. I called these the Identification Service 

argument, the Identification Process argument, and the BOTI system argument. Figure 73 

shows these sub-arguments as bands separated by the dashed blue lines. These three 

arguments together represent the overall BOTI ELoS as shown in Figure 71. Participants 

reviewed these local arguments based on their background and familiarity with the 

related area, that is, strategic planning versus technology. This graphic model is the basis 

for the generation of the LSERA BOTI inference model discussed in the next section.  

The following presents Measurements 2 -12 within the case study design and summarizes 

any participant assistance with the measurements. In addition to the participants, other 

individuals within the program staff contributed. 

2 Number of discrete 

entities relevant to the 

ELoS argument  

This is the number of discrete entities associated to 

hypotheses within the ELoS argument from within 

the set of discrete entities. 
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Figure 73 BOTI LSERA Argument Model 
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Within the 298 entities (Measurement 1), there were 241 entities considered relevant to 

the ELoS argument. The other 57 entities consisted of program entities and information 

not related to one of the enterprise line of sight assertions. These entities included 

technology components, a process, or information-types, such as reports, performance 

measures, and measurements. 

3 Number of relevant entities 

associated to an LSERA 

entity 

This is the number of the relevant entities that 

can be associated to an LSERA behavioral, 

performance, artifact, or evidence entity type. 

The result of this step is that, of the 241 relevant entities, the entire BOTI ELoS argument 

consists of 187 entities, as shown in Figure 73. The 187 entities are: 

 14 behavior entities (6 technical in yellow, 7 process and 1 service in blue),  

 55 performance entities including a strategic outcome entity, 5 mission result 

entities, 2 customer result entities, and 47 specific performance measures 

 54 piece of performance evidence, 

 32 EA and OI artifacts with a corresponding 32 pieces of evidence 

4 Relevant entities not 

associated to an LSERA 

entity 

This is the number of relevant discrete entities 

(measure 2) minus the number of associated 

entities (measure 3). 

Of the 241 relevant entities, my research identified 54 (241-187) other entities that were 

important to the success of the program but not included within this LSERA argument 

model. They were not included because they had no apparent force within the ELoS 

argument. I inferred this lack of force because program personnel’s did not use these 

artifacts when discussing the BOTI ELoS. These entities included GAO and other federal 
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agency reports, acquisition management artifacts, and systems engineering lifecycle 

artifacts.  

5 Number of relevant entities 

that are results  

This is the number of program-generated 

artifacts or individual pieces of information 

within artifacts. 

Of the 241 relevant entities, 113 entities contain specific results. These included BOTI 

performance measurements, enterprise architecture artifacts, and other information 

artifacts such as mission and customer results artifacts, BOTI systems engineering 

lifecycle artifacts, acquisition management artifacts, and GAO and other federal agency 

reports. 

6 Number of results 

associated to LSERA 

evidence entity type 

Of the results artifacts, this is the number of those 

artifacts that are associated to an LSERA evidence 

entity type. 

Of the 113 results, the review considered 88 as LSERA evidence entities within the BOTI 

LSERA Argument Model. 

7 Results not classifiable to an 

LSERA evidence entity  

This is the number of relevant results 

(measure 5) minus the results associated to an 

LSERA evidence entity (measure 6). 

There were 25 results (113 – 88) not classifiable to an LSERA evidence type. These 

results involved technology analyses that included not only the BOTI but also other 

system behaviors, alternative analyses, joint program acquisition information, and 

information within various government reports. While relevant within the argument, 

LSERA did not have a specific entity type representing them. The results could have 
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been included within the LSERA Other Information Artifact entity, but I considered them 

distinctly different from the intent of this entity. For example, “network capacity” 

information has relevance to the ELoS, but it is relevant as part of the overall technology 

infrastructure over which numerous other systems operated, and the effect is indirect and 

not under the control of the program.  For example, an assertion such as: “If the Federal 

network infrastructure is constrained, then the BOTI will not attain its behaviors” cannot 

currently be modeled. Including these entity types within LSERA is an area for future 

research.  

8 Results forceful within the 

argument  

This is number of results (subset of measure 

6) used as the basis for persuasion within the 

argument. 

Twelve results were considered very forceful within the argument. These consisted of 6 

EA/OI artifacts evidence, 3 process performance measure evidence artifacts, 1 technical 

performance measure artifact, and 2 performance artifacts.  My research determined this 

through discussions with participants; the continued reference of the results within 

program reviews, documents, and analyses; and my observations as a participant on the 

program over two years. 

9 Results of limited force within 

the argument 

This is the number of total results (measure 6) 

minus the number used as a basis for 

persuasion (measure 8). 

Program personnel considered 76 (88-12) results of limited force within the ELoS 

argument. These 76 entities included 46 pieces of performance evidence artifacts, all 6 

enterprise architecture artifacts, and 24 information artifacts. These entities had varying 
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degrees of forcefulness over the time of the argument, but did not meet the research 

participants’ subjective threshold of very forceful at the peak time of the BOTI argument 

examinations in 2007. I did not refine the forceful grading beyond very forceful and 

limited forceful within the argument.  

10 Number of forceful results 

associated to LSERA evidence 

type 

This is the number of total forceful results 

(measure 8) that are associated to an LSERA 

evidence entity type. 

All 12 very forceful results were associated to LSERA evidence type entities. 

11 Number of LSERA directed 

relations 

This is the number of directed relations within 

the LSERA argument model.  

Given the 187 entities and their relevances, there were 187 LSERA relations established 

and used within the BOTI ELoS Argument model.  

12 Number of LSERA directed 

relations used 

Of the LSERA directed relations, the number 

of relations used by the argument authors 

within the historical argument. 

Given an environment of limited modeling support, program personnel regularly used 

only 24 of the 187 relations. These were only single-step direct relations related to the 12 

very forceful evidence entities. This focus on a limited set of relations was because a 

small set of individuals attempted to understand the entire set of relations, rather than 

having multiple separate groups of individuals examine separate subsets of the relations. 

Participant Observations - Over the 12 months of the case study, I held broader 

discussions on some structural points of the LSERA method and the results. These 
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discussions were a function of a participant’s background in two ways: first, no training 

or experience in structured-reasoning; and, second, a desire to apply a different theory to 

the fundamentals. For example, participants with a strategic planning background 

countered with definitions and relations from strategic planning rather than accepting 

definitions from enterprise architecture theory. 

The first discussion conclusion is that, after some instruction in the LSERA 

fundamentals, the participants agreed that the LSERA method was a reasonable way of 

doing things but not the only way. A second was, as in the EMTI case, participants felt 

that the LSERA performance measure rule of Lower representing bad and Higher 

representing good was too constrictive. They agreed that they could recast important 

measures to adhere to the LSERA rule but that this recasting conflicted with or inhibited 

use of the measure in other areas, such as acquisition planning and budget performance 

reporting. Use of mix rules for performance measures goodness is a future research area.  

In addition, the participants wanted to use two relations that LSERA does not permit. 

Figure 74 shows these relations as green dashed lines. The inference is: “If evidence 

shows that the system behaviors will be attained, then the Mission Results and Customer 

Results will likely be attained.” This type of inference is a big leap, and OMB formulated 

the FEA PRM line of sight to refine this inference. I constructed LSERA to decompose 

this inference into a set of directed relations that produces reasoning that is more 

principled. The participants accepted this but asserted that, beyond a local argument, the 

overall argument becomes too complex to understand fully.  
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Figure 74 Not Supported Relations 

 

 

 

Next, they agreed with the LSERA evidence types and the concepts of artifact relevance, 

change in belief, and force. They understood relevance, with some discussion on the 

degree of relevance within the scope of the line of sight argument. I observed that they 

determined relevance based on the entities’ usefulness in arguing their favorite 

inferences. They broadly understood force and its distinction from relevance. They could 

only distinguish very forceful from less forceful based on the continued use of the 

evidence in arguments. For example, they considered evidence of Total Option Cost very 

forceful, whereas a particular GAO report was not very forceful. The next section on the 

inference model further discusses force. 

The participants considered asserting LSERA causality hard to express. Again, positive 

influence was the preferred statement. To participants with federal budgeting 

background, I pointed out the use of necessity in justifying needed funds. They indicated 

that this use of necessity was based on the broad generalizations “given people-resource 
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constraints, technology is the only option,” versus necessary to change a specific 

behavior.  

5.3.3 Inference Model Review 

This step summarizes the results of Step 4, Generate the LSERA Inference Model, and 

Step 5, Review LSERA Inference Model, with participants of the case study protocol. It 

presents results that relate to the case study assertion 3 of the applicability of the 

inference model to ELoS analysis. As part of Step 4, I first examined the MFrag set 

resulting from the argument model. Next I reviewed the CPT derivation questions. With 

the assistance of the research participants, I reviewed the number and type of behavioral 

combinations and the number and types of conditional probability tables. Given the 

above review, I examined the force of evidence again based on the argument model 

results.  

Translating the BOTI argument model, as shown in Figure 73, into the BOTI Inference 

Model, resulted in an inference model consisting of 201 MFrags, with the number and 

types of MFrags expressed by Measurement 13. 

13 Number of MFrag types This is the number of MFrags used to generate 

the initial inference model delineated by the 

six MFrag types. 

The total number of MFrags is 201, distributed as follows: Behavioral – 23, Performance 

– 55, Artifacts – 33, Results – 3, Performance Evidence – 54, Artifacts Evidence – 33. 

This shows that the inference model uses all six MFrag types and all BOTI argument 

model relations are included.  
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Next, I examined the LSERA probability derivations for applicability of the initial 

probabilities to this specific argument. These are Measurements 14 and 15. 

14 Number of CPT question 

changes  

This is the number of the LSERA CPT derivation 

answers adjusted to fit the circumstances of the 

argument. 

15 Number of CPT 

adjustments 

The number of the individual CPT probabilities 

changed to fit the circumstances of argument. 

I reviewed the CPTs and the associated derivation questions with some of the research 

participants. Most of the participants declared that they did not understand probability 

theory, but they were able to answer the derivation questions and could understand the 

implications of the logic behind the conditional probabilities. The results of this review 

were that 0 question answers were changed and, thus, 0 CPTs were changed.  

Next, I reviewed the conditional probabilities and made Measurement 16. 

16 Total number of conditional 

probabilities 

This is the total number of conditional 

probabilities within the generated situation-

specific Bayesian network. 

The total number of conditional probabilities within the BOTI SSBN is 8,288 as follows:  

Item 

# of 

Nodes Node Type 

# of 

probabilities 

1 5 Technology Initiative Aspect root nodes  15 

2 3 Link nodes of 5, 4, and 2 probabilities each 11 

3 180 Other model nodes of 9 probabilities 1,620 

4 1 Technology Initiative node with 5 parent nodes  3,645 

5 1 Process & Activities node combination with 5 parent 

nodes 

2,916 

6 1 Process & Activities node with a single parent node 27 
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7 1 Mission service combination with 2 parent nodes 54 

  Total Conditional Probabilities 8,288 

LSERA supports the argument authors and SMEs analyzing parts of the inference model 

separately and independently with the Quiddity software combining the results. Thus, 

argument authors (different sets) with appropriate expertise can address the conditional 

probabilities for types 1, 2, 6, and 7. For 3, an expanded set of subject matter experts 

organized by the underlying MFrag and argument relation is necessary. Types 4 and 5 are 

problematic because no one SME or set of SMEs could express these beliefs. However, 

LSERA permits argument authors and SMEs to examine each influence and the degree of 

influence within the combination in a principled manner. The argument authors can 

identify SMEs for each single parent influence and the related MFrag and the set of 

SMEs can review the posteriors for reasonableness. Argument authors and SMEs can 

now discuss and reformulate the argument in a more focused and deliberative manner. 

Next, I reviewed the behavioral combination and made Measurement 17. 

17 Number of behavioral 

combinations types 

This is the total number of behavioral parent-

child entity combinations identified by the 

number of parents to child situations. 

A combination type within this research means the number of parents a child node has. 

Thus, there are 3 behavioral combination types. The first is the combination of the 5 

Technology Initiative Aspects nodes to the BOTI System node. This combination results 

in a Link node of 5 states, each with a probability of 20%. The second is combination of 

the 4 Subprocesses & Activities nodes on the Process & Activities node with the 
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additional influence of the BOTI Technology Initiative node. This uses the Paired 

Combination CPT employed for each Subprocess & Activities node resulting in a Link 

node of 4 states with a 25% probability each. The third is the combination of the two 

Process & Activities nodes on the Mission Service Node. This combination results in a 

Link node of 2 states with a probability of 50% each. 

In reviewing these combinations and discussing them with research participants, the Link 

node permits reasoning on the relative influence of their respective parents. For the 

Technology Initiative combination, the participants and I could not employ an ICI rule. I 

also concluded this for the Process & Activities entity 5-on-1 combination. I concluded 

that a Noisy-And rule might be useable for the Mission Service node, but not as a general 

rule.  

5.3.4 Historical Inference Review 

This step presents results related to Step 5 and 6 of the case study protocol. The results 

also relate to case study assertion 3 that the inference model is appropriate for ELoS 

arguments. The following shows results generated from a review of a specific inference 

within the BOTI LSERA Argument Model. This inference, for purposes of this research 

called the historical inference, is a slight modification to inference # 10 as presented in 

the BOTI argument overview above. The main historical inference is 

If the Air/Sea Event 2 Biometric Data Collection system as performed by industry 

attains its desired behaviors then the Air/Sea Event 2 Biometric Data Collection 

Subprocess will likely attain its desired behaviors.  
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Figure 75 shows this inference as the nodes within the beige box. Figure 75 is the same 

graphic as Figure 72 within the BOTI Argument overview. This inference is one of the 19 

behavioral relations within the BOTI Argument model. I selected this inference because 

it was the key inference within the overall argument during the 2007-2008 periods. As 

the key inference, I could review model results against a considerable amount of 

historical record. Finally, when fully expanded, it has sufficient complexity to show 

appropriateness of the inference model. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 75 BOTI Argument – Historical inference 
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To review this inference, I constructed a sub-argument model of the LSERA BOTI 

Argument Model. The sub argument contains the ELoS from the technology to the 

mission service but I removed from the model behavioral and evidence nodes that did not 

bear directly on the historical inference, by making adjustments to simplify the model and 

focus it on the historical inference. In particular, I made the following adjustments to the 

full BOTI Argument model. 

 The Technology Initiative Aspect Event-1 System was removed with its behavior 

being subsumed within the Technology Initiative BOTI system node. 

 Comprehensive Event-1 behavior is set at Attain, while maintaining the network 

arc with the BOTI Technology node. Land Event -2 biographic behavior and 

Land Event-2 biometric behaviors are both set to Below. They are now root nodes 

with the LSERA root node distribution of Exceed = 10%, Attain=50%, and 

Below=40%. 

 The associated Technology Initiative Aspect Land System Behavior Nodes are 

removed, as they do not bear on the Historical inference. 

 The Technology Initiative aspect Air Biographic behavior evidence is removed 

except for one EA_OI Artifact of adequate quality on overall architecture. 

Also, within the sub-argument model are the 12 forceful evidence entities, which were all 

prominent in the historical discussion of the program. Table 29 shows the Argument node 

associated with each of the forceful artifacts along with the finding regarding the artifact. 
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Table 29 Forceful Evidence Artifacts 

Node Evidence Artifact Finding 

MS: Comprehensive Identification Service Mission & Business Result Lower 

 Customer Result Lower 

PA: Comprehensive Event_2 Process EA_OI Artifact 1 Adequate 

 EA_OI Artifact 2 Adequate 

PAS: Air/Sea Event-2 Biometric Data Collection 

Process 

EA_OI Artifact 3 Adequate 

 EA_OI Artifact 4 Adequate 

 EA_OI Artifact 5 Adequate 

 EA_OI Artifact 6 Low 

 Process Performance Measure 1  Adequate 

 Process Performance Measure 2 Lower 

 Process Performance Measure 3 Lower 

TI: Biometric Operations System Technical Performance Measure 1  Lower 

 

 

 

Figure 76 shows the LSERA BOTI sub-argument model with the gray box indicating the 

historical inference.  

Before generating the inference model, I had discussions on the measurement of the force 

of the 12 artifacts. The research participants generally understood direct evidence force. 

They focused on evidence force related to the Below hypothesis. The evidence force (Le*) 

number was not meaningful to the participants, as well as the measurement using the 

likelihood ratio. In determining the evidence force, the 6 EA_OI artifacts were similar to 

the performance artifact defined within the EMTI case study and participants agreed on 

being about twice as forceful as the other evidence. Therefore, for these artifacts I used 

the EMTI case study forceful evidence CPT as shown in Figure 77.  
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Figure 76 LSERA BOTI Sub-argument Model 
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I use the CPT in Figure 77 for the 4 performance measure entities, and 2 performance 

results entities, because of the close relationship of the EA_OI and Performance Entity 

relationship derivation and the similarities of their original CPT tables. In addition, 

distinguishing different force among these three entity types (EA_OI, PM, Results) had 

no significance within the program 

 

 

 

.  

Figure 77 BOTI Forceful Evidence CPT 

 

 

 

The change in force on the Below hypothesis for EA_OI entities changed from Le* = 3 to 

7, and for the performance measure and performance results entities changed from Le* = 

2.25 to 7.  

With these adjustments, the sub-argument inference model in Figure 78 results. In Figure 

78, the yellow nodes are the TIAs and the TI. The blue nodes are Process, Subprocesses, 

and Mission Services. The dark green nodes are performance measures. The light green 

nodes are EA or OI artifacts and the alternate green are Mission results, Customer 

Results, and Strategic Outcome. The dark pink colored nodes are the forceful evidence 

artifacts findings. The gray nodes are evidence findings using the default LSERA CPTs. 

The white nodes represent the combination influence of behavioral entities. 
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Figure 78 BOTI Sub-argument Inference Model with Forceful Findings 
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I modeled various combinations of findings to ensure that the model did not produce any 

logically inconsistent results such as adequate quality being better than High quality. The 

model contained no inconsistencies. Given the argument model review and the general 

inference model review, to examine this inference model against the historical record, I 

ran the whole BOTI inference model using the LSEAR initial CPTs and with all findings 

as Adequate or Within. Next, I ran the sub-argument inference model as a Base Story by 

setting all findings within the inference model using the historical findings and the initial 

LSERA CPTs. 

Next, I created the forceful evidence story (Story 2) by replacing the initial CPTs for the 

forceful evidence with the designated forceful CPT. 

Table 30 summarizes the inference model results from these stories focusing on the key 

BOTI ELoS behavioral entities.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 30 BOTI Inference Model ELoS Behavior Probabilities 

Enterprise 

Line of Sight 
 

BOTI    

Full 

Argument 

Story 1  

Sub 

Argument 

Story 2 

Evidence 

CPT  

SO: Real-time 

Identity Delivery 

H .109 .093 .078 

W .582 .578 .551 

L .308 .329 .370 

MS: 

Comprehensive 

Identity Service 

E .145 .029 .026 

A .602 .736 .471 

B .253 .235 .503 
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Enterprise 

Line of Sight 
 

BOTI    

Full 

Argument 

Story 1  

Sub 

Argument 

Story 2 

Evidence 

CPT  

PA: 

Comprehensive

Event_2 Process 

E .066 .018 .011 

A .628 .540 .817 

B .306 .442 .172 

SPA: Air 

Event_2 

Biometric 

Subprocess 

E .061 .053 .001 

A .715 .731 .916 

B .224 .216 .083 

TI: Biometric 

Operations 

System 

E .148 .062 .064 

A .613 .823 .781 

B .239 .115 .156 

TIA: Air-

Event_2 

Biometric 

System 

E .118 .096 .075 

A .740 .787 .849 

B .142 .117 .076 

 

 

 

In reviewing results, I instructed participants that the information available does not 

support the precision shown within the inference model. I established the rule to round 

the probability to the nearest 5%. For example, the evidence set supports saying in the 

base story that the probability the TI: Biometric Operations system will attain its desired 

behavior is approximately 60% versus saying 61.3%. In addition, I considered influences 

significant and worth talking about only if the probability changes where 5% or greater. 

So I considered a change in a “Below” probability from 25% to 30% as worth talking 

about.  
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BOTI Inference model results 

Column 1 in Table 30 contains the results of running the full BOTI inference model. This 

model generally could represent thinking at some time within the program prior to any 

extensive evidence collection, for example, the initial business case. The results show 

that each behavioral entity’s Attain state has approximately a 60-70% probability of 

Attaining the desired behavior or equally only a 40 -30% probability of Below the desired 

behavior. The Below number was often looked at first, with a general management rule 

that avoidance of badness was better than achieving exceeds. The argument authors could 

then examine this model speculating on findings, as part of a business case analysis, a 

risk analysis, a key evidence-identification or evidence-missing analysis. I ran a large 

number of trials varying the findings to examine how the model behaved and to confirm 

consistency. From the start of the program until the time of this case study the general 

belief by all parties was that the program could meet its strategic outcome, mission 

results and customers results although stakeholders generally understood that Land mode 

would be difficult to attain. The full inference model reflects this belief. 

Story 1 Sub-argument results 

Column 2 in Table 30 contains the results of running the Story-1sub-argument inference 

model. The focus is now on the two rows PAS: Air Event_2 Biometric Subprocess, and 

TIA: Air-Event_2 Biometric Subsystem. I have changed the evidence findings to reflect 

historical results as shown in Table 30 but leaving the CPTs as the LSERA CPTs.  
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Column 2shows that the PAS probability of Below has roughly stayed the same at 

approximately 20% (.216) while the findings reduce TIA Below probability from 

approximately 15% (.142) to 10% (.108). The findings have raised the PA 

Comprehensive Event-2 Below probability to approximately 45% (4443). This reflects 

the programs belief that although the program may attain the air-mode desired behaviors, 

attaining the land-mode behaviors is very problematic. Figure 78 shows this in the land 

node (Blue) states of Below at 100%. The TI BOTI operations systems with a Below 

probability of approximately 10% (.115) reflects the attainment of Event-1 behaviors and 

reflects the historic belief that Event-2 is merely an increase in volume over current 

operations and will not affect behavior. However, some research participants argued that 

the inference model results did not reflect some of their beliefs at that time. For example, 

the model inaccurately reflects the weight of a negative Net Present Value artifact and the 

PAS Air Below probability should be higher. Facilitating this structured reasoning and 

discussion is one of the two main purposes of the LSERA method. The precision of this 

and other statements supports the Case study proposition that LSERA is applicable to a 

federal ELoS argument. Subsequent discussions lead to changing the evidence to reflect 

their forcefulness as shown in Story 2. 

Story 2 Forceful Evidence 

In Story 2, I adjusted the CPT of the 12 forceful evidence artifacts. Figure 78 shows these 

forceful nodes as dark pink and the overall results of Story 2. Again, the participants 

considered slightly more than doubling the force as acceptable so I set the CPT as shown 

as Figure 77.  
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Column 3 in Table 30 contains the results of running theStory-2 sub-argument inference 

model reflecting the forcefulness of the 12 evidence nodes within the model. Column 3 

shows that the PAS probability of Below decreased to 8% (.083) with a 92% (.916) 

probability of Attain. This result is contrary to some participant’s beliefs regarding the 

statements from Story 1on the influence of the net present value artifact. The Story 2 

model reflects the relative influence among the PAS Air Event_2’s 14 artifacts consisting 

of 3 strong evidence findings of Lower or Low, versus 4 strong evidence finds of 

Adequate or Within, along with 7 other non-forceful findings of Adequate or Within. 

Corresponding the PAS findings reduce the TIA Below probability from approximately 

10% (.117) to 8% (.076). The PAS results and the other forceful evidence findings have 

reduced the PA Event-2 Below probability to approximately 20% (.172).  

The participants accepted the decreases, stating that collectively the air-mode was the 

more significant event than the land-mode. Some participant’s countered this argument 

expressing belief that although the program may attain the air-mode desired behaviors the 

land-mode is problematic and necessary. Additional, the Story 2 model shows the 

forceful evidence increasing the MS: Comprehensive Identify Service Below probability 

to approximately 50% (.503). This result follows from the two direct forceful pieces of 

evidence on the MS node, contrasted with the influence of the PA Event_1 and PA 

Event_2 behavioral nodes on the Below state. This shows the modeling issue of the force 

of direct evidence versus direct behavioral influences. The participants expressed the MS 

result reflects “broad belief”, while the PA result represent a result that is more 

“thoughtful”. This story identified the following additional Inference model issues. 
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 The forceful evidence may dominate to the point that other direct evidence becomes 

unimportant. This evidence “un-importunateness” may be a result of a lack of 

evidence advocacy rather than a logical lack of forcefulness. Evidence advocacy is an 

area for future research. 

 The forceful evidence may be in conflict and balances out, that is evidence for Attain 

against evidence for Below. In this case, the non-forceful evidence collectively then 

exhibits a greater effect.  

 In using one table that reflects both EA_OI and Performance Measure forcefulness, 

the EA_OI artifact were more forceful that the performance measure. This issue was 

because of the differences in the EA and OI artifact’s quality likelihoods and the 

Performance measure’s measurement likelihoods. 

 The needed to understand the effects on Attain and Exceed states of making the 

Below state more forceful. Formulating different forceful evidence CPTs became 

problematic in ensuring consistent results. 

These issues did generate meaningful questions and a more principled exploration into 

the correctness of the relative influence of entities within the argument. Key relationships 

among the evidence and its’ influence was overlooked in the ultimate decision. 

The agency made the historical decision on political expediency and that they could 

direct the solution to occur. Within weeks of announcement of the decision, the affected 

parties made 10 forceful rebuttal arguments with the effect of causing a reversal of the 

decision and a further realization of the difficulty of industry implementing the 
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technology initiative. Table 31 briefly summarizes the rebuttals and the ability of the 

LSERA argument and inference models to have explored the issues.  

 

 

 

Table 31 Rebuttal Arguments 

Argument LSERA Used Issue Explanation 

Agency rushing 

the Decision  

Cannot 

Model  
No Logic LSERA has no temporal logic.  

No legal authority  Cannot 

Model  
No  CPT  Legal authority could be an Other Information 

Artifact entity if a quality standard existed. 

Inherently a 

Government 

function  

Cannot 

Model  
No  CPT  A Governmental function report could be an 

Other Information Artifact entity if a quality 

standard existed. 

Detrimental 

operational 

impacts  

Can 

Model  
Yes Subsumed Modeled as part of the Regulatory Impact 

Analysis report artifact and treated as forceful 

evidence as an LSERA OIA entity with state of 

Adequate.  

Significant IT 

impacts  

Can 

Model  
Yes Missing Modeled as part of the Regulatory Impact 

Analysis report as an implementation cost. This 

issue was about technology direction  

Information 

Privacy risk 

Can 

Model  
Yes  Subsumed Modeled as part of the Regulatory Impact 

Analysis report as a factor. Privacy can be a 

Customer Result Entity.  

No Improvement 

in National 

Security  

Can 

Model  
Yes None Story 2 modeled it as a forceful Mission Result 

with a Lower finding, contributing to the MS 

Comprehensive Identify Service having a 

Below probability of approximately 50%. 

 

Cost estimation 

was wrong  

Can 

Model  
Yes None Story 2 modeled it as part of the Regulatory 

Impact Analysis report as well as a forceful 

performance measure on net present value.  

Travel delays  Can 

Model  
Yes  None  Story 2 modeled it as a forceful Customer 

Result. This argument stated those using air 

travel would be negatively impacted. 

Ignores Land 

Mode  

Can 

Model  
Yes  None  It can be modeled using Necessary CPTs and 

allow argument authors to vary the influence 

based on discussion.  
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The review of LSERA abilities to address these rebuttal arguments lead to some LSERA 

improvements and identified other areas for improvement as future research. 

5.4    Summary 

The following summarizes the case study results. I have summarized the results 

according to the case study proposition and its three sub-propositions. The case study 

proposition is that the LSERA method is applicable for evidential reasoning within a 

federal enterprise line of sight argument. The three supporting sub-propositions are that, 

entities associate to LSERA entities, forceful evidence and relation associate to LSERA 

entities and relations, and the inference model is appropriate for use within ELoS 

analysis. 

Both the EMTI and BOTI units produced measurement results that favor asserting that 

entities within a program’s ELoS argument associate to LSERA entity types. Within the 

EMTI unit, 88 entities were relevant to an LSERA entity of the 120 relevant entities 

within the ELoS argument. For the BOTI unit of the 241relevant entities - 187 associated 

to an LSERA entity.  

Both the EMTI and BOTI units produced measurement results that favor asserting that 

forceful evidence and relations associate to LSERA entity types and relations. Within 

both units, those pieces of evidence deemed very forceful by the program were associated 

to LSERA entity types. The EMTI and BOTI LSERA argument models contained a 

significant number of relations above those used by the programs. Within the EMTI unit, 

program personnel only used eight relations regularly of the 88 within the EMTI 
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argument model. Within the BOTI unit, program personnel used only 24 of the 187 

relations. In both units, these were single and two-step direct relations and related to the 

forceful pieces of evidence. This was because primarily because of an environment of 

limited modeling support and a single set of individuals were attempting to understand 

the entire set of relations, rather than having multiple separate groups of individuals 

examine separate points. However, all of the participants within the case study agreed 

with the LSERA logic fundamental and agreed with the relations developed.  

Both the EMTI and BOTI units produced measurement results and historical inference 

review results that favor asserting that the Inference Model is appropriate. I first used the 

LSERA initial probabilities without alteration and the EMTI and BOTI model results 

were similar to the historical inferences. In addition, in both the EMTI and BOTI cases, 

program personnel under my direction easily developed new specific CPTs to account for 

forceful information and in the EMTI unit a new type of evidence. Using these modified 

LSERA CPTS produced results similar to the historical inferences. Last, during the EMTI 

unit, I conducted 20 participant use sessions of key method aspects with the results 

indicating that the LSERA inference model is usable after focused training. 

The totality of the case study results favors the case study proposition that the LSERA 

method is applicable to ELoS analysis as well favors the research hypothesis. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work  
 

 

 

This last chapter summarizes the research along with conclusions derived from 

performing the research and reviewing the research results. The second section presents 

suggestions for future research. 

6.1    Summary and Conclusion 

This research developed the Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning (LSERA) method. The 

method provides a capability for agency personnel to develop an enterprise line of sight 

in a principled manner, and to reason on the likelihood of program success given 

emergent information. The research hypothesis is:  

The LSERA method defines in a principled manner ELoS analysis that improves 

ELoS conformance, evidentiary reasoning, and reasoning on alternatives within an 

ELoS. 

The research results are first that the LSERA method defines in a principled manner 

ELoS analysis. A combination of evidential reasoning theory and multi-entity Bayesian 

network theory form the basis for LSERA and the LSERA fundamentals are consistent 

with theories theories. LSERA has two main parts, the LSERA Argument model and the 

LSERA inference model. The Argument Model presents the general ELoS argument in 

language and logic that facilitates understanding by federal managers and which analysts 
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can translate into a Bayesian network. The Argument Model has seven parts: entities, 

hypothesis sets, directed relations, cause & effect criteria, if-Then reasoning, evidence 

credentials, and a knowledge management tool. The argument model complies with 

evidential reasoning theory in argument structure, hypothesis expression, and evidence 

criteria of relevance, creditability, and force. The LSERA Inference model supports 

probabilistic reasoning within ELoS arguments and examines the effects of evidence on 

existing argument inferences. The Inference Model associates the Argument Model 

relations to Bayesian network fragments. The inference model complies with MEBN 

theory and is a well-formed MTheory. The LSERA inference model is the basis for 

externalizing argument author’s subjective beliefs, understanding uncertainty within the 

ELoS, encoding the knowledge structure of ELoS arguments into network fragments, and 

combining the fragments into larger arguments for inference and examination. The local 

distribution probabilities produce intuitive results when combined into ELoS arguments. 

In addition, the method has a CPT knowledge engineering process that permits argument 

authors to adjust the local distribution to fit their respective situations. 

Next LSERA improves ELoS conformance to relevant federal laws as well as extends 

enterprise architecture frameworks used within federal agencies. LSERA is a significant 

extension to the theory underlining the FEA-PRM LoS. LSERA incorporates the actual 

behavioral entities (for example, Technology Initiative) and not only the performance 

measures. It also defines evidence types, evidence instances, and inferential relations 

increasing its conformance with the intent of federal law.  
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LSERA improves evidential reasoning. Both the sensitivity analysis stories and the case 

study produced results that indicate new reasoning capabilities over existing methods to 

examine changes in subjective beliefs, force of evidence evaluation, and examination of 

cause and effects. The method supports evidence force examinations through calculation 

of force, the force stories within the sensitivity analysis and the case study force results. 

The sensitivity analysis evaluation of the probabilities shows they are consistent and 

alterable for ELoS situations. 

Finally LSERA improves and reasoning on alternatives. This statement is supported by 

the alternate structures within the 15 stories used for sensitivity analysis and the multi-

unit case study results. The multi-case case study using replication also provides support 

to the entire research proposition that the LSERA method is applicable to Federal ELoS 

arguments. The entities within LSERA represent the entities found within federal ELoS 

arguments. The evidence force calculations and relations are applicable. The LSERA 

Inference Model produces model structures that support examination of probabilities 

within an inference. The case study also shows that the default probabilities are an 

appropriate starting point for more detailed examinations by the argument authors. 

While the case study covered two representative federal ELoS Arguments, it did have 

several limitations. These were a limited number of research participants, use of historical 

record versus an actual intervention within a program, and the participation of myself 

within the case study. These limitations do not affect the acceptability of the case study 

results.  
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Conclusion 

These research results reviewed as a total set support the research hypothesis that the 

LSERA method defines in a principled manner ELoS analysis that improves ELoS 

conformance, evidentiary reasoning, and reasoning on alternatives within an ELoS. 

6.2    Future Research 

The LSERA method is just a start on developing principled means for reasoning about 

attaining strategic goals from a technology insertion. Research in the following areas will 

improve the LSERA method.  

 Intervention-based case studies –These case studies are actual use of the method 

within a current program to observe the methods impact on program performance. It 

should include program participants for each of the six MFrag groups.  

 Completeness of Evidence Set – While the current method will model what the 

argument authors identify, there currently is no means to understand that evidence is 

missing from the argument. This research could establish categorical ELoS modeling 

standards and guidelines including new entity types and hypothesis sets. 

 LSERA MTheory Refinement – This would address the addition of performance 

measure study, and acquisition process entities into the MFrag set. In addition, 

research should be conducted into the use of binary nodes, e.g {Below, Above} in 

addition to the current three state nodes. 

 Use of ICI Techniques – This focuses on including Noisy- And, Noisy-Or, and related 

ICI techniques as LSERA combination rules. There may be situations where the 
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argument authors when examining the behavioral structures could adhere to ICI 

criteria.  

 Develop an Evidence Force Scale - This research would address the scaling of 

evidentiary force within an ELoS argument. The scale would correlate to expressions 

like “twice as forceful”, “very forceful”, “dominate evidence”, and “equally as 

forceful”. The scale would support derivation of probabilities represent the force as 

well as common understanding of forceful evidence. 

 LSERA Ontology Development – This would define a probabilistic ontology of the 

LSERA components to support argument development, reuse, and sharing. The 

ontology would provide a searchable repository that would improve argument 

development efficiency and provide a basis for argument quality examination. The 

ontology should use the PR-OWL specification. 

 Modeling Cause and Effect – This would focus on modeling cause and effect both as 

expression of influence through derivation of conditional probability tables and 

causality as “taking an action”. 

Finally, research should be done into extending the LSERA method or developing similar 

methods for other arguments within the enterprise system engineering domains such as 

business cases, requirements engineering, decision support, risk analysis, and portfolio 

management.  
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Appendix A: Probability Derivation 
 

 

 

This section describes the derivation of the LSERA seven conditional probability tables 

used as the default probabilities within the LSERA Inference Model.  

A.1 Root Node CPT 

 

 

A.2 Performance  

 

A.3 EA and OI Artifact 

 

A.4 Performance Evidence 

 

A.5 EA and OI Artifact Evidence 

 

A.6 Mission Results 

 

A.7 Behavioral Entity 
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The research established these probabilities by developing answers to CPT-related 

questions, conducting various modeling situations, reviewing and discussing with experts 

in this area, and the experience of myself. 

A.1 Root Node  

The LSERA method has one root node type. This is the Technical Initiative Aspect (TIA) 

node and is instantiated via the TechInitAsp MFrag. The resident random variable within 

the MFrag is behavior_TIA(). It has three states, Exceed, Attain, and Below. I considered 

five cases, as shown in Table 32, to determine the state probabilities for the root node.  

Table 32 Root Node State Probabilities  

behavior( ) Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E 

Exceed .10 .33 .05 .10 .10 

Attain .80 .34 .05 .30 .50 

Below .10 .33 .90 .60 .40 

 

I examined these cases in conjunction with the derivation of the final Performance node 

probability table (see Section A.2) with states Higher (H), Within (W) and Lower (L) 

resulting in the root node posterior probabilities results shown in Table 33. 

Table 33 Posterior Probabilities under Conflicting Findings 

 Root Node Posterior Probabilities 

 Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E 

5 Evid 
E A B E A B E A B E A B E A B 

.10 .80 .10 .33 .34 .33 .05 .05 .90 .10 .30 .60 10 50 40 

All H .924 .076 .000 .989 .01 .001 .984 .010 .006 .968 .029 .003 .950 .049 .001 

4 H, 1L .617 .379 .004 .921 .073 .006 .829 .064 .107 .785 .181 .034 .708 .272 .000 
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 Root Node Posterior Probabilities 

 Case A Case B Case C Case D Case E 

5 Evid 
E A B E A B E A B E A B E A B 

.10 .80 .10 .33 .34 .33 .05 .05 .90 .10 .30 .60 10 50 40 

All W .151 .809 .040 .510 .352 .138 .153 .103 .744 .216 .435 .349 .184 .617 .199 

2 H,    

1 W 2L 
.081 .868 .051 .334 .458 .208 .074 .098 .828 .115 .457 .428 .098 .656 .246 

1 H 4 L .003 .757 .240 .008 .287 .705 .001 .021 .978 .001 .165 .834 .002 .330 .668 

All L .000 .513 .487 .001 .119 .880 .000 .007 .993 .000 .062 .938 .001 .140 .859 

 

Case A represents the optimistic perspective. The argument authors develop an initial 

business case (a piece of evidence) supporting their belief that there is a small probability 

of not meeting customer expectations. The effect of this set of prior probabilities is that 

subsequent evidence (which may have more creditability than the business case) needs to 

be strongly contrary to overcome this initial positive position. For example, 4 

performance measures all with findings of Lower still leave a Below probability of 24%. 

In Case B, All initial states approximately equally likely, representing no belief one way 

or the other about the attainment of the behavior. This makes the behavior state posterior 

probabilities highly influenced by the states of the subsequent evidence. For example, 

with only two performance measures with findings of Higher (goodness) and no other 

findings, the Below probability drops to 3%. For two evidence with findings of Lower 

(badness) and no other findings, the Below probability increase to near 66%. If there are 

five findings of Within, the Below probability is 13.8%, which is too optimistic given the 

derivation of the performance CPT table (See section A.2). 
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Case C is the belief that any system is very likely to perform below the desired behaviors 

until there is direct evidence to the contrary. This distribution requires significant 

amounts of performance measure findings of Higher over an expanded set of 

performance measures to overcome the initial Below prior probability of 90%. If five 

performance measures are all Within target, the posterior probability of being Below is 

still 74.4% 

Case D is a softer position than Case C. Case D also indicates a belief that the technology 

initiative is more likely to perform below the desired behaviors until there is direct 

evidence to the contrary. These prior probabilities also require an expanded set of 

performance measures to overcome the initial Below probability. Again, if five 

performance measures all are Within target, the posterior probability of being Below is 

still 34.9%. 

Finally, the Case E distribution is what this research shows to be a better initial set of 

state probabilities given the final performance measure CPT shown here.  

 

The project has a slight favorable chance 60% of succeeding (Exceed plus Attain) versus 

a 40% chance of not succeeding (Below). In addition, if five performance measures all 

are Within target, the posterior probability of being Below decreases to 19.9%. In my 

review of federal guidance and discussions with federal program personnel, a Below 
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probability of 20% or less supports a risk-acceptable state. The Case E prior probabilities 

also are in agreement with the OMB PRM specification, which says stakeholders should 

use a few key measures, which within LSERA is five measures. Therefore, for the 

Technical Initiative Aspect node I set the following CPT. 

 

A.2 Performance  

I determined, as an initial starting point in argument formulation, that a single CPT is 

usable for the relations among the behavioral entities and performance entities. Figure 79 

shows the LSERA directed relations among the LSERA behavior entities and the 

performance entities. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 79 Performance Directed Relations 

 

 

 

I derived the probabilities for this CPT by first answering 5 derivation questions and then 

examining the resulting interactions of this CPT with the various root node CPT cases 

and, subsequently, the final behavior entity CPT (A.7.2).  
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The following presents this research’s answers to each associated question and the 

resulting change within the performance measure conditional probability table. The 

federal domain, the expertise of myself, and review by other subject matter experts are 

the basis for the research answers to the following derivation questions. 

Question 1: How many performance measures with state of Within do you require so 

that the probability of a root Behavioral entity state of Below posterior probability is 

less than 20%  -  2, 3, 4, or 5? 

Answer: 5 performance measures. 

This answer results in a probability table with the following layout where the X 

represents a significant portion of the row’s probability. 

 

 

The X’s cannot be on the diagonal given the answer of five. If the X’s are on the 

diagonal, then less than five findings of Within will result in a Below probability of 20% 

or less for X’s of 51% or more. For example, by setting the X’s to 70%, the P(behavior = 

Below |performance =Within) is  approximately 9%, with two performance measure 

findings of Within. Also, by setting the X’s to 55%, the P(behavior = Below | 

performance = Within) is approximately 17%, with just three performance measure 

findings of Within.  

Question 2: Given the behavior is Exceed, Attain, or Below, what is the probability that 

the performance measure will be Within? 

Answer:  75, 70, 65. Numbers greater than 75 require a more than 5 performance 

measure to comply with Q1. Since the numbers cannot all be 70, I simply increased 

the Exceed by 5 and decreased the Below by 5.  
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Question 3: Given the behavior is Exceed, Attain, or Below, what is the probability that 

the performance measure will be either Higher or Lower? 

Answer: For Exceed favor Higher over Lower, for Attain favor Lower over Higher, 

for Below greatly favor Lower over Higher 

 

The following initial table results from the answers to questions 1, 2 and 3. 

 

At this point, we can model the interaction of the table with three candidate root node 

tables to confirm the answer to Q1. Table 34 shows the results. 

 

 

 

Table 34 Candidate Root Node Posterior Probabilities  

5 Performance Measures Case B Case D Case E 

Performance Measure  

State 

E A B E A B E A B 

.33 .34 .33 .10 .30 .60 .10 .50 .40 

All Higher .877 .119 .004 .704 .278 .018 .597 .393 .010 

4 Higher, 1 Lower .692 .282 .026 .415 .492 .093 .320 .632 .048 

All Within .451 .329 .220 .165 .351 .484 .154 .545 .301 

2 H, 1 Within, 2L .280 .478 .242 .090 .445 .465 .078 .650 .272 

1 Higher, 4 Lower .026 .282 .692 .005 .164 .831 .006 .329 .665 

All Lower .004 .119 .877 .000 .062 .938 .001 .141 .858 
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This table shows that for the three candidate root node prior probabilities shown as cases 

B, D, and E, with all five instances of the Performance CPT in state Within the results for 

the Below posterior probabilities are .220, .484, and .301, which violates Question 1. By 

examining the probabilities in the Lower column of the candidate CPTs; I determined that 

the following adjustments were needed to comply with the answer to Question 1 

 The ratio of Exceed to Attain (1.07 = .75/.70) and Attain to Below (1.08 = .70/.65) 

don’t discriminate enough so for Attain adjust the Within probability from .70 to 

.60 while increasing the Lower probability from .20 to .30.  
 

 Given this adjustment, for Below, decrease the Within probability from .65 to .50 

and increase the Lower probability from .30 to .45. This increases the ratio from 

1.08 to 1.20 (.60/.50) which will result in a Below probability of less than 20%  

 

The resulting candidate performance CPT is  

 

The next question is 

Question 4: Do the ratios of Exceed to Attain, Attain to Below and Exceed to Below 

seem reasonable for each state of performance? 

 

Answer:  Yes, as shown in the following tables for 1 performance measure 

influence. 
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                       Root node prior                           Performance CPT 

 

Probability table ratios 

5 performance measures result in the following ratios: 

 
  

  

Question 5: For conflicting information, do you want the affects to favor Higher, 

Lower, or approximately balance?  

Answer:     Favor Lower. 

We now observe that the cumulative effect over five performance measures of conflicting 

data favors Lower too strongly over Higher, as shown in the first three columns of Table 

35. This is also evident from the ratios within the Higher column and the Lower column.  

Table 35 Influence of Lower over Higher 

5 Performance Measures Behavior() Ratio Behavior() Ratio 

Performance Measure  

State 
E A B E to B E A B E to B 

All Higher .597 .393 .010  .950 .049 .001  

4 Higher, 1 Lower .239 .708 .053  .708 .272 .020  

3 Higher 2 Lower .058 .769 .173 3.00 .221 .636 .143 1.54 

All Within .316 .518 .166  .184 .618 .198  

2 H, 1 Within, 2L .044 .696 .260 6.01 .099 .656 .245 2.49 
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5 Performance Measures Behavior() Ratio Behavior() Ratio 

Performance Measure  

State 
E A B E to B E A B E to B 

2 Higher, 3 Lower .010 .591 .399 40.6 .027 .581 .392 14.6 

1 Higher, 4 Lower .001 .330 .669  .002 .330 .668  

All Below .000 .141 .859  .001 .140 .859  

For example, the conflicting data situation of 2 Higher findings and 3 Lower findings 

produces a posterior probability of Below of .399, as shown in Table 35, but the ratio of 

Exceed to Below is 40.6, calculated by multiplying the related ratios(from the 

performance CPT) as (3*3*.222*.222*.222)*(.25) = .024617, the inverse of which is 

40.6. Given this ratio, I deemed that Lower is too dominant over Higher for future 

calculations involving these possible posterior probabilities. Changing the Exceeds 

probabilities for Higher and Within to .25 and .65 respectively produces better results and 

ratios, as shown in the second three columns of Table 35. For the example, a conflicting 

evidence situation now produces a ratio of 14.6. In addition, for example, a finding of 

Within for all five performance measures produces a better posterior Below probability of 

.198, which corresponds to the answer to Question 1. 

The candidate performance CPT is shown here with the corresponding changed ratios. 

Also, the inverse ratios are shown for the Lower column to support an appreciation of 

relative influence across the columns 
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The final table is 

 

A.3 Enterprise Architecture and Other Information Artifacts 

I determined, as an initial starting point in argument formulation, that a single CPT is 

usable for the relations among the behavioral entities and enterprise architecture and 

other information artifacts. Figure 80 shows the LSERA directed relations among the 

LSERA behavior entities and the EA and OI Artifacts. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 80 EA and OI Artifacts Evidence likelihood relations 
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The EA and OI artifact entity operates in a manner similar to that of the performance 

entity. So for this CPT the starting questions is  

Question 1: Is the relative influence on behavior attainment of EA and OI Artifacts 

versus performance the same or different? 

Answer: Different. 

 

If there is no difference in influence, then the CPTs are identical. Now the argument 

authors must determine how much difference in influence there is. Since they will operate 

in a similar fashion, the five question used for the derivation of the performance entity 

CPT are used first. I reviewed the five questions, associated analysis, and generated the 

same answers, resulting in the following candidate CPT as the starting point for the 

derivation of the EA and OI Artifact CPT. 

 

Now the influence of EA and OI Artifacts to Performance influences is about the 

resulting posterior probabilities given findings of Higher, Within, or Lower.  

The research first asks the question regarding the influence of an Adequate finding. 

Question 2: Is the influence of EA and OI artifact finding of Adequate different 

from a Performance Measure finding of Within? 

Answer: The influence is the same.  
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I concluded that as a starting point the nature of the enterprise artifact or other 

information artifact could act as surrogates for a performance measure. Therefore, the 

probabilities under the Adequate column are the same as for the performance entity. 

Question 3: Is the influence of EA and OI artifact finding of Low different from a 

Performance Measure finding of Lower? 

Answer: The influence is stronger. 

This means that in conflicting evidence situations, the EA or OI Artifact increases the 

behavioral entity Below posterior probability more than the conflicting performance 

measures. Table 36 shows the potential options give the probabilities for Adequate State. 

To increased influence, we increase the ratio between Exceed, and Attain, to Below. 

 

 

 

Table 36 Probability options for EA and OI Artifact Low Column 

 

 

 

 

First just looking at the Behavior entity as a root node and only having Artifacts with 

findings of Low, Table 37 presents the Below posterior probabilities resulting from one 

EA and OI artifact finding of Low and with 5 findings of Low. 
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Table 37 behavior Root node Below state posterior probabilities 

 behavior() 

EA and OI Initial Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

Low Below Below Below Below Below Below 

1 Finding .529 .692 .632 .581 .571 .537 

5 Findings .859 .995 .979 .938 .938 .859 

 

 

 

In looking at the differences in the posterior probabilities from the initial case, which is 

identical to the performance CPT, Case 1 and Case 2 seem too influential. For one 

finding, the posteriors move from .529 to .692 and .632, and for 5 findings from .859 to 

.995 and .979. Case 5 is not significantly different enough for consideration. I deemed 

Case 3 and Case 4 as reasonable. Now, considering conflicting information among 

performance measures and EA and OI artifacts, we get the results shown in Table 38. 

 

 

 

Table 38 Combination of Performance Measure and Artifact Findings 

Conflict 1:   5 Findings behavior() 

Case EA and OI artifacts Performance  Exceed Attain Below 

Initial 2 Low 3 Higher  .221 .636 .143 

1 2 Low 3 Higher  .155 .445 .400 

2 2 Low 3 Higher  .115 .588 .297 

3 2 Low 3 Higher  .086 .690 .224 

4 2 Low 3 Higher  .274 .548 .178 

5 2 Low 3 Higher  .066 .762 .172 

Conflict 2:   5 Findings    

Initial 2 High 3 Lower .027 .581 .392 
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Conflict 1:   5 Findings behavior() 

Case EA and OI artifacts Performance  Exceed Attain Below 

1 2 High 3 Lower .010 .894 .096 

2 2 High 3 Lower .014 .844 .142 

3 2 High 3 Lower .022 .752 .226 

4 2 High 3 Lower .016 .758 .226 

5 2 High 3 Lower .038 .574 .388 

 

 

 

Conflict 1 is of two EA and OI artifact findings of Low and 3 performance entity findings 

of Higher. Conflict 2 consists of two EA and OI Artifacts with findings of High and 3 

performance entities with findings of Lower. Under Conflict 1, the research again 

indicates Case 1 has too strong an influence moving Below from the Initial case of .143 

to .400 with Exceed showing a moderate movement from .221 to .155. Case 5 for Below 

does not discriminate enough (.172) from the initial case (.143), while Case 5 shows a 

significant change for Exceed from .221 to .066 shifting the influence to Within at .762 

and so I rejected it. Cases 2, 3, and 4 remain candidates.  

Under Conflict 2, Case 1 drops Below from the Initial case of .392 all the way to .096 

and shows a significant change of Exceed from .027 to .010 moving the influence to 

Attain at .894. In Case 5 there is not significant change in Below (.388) while the 

posterior for Exceed changes upward from .027 to .038 but the change is not significant 

enough. Case 2, 3, and 4 again seem reasonable. 
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The next step is to observe the full posteriors effect on Exceed resulting from 5 EA and 

OI findings using Cases 2, 3, and 4, as well as understand the resulting ratios. Using the 

three candidate CPT 

            

and using for the behavior entity node we see the results in Table 39. 

 

 

 

Table 39 Behavior Entity Root Node Posterior Probabilities  

 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

5 EA and OI 

Artifact 
E A B Ratio E A B Ratio E A B Ratio 

All High .603 .397 .000  .864 .135 .001  .719 .280 .001  

4 High, 1 Low .201 .794 .005  .386 .603 .011  .378 .612 .010  

3 High 2 Low .038 .905 .057 1.50 .055 .862 .083 1.50 .119 .804 .077 1.54 

All Adequate .184 .617 .199  .184 .617 .199  .184 .617 .199  

2 H, 1 Ade, 2L .024 .806 .170 6.94 .027 .785 .188 6.92 .072 .748 .180 2.29 

2 High,3 Low .005 .634 .361 81.00 .004 .656 .340 81.00 .023 .643 .334 14.58 

1 High, 4 Low .000 .163 .837  .000 .263 .737  .002 .263 .735  

All Low .000 .021 .979  .000 .062 .938  .000 .062 .938  

 

 

 

The ratios are Exceed to Belo, because we are concerned with the influence on Below. 

The ratios are calculated by multiplying the related CPT ratios. For example, in the Case 
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3 situation for 2H, 1 Ade, 2L = ((6 x 6 x 1.3 x (1/9) x (1/9))*.25 = .1444 the inverse of 

which is 6.92. A common situation might be 5 performance measures with two artifacts 

determining the probability of behavior attainment. Based on my experience the artifacts 

need to be influential against performance measures. I determined that Case 4 is not 

strong enough so I eliminated Case 4.  

In modeling this specific situation and looking at Cases 2 and 3 only as shown in Table 

40. 

 

 

 

Table 40 Behavior Entity Root Node Probabilities – 7 findings 

 7 Findings each Root Node 

Case  EA and OI artifact Performance Measure H W L 

2 2 Low 5 Within .007 .378 .615 

3 2 Low 5 Within .006 .487 .507 

 

 

 

Case 2 seems too strong with Case 3 produces a more reasonable result. Thus, the 

following table is the CPT for the EA and OI relations. 
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A.4 Performance Evidence  

I determined, as an initial starting point in argument formulation, that a single CPT is 

usable for the relations between the Performance Entities and Performance Evidence 

entities. Figure 81 shows the LSERA directed relations among the LSERA Performance 

entities and the Performance Evidence entities.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 81 Performance Evidence Relations 

 

 

 

This derivation used the following selected root node CPT and performance CPT tables 

                                            

in answering the questions listed next. I performed additional analyses using different 

combinations of root nodes probabilities and performance tables to confirm 

reasonableness to the answers to these following questions and the final Performance 

Evidence table. This discussion presents my answers to each associated derivation 

question and the resulting change within the Performance Evidence probabilities. 
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Q1: How many independent pieces of evidence are required to achieve a posterior 

probability ≥ 95% for each of the Performance entity states: 1, 2 or 3? 

Answer: 3 pieces of independent evidence. 

 

This answer results in a probability table that can have the following layout. 

 

 

 

Q2: If the Performance state is Higher, Within, or Lower, what is the probability of 

the reported Performance Evidence states of Higher, Within, or Lower? 

Answer: 70%  

I determined this answer by performing the following analysis using the root node and 

performance node tables above and the following three potential cases. 

         Case 1                Case 2               Case 3 

 

These cases result in the diagonal posterior probabilities show in Table 41 using this 

identification.  
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You read Table 41 as follows. For Case1, 1 finding of H (Higher) results in a posterior X 

(Higher) of .792; for 3 findings of H the probability is .999. In addition, for 2 findings of 

W in Case 2 the posterior Y is .988. 

 

 

 

Table 41 Performance Evidence Posteriors 

Performance Measures Case 1: .95 Case 2: .80 Case 3: .70 

rpt-performance( ) 

diagonal probabilities 

H W L H W L H W L 

X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z 

1 finding of H, or W, or L  .792 .976 .961 .456 .912 .805 .329 .858 .706 

          

2 finding of H, or W, or L .993 .999 .999 .870 .988 .971 .696 .966 .981 

          

3 finding of H, or W, or L .999 .999 .999 .982 .998 .996 .914 .992 .981 

 

 

 

Examining this table, I concluded that Case 3 was reasonable. Case 1 exceeds the 

threshold answer of Q1 in two pieces of evidence. In Case 2 the ratios of Exceed to 

Below at 8.0, versus the ratio of 4.7 for Case 3, produced results that, given the above 

tables for root node and Performance, favored Lower too much in conflicting data 

situations. For example, in Case 2 with one Higher and one Lower the posterior 

probabilities for Performance were H= .171, W= .218, L = .611 while the same 

probabilities for Case 3 were H= .288, W= .368, L = .344, a more reasonable results.  

The next question is about the use of the .15 within the Case 3 candidate CPT above. 

Q3: Given the performance probability 

 For Higher is .70, what is the probability it will be reported as Within or Lower? 
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Answer: Within is twice what Lower is; thus Within = .20, Lower is =.10 

 For Within is .70, what is the probability it will be reported as Higher or Lower? 

Answer: Lower is twice what Higher is; thus, Higher = .10 and Lower = .20 

 For Lower is .70, what is the probability it will be reported as Higher or Within? 

Answer:  Within is much greater than; thus Higher = .05, and Within =.25 

 

The following initial table shows these answers to Q3. 

 

At this point, we can model the interaction of this table under the three required pieces of 

evidence condition established from Question 1. Table 42 shows the results. 

 

 

 

Table 42 Performance Posterior Probabilities 

 Performance  

Rpt_Performance  
Higher Within Lower 

H W L H W L H W L 

1 finding of  .475 .404 .121 .038 .792 .170 .027 .313 .660 

2 findings of  .877 .107 .016 .013 .917 .070 .005 .119 .876 

3 findings of  .982 .017 .001 .004 .970 .026 .001 .037 .962 
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For three pieces of evidence, the results comply with the Q1condition, and I determined 

that the table operates reasonable given the root node and performance CPTs. The next 

question relates to the ratios. 

Q4: Do the ratios of Higher to Within, Within to Lower, and Higher to Lower seem 

reasonable for each state of rpt_performance()? 

Answer:  Yes ,  

 

Although the ratio of Higher to Lower under the Rpt_Performane of Higher at 14 seems 

large, I examined this under the next question which deals with conflicting information 

situations. 

 
 

Q5: For conflicting information, do you want the affects to favor Higher, Lower, or 

approximately balance?  

Answer: Favor Lower 

 

Table 43 shows the results for seven cases of conflicting evidence with the 3 cases of 

corroborative results for reference. The Table 43 columns under Question 4 CPT are the 

performance posterior probabilities using the above conditional probability table. The 

Final CPT is the results using the adjustments from the analysis here. 
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Table 43 Rpt_Performance Conflicting Data Situations 

  Question 4 CPT Final CPT 

Case  Rpt-performance H W L H W L 

1 All Higher .982 .017 .001 .982 .017 .001 

2 2 Higher 1 Within .691 .293 .016 .694 .295 .011 

3 1 Higher 2 Within .085 .881 .034 .085 .886 .029 

4 All Within .004 .970 .026 .004 .966 .030 

5 2 Higher 1 Lower .730 .177 .093 .755 .183 .062 

6 1 H, 1 W, 1L .109 .648 .243 .114 .675 .211 

7 2 Within 1 Lower .005 .784 .211 .005 .771 .224 

8 1 Higher 2 Lower .059 .201 .740 .069 .236 .695 

9 1 Within 2 Lower .003 .274 .723 .003 .267 .730 

10 All Lower .008 .030 .962 .001 .037 .962 

 

 

 

The research observes that Case 3 shows a Lower probability that is greater than the 

lower probability in Case 4, situation a similar to that occurs for Case 8 and Case 9. The 

Higher to Lower ratio of 14 (.70 / .05) is causing this situation. If the .05 is adjusted to 

.04, with a corresponding increase in the Within from .25 to .26, the interaction produces 

reasonable results, as shown in the Final CPT columns in Table 43. Thus, the final table 

for performance evidence is. 
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A.5 EA and OI Artifacts Evidence  

I determined, as an initial starting point in argument formulation, that a single CPT is 

usable for the relations between the EA and OI Artifact entities and the EA and OI 

Artifacts Evidence entities. Figure 82 shows the LSERA directed relations among the 

LSERA Performance entities and the Performance Evidence entities.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 82 EA and OI Artifacts Evidence Relations 

 

 

 

I derived the initial table for this relation by first answering the derivation questions 

associated with these relations and by next examining the resulting interactions of this 

table with the EA and OI artifact table. I did analyses using different combinations of EA 

and OI artifact table configurations to confirm reasonableness to the answers to the 

derivation questions and the final EA and OI Artifact Evidence table configuration. The 

following presents my answers to each associated derivation question and the resulting 

probability table. 

Q1: How many independent pieces of evidence are required to achieve a posterior 

probability ≥ 90% for each of the EA and OI artifact quality() states: 1, 2 or 3? 

Answer: 1 piece of evidence. 
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This answer results in a probability table that can have the following layout. 

 

  

 

Q2: If the EA and OI Artifact state is High, Adequate, or Low, what is the 

probability of the EA and OI Artifact Evidence states of High, Adequate, or Low? 

Answer: 95% 

 

 

This answer reflects the argument authors’ understanding that the particular enterprise 

architecture artifact or other information artifact is important to the development team 

and that the development team will manage the quality of the information artifacts to the 

established standards producing either a High quality or an Adequate quality artifact in 

correspondence with the particular project’s need. In addition, if the artifact is 

unimportant, then the artifact will most likely have Low quality.  

Q3: Given that the EA or OI artifact likelihood 

 For High is 95%, what is the probability it will be reported for Adequate or Low? 

Answer: Favor Adequate so the resulting probabilities are 4% and 1% 

 For Adequate is 95%, what is the probability it will be reported for High or Low? 

Answer: Favor Low, so the resulting probabilities are 1% and 4% respectively  

 For Low is 95%, what is the probability it will be reported for High or Adequate? 

Answer:  Favor Adequate, so the resulting probabilities are 1% and 4% 

respectively 
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The following initial CPT shows my answers to Q1 - Q3. 

 

 

At this point, we can model the interaction of the table under the single piece of evidence 

condition established by Question 1. Table 44 shows the resulting posterior probabilities 

for the EA and OI artifact. 

 

 

 

Table 44 EA and OI Artifact Posterior Probabilities 

 EA and OI Artifact 

rpt-quality( ) High Adequate Low 

High .931 .045 .024 

Adequate .009 .969 .022 

Low .004 .071 .925 

 

 

 

By examining this table, I concluded that the table is reasonable. Further analysis is not 

required since, as an initial starting position, we are accepting a single piece of evidence. 

A.6 Mission Results to EA and OI Artifacts  

I determined, as an initial starting point in argument formulation, that a single CPT is 

usable for the relations between the Mission and Customer Results entities and the EA 
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and OI Artifacts entities. Figure 83 shows the LSERA directed relations among the 

entities.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 83 Mission Results to EA and OI Artifacts Relations 

 

 

 

The Mission Results and the Customer Results as performance measures can have direct 

performance measure evidence but, in addition, Enterprise Architecture and Other 

Information artifacts can be used as evidence for Mission Results and the Customer 

Results. The EA and OI entities are different from performance measures in that, quality 

of the content, rather than accuracy of measurement, is graded. Therefore, I abstracted 

this relation into a different probability table.  

The fundamental issue for the derivation of this relation probability table is the difference 

in influence of EA and OI artifacts to performance measure evidence in determining the 

probability of Mission or Customer Result attainment. Thus, the initial diagonal 

probabilities may need to be more or less than the Performance Evidence CPT shown 

here. 
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I derived the initial table for this Results-to-EA-and-OI-Artifacts relation by first 

answering the derivation questions associated with this MFrag and by next examining the 

resulting interactions of this table with the Mission Results and Customer Results table, 

which is the performance entity table shown here. 

 

I analyzed different combinations of Mission Results and Customer Results artifact table 

configurations to confirm the reasonableness of the answers to the questions below and 

the final Mission Results and Customer Results table. The following presents my answer 

to each associated derivation question and the resulting probability table. 

Q1: How many independent pieces of EA or OI artifacts are required to achieve a 

posterior probability ≥ 90% for each of the Mission Result and Customer Result 

performance() states: 1, 2 or 3? 

Answer: 3 pieces of evidence. 

 

This answer results in a probability table that can have the following layout. 
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Given the fundamental issue of the difference in influence of EA and OI artifacts from 

the performance measure evidence influence in determining Mission or Customer Results 

attainment, the next question is 

Q2: Should the influence of EA and OI artifacts be stronger or weaker than the 

performance measure evidence? 

Answer: Weaker 

I concluded that direct measurement evidence is more indicative of performance 

attainment than the quality of supporting information. For example, a customer 

satisfaction survey (direct measurement) is more indicative of performance attainment 

than a good standard for conducting the survey (Other Information artifact).  

The next question relates to the initial relationship of the off diagonal probabilities. 

Q3: Given the performance  

 Is Higher, what is the approximate influence between Adequate and Low? 

Answer: It favors Adequate over Low. 

 Is Within, what is the approximate influence for High and Low? 

Answer: It favors Low over High. 

 Is Lower, what is the approximate influence for High and Adequate? 

Answer:  It favors Adequate significantly more than High. 

The answers to these three questions and the performance evidence CPT suggest the 

following CPT as a starting point.  
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If the diagonal probabilities are above .70, then they will have a stronger, not weaker, 

influence than the direct performance evidence.  

Q4: Do the ratios of Higher to Within, Within to Lowe, and Higher to Lower seem 

reasonable for each state of quality? 

Answer:  Yes as shown in the following table  

 

Q5: For conflicting information, do you want the effects to favor Higher, Lower, or 

approximately balance? 

Answer: it should favor Lower 

 

Given the above initial table, two conflicting evidence situations need review. These are 

Conflict 1 - conflicts among EA and OI evidence, and Conflict 2: conflicts among the EA 

and OI artifact and direct Performance Measure Evidence Finding. 

Table 45 shows the first conflict evidence results, with corroborative results shown for 

reference. EA and OI table columns show the results given the above table under Q4. The 

EA and OI Final Table shows the results after adjustments to the initial table for the 

unreasonable results shown in red under the EA and OI Table L column. 
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Table 45 Conflicts between EA and OI Evidence 

  Q4 EA and OI Table Final EA and OI Table 

 3 EA and OI 

Findings of 

MR or CR  MR or CR 

Case  Higher Within Lower Higher Within Lower 

1 All High .922 .068 .010 .930 .068 .002 

2 2 High 1 Adequate .470 .488 .042 .484 .503 .013 

3 1 High 2 Adequate .061 .895 .044 .062 .906 .032 

4 All Adequate .005 .968 .027 .005 .949 .046 

5 2 High 1 Low .577 .246 .177 .665 .283 .052 

6 1 H, 1 A, 1L .105 .632 .263 .118 .706 .176 

7 2 Adequate 1 Low .009 .799 .192 .009 .736 .255 

8 1 High 2 Low .082 .203 .715 .128 .316 .556 

9 1 Adequate 2 Low .009 .327 .664 .009 .288 .703 

10 All Low .004 .055 .941 .004 .055 .941 

 

 

 

I observed that Case 3 shows a Lower probability of .044 that is greater than the Case 4 

Lower probability of .027. A similar result holds for Cases 6 and 7 and Cases 8 and 9. 

After a review of the ratios and analysis of several alternatives, I determined that a simple 

adjustment of Lower/High probability from .10 to .05 with a corresponding increase in 

the Lower / Adequate of .25 to .30 produced the reasonable results shown in the Final EA 

and OI Table columns in Table 45. The current table is below. 

 

The second conflict analysis is Conflict 2 that shows the results for various cases of EA 

and OI artifact findings in conflict with Performance Measure findings. Table 46 shows 
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the relative influence of these two kinds of findings. The Performance Measure evidence 

CPT used was 

 

Table 46 shows the analysis for 3 performance measure evidence findings and 3 EA and 

OI Artifacts. The top half of Table 46 compares the respective effects of EA and OI 

artifacts or performance evidence acting alone. For example, if only 3 EA artifacts had 

findings of High, then the posterior probability for Higher would be .930. If there were 

only three performance findings of Higher, the posterior probability would have a Higher 

of .982. The first six rows of Table 46 shows that the performance measure posteriors are 

more than their corresponding EA and OI artifact posteriors for High /Higher, 

Adequate/Within, and Low/Lower. This indicates that the performance findings have the 

greater influence that EA and OI Artifact findings. 

 

 

 

Table 46 EA and OI Artifact versus Performance Measure influences 

 EA and OI 

Artifact 

Evidence 

Performance Measure  

Evidence 

Mission or Customer Result 

Case Higher Within Lower 

 3 High ----- .930 .068 .002 

 ----- 3 Higher .982 .017 .001 

 3 Adequate ----- .005 .949 .046 

 ----- 3 Within .004 .971 .025 
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 EA and OI 

Artifact 

Evidence 

Performance Measure  

Evidence 

Mission or Customer Result 

Case Higher Within Lower 

 3 Low ----- .004 .055 .941 

 ----- 3 Lower .001 .044 .955 

      

1 3 High 3 Lower .486 .287 .227 

2 3 Low 3 Higher .920 .038 .042 

3 3 High 3 Within .240 .759 .001 

4 3 Adequate 3 Higher .624 .375 .001 

5 3 Adequate 3 Lower .000 .322 .678 

6 3 Low 3 Within .001 .532 .468 

 

 

 

Now looking at that the conflicting interaction in the lower half of Table 46, we again see 

that the direct performance measure evidence has a stronger influence over the EA and 

OI artifacts. Given that direct performance measurement evidence should be more 

indicative of performance attainment than the quality of supporting information, I 

concluded that, as an initial starting point for the interaction of these kinds of data 

artifacts is reasonable. Therefore, the final conditional probability table is as the final EA 

and OI artifact table reproduced here. 
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A.7 Behavioral Entity Likelihoods 

I determined, as an initial starting point in argument formulation, that a single CPT is 

usable for the relations among the behavioral entities and performance entities. Figure 84 

shows the LSERA directed relations among the LSERA Behavior entities, namely, 

Technology Initiative Aspect (TIA), Technology Initiative (TI), Subprocess & Activity 

(PAS), Processes & Activities (PA), and Mission Service (MS). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 84 Behavior Entity Relations 

 

 

 

I derived the CPT for these relations by constructing a starting CPT from root node 

posterior probabilities. I then examined the resulting interactions of this starting table 

with the Performance probability table using different combinations of Behavior Entity 

table configurations. I next determined a combination rule to express the combined 

influence of multiple Behavioral entity parents. Finally, I derived a special combination 

table to handle the combined situation of a subprocess and technology initiative entity on 

a Process & Activity entity. The following sections present each of these research results. 
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A.7.1 Single Behavior Parent Influence 

As a starting point for the derivation of the behavior entity table, I considered the 

situation where the parent node is a root node with CPT, 

 

and there are 5 performance measures all with findings of Within as shown in Figure 85. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 85 Root node with Performance measures findings 

 

 

 

Now rounding these root node posteriors slightly for the behavior entity table, set them as 

the parent Attain row within the conditional probability table as shown here with P-

behavior() and C-behavior() representing the parent and child behaviors respectively. 
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This represents a similar belief in the attainment of C-behavior as in the parent root node 

that there is a 20% chance of being Below and 80% chance (.60 +.20) of not being Below, 

given the parent node is in state Attain. To complete the other rows in this starting table I 

assumed the following. 

 If parent behavior is Exceeds then child behavior will Exceed with a 60% probability 

with Attain being favored over Below 

 If parent behavior is Below then child behavior will be Below with a 60% probability 

with Attain being strongly favored over Exceed. 

One possible table resulting from these assumptions is the following 

 

Using this table, the initial posterior probabilities for a single parent, with no other 

influences, produces the following result.  

 

Thus, if a single key aspect of the technology is attaining its behavior, then there is a 75% 

probability of the technology being successful that is Attaining or Exceeding its behavior. 

I decided the above table to be a reasonable starting point for the derivation process. The 

next step is examining the results given direct evidence on the behavior entity. 

Technology Initiative Aspect

Exceed
Attain
Below

   0
 100
   0

Technology Initiative

Exceed
Attain
Below

15.0
60.0
25.0
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A.7.2 Single Behavior Parent Influence with Evidence Findings 

As an initial situation, I considered a single root node influencing a single behavior entity 

that had associated with it 5 performance entities, each with three evidence findings. 

Figure 86 shows the situation for this examination. The top nodes in beige are behavior 

entities. The green nodes are five performance measures each, with three pieces of 

evidence (gray nodes) with evidence findings of Within. Enterprise Architecture or Other 

Information Architecture artifacts also could be included in the situation, but the resulting 

change in posterior probabilities is not significant for this analysis. Therefore, for 

simplicity I only consider the effects of five performance measures. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 86 Behavior Entity Argument 
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Starting with the root node of  and with the following conditional 

probability tables for the behavior node, the performance measure, and performance 

measure evidence, 

                            Behavior                     Performance                    Evidence 

 

Table 47 shows the results for combinations of corroborative and conflicting evidence. 

 

 

 

Table 47 Corroborative and Conflicting Evidence 

Behavior Entity 

finding of 

5 Performance 

Measures each with 3  

Evidence Findings of 

Technology Initiative 

Exceed Attain Below 

Exceed Higher .995 .004 .001 

 Within .727 .216 .057 

 Lower .003 .195 .802 

     

Attain Higher .958 .041 .001 

 Within .229 .651 .120 

 Lower .001 .259 .740 

     

Below Higher .926 .070 .004 

 Within .101 .511 .386 

 Lower .001 .078 .921 
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The results in Table 47 show that the candidate Behavior CPT produces two unacceptable 

results.  First, there is an anomalous result that having the Behavior of Attain and the 

evidence all Lower produces a value for Below of .740, which is better than for finding of  

Exceed and all Lower, where the result is .802. Second, the Below probability for the case 

of Behaviors of Below when all the evidence is Within is just .386. I deem this result too 

low and indicative that the table was favoring the direct evidence too much over the 

causal influence of the parent Behavior entity.  

I made the following two adjustments to the candidate CPT to correct for these results.  

 Step 1 - increase Below/ Below to .70, reducing Below / Attain from .35 to .25, 

and increase Exceed / Exceed to .70, reducing Exceed / Below from .15 to .05.  

 

The CPT is now 

 

Using this CPT in the situation in Figure 86 produces the results shown in Table 48 under 

Step 1 results. 
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Table 48 Behavioral CPT Derivation Step 1 and Step 2 adjustments 

  Child Entity Behavior 

  Initial Result Step 1 Results  

Parent 

Behavior 

5 Evidence 

Findings 
E A B E A B 

Exceed All Higher .995 .004 .001 .996 .004 .000 

 All W .727 .216 .057 .783 .199 .018 

 All L .003 .195 .802 .008 .419 .573 

Attain All Higher .958 .041 .001 .958 .041 .001 

 All Within .229 .651 .120 .228 .652 .120 

 All Lower .001 .259 .740 .001 .259 .740 

Below All Higher .926 .070 .004 .945 .050 .005 

 All Within .101 .511 .386 .112 .398 .490 

 All Lower .001 .078 .921 .000 .050 .950 

 

 

 

I decided these results were reasonable. However, the situation modeled shows that the 

argument authors are asserting with certainty the parent behavior, that is, without any 

evidence inference about the parent behavior. I next examined the situation with evidence 

on the parent as shown in Figure 87 
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Figure 87 Parent Behavior with Evidence Findings 

 

 

 

Table 49 Step 1 with Evd columns shows the results with the application of five 

performance measures on both the child and the parent nodes with three evidence 

findings for each performance measure. 
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Table 49 Behavioral results for Step 1 with Evidence findings 

  Child Entity Behavior Results 

Parent Child Step 1 with Evd Step 2 with Evd  

5 PM Evidence 

Findings 

5 PM Evidence 

Findings 
E A B E A B 

All Higher All Higher .996 .004 .000 .996 .004 .000 

 All Within .762 .217 .021 .758 .221 .021 

 All Lower .006 .388 .606 .007 .402 .591 

All Within All Higher .978 .021 .001 .971 .028 .001 

 All Within .353 .513 .134 .295 .564 .141 

 All Lower .000 .198 .802 .001 .204 .795 

All Lower All Higher .948 .048 .004 .947 .048 .005 

 All Within .130 .436 .434 .125 .425 .450 

 All Lower .000 .050 .950 .000 .057 .943 

 

 

 

I decided that the Step 1 Result with Evd for the case where the parent behavior evidence 

is Within and all the performance measures of the child are Within is too low at .513. 

Also, the conditional probability table shows that the parent entity behaviors Exceed and 

Below have the same influence on the child entity Attain, namely .25. This is not correct 

so I adjusted the table as follows 

 Step 2, - increase Attain / Attain to .70, reducing Attain / Exceed to .10, and Attain 

to Below to .20. Increase Below / Below to .75, reducing Below / Attain to .20 

This produces the following CPT 
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Table 49 under the Step 2 columns shows the results of this adjustment. The All Within / 

All Within probability for Attain is now .564, and I decided that the slight changes in the 

other probabilities were reasonable. These results suggest the table above is reasonable 

for the situation described and as a starting point for the Behavior Entity table. The next 

section examines the influence of more than one parent.  

A.7.3 LSERA Combination Rule 

I examine the combination rule in the next three subsections. The first subsection presents 

additional information on the structure and derivation of the LSERA combination rule 

that Section 3.3.2 Combination Rule describes. The following subsection examines the 

combination rule within situations of various evidence findings. The last subsection 

derives a specific Process and Technology CPT and examines the combination rule 

within a specific situation that uses this CPT. 

Within an LSERA argument, four situations require combining the influences of multiple 

behavioral entities. There are multiple Technology Initiative Aspects to a Technology 

Initiative, multiple Technology Initiative Aspects to a Subprocess, multiple Technology 

Initiatives to a single Process & Activity, and multiple Subprocesses to a Process & 

Activity. Each of these situations is identical within LSERA, and the Behavioral CPT 
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supports them. Figure 88 is an example of the first type. The question is how to model the 

combined influences of the Technology Initiative Aspects (TIAs) on the Technology 

Initiative (TI) given the MFrags. One method is to model each situation and then derive a 

specific CPT for each situation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 88 Multiple Behavior Entity Parents 

 

 

 

This is very difficult beyond the simplest situation. For example, the Technology 

Initiative CPT in Figure 88 would require the expression of 729 probabilities.  

Another approach is to employ Independence of Causal Influence (ICI) techniques. 

However, within general LSERA situations, my research indicates that the argument 

authors generally do not know the interactions of the parent’s influences on the behavior 

of the child. Thus, the argument authors cannot say that the parent’s influences are 

independent. As a result, ICI methods, while possibly applicable in a specific situation, 

are not applicable in general as a default combination rule.  
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I examined a combination rule implemented within the Quiddity Software referred to as 

the multiplexer rule and based on Boutilier [Bout96]. Given the limited understanding of 

influence combinations related to an LSERA argument, I examined this rule in many 

scenarios using the implementation within the Quiddity software from OnLine Star 

(OLS), Inc. I determined that this multiplexer rule seems reasonable as a default 

combination rule, and it is the basis of the LSERA combination rule. 

The LSERA combination rule has the following conditions: 

 Each parent entity PE1 may be affecting the influence of another parent entity PE2, 

and possibly the reverse, but the argument authors do not know in what manner they 

influence each other. 

 The argument authors assert that the total influence on the child entity probably 

comes from a combination of the parent entities, so they assign a probability of 

influence of each of the parent entities on the child entity. The probabilities must sum 

to one. 

 The total influence of all the parent entities is not synergistic; that is, it is not the sum 

of the entities, nor is it detrimental, such as possibly cancelling each other out. 

For simplicity in describing the LSERA combination rule, consider the case of just a two-

parent node case, as shown in Figure 89. 
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Figure 89 Example of LSERA Combination Situation 

 

 

 

The rule uses the LSERA Root Node CPT for TIA1 and TIA2, with states Exceed, Attain, 

or Below. 

 

The following outlines the LSERA combination rule.  

1. Add an influence node to the parent node set that has one state representing each 

of the parent nodes. 

2. Set the influence node state prior probabilities to represent the argument author’s 

belief of the relative contribution of each parent’s influence in determining the 

child state probabilities. (LSERA defaults to a uniform distribution.) 

Given the example above, Figure 90 would be the current state of the network 

 

 

 

 

Figure 90 Combination Rule Example 
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The next step is to generate the CPT for the Technology Initiative node. The LSERA 

method uses the following steps to derive the Technology Initiative node CPT.  

3. Use the Technology Initiative MFrag local distribution for each parent k, in this 

case TIA1 and TIA2. The CPT table shown here represents the influence between 

TIA1 and TI as well as TIA2 and TI.  

 

4. Establish the child node states as the combination of the states of the parents and 

the influence node. 

5. To establish the child probabilities, given n parents, for each parent k, select all the 

CPT rows related to parent k. For state Si of parent k, set the corresponding rows 

and all combinations of the other parents as the probabilities of the k state 

probabilities. Repeat for each parent and each parent state. 

For the example above, within the Technology Influence CPT, select all rows with TIA1, 

then for TIA1 = Exceed and all states of TIA2 set fill in the probabilities for TIA1=Exceed. 

Similarly do this for the TIA1 states Attain and Below. Figure 91 show the rows within 

the Technology Influence CPT result. 

 

Figure 91 Combination Rule Example CPT 
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Now repeat step 5 for TIA2. This gives the rows shown in Figure 92. Note that the order 

of the columns within the table has changed to show the rule action. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 92 Combination Rule example Step 5 

 

 

 

Joining the two sets of rows, the CPT shown in Figure 93 is the result for the Technology 

Initiative node. 
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Figure 93 Combination Rule Example Complete CPT 

 

 

 

Now using this CPT, and applying the parent nodes, the network in Figure 94 results. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 94 Combination Rule Example Results 

Technology Initiative

Exceed
Attain
Below

14.0
45.5
40.5

Tech Initiative Aspect 1

Exceed
Attain
Below

10.0
50.0
40.0

Tech Initiative Aspect 2

Exceed
Attain
Below

10.0
50.0
40.0

TI.Influence

TIA1
TIA2

50.0
50.0
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We can calculate these posterior probabilities through the calculations shown in Figure 

95. First, calculate the joint probabilities as shown in the following spreadsheet. (E is 

Exceeds, A is Attains, B is Below, 1E represents TIA1 = Exceed, and 1A represents TIA1 

= Attain, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 95 Example Probability Calculations 

 

 

 

Now summing across the joint probabilities for the marginal probabilities for each state 

of TI, the following results are  

P(TI=E| TIF, TIA1, TIA2) =  

∑ P(TI=E, TIF, TIA1, TIA2) = (.035+.025+.010+.035+.025+.01) = .140  

and in a similar fashion P(TI=A| TIF, TAI1, TAI2) =.455 and P(TI=A| TIF, TAI1, TAI2) 

= .405. 
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The next step is to examine this combination rule under various situations of 

corroborative and conflicting findings. I used the network in Figure 96 for this 

examination. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 96 Combination Rule under Multiple Parents 

 

 

 

Table 50 shows the resulting probabilities using the uniform distribution of 20% for each 

parent node for various combinations of findings. 
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Table 50 Combination rule results 

  C Behavior() 

Case  P Behavior() E A B 

1 All Exceed .700 .250 .050 

2 3 Exceed, 2 Attain .460 .430 .110 

3 2 Exceed, 3 Attain .340 .520 .140 

4 All Attain .100 .700 .200 

5 1 E, 3 A, 1 B .210 .510 .280 

6 3 Exceed 2 Below .440 .230 .330 

7 1 E, 2 A, 2 B .200 .410 .390 

8 2 Attain, 3 Below .070 .400 .530 

9 1 Attain 4 Below .060 .300 .640 

10 All Below .050 .200 .750 

 

 

 

For multiple Technical Initiative Aspects to a Technology Initiative (without evidence on 

the nodes), I determined that these results are reasonable. Given the abstraction of the 

MFrag, the results are reasonable for the other three relations stated above. Next, I 

examine what happens with this behavioral CPT and combination rule when there are 

evidence influences. 

A.7.4 Multiple Behavior Parent Combined Influence with Evidence 

Two situations within LSERA require multiple relations among behavioral entities. The 

first situation, discussed here, is multiple single-type behavior entities to a single 

behavior entity, for example, multiple Technology Initiative Aspects to a single 

Technology Initiative. The second situation, discussed in A.7.5, is multiple different-type 
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behavior entities on a single behavior entity, for example, multiple Subprocess & 

Activities and multiple Technology Initiatives to a single Processes & Activities.  

Figure 97 shows an example of the first situation. Each of the TIAs now has five 

performance measures, each with three pieces of evidence. What I am examining is the 

relation between the behavior influences on the child, versus direct performance evidence 

influence on the child given the current Behavioral CPT. Table 51 presents the results of 

modeling various conflicting evidence situations. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 97 Behavioral Entities with Evidence 
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Table 51 Multiple Parent, Same Evidence with Different Child Evidence 

 Child Entity Behavior Results 

Child 

Multiple Parents 

All evidence of  

Higher 

Multiple Parents 

All evidence of 

Within 

Multiple Parents 

All evidence of 

Lower 

5 PM Evidence 

Findings 
E A B E A B E A B 

All Higher .996 .004 .000 .971 .028 .001 .947 .049 .004 

All W .758 .221 .021 .295 .564 .141 .125 .425 .450 

All L .007 .402 .591 .001 .204 .795 .000 .057 .943 

 

 

 

The results in Table 51 are identical to the results in Table 49, Step 2 With Evd column 

reproduced below as Table 52. This is because all of the root node behavior entity prior 

probabilities (the TIAs) are the same, and the combination rule is that the total influence 

of the four TIAs is a percentage of the influence of each of the TIAs, as indicated in the 

influence node TI_Influence. 

 

 

 

Table 52 Single node with different Child Evidence 

 Child Entity Behavior Results 

Child 

Single Parents 

All evidence of  

Higher 

Single Parents 

All evidence of  

Attain 

Single Parents 

All evidence of  

Lower 

5 PM Evidence 

Findings 
E A B E A B E A B 

All Higher .996 .004 .000 .971 .028 .001 .947 .048 .005 

All W .758 .221 .021 .295 .564 .141 .125 .425 .450 

All L .007 .402 .591 .001 .204 .795 .000 .057 .943 
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The next examination looks at situations of conflicting evidence situations. Table 53 

presents results for three situations with conflicting parent evidence findings. 

 

 

 

Table 53 Conflicting Parent Evidence with Different Child Evidence 

 Child Entity Behavior Results 

Child 
2 Parents Evd of Higher 

2 Parents Evd of Lower 

1 Parents Evd of Higher 

2 Parents Evd of Within 

1 Parents Evd of Lower 

1 Parents Evd of Higher 

3 Parents Evd of Lower 

5 PM Evidence 

Findings 
E A B E A B E A B 

All Higher .992 .008 .000 .984 .015 .001 .985 .014 .001 

All W .540 .291 .169 .420 .425 .155 .370 .346 .284 

All L .001 .100 .899 .000 .150 .850 .000 .073 .927 

 

 

 

Given the combination rule and this Behavior entity CPT         

I make the following observations. 

 With TI evidence of all Within but the TIA evidence of all Lower, there is a .450 

probability of the Technology Initiative being Below the desired behavior (see Table 

51) 

 With the TI evidence of all Within and the TIA evidence of all Within, there is a 

.141 probability of being Below the desired behavior (see Table 51). Even if the TIA 

evidence finding is mixed, the probability is .155 (see Table 53) 
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I deem these results reasonable as an initial starting point for an LSERA argument. 

I next considered the conflicting evidence results between parent evidence findings and 

child direct evidence findings and I make the following observations. 

 If all child evidence is Lower and the parent behavior evidence is Higher, there is a 

.591 probability of being Below the desired behavior (see Table 51). 

 If all child evidence is Higher and the parent behavior evidence are all Lower there 

is a .947 probability of Exceeding the desired Behavior (see Table 51) 

 In the cases of mixed parent evidence, each of the conflicting situations are similar 

(See Table 53). 

Thus, direct child evidence has a stronger influence than the behavior evidence findings. 

This result is reasonable within an LSERA type argument. The child performance 

measures generally will be key performance measures meaning (as defined by OMB and 

DOD) that if they are not met, then the program cannot succeed. I concluded that the 

LSERA combination rule operates as an acceptable general combination rule and the 

initial Behavioral Entity CPT is this table. 
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A.7.5 Process and Activities MFrag CPT 

This section presents the situation of the influence of multiple Subprocess & Activities 

and multiple Technology Initiatives to a single Process & Activity. Figure 98 shows the 

Process & Activity MFrag as well as a simple example involving a single Subprocess & 

Activity and a single Technology Initiative to a Process & Activity. Figure 98 also shows 

a Technology Initiative Aspect (TIA) that influences both the Technology Initiative (TI) 

and the Subprocess & Activity (SPA). The addition of the TIA allows it to act as the root 

node with the conditional probability tables defined in the previous sections within both 

the TI and SPA nodes. 

 

 

 

         

Figure 98 Processes & Activities Probability Example 

 

 

 

The resulting Process & Activities Entity has a conditional probability table that has 9 

rows and 27 probabilities, as shown in Table 54. 
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Table 54 Process & Activities CPT Structure 

 1 to N 

Technology 

Initiative 

1 to N 

Sub Process  

Process & Activities 

behavior() 

Row behavior() behavior() E A B 

1 Exceed Exceed    

2  Attain    

3  Below    

4 Attain Exceed    

5  Attain    

6  Below    

7 Below Exceed    

8  Attain    

9  All Below    

 

 

 

The research employed the following questions for the derivation of the probabilities.  

Q1: What should the probabilities be for all corroborative evidence situations? 

Ans: For Exceed / Exceed, use the probabilities for Exceed from the behavior CPT 

For Attain / Attain, use the probabilities for Attain from the behavior CPT 

For Below / Below, use the probabilities for Below from the behavior CPT 

Table 55 shows the partial CPT resulting from answers to this question.  

 

 

 

Table 55 Partial Process & Activities CPT 

 1 to N 

Technology 

Initiative 

1 to N 

Sub Process  

Process & Activities 

behavior() 

Row behavior() behavior() E A B 

1 Exceed Exceed .70 .25 .05 

2  Attain    

3  Below    
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 1 to N 

Technology 

Initiative 

1 to N 

Sub Process  

Process & Activities 

behavior() 

Row behavior() behavior() E A B 

4 Attain Exceed    

5  Attain .10 .70 .20 

6  Below    

7 Below Exceed    

8  Attain    

9  Below .05 .20 .75 

 

 

Q2: Are the influences of Subprocess(SPA) and Technology Initiative (TI) the same 

or different? 

 If the same, then the row TI Exceed / SPA Attain is the same as TI Attain / SPA 

Exceed 

 If not the same, then which has more influence TI or SPA? 

Ans: TI has more influence than SPA. 

 

Q3: Given the following probabilities what are the probabilities for the row Exceed 

/ Attain? 

Exceed Exceed .70 .25 .05 

Exceed Attain    

Attain Attain .10 .70 .20 

 

Ans: The following probabilities 

Exceed Attain .30 .60 .10 

 

Q4 Given the probabilities for the row Exceed / Attain, what are the probabilities for 

Attain / Exceed? 

Ans: The following probabilities 

Attain Exceed .20 .65 .15 

 

Q5 Given the probabilities for the row Exceed / Attain, what are the probabilities for 

Exceed / Below? 

Ans: The following probabilities 
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Exceed Below .20 .50 .30 

 

Q6 Given the probabilities for the row Exceed / Below, what are the probabilities for 

Below / Exceed? 

Ans: The following probabilities 

Below Exceed .10 .40 .50 

 

Q7 Given the probabilities for the row Exceed / Below, what are the probabilities for 

Attain / Below? 

Ans: The following probabilities 

Attain Below .15 .45 .40 

 

Q8 Given the probabilities for the row Attain / Below what are the probabilities for 

Below / Attain? 

Ans: The following probabilities 

Below Attain .05 .35 .60 

 

Given these answers, Table 56 shows the resulting conditional probability table. 

 

 

 

Table 56 Process & Activities Complete CPT 

 1 to N 

Technology 

Initiative 

1 to N 

Sub Process  

Process & Activities 

behavior() 

Row behavior() behavior() E A B 

1 Exceed Exceed .70 .25 .05 

2  Attain .30 .60 .10 

3  Below .20 .50 .30 

4 Attain Exceed .20 .65 .15 

5  Attain .10 .70 .20 

6  Below .15 .45 .40 

7 Below Exceed .10 .40 .50 

8  Attain .05 .35 .60 

9  Below .05 .20 .75 
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I now examined the reasonableness of results from situations involving multiple 

combinations of Technology Initiatives and Subprocess Entities, each with conflicting 

findings. Specifically, the research examined the influence of 2 Technology Initiative 

entities and 2 Subprocess entities on the Process & Activities node. Figure 99 shows this 

situation.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 99 Multiple Combinations 

 

 

 

The LSERA combination rule generates the influence of Technology Initiative 

Subprocess pairs. Using the model above and the CPT behavior and root node CPTs, 

Table 57 shows the Process & Activities posterior probabilities for some specific results 

that are indicative and shows that CPT is reasonable. 

 

 

 

ProcAct.Bio Process.link

TechInitX2EBgraphX20sys
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50.0
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ProcAct.Bio Process.link1
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Exceed
Attain
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 100
   0
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Attain
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ProcAct.Bio Process.behv
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Attain
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Attain
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 100
   0
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Attain
Below
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 100
   0
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Exceed
Attain
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18.3
73.2
8.54
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Table 57 Process & Activities Posterior Probabilities 

 2 Technology 

Initiatives 
2 Sub Processes  

Process and Activities 

behavior() 

Case  behavior() behavior() E A B 

1 All Exceed .700 .250 .050 

2 2 Exceed Exceed, Attain .500 .425 .075 

3 Exceed, Attain, Exceed, Attain .320 .555 .125 

4 All Attain .100 .700 .200 

5 Exceed, Attain Attain, Below .188 .563 .250 

6 2 Attain, Exceed, Below .175 .550 .275 

7 Attain, Below Exceed, Attain .112 .525 .363 

8 Attain, Below Exceed, Below .125 .462 .413 

9 Below, Below Exceed, Attain .075 .375 .550 

10 All Below .050 .200 .750 

 

 

 

I next examined the addition of 5 performance measures, on each of the behavior nodes 

except for the root nodes and the Process & Activities nodes. Each performance measure 

had 3 pieces of evidence for 20 findings, with the findings corresponding to the states in 

the Table 57. Figure 100 graphically shows this situation without the evidence. 
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Figure 100 Behavior Combination 

 

 

 

Table 58 shows the Process & Activities posterior probabilities resulting from various 

combinations of evidence findings. 

 

 

 

Table 58 Posterior Probabilities from Combinations of Evidence 

 2 Technology 

Initiatives Evidence  2 Sub Processes Evidence  
Process and Activities 

behavior()  

Case  rpt_performance()  rpt_performance ()  E  A  B  

1  All Higher  .688  .260  .052  

2  2 Higher  Higher, Within  .587  .339 .074 

3  Higher, Within  Higher, Within  .404  .443 .153 

4  All Within  .206  .537  .257  

5  Higher, Within  Within, Lower  .251  .463 .286 

6  2 Within  Higher, Lower  .243  .454 .303 
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 2 Technology 

Initiatives Evidence  2 Sub Processes Evidence  
Process and Activities 

behavior()  

Case  rpt_performance()  rpt_performance ()  E  A  B  

7  Within, Lower  Higher, Within  .213  .439 .348  

8  Within, Lower  Higher, Lower  .194  .386 .420  

9  Below, Below  Exceed, Attain  .094  .405 .501 

10  All Below  .058  .234  .708  

 

 

 

The last situation, I examined involved the effect of adding direct evidence findings of 

five performance measures on the Process and Activities Node. Figure 101 graphically 

shows this situation.  

 

Figure 101 Evidence on Process & Activities Node 

Table 59 shows the results under different conflicting and convergent evidence cases. 
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Table 59 Conflicting and Convergent Evidence Cases 

 
2 TIA and 

2 TI 

Evidence 

2 Sub 

Processes 

Evidence 

Process and Activities behavior() 

Direct evidence all 

Lower 

Direct evidence all 

Within 

Direct evidence all 

Higher 

Case  rpt_p rpt_p E A B E A B E A B 

1 All Higher .007 .407 .586 .777 .205 .018 .996 .004 .000 

2 2 H H, W .005 .408 .587 .740 .239 .021 .995 .005 .000 

3 H, W H, W .002 .314 .684 .513 .429 .058 .986 .014 .000 

4 All Within .001 .260 .739 .342 .560 .098 .973 .027 .000 

5 H, W W, L .001 .248 .751 .379 .523 .098 .977 .023 .000 

6 2 W H, L .001 .194 .805 .383 .492 .125 .979 .021 .000 

7 W, L H, W .000 .132 .868 .344 .468 .189 .977 .022 .000 

8 W, L H, L .000 .111 .889 .333 .446 .221 .977 .022 .001 

9 L, L H, W,  .000 .081 .919 .159 .496 .345 .948 .050 .002 

10 All Lower .000 .040 .960 .122 .354 .524 .948 .046 .006 

 

 

 

This table shows that this conditional probability table acts reasonably and is acceptable 

as a starting point for an LSERA argument. I did not analyze variations of the model in 

Figure 101 to reflect different causal levels among the behavior entities. I considered 

beyond the scope of this research. 
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A.8 Causal Levels CPTs 

Figure 102 shows the LSERA directed relations among the behavioral entities, namely, 

Technology Initiative Aspect (TIA), Technology Initiative (TI), Subprocess & Activity 

(PAS), Process & Activities (PA), and Mission Service (MS).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 102 Causal Behavioral relations 

 

 

 

These behavioral relations are causal. This causality condition does not prevent 

abstraction of a single CPT covering these relations, but it does require a single CPT for 

each causal level.  

Figure 103 is an example that shows the EMTI case study inference model’s causal 

relations, each with a causal level expression. The default causal level for LSERA is 

positive relevance, that is, B is more likely to occur if A occurs than if A does not occur. 

In Figure 103, the EMTI authors have changed some of the default relations to necessary 

or sufficient causal levels.  
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Figure 103 EMTI Case with Suggested Causal Relations 

 

 

 

For example, this model says that the Admittance Subsystem is necessary for the 

Complex Entry Management System to achieve its desired behaviors. This implies that if 

the Admittance Subsystem fails to achieve its behaviors, then the Complex Entry 

Management System cannot achieve its behaviors.  

I made the following general determinations regarding federal program ELoSs for the 

scope of this research: 

 Necessary is more important than sufficient. In order to get a technology initiative 

funded, it must be necessary and, generally be, the primary method to accomplish 

something.  
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 A program should be sufficient but, generally, other means acting in combination 

with the technology initiative are required to accomplish the desired behaviors.  

 Technology Initiative stakeholders would rarely express a position including 

Necessary & Sufficient within the technology initiative causal directed relations.  

Given these determinations, I derived LSERA probabilistic expressions for the positive 

relevance, the necessary, and the sufficiency causal levels but not the necessary and 

sufficient causal level. I also did not derived causal level CPTs for those relations that 

involve the Processes & Activities MFrag. This MFrag has a special CPT of 27 

probabilities derived under the causal condition of positive relevance (see Appendix 

A.7.5). Versions of this CPT for the other causal levels require derivation of other 

situation-specific tables, the derivations of which I decided are beyond the scope of this 

research. Given the three causal levels and the eight relations in Figure 103, 24 scenarios 

are possible without any influence by other evidence within the model. For this research, 

I primarily focused on examining the effects of changing the causal-level behavioral 

entity relations from positive relevance to necessary, or from positive relevance to 

sufficient, leaving the other cause and effect combinations for future research. I did not 

consider the interaction of evidence and causal level influence within the model. There 

are hundreds of potential causal level / evidence influence combinations. The 

examination of these I decided is beyond the scope of this research.  

The Quiddity implementation of LSERA can set all causal relations to a different level of 

causality except for those relations involving the Process & Activities node. The 
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argument authors set the causal level flag within Quiddity, which results in an SSBN 

model using the associated CPT table (See Section E.2.1Function Program).  

The following LSERA causal level CPTs are one approach that reflects an expression of 

the LSERA causal levels. The argument authors should examine their respective ELoS-

specific inference model to confirm that the model reflects their expression of cause and 

effect. The following presents the positive relevance, necessary, and sufficient causal 

level CPTs.  

Positive Relevance 

A general condition for positive relevance is that B is more likely to occur given A than 

not given A. This is shown as P(B|A) > P(B|A
c
), where all involved probabilities are 

greater than 0, that is, P() >0. To understand this relationship in LSERA terms, I defined 

A as the parent “P” Attaining or Exceeding the desired behavior, and A
c
 as being Below 

the desired behavior. I similarly defined B for Child “C”. Figure 104 shows these 

definitions, which is the Behavior CPT derived in section A.7.2 above. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 104 Positive Relevance Conditional Probability Table 
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Using this table, I state the following:  

 P(B
c
|A

c
) = P(C-Below | P-Below) = .75 

 P(B
c
|A) = P(C-Below | P-Attain) + P(C-Below | P-Exceed) = .20 +.05 =.25 

 P(B|A
c
) = 1 -P(B

c
|A

c
) = 1 - .75 = .25 

 P(B|A) = 1- P(B
c
|A) = 1 - .25 = .75 

As summarized in Figure 105. 

 

Figure 105 Positive Relevance Causal Level 

 

 

 

Thus, the LSERA default Behavior CPT meets the positive relevance condition, that is 

P(B|A) > P(B|A
c
) or .75 > .25. 

Necessity 

This level considers an argument author assertion of necessary. For example, technology 

A is necessary to produce the desired effects in process B, and the desired improvements 

in process B will not be possible without technology A. The argument authors recognize 

that there may be other things necessary to generate the desired process behavior in 

addition to the specifically identified technology.  
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The conditions of strict necessity are P(B|A) < 1, P(B|A
c
)  0, P(B

c
|A

c
)  1. In the 

derivation of this table it is important to consider whether the LSERA inference model 

should include the strict necessity condition P(B|A
c
)  0 or, instead, a probability that is 

very near to but not actually zero. Figure 106 shows this situation, which is the positive 

relevance table above with the necessity related probabilities shown as X, Y, Z. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 106 Behavior CPT Necessity Variables 

 

 

 

To determine X, Y, and Z I examined the following question 

Q1: What is the desired result of direct evidence on the child that conflicts with a direct 

assertion on the parent? 

For example, it is 100% certain that a technology initiative aspect will be Below its 

desired behavior. The argument authors assert that the TIA is necessary for the related 

technology initiative to attain its desired behavior. The evidence, however, on the related 

technology initiative shows the technology Initiative will Exceed. 
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Answer 1: If the Parent P(Below) = 1 then the related child must show P(C-Below |P-

Below) = 1 regardless of the direct evidence on the child. Thus X=Y=0 and Z = 1 

This research decided not to use this answer because it hides information (evidence 

findings impacts) that may show that the parent is not strictly necessary.  

Answer 2: If the Parent P(Below) =1, then the P(C-Below | P-Below) < 1, but it is close 

enough to show posterior probabilities that expose the possible lack of necessity. 

To determine X, Y, and Z probabilities, the research conducted various cases of 

conflicting evidence situations. Table 60 summarizes the simple cases of a single parent 

related to a single child where the child has five performance measure direct evidence 

findings of Higher influencing the posterior probabilities. 

 

 

 

Table 60 Necessary Causal Level Results 

Child with 5 

Performance 

Measures of 

Higher 

Child  

Below Conditional 

Probabilities 

 
Resulting Child 

Posteriors 

Case E A B 
 

E A B 

1 0 0 1  0 0 100 

2 .00005 .00005 .9999  .157 .001 .842 

3 .00025 .00025 .9995  .437 .004 .559 

4 .0005 .0005 .999  .647 .006 .347 

5 .005 .005 .99  .941 .009 .050 

6 .01 .01 .98  .965 .010 .025 
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Case 1 corresponds to Answer 1. Case 3 shows that it is 43.7% likely the child will 

exceed its target (because of the direct Higher evidence findings) as well as 55.9% likely 

that it will be Below its target (because of the Below performance of the necessary 

parent). I decided that it is important to show this conflict and thus selected Case 3. This 

gives the Behavior CPT for Necessary as shown in Figure 107. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 107 Behavior Probabilities for Necessary Level 

 

 

 

Sufficiency  

The next level CPT to consider is the argument author assertion of sufficiency. For 

example, technology A is sufficient to produce the desired effects in process B, 

recognizing that there may be other ways to generate the process behavior than the 

specifically identified technology. To handle this assertion, I examined the probability 

conditions of strict sufficiency. These are that P(B|A)  1, P(B|A
c
) > 0, P(B

c
|A

c
) < 1. In 

the derivation of Behavior sufficiency table it is important to consider whether the 

LSERA inference model should include the strict necessity condition P(B|A)  1 or a 
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probability that is very near to but not equal to, one. Figure 108 shows this situation, 

which is the positive relevance behavior CPT with the sufficiency related probabilities 

identified as X, Y, Z, R, S, and T. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 108 Behavior CPT Sufficiency Variables 

 

 

 

As a starting point for the examination of sufficiency, I examined the sufficiency 

condition probability P(B|A) stating: 

 P(B|A) equates to the LSERA probabilities of P(C-Exceed | P-Exceed) and the 

probability P(C-Attain | P-Attain)  

 These two probabilities are set to the same values.  

 The other probabilities in each respective row are equal. 

To determine X, Y, Z, R, S, and T the research examined the following question. 

Q1: What is the desired result of direct evidence on the child that conflicts with a direct 

sufficiency assertion on the parent? 

Answer 1: If the Parent P(Exceed) = 1, then the related child must show P(C-Exceed |P-

Exceed) = 1 regardless of the direct evidence on the child. Additionally, if the Parent 
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P(Attain) = 1, then the related child must show P(C-Attain |P-Attain) = 1 regardless of the 

direct evidence on the child. Thus X = 1 with Y=Z=0, and S=1 with R=T=0. 

I decided not to use this answer because it hides information (evidence findings impacts) 

that may show that the parent is not strictly sufficient. 

Answer 2: If the Parent P(Exceed) =1, then the P(C-Exceed | P-Exceed) < 1, and if the 

Parent P(Attain) = 1 then the P(C-Attain |P-Attain) <1 with both conditional probabilities 

equal. Both probabilities are close enough to 1 to show posterior probabilities that expose 

the possible lack of sufficiency in the parent under conflicting evidence situations. 

To determine X, Y, Z, R, S, and T probabilities, the research conducted various cases of 

conflicting evidence situations using the model in Figure 109.  

 

Figure 109 Sufficiency Case 4 CPT Derivation 
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Table 61 summarizes the simple cases of a single parent related to a single child where 

the child has five performance measure direct evidence findings of Lower that influence 

the posterior probabilities as shown in Figure 109. 

 

 

 

Table 61 Sufficiency CPT Case results 

 
Child with 5 Performance Measures of Lower 

 Resulting Child 

Posteriors 

Case 
Conditional Probability Table Parent E A B 

1 

 

Exceed 1.00 0 0 

Attain 0 1.00 0 

2 

 

Exceed .946 .007 .047 

Attain .000 .999 .001 

3 

 

Exceed .776 .029 .195 

Attain .000 .998 .002 

4 

 

Exceed .634 .047 .319 

Attain .000 .997 .003 
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Child with 5 Performance Measures of Lower 

 Resulting Child 

Posteriors 

Case 
Conditional Probability Table Parent E A B 

5 

 

Exceed .147 .109 .744 

Attain .000 .967 .033 

 

 

 

Case 1 corresponds to Answer 1. Case 4 shows that it is only 63% likely the child will 

Exceed its target (because of the direct Lower evidence findings) given its parent will 

Exceed its behavior and that it is only 32% likely the child will be Below its target. I 

decided it is important to show this conflict of assertion of sufficiency against evidentiary 

findings. Thus, I selected Case 4 for the Likelihoods. This gives the Behavior CPT under 

Sufficiency as shown in Figure 110. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 110 Behavior CPT Sufficiency CPT 
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Setting the causal level to any level does not alter the results for contradictory or 

conflicting evidence on a performance measure, enterprise artifact, or other information 

artifact because they do not directly involve a causal relation. There is an effect on 

conflicting and corroborative evidence situations. These results indicate that, for the 

stakeholders to understand the effect of asserting sufficiency in situations of conflicting 

evidence, the stakeholders need to understand the degree of conflict and state of the 

associated TechInitAsp. For conflicting and corroborative evidence, the LSERA 

MTheory SSBN corresponds to a reasonable set of influences that allow the argument 

stakeholders to question in a more principled manner the interaction of the conflicting 

evidence. 

A.9 Special Case Forceful Other Information artifact 

The EMTI Case produced a situation where a EA_OI artifact was much twice as forceful 

than the default LSERA CPT. (See Section 5.2.3). Representing the argument authors, I 

performed the following analysis. I know that a single EA_OI Artifact entity, which has 

the CPT in Figure 111,  

 

Figure 111 EA_OI Artifact Entity CPT 
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has a single step evidentiary force Le* on Below of 3.0 (.45 / [(.25+.05) /2]. Because the 

EMTI situation is about a single forceful evidence artifact that is a cross between and 

information artifact and a performance measure, the first question is the relative influence 

of this single piece of evidence type on a behavior entity versus the influence of another 

behavior entity.  Given the forceful nature of the evidence, I arbitrarily started with this 

information artifact type having the same influence as another behavioral entity. I define 

a new random variable oi_performance with states Higher, Within, and Lower and set the 

probabilities to be similar to the behavior CPT. This gives the CPT shown here as Figure 

112.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 112 Double force OI Artifact Performance CPT 

 

 

 

This table has an evidentiary force on Below of Le* = 7 (.70 / [(.15 +.05)/2] and is thus 

slightly over twice as forceful. This CPT was used in the EMTI case. 

Some situation argument authors may identify evidence that they want to be very forceful 

evidence. To examine this, I used the above table increased the diagonal probabilities as 

75, 80, 85, 90, and 98 and generally allocated the other two probabilities in a manner 

similar to the above table to increase the resulting Below posterior probability and 
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increase the evidentiary force measure. Table 62 shows the posterior probability results, 

given the model shown in Figure 113. This examination relates to section 4.3.1 Stories of 

Forceful Evidence. 

 

 

 

Table 62 Forceful evidence CPT Results 

Enterprise 

Line of Sight 

 
Base  

Case 1 

.70 

Case 2 

.75 

Case 3 

.85 

Case 4 

.90 

Case 5 

.98 

TechInitASP H .356 .136 .130 .075 .068 .070 

 W .574 .585 .578 .421 .416 .280 

 L .070 .279 .292 .504 .517 .650 

Evidentiary Force Le* 2.25 7.0 7.5 28.3 30.0 98.0 

 

 

 

Since within these stories, the argument authors want the single information artifact to 

dominate over the other performance measure evidence findings, I chose Case 5 with this 

CPT.  
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Figure 113 Forceful Information Artifact Analysis Model 
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I used the existing LSERA initial CPT for EA_OI artifacts rpt_performance as shown in 

this CPT for reporting of EA_OI Findings in bothe the force doubling and in force 

dominate suitations. 
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Appendix B:  LSERA MTheory  
 

 

 

This appendix presents the entire LSERA MTheory. It describes all 46 MFrags organized 

by their six affinity groups. This collection of simple MFrags permits LSERA argument 

to combine independent analyses into a single argument. For Each MFrag, the description 

consists of a brief introduction followed by the MFrag graph, context nodes, input nodes, 

resident nodes, and conditional probability table. 

B.1 Behavioral Entity Group MFrags 

Section 3.3.3.1 summarizes this set of MFrags. These MFrags support adding multiple 

Technology Initiative Aspects, Technology Initiatives, Process & Activities, Subprocess 

and Activities, and Mission Services into an ELoS inference model.  

The behavioral hypotheses are Exceed, Attain, and Below the desired behavior, with the 

following definitions. 

 Exceed – The combination of the measured characteristics of X and related 

behavioral entities on X indicate that X will exceed its desired behavior. 

 Attain - The combination of the measured characteristics of X and related behavioral 

entities on X indicate that X will attain its desired behavior. 

 Below - The combination of the measured characteristics of X and related behavioral 

entities on X indicate that X will be below its desired behavior. 
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The argument authors determine the combination of the measured characteristics 

behaviors that equate to each state so that the states are mutually exclusive.  

Conditional Probability Table 

The behavioral relations are causal and as such have a CPT for each of the three LSERA 

causal levels. These CPTs are as follows with the causal level established by setting a 

variable ca within the LSERA inference model to the desired causal level. 

Positive Relevance – this is the LSERA Behavioral default distribution with ca = 1. For 

derivation see Appendix A.7 

 

Necessary, This CPT is selected by setting ca =2. For derivation see Appendix A.8 

 

Sufficient, This CPT is selected by setting ca =2. For derivation see Appendix A.8 

 

For a further explanation of these tables, see Section 3.3.1.4 Causal level CPT.  
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The following five subsections describe each of the five MFrags within the Behavioral 

MFrag group. 

B.1.1 Technology Initiative Aspect MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Technology Initiative Aspect LSERA entity. The 

behavior(tia) node represents behavior of an associated Technology Initiative Aspect 

(tia).  

         MFrag Graph                                Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechinitAsp, tia) represents the influence of Technology Initiative Aspects 

with the argument tia represents a specific Technology 

Initiative Aspect 

Input Node None TIA is A root node 

Resident Node behavior(tia) Represents the likelihood of attaining a particular specified 

behavior of the Technology Initiative Aspect 

 

 

Conditional Probability Table 

A Technology Initiative Aspect is a root node as indicated by the absence of any input 

nodes. The beginning probabilities without any evidence are: 

behavior(tia) 

Exceeds Attains Below 

10 50 40 
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B.1.2 Technology Initiative MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Technology Initiative LSERA entity. The behavior(ti. ca) 

node represents the probability of attaining a particular identified behavior of a 

technology initiative (ti) given a causal level (ca). The behavior(tia) node represents 

behavior of an associated Technology Initiative Aspect (tia). The behaviors of associated 

Technology Initiative Aspects, as shown by the “n…1” icon, influences the behavior of 

the Technology Initiative. The causal icon within the MFrag indicates that the relation 

between the nodes is causal, in addition to being inferential. The argument authors 

identify the causal level (e.g., necessary), which changes the probability of the 

Technology Initiative reflecting the causal situation. Thus, the probability table in the 

Quiddity implementation is parameter driven as indicated by the TIxs in the code. These 

variables are set when the causal level is set. 

              MFrag Graph                              Quiddity Code Implementation 
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Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechInitAsp, tai) represents the influence of Technology Initiatives Aspect. 

The argument tia represents a specific Technology 

Initiative. 

 Isa(TechInit, ti) represents the influence of the Technology Initiative. The 

argument ti represents a specific Technology Initiative. 

 ti =TechInit(tia) represents that a specific Technology Initiative Aspect is 

constrained to a specific Technology Initiative. 

Input Node behavior(tia) represents the likelihood of attaining a particular specified 

behavior of the Technology Initiative Aspect 

Resident Node behavior(ti, ca): Represents the likelihood of attaining a particular specified 

behavior of the Technology Initiative. It is a function of 

the causality, expressed by the argument authors. 

 

This is causal level probability tables within the Quiddity code. The Tcause value is set at 

the time of execution  
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B.1.3 Processes & Activities MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Process and Activities LSERA entity. The behavior(pa) 

node represents the likelihood of attaining an identified behavior of a Process & Activity. 

The behavior(ti) node represents the behavior of an associated Technology Initiative. The 

behavior(pas) node represents the behavior of an associated sub process and activity. The 

arrows between the behavior(pa) node and the behavior(ti) and the behavior(pas) nodes 

represent the influence of their respective behaviors on attaining the behavior of the 

Process and Activity. The “n…1” indicates that there may be one or more behavior(pas) 

nodes affecting the behavior(pa) node however there can only be one behavior(ti) node 

affecting the behavior(pa) node as indicated by the “1…1” icon. The causal brace within 

the MFrag indicates that the relation between the nodes is causal, in addition to being 

inferential. However, LSERA at this time only allows the causal level to be positive 

relevance. Specification of the other levels is beyond the scope of this research. 

                           MFrag Graph                                            MFrag CPT 
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Node Type Name Description 

Context 

Nodes 

Isa(Techinit, ti) represents the influence of Technology 

Initiatives. The argument ti represents a specific 

Technology Initiative. 

 Isa(ProcActSub, 

pas) 

represents the influence of the Subprocesses & 

Activities. The argument pas represents a 

specific Sub Process & Activities. 

 Isa(ProcAct, pa) represents the influence of the Processes & 

Activities. The argument pa represents a specific 

Process & Activities. 

 pa =ProcAct(pas) represents that a specific Subprocesses & 

Activities is constrained to a specific Processes 

& Activities. 

 pa =ProcAct(ti) represents that a specific Technology Initiative is 

constrained to a specific Processes & Activities. 

Input Node behavior(pas) represents the behavior of the Subprocesses & 

Activities resident in the Subprocesses and 

Activities MFrag 

 behavior(ti) represents the behavior of the Technology 

Initiative resident in the Technology Initiatives 

MFrag 

Resident Node behavior(pa, ca) represents the likelihood of attaining a particular 

specified behavior of the Process & Activities. It 

is a function of the causality, represented by “ca” 

argument, state expressed by the argument 

authors. 

 

Quiddity Code Implementation 

The variable w relates to the single Technology Initiative that affects the Process & 

activities while the ops variable reflects the subprocess and activities. The probabilities 

reflect a positive relevance causal level. The other causal levels would each need a 

specific CPT for each level. 
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B.1.4 Subprocess MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to key aspects of the Processes & Activities LSERA entity. The 

behavior(pas) node represents the probability of attaining an identified behavior of a 

subprocess. The behavior(tia) node represents the behavior of an associated Technology 

Initiative Aspect.  The arrow between behavior(pas) node and behavior(tia) nodes 

represents the influence of a technology initiative aspect behavior on attaining the 

behavior of the sub process and activity. The n…1 indicates that there may be one or 

more behavior(tia) nodes affecting the behavior(pas) node. The causal icon within the 

MFrag indicates that the relation between the nodes is causal, in addition to being 

inferential.  

              MFrag Graph                            Quiddity Code Implementation 

      

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcActSub, pas) represents the influence of the Sub Process & Activities. 

The argument pas represents a specific Sub Process & 

Activities. 
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 Isa(TechinitAspt, tia) represents the influence of Technology Initiative Aspects. 

The argument tia represents a specific Technology 

Initiative Aspect. 

 pas =ProcActSub(tia) represents that a specific Technology Initiative Aspect is 

constrained to a specific Sub Process & Activities. 

Input Node behavior(tia) represents the behavior of the Technology Initiative Aspect 

resident in the Technology Initiative Aspect MFrag. 

Resident Node behavior(pas, ca) represents the likelihood of attaining a particular specified 

behavior of the Sub Process & Activities. It is a function of 

the causality, represented by “ca” argument, state 

expressed by the argument authors. 

 

B.1.5 Mission Services MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Mission Service LSERA entity. The behavior(brm) node 

represents the likelihood of attaining an identified behavior of a Mission Service. The 

behavior(pa) node represents the behavior of an associated Processes & Activity. The 

arrow between the behavior(brm) node and the behavior(pa) node represents the 

influence of a Processes & Activities behavior on attaining the behavior of the Mission 

Service. The n…1 icon indicates that there may be one or more behavior(pa) nodes 

affecting the behavior(brm) node. The causal icon within the MFrag indicates that the 

relation between the nodes is causal, in addition to being inferential. The selection of a 

causal state (e.g. necessary) changes the probability of the Mission Services reflecting the 

causal selection. 
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                   MFrag Graph                            Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(BRM_Serv, brm) represents the influence of the Mission Service. The 

argument brm represents a specific Mission Service. The 

letters “brm” are used to represent that the FEA Business 

Reference Model (BRM) defines a Mission Service. 

 Isa(ProcAct, pa) represents the influence of the Processes & Activities. The 

argument pa represents a specific Processes & Activities. 

 brm =BRM_Serv(pa)  represents that a specific Processes & Activity is 

constrained to a specific Mission Service. 

Input Node behavior(pa) represents the behavior of the Processes and Activity 

resident in the Processes & Activity MFrag 

Resident Node behavior(brm, ca) represents the probability of attaining a particular specified 

behavior of the Mission Service. It is a function of the 

causality, represented by “ca” argument, state expressed by 

the argument authors. 
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B.2 Performance MFrag Group 

Section 3.3.3.2 summarizes this set of MFrags. These MFrags support adding into an 

ELoS inference model multiple technology initiative performance measures, technology 

initiative aspect performance measures, process & activities performance measures, 

subprocess and activities performance measures, customer results, mission results, and 

strategic outcomes. The performance hypotheses establish the states of the LSERA 

Performance entities. The states are:  

 Higher – performance is likely to be greater than the target 

 Within–  performance is likely to be in a small range around the target 

 Lower - performance is likely to be less than the target 

The argument authors, given a specific performance entity, establish these ranges. 

Conditional Probability Table (CPT)   

This CPT expresses the probability of performance state given the state of the associated 

behavior entity.  

 

For example the probability of p(performance = Attain| behavior = Attain) is 60% with a 

30% probability each that performance will be “Lower”, and  “Higher” =10%. This 

expresses the idea that if for example, the Technology Initiative is within a small range 

around its target for overall performance then the performance of the associated specific 
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individual behaviors as measured by the technical performance measure will be within a 

small range around their respective targets. In the case where the Technology Initiative 

behavior state is “Exceeds,” the probability of the state of the technical performance 

measure being “Attains” increases to 65 % with a corresponding increase in the 

probability of the “Low” to 15% and “Lower” to 10%. (In LSERA, Argument authors 

adjust performance measures so that “Lower” is good and “Higher” is bad). However, in 

the case where the Technology Initiative behavior state is “below” the probability of 

“Attains” decreases to 50% with a corresponding increase in the probability of the states 

“High”= 25% and “Higher” = 20%.  

The following sections present the seven MFrags with the Performance MFrag Group.  

B.2.2 Technology Initiative Aspect Performance Measure MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Technology Initiative Aspect Performance Measure 

LSERA entity. The MFrag associates a particular performance measure to TI Aspect 

behavior. The arrow between behavior(tia) and performance(apm) nodes models the 

likelihood of attaining the specified performance given the TI Aspect behavior. 
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       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

      

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechA_PM, apm) This node influences the probability distribution of 

technical performance measures. The argument apm 

represents a specific performance measure.  

 Isa(TechInitAsp, tia)   This node influences the probability distribution of 

Technology Initiative Aspects. The argument tia 

represents a specific Technology Initiative Aspect.  

 tia = TechInitAsp(apm) Represents that a specific technical performance 

measure is constrained to a specific Technology 

Initiative Aspect. 

Input Node behavior(tia) represents the behavior of the Technology Initiative 

Aspect  

Resident Node performance(apm) represents the likelihood of attaining a particular 

specified performance of the technical performance 

measure. 

 

B.2.1 Technology Initiative Performance Measure MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Technology Initiative Performance Measure LSERA 

entity. The MFrag associates a particular performance measure to a technology initiative 

behavior. The arrow between behavior(ti) and performance(tpm) nodes models the 
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probability of attaining the specified performance given the technology initiative 

behavior.  

         MFrag Graph                                         Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

 

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechPM, tpm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

technical performance measures. The argument tpm 

represents a specific performance measure.  

 Isa(Techinit, ti) This node influences the probability distribution of the  

Technology Initiative. The argument ti represents a 

specific Technology Initiative. 

 ti = Techinit(tpm) represents that a specific technical performance measure is 

constrained to a specific Technology Initiative .  

Input Node behavior(ti) represents the behavior of the Technology Initiative 

resident in the Technology Initiative MFrag 

Resident Node performance(tpm) Represents the probability of attaining a particular 

specified performance of the technical performance 

measure.  
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B.2.3 Process & Activities Performance Measure MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Process & Activities Performance Measure LSERA 

entity. The MFrag associates a particular performance measure to Process & Activities 

behavior. The arrow between behavior(pa) and performance(ppm) nodes models the 

probability of attaining the specified performance given the overall  Process and 

Activities behavior.  

         MFrag Graph                                     Quiddity Code Implementation 

     

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcPM, ppm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Process Performance Measure. The argument ppm 

represents a specific process performance measure. 

 Isa(ProcAct, pa) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Process & Activities. The argument pa represents a 

specific Process & Activities. 

 pa = ProcPM(ppm) represents that a specific process performance measure is 

constrained to a specific Process & Activities . 

Input Node behavior(pa) represents the behavior of the Process & Activities  

resident in the Process and Activities MFrag 

Resident Node performance(ppm) represents the probability of attaining a particular specified 

performance of the process performance measure. 
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B.2.4 Subprocess Performance Measure MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Subprocess Performance Measure LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates a particular performance measure to Subprocess & Activities behavior. 

The arrow between behavior(pas) and performance(spm) nodes models the likelihood of 

attaining the specified performance given the overall Subprocess & Activities behavior. 

         MFrag Graph                                   Quiddity Code Implementation 

         

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcSPM, spm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Subprocess & Activities Performance Measure. The 

argument spm represents a specific Subprocess & 

Activities performance measure. 

 Isa(ProcActSub, pas) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Subprocess & Activities. The argument pas represents 

a specific Subprocess & Activities.  

 pas = ProcActSub(spm) represents that a specific subprocess performance 

measure is constrained to a specific Subprocess & 

Activities . 

Input Node behavior(pas) represents the behavior of the Subprocess & Activities 

resident in the Subprocess and Activities MFrag 

Resident Node performance(spm) represents the likelihood of attaining a particular 

specified performance of the Subprocess performance 

measure.  
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B.2.5 Mission & Business Results MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Mission Business Result LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular Mission Business Result to Mission Service behavior. The arrow 

between behavior(brm) and performance(mbr) nodes models the probability of attaining 

the specified Mission Business Result performance target given the Mission Service 

behavior. The Mission & Business Result represents broad policy priorities that drive the 

direction of the agency. It is a broad performance indicator. 

         MFrag Graph                                  Quiddity Code Implementation 

     

 

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(Mbr_PM, mbr) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission & Business Result. The argument mbr  

represents a specific Mission & Business Result. 

 Isa(BRM_Serv, brm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission Service. The argument brm represents a 

specific Mission Service. 

 brm =BRM_Serv(mbr) represents that a specific Mission & Business Result is 

constrained to a specific Mission Service. 

Input Node behavior(brm) represents the behavior of the Mission Service resident 
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in the Mission Service MFrag 

Resident Node performance(mbr) represents the likelihood of attaining a particular 

specified performance of the Mission & Business 

Result. 

B.2.6 Customer Results MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Customer Results LSERA entity. The MFrag associates a 

particular Customer Result to Mission Service behavior. The arrow between 

behavior(brm) and performance(cr) nodes models the likelihood of attaining the 

specified Customer Result given the Mission Service behavior. The Customer Result 

represents broad policy priorities that drive the direction of the agency. It is a broad 

performance indicator. 

         MFrag Graph                                  Quiddity Code Implementation  

           

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(CustRes_PM, cr) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Customer Result. The argument cr  represents a specific 

Customer Result. 

 Isa(BRM_Serv, brm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission Service. The argument brm represents a specific 

Mission Service. 
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 brm =BRM_Serv(cr) represents that a specific Customer Result is constrained to 

a specific Mission Service. 

Input Node behavior(brm) represents the behavior of the Mission Service resident in 

the Mission Service MFrag 

Resident Node performance(cr) represents the likelihood of attaining a particular specified 

performance of the Customer Result. 

 

B.2.7 Strategic Outcome MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Strategic Outcome LSERA entity. The MFrag associates a 

particular Strategic Outcome to the Mission Service behavior. The arrow between 

performance(so) and behavior(brm) nodes models the likelihood of attaining a strategic 

outcome given the Mission Service behavior. The Strategic Outcome represents the broad 

policy priorities that drive the direction of the agency. It is a broad performance indicator. 

         MFrag Graph                                  Quiddity Code Implementation 
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Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(StrgOut, so) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Strategic Outcome. The argument so represents a specific 

strategic outcome. 

 Isa(BRM_Serv, brm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission Service. The argument brm represents a specific 

Mission Service. 

 brm = BRM_Serv(so) represents that a specific Strategic Outcome is constrained 

to a specific Mission Service. 

Input Node behavior(brm) represents the behavior of the Mission Service resident in 

the Mission Service MFrag 

Resident Node performance(brm) represents the likelihood of attaining a particular specified 

performance of the Strategic Outcome. 

 

B.3 EA and OI artifacts MFrag group 

Section 3.3.3.3 summarizes this set of MFrags. These MFrags support an ELoS inference 

model with multiple enterprise architecture artifacts and other information artifacts. The 

LSERA information hypotheses establish the states of the LSERA enterprise architecture 

artifacts and other information artifacts random variables. The states are: High Quality, 

Acceptable, and Low Quality, defined as: 

 High Quality – The artifact is complete and contains significant additional material 

beyond the agreed upon standard. 

 Adequate – The artifact is complete and is defined according to an agreed upon 

standard.  

 Low Quality – The artifact is not complete and not fully defined according to an 

agreed-upon standard. 

Again, the specific situation of the argument and related standards defines the separation 

of High Quality, Adequate, and Low Quality, so that the states are mutually exclusive. 
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Conditional Probability Table (CPT):   

This CPT expresses the probability of the Artifact states given the state of the associated 

behavior entity. See appendix A.5 for the derivation of this table. 

 

The table indicates that the probability of p(quality = Adequate | behavior = Attains) is 

80% with a 10% probability each that quality will be “High Quality” or “Low Quality”. 

This expresses the idea that if for example a Technology Initiative Aspect is within a 

small range around its desired overall behavior, then the quality of the associated specific 

enterprise architecture artifact will be in accordance with the standard established for the 

artifact. 

In the case where the Technology Initiative Aspect behavior state is “Exceeds,” the 

probability of the state of for example an enterprise architecture artifact being “Adequate” 

decreases to 65% with an increase in the probability of the “High Quality” state to 25% 

and a decrease in the Low Quality probability to 10%. However, in the case where the 

Technology Initiative Aspect behavior state is “Below” the probability of “Adequate” 

again decreases to 65%, but with a decrease in the probability of the “High Quality” state 

to 10% and an increase in the Low Quality to 25%. This shift in the probability, either up 

or down, reflects that the overall Technology Initiative Aspect behavior is a result of the 

quality of the associated artifacts.  
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B.3.1 TI Aspect Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Enterprise Architecture Artifact LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates a particular enterprise architecture artifact to the TI Aspect behavior. 

The arrow between behavior(tia) and quality(ate) nodes models the probability of 

attaining a quality enterprise architecture artifact given the TI Aspect behavior.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

     

 

Node Type Name Description 

Context 

Nodes 

Isa(TechA_EaArt, ate) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument ate represents 

a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(TechInitAsp, tia) This node influences the probability distribution of 

Technology Initiative Aspects. The argument tia represents 

a specific Technology Initiative Aspect. 

 tia = TechInitAsp(ate) Represents that a specific enterprise architecture artifact is 

constrained to a specific Technology Initiative Aspect 

Input Node behavior(tia) Represents the behavior of the Technology Initiative Aspect 

resident within the Technology Initiative Aspect MFrag 

Resident 

Node 

quality(ate) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.3.2 TI Aspect Information Artifact MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Information Artifact LSERA entity. The MFrag associates 

a particular information artifact (e.g., study, technical analysis) to the TI Aspect behavior. 

The arrow between behavior(tia) and quality(ate) nodes models the probability of 

attaining a quality information artifact given the TI Aspect behavior.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

        

 

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechA_InfoArt, 

tai) 

This node influences the probability distribution of an 

Information Artifact. The argument tai represents a 

specific Information artifact. 

 Isa(TechInitAsp, tia) This node influences the probability distribution of a 

Technology Initiative Aspects. The argument tia represents 

a specific Technology Initiative Aspects. 

 tia = TechInitAsp(tai) Represents that a specific Information Artifact is 

constrained to a specific Technology Initiative Aspect 

Input Node behavior(tai) Represents the behavior of the Technology Initiative 

Aspect resident within the Technology Initiative Aspect 

MFrag 

Resident Node quality(tai) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the Information Artifact 
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B.3.3 TI Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Enterprise Architecture Artifact LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates a particular enterprise architecture artifact to the technology initiative 

behavior. The arrow between behavior(ti) and quality(tea) nodes models the probability 

of attaining a quality enterprise architecture artifact given the technology initiative 

behavior. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

     

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechEaArt, tea) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument tea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(Techinit, ti) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Technology Initiative. The argument ti represents a 

specific Technology Initiative. 

 ti = Techinit(tea) represents that a specific enterprise architecture artifact is 

constrained to a specific Technology Initiative. 

Input Node behavior(ti) represents the behavior of the Technology Initiative  

resident within the Technology Initiative MFrag 

Resident Node quality(tea) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the enterprise architecture artifact. 
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B.3.4 TI Information Artifact MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Information Artifact LSERA entity. The MFrag associates 

a particular information artifact (e.g., study, technical analysis) to the technology 

initiative behavior. The arrow between behavior(ti) and quality(tir) nodes models the 

probability of attaining a quality information artifact given the technology initiative 

behavior.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

        

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechInfoArt, tir) This node influences the probability distribution of an 

Information Artifact. The argument tir represents a 

specific Information artifact. 

 Isa(Techinit, ti) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Technology Initiative. The argument ti represents a 

specific Technology Initiative. 

 ti = Techinit(tir) Represents that a specific Information artifact is 

constrained to a specific Technology Initiative . 

Input Node behavior(ti) Represents the behavior of the Technology Initiative 

resident within the Technology Initiative MFrag 

Resident Node quality(tir) Represents the probability of attaining of a particular level 

of quality of the Information artifact 
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B.3.5 PA Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Enterprise Architecture Artifact LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates a particular enterprise architecture artifact to the Processes & Activities 

behavior. The arrow between behavior(pa) and quality(pea) nodes models the probability 

of attaining a quality enterprise architecture artifact given the Process and Activities 

behavior.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcEaArt, pea) This node influences the probability distribution of THE 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument pea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(ProcAct, pa) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Process & Activities. The argument pa represents a 

specific Process & Activities. 

 pa = ProcAct(pea) represents that a specific enterprise architecture artifact is 

constrained to a specific Process & Activities 

Input Node behavior(pa) represents the behavior of the Process & Activities  

resident within the Process & Activities MFrag 

Resident Node quality(pea) represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the enterprise architecture artifact  
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B.3.6 PA Information Artifact MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Information Artifact LSERA entity. The MFrag associates 

a particular information artifact (e.g. study, process analysis) to the Processes & 

Activities behavior. The arrow between behavior(pa) and quality(pia) nodes models the 

probability of attaining a quality information artifact given the Process and Activities 

behavior.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcInfoArt, pia) This node influences the probability distribution of an 

Information Artifact. The argument pia represents a 

specific information artifact. 

 Isa(ProcAct, pa) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Process & Activities. The argument pa represents a 

specific Process & Activities. 

 pa = ProcAct(pia) Represents that a specific Information artifact is 

constrained to a specific Process & Activities  

Input Node behavior(pa) Represents the behavior of the Process & Activities 

resident within the Process & Activities MFrag 

Resident Node quality(pia) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the Information artifact 
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B.3.7 Sub Process Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Enterprise Architecture Artifact LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates a particular enterprise architecture artifact to the Subprocess & 

Activities behavior. The arrow between behavior(pas) and quality(spe) nodes models the 

probability of attaining a quality enterprise architecture artifact given the Subprocess & 

Activities behavior.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcSEaArt, spe) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument spe 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(ProcActSub, pas) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Subprocess & Activities. The argument pas represents a 

specific Subprocess & Activities. 

 pas = 

ProcActSub(spe) 

Represents that a specific enterprise architecture artifact is 

constrained to a specific Subprocess & Activities 

Input Node behavior(pas) Represents the behavior of the Subprocess & Activities  

resident within the Subprocess & Activities MFrag 

Resident Node quality(spe) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the enterprise architecture artifact  
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B.3.8 Sub Process Information Artifact MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Information Artifact LSERA entity. The MFrag associates 

a particular information artifact (e.g., a study, process analysis) to the Subprocess & 

Activities behavior. The arrow between behavior(pas) and quality(psi) nodes models the 

probability of attaining a quality information artifact given the Subprocess & Activities 

behavior.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcSInfoArt, 

psi) 

This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Information Artifact. The argument psi represents a 

specific information artifact. 

 Isa(ProcActSub, pas) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Subprocess & Activities. The argument pas represents a 

specific Subprocess & Activities 

 pas = 

ProcActSub(psi) 

Represents that a specific Information artifact is 

constrained to a specific Subprocess & Activities 

Input Node behavior(pas) Represents the behavior of the Subprocess & Activities 

resident within the Subprocess & Activities MFrag 

Resident Node quality(psi) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the Information artifact 
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B.3.9 Mission Services Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Enterprise Architecture Artifact LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates a particular enterprise architecture artifact to the Mission Service 

behavior. The arrow between behavior(brm) and quality(bea) nodes models the 

probability of attaining a quality enterprise architecture artifact given the Mission Service 

behavior. The MFrag constrains the specified enterprise architecture artifacts to be 

relevant to a specific Mission Service. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(BrmEaArt, bea) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

enterprise architecture artifacts. The argument bea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(BRM_Serv, brm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission Service. The argument brm represents a specific 

Mission Service. 

 brm = BRM_Serv(bea) Represents that a specific enterprise architecture artifact 

is constrained to a specific Mission Service 

Input Node behavior(brm) Represents the behavior of the Mission service resident 

within the Mission Service MFrag 

Resident Node quality(bea) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level 

of quality of the enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.3.10 Mission Services Information Artifact MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Information Artifact LSERA entity. The MFrag associates 

a particular information artifact (e.g., a study, service analysis) to the Mission Service 

behavior. The arrow between behavior(brm) and quality(bia) nodes models the 

probability of attaining a quality information artifact given the Mission Service behavior.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

       

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(BrmInfoArt, bia) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Information Artifact. The argument bia represents a 

specific information artifact. 

 Isa(BRM_Serv, brm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission Service. The argument brm represents a specific 

Mission Service. 

 brm = 

BRM_Serv(bia) 

Represents that a specific Information artifact is 

constrained to a specific Mission service 

Input Node behavior(brm) Represents the behavior of the Mission Service resident 

within the Mission Service MFrag 

Resident Node quality(bia) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the Information artifact 
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B.4 Mission and Customer Results MFrag Group 

Section 3.3.3.4 summarizes this set of MFrags. These MFrags support associating 

enterprise architecture and other information artifacts to Mission and Business Results 

and Customer Results. This is a special situation of the general EA and OI associations. 

Again, The LSERA information hypotheses establish the states of the LSERA enterprise 

architecture artifacts and other information artifacts random variables.  

Conditional Probability Table (CPT):   

This CPT expresses the probability of the Artifact states given the state of the associated 

Mission & Business result or Customer Result.  

 

For example, Given Customer Satisfaction (a Customer Result) is shown to be within its 

targeted range, how likely is it that a Customer Survey (an Other Information artifact) 

would be of adequate quality. The table indicates that the probability of p(quality = 

Adequate | performance = within) is 65% with a 15% probability each that quality will be 

“High Quality” and 20%  “Low Quality”. Similar if Efficiency of collection (a Mission 

Business results was exceeding its target value how likely is it that a Process model (an 

Enterprise Architecture artifact would exceed its target. The table indicates that the 

probability of p(quality = exceed | performance = exceed) is 65%. See Appendix A.6 for 

the derivation of this table. 
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B.4.1 MBR Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Enterprise Architecture Artifact LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates a particular enterprise architecture artifact to the Mission Business 

Result. The arrow between behavior(mbr) and quality(mea) nodes models the probability 

of attaining a quality enterprise architecture artifact given the Mission Business Result.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(MbrEaArt, mea) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument mea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(Mbr_PM, mbr) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission & Business Result. The argument mbr represents 

a specific Mission & Business Result. 

 mbr = Mbr_PM(mea) Represents that a specific enterprise architecture artifact is 

constrained to a specific Mission & Business Result 

Input Node performance(mbr) Represents the performance of the Mission & Business 

Result resident within the Mission & Business Result 

MFrag 

Resident Node quality(mea) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.4.2 MBR Information Artifact MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Information Artifact LSERA entity. The MFrag associates 

a particular information artifact (e.g., a study, an analysis) to the Mission Business 

Result. The arrow between behavior(mbr) and quality(mia) nodes models the probability 

of attaining a quality information artifact given the Mission Business Result.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(MbrInfoArt, mia) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Information Artifact. The argument mia represents a 

specific information artifact. 

 Isa(Mbr_PM, mbr) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission & Business Result. The argument mbr  represents 

a specific Mission & Business Result. 

 mbr = Mbr_PM(mia) Represents that a specific Information artifact is 

constrained to a specific Mission & Business Result 

Input Node performance(mbr) Represents the performance of the Mission & Business 

Result resident within the Mission & Business Result 

MFrag 

Resident Node quality(mia) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the Information artifact 
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B.4.3 Customer Results Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Enterprise Architecture Artifact LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates a particular enterprise architecture artifact to the Customer Result. The 

arrow between behavior(cr) and quality(cea) nodes models the probability of attaining a 

quality enterprise architecture artifact given the Customer Result.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(CrEaArt, cea) This node influences the probability distribution of THE 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument cea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(CustRes_PM, cr) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Customer Result. The argument cr  represents a specific 

Customer Result 

 cr = CustRes_PM(cea) Represents that a specific enterprise architecture artifact is 

constrained to a specific Customer Result 

Input Node performance(cr) Represents the performance of the Customer Result 

resident within the Customer Result MFrag 

Resident Node quality(cea) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level of 

quality of the enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.4.4 Customer Results Information Artifact MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Information Artifact LSERA entity. The MFrag associates 

a particular information artifact (e.g. study, an analysis) to the Customer Result. The 

arrow between behavior(cr) and quality(cia) nodes models the probability of attaining a 

quality information artifact given the Customer Result.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(CrInfoArt, cia) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Information Artifact. The argument cia represents a 

specific information artifact. 

 Isa(CustRes_PM, cr) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Customer Result. The argument cr  represents a specific 

Customer Result. 

 cr = CustRes_PM(cia) Represents that a specific Information artifact is 

constrained to a specific Customer Result 

Input Node performance(cr) Represents the performance of the Customer Result 

resident within the Customer Result MFrag 

Resident Node quality(cia) Represents the probability of attaining a particular level 

of quality of the Information artifact 
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B.5 Performance Evidence MFrag group 

Section 3.3.3.5 summarizes this set of MFrags. These MFrags support adding into an 

ELoS inference model evidence findings on TIA Performance measures, TI performance 

measures, P&A performance measures, Subprocess performance measures, mission & 

business results, and customer results. As in the Performance MFrag Group, the LSERA 

performance hypotheses establish the states for the performance evidence random 

variables.  

Conditional Probability Table (CPT)   

This CPT expresses the probability of a reported performance random variable state 

given the state of the associated performance random variable.  

 

For example the probability of p(rpt_performance = Within | performance = Within) is 

70% with a 20% probability that rpt_performance will be  Lower, and 10% that it will be  

Higher.  This expresses the idea for example, that if a technology performance measure is 

within a small range around its target for overall performance then the reported 

performance of the associated technical measurement will be within the small range 

around the targets 70% of the time.  
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B.5.2 TI Aspect Performance Measure Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Technology Initiative Performance Measure Evidence 

LSERA entity. The MFrag associates a specific measurement (evidence) to the associated 

Technology Initiative Aspect performance measure. The arrow between the 

performance(apm) and rpt_performance(eap) nodes models the probability of producing 

an accurate measurement given the attainment of the performance measure. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

        

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechA_PMEvid, eap) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

technical performance measurement evidence. The 

argument eap represents a specific performance 

measurement 

 Isa(TechA_PM, apm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

technical performance measures. The argument apm 

represents a specific performance measure 

 apm = TechA_PM(eap) Represents that a specific technical performance 

measurement evidence is constrained to a specific 

technical performance measure 

Input Node performance(apm) Represents the performance of the technical 

performance measure resident in the TI Aspect 

Performance Measure MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_performance(eap) Represents the probability that a specific technical 

measurement will report on the performance of a 

specified technical performance measure 
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B.5.1 TI Performance Measure Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Technology Initiative Performance Measure Evidence 

LSERA entity. The MFrag associates evidence (e.g., measurement) about a specific TI 

performance measure to the TI performance measure. The arrow between 

performance(tpm) and Rpt_performance(etp) nodes models the probability of producing 

an accurate measurement given the attainment of the performance measure. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

     

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TechPMEvid, etp) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

technical performance measurement evidence. The 

argument etp represents a specific performance 

measurement 

 Isa(TechPM, tpm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

technical performance measures. The argument tpm 

represents a specific performance measure. 

 etp = TechPM(tpm) Represents that a specific technical performance 

measurement evidence is constrained to a specific 

technical performance measure 

Input Node performance(tpm) Represents the performance of the technical performance 

measure resident in the TI Performance Measure MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_performance(etp) Represents the probability that a specific technical 

measurement will report on the performance of a specified 

technical performance measure 
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B.5.3 PA Performance Measure Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Process and Activities Performance Measure Evidence 

LSERA entity. The MFrag associates performance measure evidence (measurement) a 

specific process performance measure. The arrow between performance(ppm) and 

Rpt_performance(epm) nodes models the probability of producing an accurate 

measurement given the attainment of the performance measure. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcPMEvid, epm) This node influences the probability distribution of 

the process performance measurement evidence. The 

argument epm represents a specific performance 

measurement 

 Isa(ProcPM, ppm) This node influences the probability distribution of 

the Process Performance Measure. The argument 

ppm represents a specific process performance 

measure. 

 epm = ProcPM(ppm) Represents that a specific process performance 

measurement evidence is constrained to a specific 

process performance measure 

Input Node performance(ppm) Represents the performance of the process 

performance measure resident in the PA Performance 

Measure MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_performance(epm) Represents the probability that a specific process 

measurement will report on the performance of a 

specified process performance measure 
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B.5.4 Sub Process Performance Measure Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Sub Processes & Activities Performance Measure 

Evidence LSERA entity. The MFrag associates evidence (measurement) of a specific 

performance measurement to the Sub Process performance measure. The arrow between 

performance(spm) and Rpt_performance(esp) nodes models the probability of producing 

an accurate measurement given the attainment of the performance measure. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(ProcSPMEvid, esp) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

subprocess performance measurement evidence. The 

argument esp represents a specific performance 

measurement. 

 Isa(ProcSPM, spm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Subprocess & Activities Performance Measure. The 

argument spm represents a specific Subprocess & 

Activities performance measure. 

 esp = ProcSPM(spm) Represents that a specific process performance 

measurement evidence is constrained to a specific sub 

process performance measure 

Input Node performance(spm) Represents the performance of the subprocess 

performance measure resident in the Subprocess 

Performance Measure MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_performance(esp) Represents the probability that a specific sub process  

measurement will report on the performance of a 

specified subprocess performance measure  
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B.5.5 Mission & Business Results Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Mission Business Result Evidence LSERA entity. The 

MFrag associates evidence (measurement, study) of a specific Mission Business Result to 

the Mission Business Result. The arrow between performance(mbr) and 

Rpt_performance(mpm) nodes models the probability of producing an accurate result 

measurement given the attainment of the Mission & Business Result.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(MbrPMEvid, mpm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission & Business Result evidence. The argument mbr 

represents a specific Mission & Business Result. 

 Isa(Mbr_PM, mbr) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Mission & Business Result. The argument mbr 

represents a specific Mission & Business Result.  

 mbr =mbr_PM(mpm) Represents that specific Mission & Business Result 

evidence is constrained to a specific Mission Business 

Result 

Input Node performance(mbr) Represents the influence of the Mission & Business 

Result resident in the Mission & Business Result MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_performance(mbr) Represents the probability of attaining a particular 

specified performance of the Mission & Business Result 
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B.5.6 Customer Results Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Customer Result Evidence LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates evidence (measurement, study) of a specific Customer Result to the specified 

Customer Result. The arrow between performance(cr) and Rpt_performance(cpm) nodes 

models the probability of producing an accurate Customer Result measurement given the 

attainment of the Customer Result.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(CRPMEvid, cpm) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Customer Result evidence. The argument cpm represents a 

specific Customer Result evidence. 

 Isa(CustRes_PM, cr) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Customer Result. The argument cr represents a specific 

Customer Result. 

 cr =CustRes_PM(cpm) Represents that a specific Customer Result evidence is 

constrained to a specific Customer Result 

Input Node performance(cr)  Represents the influence of the Customer Result resident 

in the Customer Result MFrag 

Resident Node Rpt_performance(cr) Represents the probability of attaining a particular 

specified performance of the Customer Result  
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B.6 EA and OI artifacts Evidence MFrag group 

Section 3.3.3.6 summarizes this set of MFrags. These MFrags support an ELoS inference 

model with actual instances (evidence) of enterprise architecture artifacts and other 

information artifacts each associated to 5 behavioral entities and the two results entities. 

This creates the 14 MFrags within the Group. The LSERA information hypotheses 

establish the states of the LSERA enterprise architecture artifacts evidence and other 

information artifacts evidence random variables. The states are: High Quality, 

Acceptable, and Low Quality. The argument authors, given an EA artifact type, establish 

these standards. 

Conditional Probability Table (CPT):   

This CPT expresses the probability of the reported Artifact quality state given the state of 

the associated Artifact type. 

 

This CPT expresses the idea that if the Artifact quality fulfills the intent of the standard 

related to it, the rpt_quality of the specific instance of the artifact will be in accordance 

with the standard established for the artifact.  
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B.6.1 TI Aspect EA Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular artifact instance (evidence finding) of an enterprise architecture 

artifact to the enterprise architecture artifact that is related to a TIA. The arrow between 

quality(ate) and rpt_quality(eta) nodes models the probability of producing a quality 

enterprise architecture artifact given the attainment of the EA artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

      

Node Type Name Description 

Context 

Nodes 

Isa(TEA_ArtEvid, eta) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported EA artifact quality. The argument eta represents a 

specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(TechA_EaArt, ate) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument ate 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 ate = TechA_EaArt(eta) Represents that a specific reported artifact  is constrained 

to an enterprise architecture artifact type 

Input Node quality(ate) Represents the quality of Enterprise Architecture Artifacts 

resident within the TI Aspect Enterprise Architecture 

MFrag 

Resident 

Node 

rpt_quality(eta) Represents the probability of the reporting of a particular 

level of quality of a document represented as a specific 

enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.6.2 TI Aspect Information Artifact Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag also corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance (evidence finding) of an information artifact to the 

information artifact that is related to a TIA. The arrow between quality(tai) and 

rpt_quality(eat) nodes models the probability of producing a quality information artifact 

given the attainment of the information artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

     

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TIA_ArtEvid, eat) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported Information Artifact quality. The argument eat 

represents a specific Information Artifact. 

 Isa(TechA_InfoArt, 

tai) 

This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Information Artifact. The argument tai represents a 

specific Information artifact. 

 tai = 

TechA_InfoArt(eat) 

Represents that a specific reported Information Artifact is 

constrained to an Information Artifact type 

Input Node quality(tai) Represents the quality of Information Artifacts resident 

within the TI Aspect Information Artifact MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(eat) Represents the probability of the reporting of a particular 

level of quality of a document represented as a specific 

Information Artifact 
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B.6.3 TI EA Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance of an enterprise architecture artifact (evidence) to the 

enterprise architecture artifact entity that is related to a TI. The arrow between 

quality(tea) and rpt_quality(ete) nodes models the probability of producing a quality 

enterprise architecture artifact given the attainment of the EA artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TEArtEvid, ete) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported EA artifact quality. The argument ete represents a 

specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(TechEaArt, tea) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument ate 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 tea = TechEaArt(ete) Represents that a specific reported artifact  is constrained 

to an enterprise architecture artifact type 

Input Node quality(tea) Represents the quality of Enterprise Architecture Artifacts 

resident within the TI Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(ete) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.6.4  TI Information Artifact Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag also corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance (evidence) of an information artifact to the information 

artifact that is related to a TI. The arrow between quality(tir) and rpt_quality(eti) nodes 

models the likelihood of producing a quality information artifact given the attainment of 

the information artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(TIArtEvid, eti) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported Information Artifact quality. The argument eti 

represents a specific information artifact. 

 Isa(TechInfoArt, tir) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

Information Artifact. The argument tir represents a 

specific Information artifact. 

 tir = TechInfoArt(eti) Represents that a specific reported information artifact is 

constrained to an Information Artifact type 

Input Node quality(tir) Represents the quality of Information Artifacts resident 

within the TI Information Artifact MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(eti) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

Information artifact  
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B.6.5 PA EA Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance of an enterprise architecture artifact (evidence) to the 

enterprise architecture artifact entity that is related to a PA. The arrow between 

quality(pea) and rpt_quality(epe) nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality 

enterprise architecture artifact given the attainment of the EA artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(PEArtEvid, epe) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported EA artifact quality. The argument epe represents a 

specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(ProcEaArt, pea) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument pea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 pea = 

ProcEaArt(epe) 

Represents that a specific reported artifact is constrained to 

an enterprise architecture artifact type 

Input Node quality(pea) Represents the quality of Enterprise Architecture Artifacts 

resident within the PA Enterprise Architecture MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(epe) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.6.6 PA Information Artifact Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag also corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance of an information artifact (evidence) to the information 

artifact entity that is related to a PA. The arrow between quality(pia) and rpt_quality(epi) 

nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality information artifact given the 

attainment of the information artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(PIArtEvid, epi) This node influences the probability distribution of 

reported Information Artifact quality. The argument epi 

represents a specific information artifact. 

 Isa(ProcInfoArt, pia) This node influences the probability distribution of an 

Information Artifact. The argument pia represents a 

specific Information artifact. 

 pia = 

ProcInfoArt(epi) 

Represents that a specific reported information artifact is 

constrained to an Information Artifact type 

Input Node quality(pia) Represents the quality of Information Artifacts resident 

within the PA Information Artifact MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(epi) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

Information artifact 
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B.6.7 Sub Process EA Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance of an enterprise architecture artifact (evidence) to the 

enterprise architecture artifact entity that is related to a SPA. The arrow between 

quality(spe) and rpt_quality(eps) nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality 

enterprise architecture artifact given the attainment of the EA artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context 

Nodes 

Isa(PSEArtEvid, eps) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported EA artifact quality. The argument eps represents a 

specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(ProcSEaArt, spe) This node influences the probability distribution of 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument spe 

represents a specific enterprise the architecture artifact. 

 spe = ProcSEaArt(eps) Represents that a specific reported artifact is constrained to 

an enterprise architecture artifact type 

Input Node quality(spe) Represents the quality of Enterprise Architecture Artifacts 

resident within the Subprocess Enterprise Architecture 

MFrag 

Resident 

Node 

rpt_quality(eps) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

enterprise architecture artifact. 
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B.6.8 Sub Process Information Artifact Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag also corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance of an information artifact (evidence) to the information 

artifact entity that is related to a SPA. The arrow between quality(psi) and 

rpt_quality(esp) nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality information artifact 

given the attainment of the information artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(PSIArtEvid, eip) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported Information Artifact quality. The argument eip 

represents a specific information artifact. 

 Isa(ProcSInfoArt, psi) This node influences the probability distribution of an 

Information Artifact. The argument psi represents a 

specific information artifact. 

 psi = ProcInfoArt(eip) Represents that a specific reported information artifact is 

constrained to an Information Artifact type 

Input Node quality(psi) Represents the quality of Information Artifacts resident 

within the Subprocess Information Artifact MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(epii) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

Information artifact 
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B.6.9 Mission Services EA Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance (evidence finding) of an enterprise architecture artifact to 

the enterprise architecture artifact entity that is related to a MS. The arrow between 

quality(bea) and rpt_quality(ebe) nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality 

enterprise architecture artifact given the attainment of the EA artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(BrmEArtEvid, ebe) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported EA artifact quality. The argument ebe represents a 

specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(BrmEaArt, bea) This node influences the probability distribution of 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument bea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 bea  = BrmEaArt(ebe) Represents that a specific reported artifact is constrained to 

an enterprise architecture artifact type 

Input Node quality(bea) Represents the quality of Enterprise Architecture Artifacts 

resident within the Mission Services Enterprise 

Architecture MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(ebe) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.6.10 Mission Services Information Artifact Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag also corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance (evidence) of an information artifact to the information 

artifact that is related to a MS. The arrow between quality(bia) and rpt_quality(eba) 

nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality information artifact given the 

attainment of the information artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context 

Nodes 

Isa(BrmIArtEvid, eba) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported Information Artifact quality. The argument eba 

represents a specific information artifact. 

 Isa(BrmInfoArt, bia) This node influences the probability distribution of an 

Information Artifact. The argument bia represents a 

specific information artifact 

 bia = BrmInfoArt(eba) Represents that a specific reported information artifact is 

constrained to an Information Artifact type 

Input Node quality(bia) Represents the quality of Information Artifacts resident 

within the Mission Service Information Artifact MFrag 

Resident 

Node 

rpt_quality(eba) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

Information artifact 
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B.6.11 MBR Enterprise Architecture Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance of an enterprise architecture artifact (evidence finding) to 

the enterprise architecture artifact entity that is related to a MBR.. The arrow between 

quality(mea) and rpt_quality(eme) nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality 

enterprise architecture artifact given the attainment of the EA artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(MbrEArtEvid, eme) This node influences the probability distribution of the 

reported EA artifact quality. The argument eme represents 

a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(MbrEaArt, mea) This node influences the probability distribution of 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument mea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 mea  = MbrEaArt(eme) Represents that a specific reported artifact is constrained to 

an enterprise architecture artifact type 

Input Node quality(mea) Represents the quality of Enterprise Architecture Artifacts 

resident within the Mission & Business Results Enterprise 

Architecture MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(eme) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.6.12 MBR Information Artifact Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag also corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance (evidence finding) of an Information artifact to the 

Information artifact that is related to a MBR. The arrow between quality(mia) and 

rpt_quality(ema) nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality Information artifact 

given the attainment of the Information artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

     

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(MbrIArtEvid, 

ema) 

This node influences the probability distribution of 

reported Information Artifact quality. The argument ema 

represents a specific information artifact. 

 Isa(MbrInfoArt, mia) This node influences the probability distribution of an 

Information Artifact. The argument mia represents a 

specific information artifact. 

 mia = 

MbrInfoArt(ema) 

Represents that a specific reported information artifact is 

constrained to an Information Artifact type 

Input Node quality(mia) Represents the quality of Information Artifacts resident 

within the Mission & Business Result Information Artifact 

MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(ema) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

Information artifact 
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B.6.13 Customer Results EA Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance (evidence) of an enterprise architecture artifact to the 

enterprise architecture artifact that is related to a CR. The arrow between quality(cea) and 

rpt_quality(ece) nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality enterprise 

architecture artifact given the attainment of the Enterprise Architecture artifact quality. 

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(CrEArtEvid, ece) This node influences the probability distribution of 

reported EA artifact quality. The argument ece represents a 

specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 Isa(CrEaArt, cea) This node influences the probability distribution of 

enterprise architecture artifact. The argument cea 

represents a specific enterprise architecture artifact. 

 cea  = CrEaArt(ece) Represents that a specific reported artifact is constrained to 

an enterprise architecture artifact type 

Input Node quality(cea) Represents the quality of Enterprise Architecture Artifacts 

resident within the Customer Results Enterprise 

Architecture MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(ece) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

enterprise architecture artifact 
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B.6.14 Customer Results Information Artifact Evidence MFrag 

This MFrag also corresponds to the Evidence on Artifacts LSERA entity. The MFrag 

associates a particular instance (evidence finding) of an information artifact to the 

information artifact that is related to a CR. The arrow between quality(cia) and 

rpt_quality(eca) nodes models the likelihood of producing a quality information artifact 

given the attainment of the information artifact quality.  

       MFrag Graph                                          Quiddity Code Implementation 

    

Node Type Name Description 

Context Nodes Isa(CrIArtEvid, eca) This node influences the probability distribution of 

reported Information Artifact quality. The argument eca 

represents a specific information artifact. 

 Isa(CrInfoArt, cia) This node influences the probability distribution of an 

Information Artifact. The argument cia represents a 

specific information artifact. 

 cia = CrInfoArt(eca) Represents that a specific reported information artifact is 

constrained to an Information Artifact type 

Input Node quality(cia) Represents the quality of Information Artifacts resident 

within the Customer Result Information Artifact MFrag 

Resident Node rpt_quality(eca) Represents the likelihood of the reporting a particular level 

of quality of a document represented as a specific 

Information artifact 
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Appendix C: Force of Evidence  
 

 

 

The following subsections present the evidentiary force calculations discussed in Section 

4.2 Force of Evidence Evaluation.  

C.1 Evidence in Isolation Force Calculations 

The following are the calculations for the results shown in Section 4.2.1 Evidence in 

Isolation. All calculation are based on the situation in Section 4.2 which is replicated here 

for ease of reference as Figure 114. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 114 Force of Evidence Example 
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Within Figure 114 there are six pieces of evidence (e*) A, B, C, D, E and F shown in 

gray. This evidence directly relate to a technical or process performance measure that is 

further associated with a Technology Initiative (G), a Technology Initiative Aspect (I, H), 

or a Subprocess (L). There are further chains of reasoning such as the indirect effect of 

evidence C and D on the subprocess L (J, K), the Technology Initiative behavior relates 

to the probable behavior of the Process and Activity Cargo Inspection and, ultimately, the 

probable behavior of a Mission and Service Cargo Entry. Along each of these chains, the 

argument authors can calculate a force of a piece of evidence without consideration of 

any other evidence.  

One Step 

The first questions is, 

“What is the force (Le*) of each of the technical performance measures evidence A, 

B, C, and D; the information artifact evidence E; and the process performance 

measure evidence F on the state of their respective performance measures?”  

This question given the situation in Figure 114 is simple but may be more important in 

situations where there are multiple evidence findings related to performance measures.  

To calculate the force for A, B, C, D, and F all of which are performance measures, the 

probabilities come from the Performance Measure Evidence CPT and for F, which is an 

Information artifact the probabilities come from the EA and OI artifact evidence CPT as 

shown here. 
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             PM evidence probabilities                   EA and OI artifact evidence probabilities 

                                      

 

Let E1 represent the state PM Evidence performance() state of Higher, E2 the state 

Within, and E3 the state Lower. For the performance measures reported evidence A, B, 

and E, which indicate “Within” the P(ew*|E2) is equal to .70 the probability of the 

evidence saying Within given the performance measure is in state Within. P(ew*|E2
c
) is 

calculated as [P(ew*|E1) + P(ew*|E3)]/2 = (.20 +.26)/2  = .23 representing a false hit. Given 

these probabilities and using the one-step force analysis equation from Section 3.3.4.2 

Evidence in Isolation, 

 

The force of the performance evidence for A, B, and F is .70/.23 = 3.04. 

Evidence C indicates Higher and if we want to know its force at the performance 

measure state “Higher” then P(eH*|E1) = .70 and P(eH*|E1
c
) = [P(eH*|E2) + P(eh*|E3)]/2 = .07  

giving the force using the above equation as .70/.07 = 10. Similiarly for  Evidence D 

indicates Lower  and if we want to know its force at the performance measure state 

“Lower” then P(eL*|E3) = .70 and P(eL*|E1
c
) = [P(eL*|E2) + P(eL*|E1)]/2 = .15  giving the force 

using the above equation as .70/.15 = 4.67. 
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Lastly, for the information artifact evidence E that shows an “Adequate” finding the force 

on the Information artifact is P(eA*|E2) = .95 and P(eA*|E2
c
) = [P(eA*|E1) + P(eA*|E3)]/2 = .04  

giving the force using the above equation as .95/.04 = 23.75. Table 63 summarizes these 

calculations with rounding to one decimal place. 

 

 

 

Table 63 One Step Force Determination 

 Evidence: e* On performance measure state Force (Le*) 

A Rpt Transaction Time: Within Avg Transaction Time: Within 3.0 

B Rpt Transaction Time: Within Avg Transaction Time: Within 3.0 

C Rpt Response Time: Higher Avg Response Time: Higher 10.0 

D Rpt Response Time: Lower Avg Response Time: Lower 4.7 

E Rpt Technical Architecture: Adequate Technical Architecture: Adequate 23.8 

F Rpt Avg Process Time: Within Avg Process Time: Within 3.0 

 

 

 

Two Step - Let F2 represent the state of the Technology Initiative Aspect “Attain” and as 

above let E2 represents the state of the Technical Performance Measure “Within”. The 

likelihood probabilities come from the Performance Measure CPT as shown here 

 

and using these Performance Measure Evidence probabilities, I calculated the two force 

using the two-step evidence force equation[Schum94] shown as Figure 115 follows.  
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Figure 115 Two Step evidence Force Equation 

 

 

 

For the cases G and L, with performance measures evidence A, and F respectively define 

the following variables as  

 a1 = P(E2 | F2) =                              .60,  

 b1 = [P(E2|F1) + P(E2|F3)]/2, = (.65+.50)/2 =          .575,  

 a2 = P(ew* | E2) =                            .70, 

 b2 = [P(ew*|E1) + P(ew*|E3)]/2 =(.20 + .26)/2 =          .23.  

Using the two-step force analysis equation above to calculate the force Le* of ew* on F2 

The resulting force of the performance evidence for A and F is Lew* = [.60 + (.23/(.70-

.23))] / [.575+(.23/(.70-.23))] = 1.089 / 1.064 = 1.023. 

For case H where evidence C finding is Higher, a1, b1 are the same, with a2 = P(eh*|E1) = 

.70 and b2 = [P(eh*|E2) + P(eh*|E3)]/2 = .07 then Leh* = [.60 +(.07/(.70-.07))] / 

[.575+(.07/(.70-.07))] = .711/.686 = 1.036.  

Finally, for case I with evidence D we use the following Information Artifact CPT and 

evidence CPT 

                            EA and OI artifact                                          EA and OI artifact evidence 
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 so setting a1 = .60, b1 = (.65+.50)/2 = .575, with a2 = P(ea*|E2) = .95 and b2= [P(ea*|E1) + 

P(ea*|E3)]/2 = .04 then Lea* = [.60 +(.04/(.95-.04))] / [.575+(.04/(.95-.04))] = .643/.618= 

1.040. Table 64 summarizes these calculations with rounding to two decimal place. 

 

 

 

Table 64 Two Step Force Determination 

 
Evidence (e*) On Behavioral Entity Attaining 

Force 
(Le*) 

G A. Rpt Transaction Time: Within TI: Complex Border Mgmt System 1.02 

H C. Rpt Response Time: Higher TIA: Admittance Sub System 1.04 

I E. Rpt Technical Architecture: Adequate TIA: Admittance Sub System 1.04 

L F. Rpt Avg Process Time: Within SPA: Process Admittance 
Requests  

1.02 

 

 

 

Three Step  

Figure 114 shows that the probability of being “Below” the desired behavior is 32.9%. 

The question is, are the indirect evidence J and K each independently more or less 

forceful than F? 

Answering questions of this type require a three-step evidence force analysis. Let G2 

represent the Subprocess Process Admittance Request “Attain” State, F2 represent the 

state of the Technology Initiative Aspect “Attain” and as above let E2 represents the state 

of the Technical Performance Measure  “Within” with eh* being evidence C of “Higher” 

eL* being evidence D of “Lower” 
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Too answer the force question for evidence C and D we need to have the likelihood 

probabilities of the TechInitAsp “Admittance Subsystem” behavior given the Subprocess 

“Process Admittance Request” behavior. These probabilities result from reversing the 

arrow between these two nodes in the graph in Figure 114. The initial arrow direction is 

set within the LSERA MTheory to handle the cause and effect relation. The reversal 

changes it into an evidential inference relation. The argument authors obtain the 

likelihood probabilities needed for evidence force analysis by reversing the arc within the 

arguments situation specific Bayesian network. Using the arc reversal feature within 

NETICA produces the likelihood probabilities shown in Table 65. 

 

 

 

Table 65 TechInitAsp and ProcActSub Probabilities 

  TIA: Admittance Subsystem 

SPA Process 

Admittance 

 F1 High 

Quality 

F2 

Adequate 

F3 Low 

Quality 

Exceed G1 0.50 0.36 0.14 

Attain G2 0.05 0.77 0.18 

Below G3 0.01 0.25 0.74 

 

 

 

Given the evidence probabilities in Table 65 above, and using the three-step evidence 

force analysis equation[Schum94] to calculate the force Le* of e* on G2, shown as Figure 

116. 
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Figure 116 Three Step Evidence Force Equation 

 

 

For evidence eh* being evidence C of “Higher”, define the following variables as  

 a1 = P(F2 | G2) =                              .77,  

 b1 = [P(F1|G2) + P(F3|G2)]/2, = (.36+.25)/2 =          .305,  

 a2 = P(E1 | F2) =                              .10, 

 b2 = [P(E1|F1) + P(E1|F3)]/2 =(.10+.05)/2 =            .15.  

 a3 = P(eh* | E1) =                             .70, 

 b3 = [P(eh*|E2) + P(eh*|E3)]/2 =(.10+.04)/2 =           .07. 

With the resulting force of Leh* on the Subprocess Attaining its desired behavior is .905 

it slightly does not favor attaining. This is because the evidence favors Exceeding.  

In a similar manner, for evidence eh* being evidence D of “Lower”, a1, b1, are defined as 

above, a2 = P(E3 | F2) = .30 and b2 = [P(E3|F1) + P(E3|F3)]/2 =(.10+.45)/2 = .275, a3 = 

P(eL* | E3) = .70, b3 = [P(eL*|E1) + P(eL*|E3)]/2 = (.10+.20)/2 = .15. 

With the resulting force of LeL* on the Subprocess Attaining its desired behavior is 1.02, 

which indicates very little force towards attaining. Table 66 shows the results of these 

three-step force calculations as J and K. L is the same two-step calculation as before.  
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Table 66 Three Step Force Determination 

 Evidence e* On Behavioral Entity Force 

(Le*) 

L F. Rpt Avg Process Time: Within SPA: Process Admittance Requests  1.03 

J C: Rpt Avg Response Time: Higher SPA: Process Admittance Requests 0.91 

K D: Rpt Avg Response Time: Lower SPA: Process Admittance Requests 1.02 

 

 

 

C.2 Contradictory Evidence calculations 

Given the situation in Figure 114, shown here are the calculations of the combined force 

of the performance measure (E) contradictory evidence C and D on the TIA Admittance 

Subsystem (F). Let e
H
* be the C evidence finding of Higher and e

L
* be the D evidence 

finding of Lower. Using the equation from Section 4.4.3 for contradictory evidence 

namely,  

 

And the performance measure evidence CPT and performance evidence CPT shown here 

     Performance Measure CPT                                              PM Evidence CPT                   

                      

Addressing the question of “Attaining” (F2) the desired behavior of the TIA give the 

Performance Measure being “Higher” (E1) than its target range and the evidence e1*, and 

e3* stated above, set  
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 a1 = P(E1|F2) =                            .10 

 b1 = [P(E1|F1) + P(E2|F3)]/2 = [.65 + .50]/2 =        .15  

In addition, given e1* evidence (higher) and because we are focusing on the likelihood 

the Technical Performance Measure will be “Higher” than its target range, set for a 

correct hit h1 and false positive f1 probabilities 

 h1 = P(eH*|E1) =                          .70 

 f1 = [P(eH*|E2) + P(eH*|E3)]/2 = (.10 + .04)/2        .07 

Now given the eL* evidence (Lower), set m2 for the miss probability i.e. the analysts 

missed the correct findings of E1 and c2 as the probability that the analysts makes a 

correct rejection then 

 m2 = P(eL*|E1) =                           .10 

 c2 = [P(eL*|E2) + P(eL*|E3)]/2 =(.20 +.70)/2 =        .45 

Plugging in the numbers into the formula above, the resulting force of both pieces of 

evidence considered together Le1*e3* on the TIA attaining its desired behavior is 0.95. 

This indicates that the conflicting evidence has little force but slightly favors not 

attaining. 

C.3 Corroborative Evidence Calculations 

Given the situation in Figure 114, shown here are the calculations of the combined force 

of the performance measure (E) corroborative evidence A and B on the TI Complex 

Border management System (F). Let ew* be the A and B evidence finding of Within 
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Using the equation from Section 4.4.3 for corroborative evidence shown here as Figure 

117,  

 

Figure 117 Corroborative Evidence Force Equation 

 

 

 

To determine the force of the combined corroborative evidence the argument authors use 

the performance measure evidence CPT and performance evidence CPT shown under 

contradictory evidence. Addressing the question of “Attaining” (F2) the desired behavior 

of the TI give the Performance Measure being “Within” (E2) than its target range and the 

evidence ew*, and ew* stated above, set  

 a1 = P(E2|F2) =                            .60 

 b1 = [P(E1|F1) + P(E2|F3)]/2 = [.65 + .50]/2 =        .575 

Given ew* evidence (Within) and because we are focusing on the likelihood the Technical 

Performance Measure will be “Within” its target range, set for a correct hit h1 and false 

positive f1 probabilities 

 h1 = P(ew*|E2) =                          .70 

 f1 = [P(ew*|E1) + P(e1*|E3)]/2 = (.20 + .26)/2       .23  

In contrast to the contradictory evidence eL*, the evidence eL* is corroborative to eH* 

being ew* for “Within”. So set h2 for another correct hit versus m2 for the miss probability 

and set f2 as another false positive probability rather than m2 for the miss probability then 
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 h2 = P(ew*|E2) =                           .70 

 f2 = [P(ew*|E1) + P(e1*|E3)]/2 = (.20 + .26)/2        .23 

Plugging in the numbers into the formula above, the resulting force of both pieces of 

corroborative evidence considered together Lew*ew* on the TI attaining its desired 

behavior is 1.04. This indicates that the conflicting evidence has little force but slightly 

favors attaining. The force of both pieces of corroborative evidence considered together 

is 1.04, which is insignificantly higher than their force-in-isolation of 1.02 as shown in 

Table 66 above. 

C.4  Conflicting Evidence Calculations 

Figure 114 shows the case of two pieces of evidence D and E stating different evidence 

findings on two independent items. One item is a technical performance measures 

“Response Time” (Fi) with an evidence finding of “Lower” call it e1* and the other an EA 

and OI artifact of Technical Architecture (Ei) with an evidence finding of “Adequate” call 

it e2* both of which are determining the probability that the TIA Admittance Subsystem 

(Gi) will “Attain” its desired behavior.  

First since D and E are independent the combined force Le1*e2* is the product of the 

individual force calculations i.e. (Le1*)(Le2*).  

For Le1* the argument authors state that what is the force of e1* if the technical 

Performance measure is likely lower. Section 4.4.2 explains this two-step calculation. 

This equation determines the force                    
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Define the following variables as  

 a1 = P(E3 | F3) =                              .45,  

 b1 = [P(E3|F1) + P(E3|F2)]/2, = (.10+.30)/2 =          .20,  

 a2 = P(e1* | E3) =                             .70, 

 b2 = [P(ew*|E1) + P(ew*|E3)]/2 =(.20+.26)/2 =          .15.  

Using the two-step force analysis equation above to calculate the force Le* of e1* on F2 

The resulting force of the performance evidence for C = [.45 + (.15/(.70-.15))] / 

[.20+(.15/(.70-.15))] = .722 / .472 = 1.53. 

Le2* was calculated in Section C.1 as a two-step calculation with Le2* = 1.04 

Thus the combined force of Le1*e2* = (Le1*)(Le2*) is (1.53)(1.04) = 1.59 

C.5  Convergent Evidence Calculations 

Again since D and E are independent Lew*ea* = (Lew*)(Lea*) the product of the 

individual force calculations. The calculation for Lew* is the same as for evidence A or B 

let the TIA be (F) and the Technical performance measure be (E) with evidence finding 

ew* representing Within define the following variables as  

 a1 = P(E2 | F2) =                              .60,  

 b1 = [P(E2|F1) + P(E2|F3)]/2, = (.65+.50)/2 =          .575,  

 a2 = P(ew* | E2) =                            .70, 

 b2 = [P(ew*|E1) + P(ew*|E3)]/2 =(.20+.26)/2 =          .23.  

Using the two-step force analysis equation above to calculate the force Le* of ew* on F2 

The resulting force of the performance evidence for A and F is Lew* = [.60 + (.23/(.70-

.23))] / [.575+(.23/(.70-.23))] = 1.089 / 1.064 = 1.023. 

Lea* was calculated in Section C.1 as a two-step calculation with Lea* = 1.04 

Thus the combined force of Lew*ea* = (Le1*)(Le2*) is (1.023)(1.04) = 1.06 
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Appendix D: LSERA Modeling Tools 
 

 

 

D.1 LSERA Argument Knowledge management Tool 

The Argument Knowledge Management tool is a custom extension to the Telelogic Inc. 

Systems Architect product. The tool provides a capability to manage all of the 

information related to the argument. This includes entities, inferential and causal 

relations, direct and ancillary evidence, conditional probability table definitions, and 

general argument information. This customization extension consists of additional 

Systems Architecture meta data defining each of the various LSERA objects using the 

Systems Architect USRPROPS capability. 

The following is the USRPROPS code file used to develop the custom extension to 

System Architect to support the LSERA Method. 

D.1.1  Definition Section 

This section provides the Systems architect code that implements each of the LSERA 

entities and relations. It also includes an object called Conditional Probability tables that 

stores all 40 MFrag Conditional Probability tables. This facilitates the interaction of 

Knowledge management with the probabilistic reasoning tools. 
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D.1.1.1 Customer Results 

This entity represents the most external customer of the process or activity the IT 

initiative supports, e.g., citizens, businesses, or other governments. This entity contains a 

set of measures that represent the specific result that will be associated with the most 

external customer of the process or activity the IT initiative supports. This entity relates 

to the Customer Results measurement area within the FEA PRM. The following 

USRPROPS code implements the Customer Results entity and adds additional objects to 

manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Customer results. 

DEFINITION "Customer Results" 

{ 

 Chapter "PRM Framework" 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Area" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Area" } 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Category" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Category" 

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "CATEGORY      GROUPING" }} 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Grouping" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Groupings" 

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$" }} 

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " L            

   LG             A             HB             H" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "CR_Low" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "CR_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "CR_Attain" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "CR_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "CR_High" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "CR_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL 

 "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 
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D.1.1.2  Enterprise Architecture Artifact 

These are types of artifacts defined by and contained in an agency’s enterprise 

architectures. An EA framework standard such as the Zackman Framework or the 

Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DODAF) defines these artifacts. 

LSERA treats these artifacts as a separate group because analysts use their existence to 

claim that a technology initiative aligned with the enterprise architecture is much more 

likely to be successful. Within the federal government, OMB mandates agencies show 

proof of this alignment. One key distinction in the LSERA argument is that LSERA asks 

the question “If this artifact were developed, would the behavior be more or less likely to 

be attained?” before the artifact is developed or examined. Many enterprise architecture 

artifacts are developed but are never used or are used incorrectly. The following 

USRPROPS code implements the Enterprise Architecture entity and adds additional 

objects to manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Enterprise Architecture 

artifacts. 

DEFINITION "EA Artifact" 

{ 

 PROPERTY " " {EDIT TEXT length 1 readonly } 

 PROPERTY "Related Rules" {EDIT HETEROGENEOUSLISTOF "Rules" Length 1200 } 

  

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " HQuality 

     Adequate     LQuality" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "OIA_HQuality" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HQuality" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "OIA_Adequate" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "OIA_LQuality" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LQuality" 
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    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "OIA_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL 

 "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 

D.1.1.3  Evidence on Artifacts 

This is a general category meant to hold all items considered evidence other than 

performance measure evidence within an LSERA argument. This entity consists of two 

partitions. The first partition is Enterprise Architecture Artifact evidence, which would be 

specific instances of an enterprise architecture artifact. The second partition is 

information artifact evidence, which represents artifacts such as specific engineering 

studies and analyses. The following USRPROPS code implements the Evidence on 

Artifacts entity and adds additional objects to manage LSERA argument relevant 

knowledge about Evidence on Artifacts. 

DEFINITION “Evidence on Artifacts” 

{ 

 PROPERTY “ “ {EDIT TEXT length 1 readonly } 

 PROPERTY “Review Rules” {EDIT ListOF “Rules” Length 1200 } 

 

 Chapter “Subject Matter Expert” 

  LAYOUT { ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY “Identification” {EDIT Text LENGTH 30} 

  PROPERTY “Position” {EDIT Listof Position LENGTH 1200} 

   

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY “XYZ” {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST “Assertions” Default “ HQuality 

     Adequate     Lquality” 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “Assertions”}} 

  GROUP “The resulting probabilities are:” 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY “OIA_Hquality” {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL “Hquality” 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “Probabilities”}} 

   PROPERTY “OIA_Adequate” {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL “Adequate” 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “$$Vforce$$”}} 

   PROPERTY “OIA_Lquality” {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL “Lquality” 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “$$Vforce$$”}} 
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   PROPERTY “OIA_Explanation” {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL 

 “Explanation”} 

  } 

} 

D.1.1.4  Information Artifact 

Information other than a specific performance measure observation or the existence of an 

enterprise architecture artifact affects an agency management’s confidence in the 

attainment or non-attainment of a technology initiative behavior. LSERA calls this “other 

information”, presented in some form of document or subject matter expert testimony, 

Information Artifacts. An Information Artifact may arise from anywhere. It may be a 

project artifact such as a study, technical analysis, or simulation. It may come from 

outside the project in the form of a policy directive, suggested reorganization, or product 

acquisition. It may come from the environment in which the technology 

initiative/organizational unit resides, such as a presidential directive or an event in the 

general public domain. Evidence of Customer Results are Information Artifacts. The 

following USRPROPS code implements the Information Artifacts entity and adds 

additional objects to manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Information 

Artifacts.  

DEFINITION "Information Artifact" 

{ 

 PROPERTY " " {EDIT TEXT length 1 readonly } 

 PROPERTY "Related Rules" {EDIT HETEROGENEOUSLISTOF "Rules" Length 1200 } 

  

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " HQuality 

     Adequate     LQuality" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 
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   PROPERTY "OIA_HQuality" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HQuality" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "OIA_Adequate" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "OIA_LQuality" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LQuality" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "OIA_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL 

 "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 

D.1.1.5  Mission & Business Results 

This entity represents the outcomes that agencies seek to achieve that are related directly 

to the purpose for the agencies’ existence. This entity contains a set of measures that 

represent the specific result that will be associated with the outcomes of the process or 

activity the IT initiative supports. This entity relates to the Mission & Business Results 

measurement area within the FEA PRM. An agency usually develops these outcomes and 

measurable results during the agency’s budget and strategic planning processes, as 

prescribed under the Government Performance Results Act (GPRA). The following 

USRPROPS code implements the Mission & Business Results entity and adds additional 

objects to manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Mission & Business 

Results.  

DEFINITION “Mission and Business Results” 

{ 

 Chapter “PRM Framework” 

 PROPERTY “PRM Measurement Area” { EDIT ONE OF “PRM Measurement Area” } 

 PROPERTY “PRM Measurement Category” { EDIT ONE OF “PRM Measurement Category” 

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “CATEGORY      GROUPING” }} 

 PROPERTY “PRM Measurement Grouping” { EDIT one of "PRM Measurement Groupings" 

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$" }} 

  

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " L       LG 

      A      HB      H" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 
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  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "MBR_Low" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Lower" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "MBR_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "MBR_Attain" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "MBR_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "MBR_High" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "MBR_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL 

 "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 

 

D.1.1.6  Mission Service 

This entity represents the specific service the agency is performing to produce its defined 

Mission & Business Results and Customer Results. The agency associates each particular 

Mission Service to an element within the FEA Business Reference Model (BRM). The 

following USRPROPS code implements the Mission Service entity and adds additional 

objects to manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Mission Service.  

DEFINITION “Mission Service”  

{  

 Chapter Causality 

 PROPERTY “Casuality Assertion” {EDIT Text LISTONLY LIST “Causality” Default “Positive  

   Relevance” 

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “Causality Assertion” }} 

  

 Chapter “PRM Framework” 

 PROPERTY “PRM Measurement Area” { EDIT ONE OF “PRM Measurement Area” } 

 PROPERTY “PRM Measurement Category” { EDIT ONE OF “PRM Measurement Category” 

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “CATEGORY      GROUPING” }} 

 PROPERTY “PRM Measurement Grouping” { EDIT ONE OF “PRM Measurement Groupings” 

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “$$Vforce$$” }} 

  

 CHAPTER Results 
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 PROPERTY “XYZ” {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST “Assertions” Default “ Exceeds 

     Attains     Below” 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “Behavioral Assertions”}} 

  GROUP “The resulting probabilities are:” 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY “BRM_Exceeds” {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL “Exceeds” 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “Probabilities”}} 

   PROPERTY “BRM_Attains” {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL “Attains” 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “$$Vforce$$”}} 

   PROPERTY “BRM_Below” {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL “Below” 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND “$$Vforce$$”}} 

   PROPERTY “BRM_Explanation” {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL 

 “Explanation”} 

  } 

} 

 

D.1.1.7  Performance Measure 

This entity represents operationalized performance measurement indicators defined to 

measure the behavior of process and activities, and technology initiatives within the 

specific LSERA argument. The entity has two partitions, technical performance 

measurement indicators and process performance measurement indicators. This entity 

relates to the Processes & Activities and Technology Initiative Measurement areas within 

the FEA PRM. The following USRPROPS code implements the Technology 

Performance Measure and Process Performance Measure partitions of the Performance 

Measure entity and adds additional objects to manage LSERA argument relevant 

knowledge about Performance Measures. 

DEFINITION "Technology Performance Measure" 

{   

 PROPERTY "Relevance" {EDIT Text Length 120} 

  

 Chapter "PRM Framework" 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Area" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Area" } 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Category" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Category"    

DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "CATEGORY         GROUPING" }} 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Grouping" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Groupings"   

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$" }} 
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 CHAPTER "Ownership" 

 LAYOUT { COLS 2 ALIGN OVER } 

 GROUP "Responsibilities" 

  { 

  PROPERTY "Owning Organizational Unit" { EDIT ONEOF "Organizational Unit" } 

  PROPERTY "Performance Measure is provided by" {EDIT ONEOF "Position" KEYED    BY { 

"Position belongs TO Organization" : "Owning Organizational Unit", "Name" }} 

  } 

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " L       LG         

A      HB      H" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "TPM_Low" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "TPM_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "TPM_Attain" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "TPM_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "TPM_High" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "TPM_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL      "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 

DEFINITION "Process Performance Measure" 

{ 

 PROPERTY "Relevance" {EDIT Text Length 1200} 

 PROPERTY "Related Evidence PPM" {ZOOMABLE EDIT Listof "Evidence on PPM" Length     

 1200 } 

   

 Chapter "PRM Framework" 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Area" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Area" } 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Category" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Category"    

DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "CATEGORY      GROUPING" }} 

 PROPERTY "PRM Measurement Grouping" { EDIT ONEOF "PRM Measurement Groupings"    

DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$" }} 

  

 CHAPTER "Ownership" 

 LAYOUT { COLS 2 ALIGN OVER } 

 GROUP "Responsibilities" 

  { 

  PROPERTY "Owning Organizational Unit" { EDIT ONEOF "Organizational Unit" } 

  PROPERTY "Performance Measure is provided by" {EDIT ONEOF "Position" KEYED    BY { 

"Position belongs TO Organization" : "Owning Organizational Unit", "Name" }} 

  } 
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 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " L       LG         

A      HB      H" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "PPM_Low" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "PPM_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PPM_Attain" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PPM_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PPM_High" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PPM_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL       "Explanation"} 

} 

 

 

D.1.1.8  Processes & Activities  

This entity represents the actual processes that the information technology initiative 

supports. These processes produce the behaviors and outputs measured by the 

performance measures contained within the performance measure entity. In addition, 

these processes are contained within the mission services and contribute to the behavior 

of the associated mission service and the attainment of Mission & Business Results and 

Customer Results associated with the Mission Services. This entity is partitioned into 

Subprocess & Activities. The following USRPROPS code implements the Processes & 

Activities entity and adds additional objects to the Systems Architect “Business 

Function” object to manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Mission 

Service. 
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DEFINITION "Business Function" 

{  

 Chapter Causality 

 PROPERTY "Related TechInits" {ZOOMABLE EDIT Listof "TechInit" Length 1200 } 

 PROPERTY "Casuality Assertion" {EDIT Text LISTONLY LIST "Causality" Default "Positive     

Relevance" 

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Causality Assertion" }} 

  

  

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " Exceeds           

Attains        Below" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Behavioral Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "PA_Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "PA_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PA_Below" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PA_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL       "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 

D.1.1.9  Processes & Activities Performance Measure Evidence 

The evidence related to Processes & Activities measures is primarily some type of 

documentation. The evidence would be specific measurement observations done at a 

particular time. For example, an analyst may determine a process measure such as 

“average time to execute” using traditional workflow observation analysis or a 

performance projection analysis for systems in development. The evidence could be 

specific sensor measurement, and/or a type of studies and analyses reports. In addition, 

subject matter expert testimonial evidence is also possible: This could be give by subject 

matter experts who have reviewed the studies and then express an opinion on the 

attainment or non-attainment of the specific performance Measure. The following 
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USRPROPS code implements the Process & Activities Performance Measure entity and 

adds additional objects to manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Process & 

Activities Performance Measure.  

DEFINITION "Evidence on PPM" 

{ 

 PROPERTY " " {EDIT TEXT length 1 readonly } 

 PROPERTY "Review Rules" {EDIT ListOF "Rules" Length 1200 } 

  

 Chapter "Subject Matter Expert" 

  LAYOUT { ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Identification" {EDIT Text LENGTH 30} 

  PROPERTY "Position" {EDIT Listof Position Length 1200} 

  

 CHAPTER Assertions 

  LAYOUT {ALIGN OVER TAB } 

    GROUP "If the Process Performance Measure is low the performance measures will be     observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Low18"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_LowG18"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Attains33" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_HighB18" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Higher18" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

   

    GROUP "If the Process Performance Measure is lowG the performance measures will be    observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Low19"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_LowG19"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Attains34" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_HighB19" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Higher19" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

   

    GROUP "If the Process Performance Measure is attained the performance measures will be   

 observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Low20"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_LowG20"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Attains35" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_HighB20" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Higher20" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 
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    GROUP "If the Process Performance Measure is HighB the performance measures will be   

 observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Low21"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_LowG21"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Attains36" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_HighB21" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Higher21" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

   

    GROUP "If the Process Performance Measure is High the performance measures will be    observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Low22"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_LowG22"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Attains37" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "PPM_HighB22" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Higher22" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

    PROPERTY "PPM_LTIAArt_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on   

 Ancillary Evidence"} 

 

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " L       LG         

A      HB      H" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "PMP_Low" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "PM_MP_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PMP_Attain" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PMP_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "PMP_High" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 

D.1.1.10 Strategic Outcome 
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This entity represents the broad policy priorities that drive the direction of the agency. An 

Agency defines these priorities as part of its strategic planning process and documents 

them in the agency’s strategic plan. This entity relates to Strategic Outcomes as discussed 

within the FEA PRM specification. The following USRPROPS code implements the 

Strategic Outcome entity and adds additional objects to manage LSERA argument 

relevant knowledge about Strategic Outcome.  

DEFINITION "Strategic Outcomes" 

{ 

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " Exceeds         

Attains         Below" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "SO_Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "SO_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "SO_Below" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "SO_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL       "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 

 

D.1.1.11 Technology Initiative 

This entity represents the technology initiative around which the agency is formulating a 

specific LSERA argument. The technology initiative directly contributes to both the 

Processes & Activities and the Mission Services behaviors. The technical performance 

measures within the performance measure entity track the behaviors of the Technology 

Initiative. A technology initiative generally can include applications, infrastructure, 

services and other technical aspects. Thus, this entity can be partitioned into multiple 
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Technology Initiative Aspects. These Aspects contribute to the behaviors of the 

Technology Initiative as well as the behaviors of Subprocess & Activities. The following 

USRPROPS code implements the Technology Initiative entity and adds additional 

objects to manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Technology Initiatives. 

DEFINITION "TechInit" 

{  

 Property "Related Business Functions" {ZOOMABLE EDIT Listof  

 "Business Function" Length 1200 } 

 

 CHAPTER "Decomposition" 

 LAYOUT { COLS 2 ALIGN OVER } 

 PROPERTY "System is composed of Subsystems"  { EDIT LISTOF "Subsystem" } 

 PROPERTY "System replaces other Systems"  { EDIT LISTOF "System" } 

 

 Chapter Behavior 

 PROPERTY "Behavior as recoreded by Technical Performance Measures" 

 { 

  EDIT LISTOF "Technology Performance Measure" 

  ASGRID 

  HELP "Includes OMIs from all four Measurement Areas" 

 } 

 Chapter Causality 

 PROPERTY "Casuality Determination" {EDIT Text LISTONLY LIST "Causality" Default    "Positive 

Relevance"  

 DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Causality Assertion" }} 

  

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " Exceeds        

Attains     Below" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Behavioral Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "TI_Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "TI_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "TI_Below" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "TI_Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL       "Explanation"} 

  } 

} 

 

D.1.1.12 Technology Initiative Performance Measure Evidence 
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The evidence related to Technology Initiative’s measures would be primarily 

documentation. This evidence relates to specific measurement observations done at 

particular times. For example, a technical measure such as “average response time” could 

be measured as a stopwatch observation of an operational capability or a performance 

analysis for systems in development. The following USRPROPS code implements the 

Technology Initiative Performance Measure Evidence entity and adds additional objects 

to manage LSERA argument relevant knowledge about Technology Initiative 

Performance Measure Evidence. 

DEFINITION "Evidence on TPM" 

{ 

  

 Chapter "SMEs" 

  LAYOUT { ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Identification" {EDIT Text LENGTH 30} 

  PROPERTY "Position" {EDIT Listof Position Length 1200} 

 CHAPTER Assertions 

  LAYOUT {ALIGN OVER TAB } 

    GROUP "If the Technical Performance Measure is low the performance measures will be     

observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low18"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG18"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains33" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB18" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "Higher18" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

   

    GROUP "If the Technical Performance Measure is lowG the performance measures will be     

observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low19"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG19"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains34" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB19" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "Higher19" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 
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 GROUP "If the Technical Performance Measure is attained the performance measures will be    

observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low20"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG20"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains35" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB20" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "Higher20" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

   

    GROUP "If the Technical Performance Measure is HighB the performance measures will be    

observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low21"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG21"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains36" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB21" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "Higher21" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

   

    GROUP "If the Technical Performance Measure is High the performance measures will be    

observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low22"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG22"  {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains37" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB22" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "Higher22" {EDIT Text LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

    PROPERTY "LTIAArt_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on    Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

 CHAPTER Results 

 PROPERTY "XYZ" {EDIT Text LENGTH 60 LISTONLY LIST "Assertions" Default " L       LG         

A      HB      H" 

  DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Assertions"}} 

  GROUP "The resulting probabilities are:" 

  { 

   LAYOUT {COLS 5 ALIGN OVER} 

   PROPERTY "MP_Low" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "Probabilities"}} 

   PROPERTY "MP_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "MP_Attain" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "MP_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "MP_High" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High" 

    DISPLAY {FORMAT String LEGEND "$$VForce$$"}} 

   PROPERTY "Explanation" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Explanation"} 
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  } 

} 

 

D.1.1.13 Relations 

The 31 LSERA relations are of two kinds: Behavioral where the parent’s behavior affects 

the child node’s behavior and Inferential where the state of the parent node simply infers 

something about the state of the child node. The following USRPROPS code implements 

the Relations and adds additional objects to manage LSERA argument relevant 

knowledge about the Relations. 

DEFINITION “Relevance Arc” 

{ 

 Chapter Generalization 

 PROPERTY “Generalization” {EDIT Text LIST “Generalizations” Length 120 } 

} 

DEFINITION “Causal Arc” 

{ 

 Chapter Generalization 

 PROPERTY “Generalization” {EDIT Text LIST “Generalizations” Length 120 } 

} 

 

 

D.1.1.14 Conditional Probability tables 

This USRPROPS code facilitates the inter-operations of Systems Architect and Quiddity 

by passing back and forth these conditional probabilities. Systems Architect stores these 

probabilities as additional knowledge about the argument and can report them as part of 

argument analysis. Quiddity uses these probabilities to support the probabilistic 

reasoning. There is one chapter for each entity 

DEFINITION "Conditional Probability Table"  

{  

 CHAPTER "Agency Services MFrag" 

        REM "Strategic Outcomes CPT" 

  LAYOUT { ALIGN OVER TAB } 
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  GROUP "Agency Service exceeds target the Strategic Outcomes will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 } 

  PROPERTY "Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 } 

  PROPERTY "Below"   {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 } 

  } 

  GROUP "Agency Service attains target the Strategic Outcomes will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds1" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains1" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "Below1"   {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Agency Service is below target the Strategic Outcomes will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds2" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains2" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "Below2"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "BSSO_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

        REM "Mission Business Results CPT" 

  GROUP "Agency Service Exceeds target the Mission Business Result will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5} 

  PROPERTY "LowG"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5} 

  PROPERTY "Attains3" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5} 

  PROPERTY "Higher" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5} 

  } 

   

  GROUP "Agency Service attains target the Mission Business Result will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low1"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG1" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains4" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB1" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "Higher1" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

   

  GROUP "Agency Service is Below target the Mission Business Result will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low2"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG2" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains5" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB2" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "Higher2" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 
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  } 

  PROPERTY "BSMBR_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

        REM "Customer Results CPT" 

  GROUP "Agency Service Exceeds target the Customer Result will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low3"   {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5} 

  PROPERTY "LowG3"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5} 

  PROPERTY "Attains6" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB3" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5} 

  PROPERTY "Higher3" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5} 

  } 

   

  GROUP "Agency Service attains target the Customer Results will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low4"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG4" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains7" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB4" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "Higher4" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Agency Service is Below target the Customer Results will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low5"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG5" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains8" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB5" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "Higher5" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "BSCR_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

   

REM "Chapter Process and Activities  CPT"   

 CHAPTER "Process and Activities CPTs" 

  LAYOUT { ALIGN OVER TAB } 

        REM "Process behavior impact on Business Services  CPT" 

  GROUP "Proc and Act exceeds target the Business Service behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds3" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains9" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "Below3"   {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Proc and Act attains target the Business Service behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds4"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains10" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "Below4"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 
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  } 

  GROUP "Proc and Act is Below target the Business Service behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds5"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains11" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain"} 

  PROPERTY "Below5"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "ProcAct_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

        REM "Process Performance Measures CPT" 

  GROUP "Process and Activities behavior exceeds target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low6"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG6"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains12" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB6" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "Higher6" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Process and Activities behavior Attains target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low7"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG7" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains13" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB7" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "Higher7" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Process and Activities behavior Below target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low8"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG8" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains14" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB8" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "Higher8" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "PPM_Just"  {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

        REM "Enterprise Architecture Artifacts  CPT" 

  GROUP "Proc and Act exceeds target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Proc and Act Attains target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual1"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 
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  PROPERTY "Adequate1"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual1"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Proc and Act below target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual2"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate2"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual2"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "EAArt_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

        REM "Other Information Architecture Artifacts  CPT" 

  GROUP "Proc and Act exceeds target other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual3"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate3"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual3"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Proc and Act Attains target the other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual4"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate4"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual4"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Proc and Act below target the other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual5"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate5"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual5"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "IAArt_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

REM "Local Process and Activities CPT"   

 CHAPTER "Local Process and Activities CPTs" 

  LAYOUT { ALIGN OVER TAB } 

        REM "Local Process behavior impact on Over Process Impact CPT" 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior exceeds target the overall Process behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds6" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains15" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "Below6"   {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior attains target the overall Process behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds7"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains16" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 
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  PROPERTY "Below7"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior is Below target the overall Process behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Exceeds8"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains17" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain"} 

  PROPERTY "Below8"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "LProcAct_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

       REM "Local Process Performance Measures CPT" 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior exceeds target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low9"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG9"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains18" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB9" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "Higher9" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior Attains target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low10" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG10" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains19" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB10" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "Higher10" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior is Below target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Low11" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "LowG11" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "Attains20" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "HighB11" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "Higher11" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "LPPM_Just"  {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

        REM "Enterprise Architecture Artifacts  CPT" 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior exceeds target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual6"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate6"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual6"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "TLocal Process behavior Attains target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed 

as" 
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  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual7"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate7"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual7"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior is below target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual8"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate8"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual8"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "LEAArt_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

 REM "Other Information Architecture Artifacts  CPT" 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior exceeds target other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual9"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate9"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual9"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior Attains target the other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual10"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate10"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual10"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Process behavior is below target the other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "Hqual11"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "Adequate11"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "Lqual11"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "LIArt_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

   

REM "Chapter on Technology Initiative CPT"   

 CHAPTER "Technology Initiative CPTs" 

  LAYOUT { ALIGN OVER TAB } 

 REM "TI Behavior on Process activities  CPT" 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative exceeds target the Overall Process behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_E_Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_E_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_E_Below" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 
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  GROUP "Technology Initiative attains target the Business Service behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_A_Exceed" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_A_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_A_Below" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative is Below target the Business Service behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_B_Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_B_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_B_Below" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "TI_PA_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

REM "Technical Performance Measures CPT" 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative behavior exceeds target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_E_Low"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_E_LowG"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_E_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_E_HghB"{EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_E_Higher" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative behavior Attains target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_A_Low"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_A_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_A_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_A_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_A_Higher" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

   

  GROUP "Technology Initiative behavior Below target the performance measures will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_B_Low14" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_B_LowG14" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_B_Attains26" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_B_HighB14" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_B_Higher14" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "TI_TPM_Just"  {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

REM "Enterprise Architecture Artifacts  CPT" 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative exceeds target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_EA_E_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 
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  PROPERTY "TI_EA_E_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_EA_E_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative Attains target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_EA_A_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_EA_A_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_EA_A_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative is below target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_EA_B_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_EA_B_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_EA_B_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "TI_TEAArt_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

   

REM "Other Information Architecture Artifacts  CPT" 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative exceeds target other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_E_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_E_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_E_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative Attains target the other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_A_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_A_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_A_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Technology Initiative is below target the other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_B_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_B_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TI_IA_B_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "TI_IAArt_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

REM "Chapter on Local Technology Initiative Aspects CPT"   

 CHAPTER "Local Technology Aspect CPTs" 

  LAYOUT { ALIGN OVER TAB } 

     

 REM "Local TI aspect Behavior on Process activities  CPT" 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect exceeds target the Local Process behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 
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  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_E_Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_E_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_E_Below" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect  attains target the Business Service behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_A_Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_A_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_A_Below" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect  is Below target the Business Service behavior will" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_B_Exceeds" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Exceeds"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_B_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attain"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_B_Below1" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Below"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_LPA_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

   

REM "Technical Performance Measures CPT" 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect behavior exceeds target the performance measures will be observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_E_Low"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_E_LowG"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_E_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_E_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB" } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_E_Higher" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect behavior Attains target the performance measures will be observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_A_Low" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_A_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_A_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_A_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_A_Higher" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect behavior Below target the performance measures will be observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 5  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_B_Low" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_B_LowG" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "LowG"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_B_Attains" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Attains"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_B_HighB" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "HighB"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_B_Higher" {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Higher"} 

  } 
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  PROPERTY "TIA_TPM_Just"  {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

REM "Enterprise Architecture Artifacts  CPT" 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect exceeds target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_E_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_E_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_E_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect Attains target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be observed 

as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_A_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_A_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_A_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect is below target the Enterprise Architecture artifacts will be 

observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_B_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_B_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_B_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_EA_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

   

REM "Other Information Architecture Artifacts  CPT" 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect exceeds target other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_E_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_E_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_E_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect Attains target the other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_A_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_A_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_A_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 

  GROUP "Local Technology Aspect is below target the other Information Artifacts will be observed as" 

  { 

  LAYOUT { COLS 3  ALIGN OVER TAB } 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_B_Hqual"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "High Quality"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_B_Adequate"  {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Adequate"} 

  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_B_Lqual"    {EDIT TEXT LENGTH 5 LABEL "Low Quality"} 

  } 
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  PROPERTY "TIA_IA_Just" {EDIT Text Length 1200 LABEL "Justification based on Ancillary 

Evidence"} 

   

  } 

D.1.2 Rename Section 

RENAME DIAGRAM "User 1"  to LSERA 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 1"  to "Evidence on TPM" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 2"  to "Relevance Arc" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 3"  to "Mission and Business Results" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 4"  to "Customer Results" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 5"  to "Process and Activity" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 6"  to "TechInit" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 7"  to "Causal Arc" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 8"  to "Strategic Outcomes" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 9"  to "Process Performance Measure" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 10" to "Technology Performance Measure" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 11"  to "Evidence on PPM" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 12"  to "Evidence on Artifacts" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 13"  to "TechInit/Process" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 14"  to "EA Artifact" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 15"  to "Information Artifact" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 16"  to "Conditional Probability Table" 

RENAME SYMBOL  "User 17"  to "Mission Service" 

 

 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 1" to "Evidence on TPM" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 2" to "Mission and Business Results" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 3" to "Customer Results" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 4" to "Relevance Arc" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 5" to "Causal Arc" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 6" to "Process Performance Measure" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 7" to "Technology Performance Measure" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 8" to "Rules" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 9" to "MyStates" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 10" to "TechInit" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 11" to "TechInit/Process" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 12" to "SME" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 13" to "Evidence on PPM" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 14" to "Evidence on Artifacts" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 15" to "Strategic Outcomes" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 16" to "PPM/Evidence on PPM" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 17" to "EA Artifact" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 18" to "Information Artifact" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 19" to "Conditional Probability Table" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 20" to "Mission Service" 

RENAME DEFINITION "User 21" to "Chain of Reasoning" 

RENAME DEFINITION "Generic Measurement Indicator" to "PRM Measurement Groupings" 
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D.1.3 List Section 

LIST Assertions 

{ 

 Value "Attained" 

 Value "Likely" 

 Value "Don't Know" 

 Value "Not Likely" 

 Value "Not Attained" 

} 

 

LIST Causality 

{ 

 Value "Necessary" 

 Value "Sufficient" 

 Value "Neccessary and Sufficient" 

 Value "Positive Relevance" 

} 

 

LIST "Check Off" 

{ 

 Value "Yes" 

 Value "No" 

} 

 

LIST Generalizations 

{ 

 Value "Systems generate behaviors that are measureable" 

 Value "Processes or Activities generate behaviors that are measureable" 

 Value "Technology behavior affects usually affects Process Behavior" 

 Value "Process behavior usually affects overall orgaanization behavior" 

} 

 

LIST Space 

{ 

 VALUE "          " 

 VALUE " Exceeds         Attains         Below" 

} 

 

LIST State 

{ 

 Value Attained 

 Value "Not Attained" 

} 

 

 

D.1.4 Diagram  & Symbol Sections 

DIAGRAM LSERA 

{ 
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 CHAPTER "Chain of Reasonng" 

 PROPERTY "Chain of Reasoning" {EDIT Text LENGTH 1200} 

} 

 

 
SYMBOL "Mission Service" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Mission Service" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Causal Arc" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Causal Arc" 

 DEPICT LIKE "Event Flow" IN "Data Flow Ward & Mellor" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Customer Results"  

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Customer Results" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

 DEPICTIONS {MENU images\requirements.bmp} 

} 

 

SYMBOL "EA Artifact"  

{ 

 DEFINED BY "EA Artifact" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

 DEPICT LIKE "Data Object" IN "Business Process" 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Evidence on Artifacts"  

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Evidence on artifacts" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

REM "DEPICT LIKE Data Preparation IN Flow Chart" 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Evidence on PPM"  

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Evidence on PPM" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

REM "DEPICT LIKE Data Preparation IN Flow Chart" 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Evidence on TPM"  

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Evidence on TPM" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

REM "DEPICT LIKE Data Preparation IN Flow Chart" 
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} 

 

SYMBOL "Conditional Probability Table" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Conditional Probability Table" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

 DEPICTIONS {MENU images\slctwbpg.bmp} 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Information Artifact"  

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Information Artifact" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

 DEPICT LIKE "Data Object" IN "Business Process" 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Mission and Business Results"  

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Mission and Business Results" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

 DEPICTIONS {MENU images\requirements.bmp} 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Process and Activity" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Business Function" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

 DEPICT LIKE "Process" IN "Business Process Hierarchy" 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Process Performance Measure" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Process Performance Measure" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Technology Performance Measure" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Technology Performance Measure" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

 DEPICTIONS {MENU images\PhysicalNode.bmp} 

} 

 

SYMBOL "Strategic Outcomes" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Strategic Outcomes" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

 DEPICTIONS {MENU images\vision.bmp} 

} 

SYMBOL "Relevance Arc" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Relevance Arc" 
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 DEPICT LIKE "Flow" IN "Flow Chart" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

} 

SYMBOL "Subsystem" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "Subsystem" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

} 

SYMBOL "TechInit" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "TechInit" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

} 

SYMBOL "TechInit/Process" 

{ 

 DEFINED BY "TechInit/Process" 

 ASSIGN TO "LSERA" 

  

} 
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D.2 LSERA Inference Model Tool 

Within Section E.2 MFrag descriptions is the IET Inc. Quiddity tool code that defines 

each MFrag. The following is the Quiddity code necessary to execute the LSERA 

Inference model. There are two classes; Link programs that associate the MFrag into a 

Bayesian network; and Functions Program which support the causal level selection. 

 

D.2.1 Exec Program 

These programs control Quiddity model execute and loads the other link programs to 

build the specified Bayesian network 

# 

#       Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis(LSERA) Model  

#           Using the Bayesian Modeling Quiddty*Suite Tool 

# 

#           Author 

#                        William J. Bunting 

# 

 

puts(“\n Intializing the Frame System…...\n”); 

  

 frameSystem();   # Initialize the frame system 

 

# load(“C:/Documents and Settings/Wbunting/My Documents/PHD/Current Work/Software 

Files/Quiddtiy/PRMLOS/Hypothetical Agency TI/LSERA_MultiModel_V1_Exec.spi”); 

  

 Tcause = 4; # Cause and Effect Level 

 

puts(“\nStarting Model execution\n”); 

 load(“C:/…/LSERA_MultiModel_V1_Functions.spi”); 

 load(“C:/…/LSERA_MultiModel_TIA_Link.spi”); 

 load(“C:/.../LSERA_MultiModel_TI_Link.spi”); 

 load(“C:/…/LSERA_MultiModel_PAS_Link.spi”); 

 load(“C:/…/LSERA_MultiModel_PA_Link.spi”); 

 

 

#<<<<<<<<---- SECTION VI. DISPLAY RESULTS  ---->>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

puts(“Here is the force of a technical performance measure “+evidforce, “\n”); 

 

 

 if true { 
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  $vis = javaClass(“com.quiddity.visualizer.QuiddityVisualizer”)(currentFrameSystem(),false); 

  $vis->setVisible(true); 

  }; 

 puts(“SSBN Successfully displayed… \n”); 

  

 saveNetica(“c:/Documents and Settings/Wbunting/My Documents/PHD/Current Work/Software 

Files/Quiddtiy/PRMLOS/Hypothetical Agency TI/LSERA_Hagency_TI.dne”); # Save to Netica 

# 

 

 

 

 

 

D.2.2 Technology Initiatives Link Program 

This Quiddity program links together the technology Initiative related MFrags as 

specified. 

#       Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis(LSERA) Model  

#           Using the Bayesian Modeling Quiddty*Suite Tool 

# 

#           Author 

#                                       William J. Bunting 

# 

 

puts("\nBuilding the Frame System......\n"); 

  

#frameSystem();   # Initialize the frame system 

 

# load("C:/.../LSERA_MultiModel_TI_Link.spi"); 

load("C:/.../LSERA_MultiModel_V1_TI_Frames.spi"); 

 

 

#<<<<------ SECTION I. MAKE FRAME INSTANCES  ------>>>>>>>>>>> 

# 

 

puts("Making Instances of Operations related Frames...\n"); 

 

 

 ti0 = TechInit->makeInstance("CBorder_Mgmt_Sys"); 

  

puts("Making instances of Performance Measures and Artifacts...\n"); 

 

 tp1 = TechPM->makeInstance("Avg Cost of Training"); 

# tp2 = TechPM->makeInstance("# of Operational Issues"); 

# tp3 = TechPM->makeInstance("Avg Time for Function Completion"); 

# tp4 = TechPM->makeInstance("% Standaridized Terms"); 

# tp5 = TechPM->makeInstance("% Available"); 
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# tp6 = TechPM->makeInstance("% User Approval"); 

  

# tea1 = TechEaArt->makeInstance("EA: Technical Architecture"); 

# tia1 = TechInfoArt->makeInstance("IA: Acquisition Strategy"); 

# tia2 = TechInfoArt->makeInstance("IA: Organizational Impact Study"); 

 

  

puts("Making instances of Evidence ...\n"); 

 

 trp1 = TechPMEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt Avg cost of training"); 

# trp2 = TechPMEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt # of Operational Issues"); 

# trp3 = TechPMEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt on Function Completion"); 

# trp4 = TechPMEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt % Common Terms"); 

# trp5 = TechPMEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt % Available"); 

# trp6 = TechPMEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt % User Approvals"); 

  

# trp7 = TEArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Technical Architecture V1"); 

# trp8 = TIArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Acquisition Strategy V1"); 

# trp9 = TIArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Organizational Impact Report"); 

 

 

puts("Frame Instances successfully established...\n\n"); 

 

 

#<<------ SECTION II. LINKING THE FRAME INSTANCES  ------>>>>>>>>>> 

 

 puts("Linking Frame Instances...\n"); 

 x = ta1; 

 y = ta2; 

# ti0->link = x; 

 ti0->link = [x, y]; 

  

 tp1->link = ti0; 

# tp2->link = ti0; 

# tp3->link = ti0; 

# tp4->link = ti0; 

# tp5->link = ti0; 

# tp6->link = ti0; 

  

# tea1->link = ti0; 

# tia1->link = ti0; 

# tia2->link = ti0; 

  

 trp1->subject = tp1; 

# trp2->subject = tp2; 

# trp3->subject = tp3; 

# trp4->subject = tp4; 

# trp5->subject = tp5; 

# trp6->subject = tp6; 

  

# trp7->link = tea1; 

# trp8->link = tia1; 
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# trp9->link = tia2; 

  

 puts("Frames successfully Linked...\n\n"); 

 

# Now display results 

 printAllInstances(); 

 

#<<<<<<<<<------ SECTION III. DISPLAY RESULTS  ------>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

puts("Here is the force of a technical performance measure "+evidforce, "\n"); 

 

 

# if true { 

#  $vis = javaClass("com.quiddity.visualizer.QuiddityVisualizer")(currentFrameSystem(),false); 

#  $vis->setVisible(true); 

#  }; 

# puts("SSBN Successfully displayed... \n"); 

#  

# saveNetica("c:/Documents and Settings/Wbunting/My Documents/PHD/Current Work/Software 

Files/Quiddtiy/PRMLOS/PRMLOS_Demostration.dne"); # Save to Netica 

# 

D.2.3 Technology Initiatives Aspect Link Program 

This Quiddity program links together the Technology Initiative Aspect related MFrags as 

specified. 

# 

#       Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis(LSERA) Model  

#           Using the Bayesian Modeling Quiddty*Suite Tool 

# 

#           Author 

#                                       William J. Bunting 

# 

# 

 

puts("\nBuilding the Frame System......\n"); 

  

frameSystem();   # Initialize the frame system 

 

# load("C:/…/LSERA_MultiModel_TIA_Link.spi"); 

load("C:/…/LSERA_MultiModel_V1_TIA_Frames.spi"); 

 

 

#<<<------ SECTION I. MAKE FRAME INSTANCES  ------>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

 

puts("Making Instances of Operations related Frames...\n"); 
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 ta1 = TechInitAsp->makeInstance("Admittance SubS"); 

 ta2 = TechInitAsp->makeInstance("Identification Item SubS"); 

 

 

puts("Making instances of Performance Measures and Artifacts...\n"); 

 

 tp1 = TechA_PM->makeInstance("Avg Communication Cost"); 

# tp2 = TechA_PM->makeInstance("Avg Response Time"); 

# tp3 = TechA_PM->makeInstance("% User Requirements Meet"); 

# tp4 = TechA_PM->makeInstance("# Standards Deviations"); 

# tp5 = TechA_PM->makeInstance("# Data Errors"); 

# tp6 = TechA_PM->makeInstance("% Availability"); 

 

  

# tea1 = TechA_EaArt->makeInstance("EA: Communication Architecture"); 

# tea2 = TechA_EaArt->makeInstance("EA: Information Architecture"); 

 tia1 = TechA_InfoArt->makeInstance("IA: Performance Analysis"); 

# tia2 = TechA_InfoArt->makeInstance("IA: Requirements Documentation"); 

# tia3 = TechA_InfoArt->makeInstance("IA: Identification Request Analysis"); 

# tia4 = TechA_InfoArt->makeInstance("IA: Data Integrity Analysis"); 

 

  

puts("Making instances of Evidence ...\n"); 

 

 trp1 = TechA_PMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt Avg Communication Cost"); 

# trp2 = TechA_PMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt Avg Response Time"); 

# trp3 = TechA_PMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt %User Requirements Meet"); 

# trp4 = TechA_PMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt Standards Deviations"); 

# trp5 = TechA_PMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt Data Errors"); 

# trp6 = TechA_PMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt % Availability"); 

 

# trp7 = TEA_ArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Communication Architecture V1"); 

# trp8 = TEA_ArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Information Architecture V1"); 

 

 trp9 = TIA_ArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt Performance Analysis"); 

# trp10 = TIA_ArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Requirement Document V1"); 

# trp11 = TIA_ArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt Identification Request"); 

# trp12 = TIA_ArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt Data Integrity"); 

 

puts("Frame Instances successfully established...\n\n"); 

 

#<<<<------ SECTION II. LINKING THE FRAME INSTANCES  ------>>>>>>>>> 

 

 puts("Linking Frame Instances...\n"); 

  

 tp1->link = ta1; 

# tp2->link = ta2; 

# tp3->link = ta1; 

# tp4->link = ta1; 

# tp5->link = ta1; 

# tp6->link = ta1; 
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# tea1->link = ta1; 

# tea2->link = ta2; 

 tia1->link = ta1; 

# tia2->link = ta1; 

# tia3->link = ta2 

# tia4->link = ta2 

  

 trp1->subject = tp1; 

# trp2->subject = tp2; 

# trp3->subject = tp3; 

# trp4->subject = tp4; 

# trp5->subject = tp5; 

# trp6->subject = tp6; 

  

# trp7->link = tea1; 

# trp8->link = tea2; 

 

 trp9->link = tia1; 

# trp10->link = tia2; 

# trp11->link = tia3; 

# trp12->link = tia4; 

  

 puts("Frames successfully Linked...\n\n"); 

 

# Now display results 

 printAllInstances(); 

 

 

#<<<<<<<<<------ SECTION III. DISPLAY RESULTS  ------>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

puts("Here is the force of a technical performance measure "+evidforce, "\n"); 

 

# if true { 

#  $vis = javaClass("com.quiddity.visualizer.QuiddityVisualizer")(currentFrameSystem(),false); 

#  $vis->setVisible(true); 

#  }; 

# puts("SSBN Successfully displayed... \n"); 

#  

# saveNetica("c:/Documents and Settings/Wbunting/My Documents/PHD/Current Work/Software 

Files/Quiddtiy/PRMLOS/PRMLOS_Demostration.dne"); # Save to Netica 

# 

D.2.4 Processes & Activities and Mission Services Link Program 

This Quiddity program links together the Process & activities Aspect related MFrags as 

specified. In addition, the program links together the Mission Services related MFrags. 

#       Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis(LSERA) Model  

#           Using the Bayesian Modeling Quiddty*Suite Tool 

# 
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#           Author 

#                                       William J. Bunting 

# 

 puts("\n Starting PA Link.\n"); 

 puts("\nBuilding the Frame System......\n"); 

  

 

# load("C:/…/LSERA_MultiModel_PA_Link.spi"); 

load("C:…./LSERA_MultiModel_V1_PA_Frames.spi"); 

 

 

#<<<------ SECTION I. MAKE FRAME INSTANCES  ------>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

puts("Making Instances of Operations related Frames...\n"); 

 

 so1 = StrgOut->makeInstance("Prevent harmful material admission"); 

 mbr1 = Mbr_PM->makeInstance("Improve Risk Management"); 

 cr1 = CustRes_PM->makeInstance("CB: Average Wait Time"); 

 bs1 = BRM_Serv->makeInstance("SoC: 111-033 BTS"); 

 pr0 = ProcAct->makeInstance("Perform Border Mgmt"); 

  

puts("Making instances of Performance Measures and Artifacts...\n"); 

 

 pi1 = ProcPM->makeInstance("Avg Dollars Saved"); 

# pi2 = ProcPM->makeInstance("Avg Resources per Configuration"); 

# pi3 = ProcPM->makeInstance("Avg Age of Configurations"); 

# pi4 = ProcPM->makeInstance("# of Errors"); 

# pi5 = ProcPM->makeInstance("% Security Tests Passed"); 

# pi6 = ProcPM->makeInstance("# Policy Improvements"); 

  

  

# pea1 = ProcEaArt->makeInstance("Business Process Model"); 

# pia1 = ProcInfoArt->makeInstance("Workflow Simulation"); 

 

 bea1 = BrmEaArt->makeInstance("EA: Operational Architecture"); 

 bia1 = BrmInfoArt->makeInstance("Simulation Model Results"); 

  

 mea1 = MbrEaArt->makeInstance("EA: Operational Architecture"); 

 mia1 = MbrInfoArt->makeInstance("Simulation Model Results"); 

 

 

 cea1 = CrEaArt->makeInstance("EA Operations Architecture"); 

 cia1 = CrInfoArt->makeInstance("Study of Wait Time"); 

# cia2 = CrInfoArt->makeInstance("Study of Coverage Percent"); 

# cia3 = CrInfoArt->makeInstance("Study of Time to Deliver"); 

# cia4 = CrInfoArt->makeInstance("Study of Timeliness of updates"); 

# cia5 = CrInfoArt->makeInstance("Study of  Customer Access Capability"); 

 

  

puts("Making instances of Evidence ...\n"); 
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 prp1 = ProcPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt Avg Dollars Saved"); 

# prp2 = ProcPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt Resources per Configuration"); 

# prp3 = ProcPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt Age of Configurations"); 

# prp4 = ProcPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt # of Errors"); 

# prp5 = ProcPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt % Security Tests Passed"); 

# prp6 = ProcPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt # Policy Improvements"); 

   

# prp7 = PEArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Business Process Model V1"); 

# prp8 = PIArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Rpt Workflow Simulation"); 

 

 

 prp9 = MbrEArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Operational Architecture V1"); 

 prp10 = MbrIArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Simulation Report"); 

 prp13 = BrmEArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Operational Architecture V1"); 

 prp14 = BrmIArtEvid->makeInstance("e*: Simulation Report"); 

 

 prp11 = CrEArtEvid->makeInstance("e* Operational Architecture V1"); 

 prp12 = CrIaEvid->makeInstance("e* Admittance Survey Results"); 

 

  

puts("Frame Instances successfully established...\n\n"); 

 

 

#<<<<<<<<------ SECTION II. LINKING THE FRAME INSTANCES  ------

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

 puts("Linking Frame Instances...\n"); 

  

 so1->link = bs1; 

 bea1->link = bs1; 

 bia1->link = bs1; 

  

 mbr1->link = bs1; 

  

 cr1->link = bs1; 

  

 bs1->link = pr0; 

  

 c = ti0; 

 pr0->link = c; 

 

 

 a = ps0; 

 b = ps1; 

 c = ps2; 

# pr0->link1 = [a, b, c]; 

 pr0->link1 = [a, b]; 

# pr0->link1 = a; 

 

 pi1->link1 = pr0; 

# pi2->link1 = pr0; 

# pi3->link1 = pr0; 
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# pi4->link1 = pr0; 

# pi5->link1 = pr0; 

# pi6->link1 = pr0; 

 

 prp1->subject = pi1; 

# prp2->subject = pi2; 

# prp3->subject = pi3; 

# prp4->subject = pi4; 

# prp5->subject = pi5; 

# prp6->subject = pi6; 

  

# pea1->link = pr0; 

# pia1->link = pr0; 

 

  

 

 prp13->link = bea1; 

 prp14->link = bia1; 

 

 mea1->link = mbr1; 

 mia1->link = mbr1; 

 

 cea1->link = cr1; 

 cia1->link = cr1; 

 

# prp7->link = pea1; 

# prp8->link = pia1; 

 

 prp9->link = mea1; 

 prp10->link = mia1; 

  

 prp11->link = cea1; 

 prp12->link = cia1; 

 

  

 

 puts("Frames successfully Linked...\n\n"); 

 

# Now display results 

 printAllInstances(); 

 

#<<<<<<<<<------ SECTION IIII. DISPLAY RESULTS  ------>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

#puts("Here is the force of a technical performance measure "+evidforce, "\n"); 

 

 

 if true { 

  $vis = javaClass("com.quiddity.visualizer.QuiddityVisualizer")(currentFrameSystem(),false); 

  $vis->setVisible(true); 

  }; 

 puts("SSBN Successfully displayed... \n"); 

  

 saveNetica("c:/…/LSERA_HAgency_PA.dne"); # Save to Netica 
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# 

D.2.5 Subprocesses & Activities Link Program 

This Quiddity program links together the Subprocess & activities Aspect related MFrags 

as specified.  

#       Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis(LSERA) Model  

#           Using the Bayesian Modeling Quiddty*Suite Tool 

# 

#           Author 

#                                       William J. Bunting 

 

puts("\nBuilding the Frame System......\n"); 

  

# frameSystem();   # Initialize the frame system 

 

 

# load("C:/…/LSERA_MultiModel_PAS_Link.spi"); 

load("C:/.../LSERA_MultiModel_V1_PAS_Frames.spi"); 

 

 

#<<<<------ SECTION I. MAKE FRAME INSTANCES  ------>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

# 

 

puts("Making Instances of Operations related Frames...\n"); 

 

  

 ps0 = ProcActSub->makeInstance("Process Admittance Requests"); 

 ps1 = ProcActSub->makeInstance("Process Item Ident"); 

 

puts("Making instances of Performance Measures and Artifacts...\n"); 

 

 pi1 = ProcSPM->makeInstance("Avg Cost per Requests"); 

 pi2 = ProcSPM->makeInstance("Avg Time to Complete Request"); 

# pi3 = ProcSPM->makeInstance("# of Exceptions"); 

 pi4 = ProcSPM->makeInstance("Avg Operational Cost"); 

# pi5 = ProcSPM->makeInstance("# of Errors"); 

# pi6 = ProcSPM->makeInstance("# of Risks"); 

  

# pea1 = ProcSEaArt->makeInstance("EA: CC Sub-Process Model"); 

# pea2 = ProcSEaArt->makeInstance("EA: CI Sub-Process Model"); 

# pia1 = ProcSInfoArt->makeInstance("IA: CC Workflow Simulation"); 

# pia2 = ProcSInfoArt->makeInstance("IA: CI Workflow Simulation"); 

 

  

puts("Making instances of Evidence ...\n"); 

  

 prp1 = ProcSPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Request  Cost Report"); 
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 prp2 = ProcSPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt of Completion Time"); 

# prp3 = ProcSPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt on Exceptions"); 

 prp4 = ProcSPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt of Avg Operational Costs"); 

# prp5 = ProcSPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt of # Errors"); 

# prp6 = ProcSPMEvid->makeInstance("e* Rpt of # Risks"); 

   

# prp7 = PSEArtEvid->makeInstance("e* CC Sub-Process Model V1"); 

# prp8 = PSEArtEvid->makeInstance("e* CI Sub-Process Model V1"); 

 

# prp9 = PSIArtEvid->makeInstance("e* CC Workflow Simulation Report"); 

# prp10 = PSIArtEvid->makeInstance("e* CI Workflow Simulation Report"); 

  

puts("Frame Instances successfully established...\n\n"); 

 

 

#<<<<<<<<------ SECTION II. LINKING THE FRAME INSTANCES  ------

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

 puts("Linking Frame Instances...\n");# of Complaints 

  

 

 pi1->link = ps0; 

 pi2->link = ps0; 

# pi3->link = ps0; 

 pi4->link = ps0; 

# pi5->link = ps0; 

# pi6->link = ps0; 

  

  

# pea1->link = ps0: 

# pea2->link = ps1; 

# pia1->link = ps0; 

# pia2->link = ps1; 

 

 prp1->subject = pi1; 

 prp2->subject = pi2; 

# prp3->subject = pi3; 

 prp4->subject = pi4; 

# prp5->subject = pi5; 

# prp6->subject = pi6; 

  

# prp7->link = pea1; 

# prp8->link = pea2; 

# prp9->link = pia1 

# prp9->link = pia2 

  

 ps0->link1 = ta1; 

 ps1->link1 = ta2; 

# ps2->link1 = ta2; 

 puts("Frames successfully Linked...\n\n"); 

 

# Now display results 
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 printAllInstances(); 

 

#<<<<<<<<<------ SECTION III. DISPLAY RESULTS  ------>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

#puts("Here is the force of a technical performance measure "+evidforce, "\n"); 

 

 if true { 

  $vis = javaClass("com.quiddity.visualizer.QuiddityVisualizer")(currentFrameSystem(),false); 

  $vis->setVisible(true); 

  }; 

 puts("SSBN Successfully displayed... \n"); 

  

 saveNetica("c:/…/LSERA_HAgency_PAS.dne"); # Save to Netica 

 

 

D.2.6 Function Program 

#       Line of Sight Evidential Reasoning Analysis(LSERA) Model  

#           Using the Bayesian Modeling Quiddty*Suite Tool 

# 

#           Author 

#                         William J. Bunting 

 

 puts("\nDefining Functions and Loading Data......\n"); 

 

#<<<<<<----- Section I: DEFINE Causality  ----->>>>>>> 

 

 if (Tcause == 1) then # Positive Relevance 

  TI1 = 0.25; TI2 = 0.45; TI3 = 0.30; # Exceeds 

  TI4 = 0.25; TI5 = 0.40; TI6 = 0.35; # Attains 

  TI7 = 0.20; TI8 = 0.30; TI9 = 0.50  # Below 

#   

 elif (Tcause == 2) then # Necessity 

  TI1 = 0.25; TI2 = 0.45; TI3 = 0.30; # Exceeds 

  TI4 = 0.25; TI5 = 0.40; TI6 = 0.35; # Attains 

  TI7 = 0.01; TI8 = 0.01; TI9 = 0.98  # Below 

   

 elif (Tcause == 3) then # Sufficient 

  TI1 = 0.90; TI2 = 0.05; TI3 = 0.05; # Exceeds 

  TI4 = 0.05; TI5 = 0.90; TI6 = 0.05; # Attains 

  TI7 = 0.10; TI8 = 0.20; TI9 = 0.70  # Below 

   

 else ("\n\nError in causality identification\n\n") 

 end; 

 print(TI1); 

 print(TI3); 
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